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Overview

Introduction
The overriding goal of Adviser’s Guide to Tax, Health Care and Legal Issues for Aging Clients
is to help you, the practitioner, advise your older clients and perhaps their families, as to how to
provide for their own care, their retirement, long-term care and estate issues and the possibility
that they may be incapable of continuing their current lifestyle.
Adviser’s Guide to Tax, Health Care and Legal Issues for Aging Clients is intended to develop an

awareness of planning problems unique to the elderly, and to build a foundation upon which you
can develop an understanding of the issues facing your older clients and options available to
them.
This book discusses some of the benefits available to the elderly population, such as Social
Security and Medicare. It examines how we can supplement Medicare with private insurance,
and also reviews who qualifies for Medicaid. It discusses asset protection through transfers and
trusts and how they affect Medicaid. Special income tax issues, as well as estate and gift tax
issues, as they pertain to the elderly, are also highlighted.

Understanding the Elderly Client
One of the goals of this book is to provide the reader with an understanding of elderly people.
Yes, we all know the stereotype that they drive slowly and in the left-hand lane. No, that is not
what we mean by “understanding” them. In order to best serve an elderly clientele, you must
have a good understanding of their physical limitations and their psychological makeup, their
fears, and desires.

ElderCar/PrimePlus Services
In addition to the substantive legal compliance and planning issues, the book attempts to teach
practitioners how to identify clients in need of planning assistance and advice. It will also teach
you to identify the problems of the elderly client and to analyze whether it is better to plan for
them the “traditional” way, with an ordinary estate plan, such as a will, or whether the client is
best served by “non-traditional” planning, such as the divestiture of assets with a view towards
attaining Medicaid eligibility.
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Wills and Trusts
Chapter 7, “Wills and Trusts: A Primer” covers the basic concepts of Last Wills and Testaments
and living trusts. It compares the two and explains under what circumstances you might consider
one over the other. The chapter also discusses other “testamentary substitutes,” other ways of
avoiding probate.

Medicare, Medicaid, Medigap andLTCInsurance
A substantial portion of the text (see Chapter 4, “Medicare Benefits,” Chapter 5, “Medigap and
Long-Term Care Insurance,” and Chapter 6, “Medicaid Benefits”) is devoted to a discussion of
Medicaid and Medicare and when each applies. These chapters will also explain the mechanics
of a hospital stay from admission to discharge. It is crucial for you to understand this because
questions along this vein are among the most commonly asked by clients when (parents are)
facing discharge from a hospital. You may be asked to explain the various appeals processes
available when a hospital seeks to put a patient out or when a nursing home says that Medicare
will not cover the stay.

Asset Protection Planning
Asset protection planning can be an overriding concern for some clients as they plan their
estates, both for retirement/living purposes and beyond. Therefore, a significant amount of the
book (see Chapter 8, “Protecting Assets by Transferring Them,” Chapter 9, “Using Trusts to
Protect Assets,” and Chapter 10, “Asset Protection Planning Versus Traditional Estate
Planning”) is devoted to the discussion of Medicaid planning (divestiture of a client’s assets) and
traditional estate planning topics. Knowing when to forgo one in favor of the other is the key to
preventing a client from making a mistake that might result in the unnecessary payment of estate,
gift, or capital gains taxes, as discussed in Chapter 11, “Income Tax Issues Affecting the
Elderly,” and Chapter 12, “Estate, Gift, and Trust Taxation.”

Powers ofAttorney, Living Wills and Health Care Proxies
Chapter 13, “Powers of Attorney” discusses all aspects of powers of attorney and their
importance; the various types of powers of attorney (POAs), what each covers, revocation, etc. It
also contains several sample POA documents. Chapter 14, “Medical Self-Determination: Living
Wills and Health Care Proxies” discusses all aspects of medical self-determination from health
care proxies and living wills to the “right to die.”

Guardianships
Chapter 15, “Guardianships” explores all aspects of a court proceeding for the appointment of a
guardian for the person and/or property of an elderly client. It explains and helps guide the
accountant in his or her role in such a proceeding.

xvi
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Planning for Disabled Children
Chapter 16, “Estate Planning for the Client’s Disabled Children” discusses planning options
when the elderly client’s concern is not exclusively the loss of assets as a result of nursing home
placement, but also planning to make sure that a disabled adult child is taken care of after their
deaths.

ElderCare/PrimePlus Services
Finally, Chapter 17, “CPA Eldercare/PrimePlus Services” discusses how to identify
opportunities where you can assist your clients, whether they are adult children or older adults
themselves. There are many ways to identify potential clients for eldercare services. One of the
most useful for a CPA is to include questions in the annual tax planning checklist or review the
client’s annual tax return to identify potential CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus clients.
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Chapter 1

Our Aging Population—Identifying the
Client in Need of Planning

Introduction
The demographic profile of America is rapidly changing. There are currently more Americans
over age 65 than under age 25. One person in eight is over 65 years old. The figures for
Americans even older are even more astonishing. In 1900 only one-fifth of one-percent of the
population reached the age of 85. Today it is one percent. Early in the 21st Century the figure is
expected to double to 2% and by 2050, 5.2% of the population will be 85 years or older.

Demographics of Our Aging Population
Much has been written about the aging of the population or, more appropriately, the growing
proportion of the aging population to the population as a whole. In 1890, 3.9% of the population
lived to be 65 or older. In 2003, nearly 36 million people age 65 and over lived in the United
States (just over 12% of the total population). During the 20th century, the older population grew
from 3 million to 35 million and is projected to grow to almost 87 million by 2050.1
According to the U.S. Administration on Aging:

•

The older population (65+) increased by 3.3 million or 10.2% between 1992 and 2003.

•

Over 2.0 million persons celebrated their 65th birthday in 2002.

•

The number of Americans aged 45-64 who will reach 65 over the next two decades
increased by 38% during the past decade.

1 For more statistics on aging and up-to-date information, see the U.S. Administration on Aging Web site at
www.aoa.gov and www.agingstats.gov. The report Older Americans 2004: Key Indicators of Well-Being can be
accessed and/or downloaded at the site in HTML and PDF formats on the agingstats site.
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•

Persons reaching age 65 have an average life expectancy of an additional 18.1 years (19.4
years for females and 16.4 years for males).

•

By the year 2030, the older population will more than double to 71.5 million.

•

The 85+ population is projected to increase from 4.6 million in 2002 to 9.6 million in
2030.

•

Nearly 40% of the 35 million seniors were over the age of 75; over a million were older
than 90. Over 53,000 were centenarians.

Medical science has learned to keep people alive longer and the prospering economy has made
this population by and large a bit wealthier than they imagined they could ever become.
However, at the same time, more seniors are facing new problems. Some of these are problems
we would all like to have—like estate tax headaches. Consecutive years of unprecedented stock
market growth, coupled with huge increases in the values of real estate over the past few
decades, have given many people reason to plan to protect their lifetime accumulations.
At the same time, however, there are new dangers lurking to threaten all this wealth. As the
population increases in age, the likelihood of its older members requiring some form of long
term care increases as well. According to recent statistics, estimates show that the number of
older persons needing long-term nursing home care was about seven million in 1994 and that it
will double to 14 million by 2020. With the cost of nursing care fast approaching $100,000 per
year in many parts of the country, many older citizens are concerned about whether their new
found wealth will last long enough to pass on to their children.

These are not the only concerns involving the elderly client; they are merely two of the many.
For instance, there are special concerns about access to assets in the event of incapacity, issues of
wills, trusts and probate, matters of insurance, such as life, health, and nursing home coverage.
For the tax and accounting professional, these concerns present many opportunities, both for the
professional’s ability to spot problems and advise on certain matters and when it is important to
advise a client to seek additional outside help. It is also important for CPAs to understand
planning vehicles that may have been put in place by others so that they can judge their
appropriateness, based on the client’s current circumstances and objectives.
As life expectancy increases, the likelihood of its older members requiring some form of long
term medical care increases as well. The latest available statistics show, for example, that 25% of
all persons age 85 and older are nursing home patients. Nearly an equal number require some
form of assistance in their own homes. Yet, it is surprising how few senior citizens ever seriously
consider how these costs will be paid. Many mistakenly assume that Medicare will foot the bill.
This book is intended to be a primer for the adviser who has elderly clients and who desires a
better understanding of the legal issues of concern to providers of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus
Services. Protecting assets against the huge expense of a medical catastrophe or minimizing
estate taxation, while touched upon, are generally beyond the scope of this book.
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Our Aging Population

The Client in Need of Planning
When elderly clients consult their accountants for financial advice, it usually takes two forms:
•

Income tax planning and

•

Estate tax planning.

Rarely does an elderly person consider his/her future in terms beyond just life and death. Few
plan in advance to protect their assets against catastrophic medical expenses.

The simplest way to identify a client in need of such medical planning is during his/her annual
tax pilgrimage. Sometime between February and April dozens of such clients arrive at your
office with a stack of drug store receipts and medical bills in tow.

Another sign is an elderly client with Form 1099s showing large amounts of income and
dividends or capital gains. Obviously, a person with several tens of thousands of dollars of
annual interest and/or dividends has substantial liquid capital. In addition, brokerage statements
provide information on the value of a client’s securities portfolio. Even a client’s address may be
a tip-off as to the value of real property.
In some cases a client may have questions about estate or gift tax planning that would lead you to
question the size of the estate. In other instances a client is the beneficiary of a trust and takes the
opportunity to ask you a few questions regarding the reporting of trust income. Or, you may be
asked to prepare Form 1041 for an existing trust. In any of these situations you may be aware
that an elderly client has sufficient assets to protect against depletion for payment of uncovered
medical expenses.

Conflict Between Traditional and
Modern Estate Planning
In today’s world a practitioner, whether they are an accountant or an attorney, is faced with the
dilemma of how to advise a client—the traditional way or the modem way—in drafting an estate
plan. The traditional way is the preparation of a will under which assets are inherited upon death.
Coupling today’s high cost of medical care with improved medical technology to prolong life,
extended hospitalization may cause a seriously ill individual to go bankrupt before dying. Even if
one remains at home—in which case the local Social Services Department cannot force the sale
of the homestead during the lifetime of that Medicaid recipient—a lien may be placed against the
estate after the death of both the recipient and the surviving spouse.
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Thus, adequate planning can no longer include just a will or a tax-wise estate plan: it must also
resolve such issues as the lifetime protection of assets so that they might continue to provide an
adequate income for a couple while at the same time assuring the passing of principal to the
children free of any lien. The question, of course, is how is this accomplished?
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Chapter 2

Understanding the Elderly Client

Introduction
CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services may not be a major part of your practice today, this week or
even this year. However, your firm can prepare now to be well positioned for the future, when
most of your clients will either have aging parents who need care or will need care themselves.
All you have to do is watch the evening news to see that there is a new emphasis on issues
relating to the graying of America. For example, one could hardly have missed the drama
surrounding the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act (MMA) of
2003. Government and businesses are gearing up for a major shift in the population in the next
20 years. As a CPA, you can either prepare for this change in your client base or hope to replace
your existing client base with new clients in the coming years.

There are very definite physical and psychological issues that the practitioner must recognize in
dealing with the elderly client. This section will briefly review some of the general things you
need to be aware of when dealing with an elderly client. For purposes of this discussion, we are
speaking of those clients aged 75 and over. They may be experiencing one or more of the
common physical and psychological effects of aging.

Physical Considerations
In order to serve your elderly clients effectively, you need to accommodate their needs. It would
be impossible to advise any practitioner on what is right for his/her practice, but if you have or
wish to cultivate, a clientele that consists of the elderly, you should be aware of the
accommodations that you should have available for them.
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Office Environment
The following items should be considered when evaluating whether your office space can
accommodate the elderly client’s needs.
•

Chairs should be firm and easy to rise from. Less structured or overstuffed chairs may
impede your client’s ability to sit or rise comfortably.

•

Meeting areas should be accessible. Some of your clients may require wheelchair or
walker access. If your office is all the way down the hall, a conference room or office
right behind the reception area might be the best place to meet with a client who has
difficulty walking.

•

Lighting should properly illuminate all public areas in your firm’s office.

•

Public areas should be clear of all obstacles.

Reading Material
In regards to written materials, keep in mind the following:
•

Reading materials, which you provide to your client, should be of sufficient type size to
make them comfortable to read. Small print, especially if it involves numbers, is difficult
enough for anybody to read. Keep this in mind when preparing letters, marketing
materials, care plans, engagement letters, and reports for your clients.

•

Some periodicals, such as Reader’s Digest publish large-print editions. Subscribe to some
large-print editions of popular periodicals for your reception room, if the size of your
practice warrants it.

Sound Considerations
When meeting and discussing items with clients, keep in mind the following:
•

Speak as clearly and distinctly as possible. Do not yell at your clients, but make sure that
you do not mumble.

•

Speak slowly if necessary. Be sure to enunciate clearly and make sure that you face your
client when you speak to him/her.

You will likely know within the first few minutes whether any of this advice applies. Most
clients will tell you immediately if they have a hearing problem although some will not for
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reasons of vanity. If a client asks questions that you have answered, this may be a sign that you
are not communicating clearly or loudly enough.

Cultural and Psychological Considerations
The subjects of death, disability and incompetence are very emotional topics. Money is
sometimes used as a measure of love, power, or control. When these two areas of discussion are
combined, such as in a consideration of estate planning or long-term care planning, the results
can be unpredictable.
As an example, imagine that you are approximately 85 years of age and sitting with your adult
children in the office of an attorney. You are told that the time has come to undertake some
estate, tax and asset protection planning. This will likely involve one or more of the following
steps:
•

Giving away $11,000 a year to your children, grandchildren or in-laws.

•

Transferring the bulk of your assets into an irrevocable living trust over which you will
have no control except the right to

— Receive income.

— Change the beneficiary of what remains in the trust at your death.
— Give away your house and keep only the right to live in it.

Your children urge you to transfer everything. “Can’t you trust us, Mom?” Or, “are you afraid
we’re going to kick you out of your own home, Dad?” You are hesitant, but the pressure mounts.
Until you say, decisively: “I want to think about it.” Meanwhile, your CPA or attorney is busy
thinking, “If you do what I tell you, I’ll save your assets. Don’t listen to me and they’ll be gone
either to the IRS or to a nursing home or to another unforeseen threat. What, after all, is there to
think about?”
As you can see, a financial transaction from one point of view is an emotional experience from
the other’s point of view.

Your clients often face this scenario. Therefore, it is important to have an understanding of the
cultural influences and psychological makeup of the current elderly population. Understanding
your clients’ feelings should help you successfully present your recommendations to clients in a
manner that makes your clients comfortable and receptive to your advice.
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Fear of Poverty
An 85-year-old person has lived through the Great Depression—and its impact will clearly show.
For many families, there was no money during those times. And, although the likelihood of the
United States going through such a scenario again in the immediate future is probably slim, your
client has not forgotten what it is like to be unemployed and hungry—or fearful of either of these
experiences. The fear of having nothing and being at the mercy of others—even if those others
are their own children—is a very real fear for your elderly clients. You must reassure your
clients to help them overcome this fear.

Views on Money and its Current Purchasing Power
An 85-year-old who lives on credit, or even has a credit card, is rare. They pay cash for
purchases and have taught themselves to be frugal. They have learned that you are supposed to
live on your income alone and not spend savings. Speaking euphemistically, some still believe
that a cup of coffee costs a nickel, coincidentally, the same price as a ride on the subway or
streetcar. Tell them that the value of their house today is $400,000 and they will be stunned, but
recovering quickly, they will proudly tell you that they paid $5,000 for it. Tell them that the cost
of a nursing home runs $250 per day in some places, and they will look at you in horrific
disbelief. This amount, after all, is what they earned in a good month in their first job right after
“The War.” How could it possibly be that a nursing home—not that they are ever going to go to
one—costs that much for a single day?

The point here is that it may be difficult to convince elderly clients that they face a financial
crisis, or that it is worth it to them to pay a professional to help handle their complicated affairs.

Cultural Prejudices
This does not refer to prejudices against members of other racial or ethnic groups. Quite to the
contrary, it means that you should recognize that people who come from the “old school” or the
“Old Country” may treat people and situations—even those involving their own family
members—differently. This may affect how the person
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•

Views estate planning.

•

Treats outside caregivers in their home.

•

Interacts with you and your staff.

Understanding the Elderly Client

Beware the Park Bench
The term “park bench” is used here as a euphemism for the network of “peer information
sources,” which invariably doles out incorrect and harmful information.
For example, your elderly client spends lots of time sitting on the park bench, or at a card table
playing canasta, or socializing at the local senior citizen center, or wherever he/she may spend
some leisure time. Invariably, one or more acquaintances will begin talking about subjects such
as death, taxes, nursing homes and the like. Like a game of “telephone,” one person will tell the
other some information that he/she has received, which is then passed on to others. By the time
the information reaches your client, it bears no relationship to what you know as fact regarding
the reality of the situation. Your client might say to you: “My friend Fannie has it on good
authority from her husband Max, who was a banker for 40 years, that his brother-in-law,
Sidney’s, accountant’s assistant gave Sidney a copy of a letter signed by the head of the IRS at
the request of President Bush himself, saying that you can now give each of your children
$1,000,000 without them paying any income tax on that money.” You need to convince your
client that this information is wrong without insulting your client or his/her friends. How do you
accomplish that?
Many well-meaning people give out erroneous information that sounds right because it is passed
on with “authority.” You may have a difficult time convincing the client that it is wrong. If they
have heard the same incorrect information for years from a trusted source, it is even more
difficult to dissuade them.

Lack of Financial Sophistication
When your elderly client began working, the most common investment vehicle was a savings
account. Savings accounts had various uses:
•

Christmas accounts

•

Vacation accounts

•

Passbook accounts

Some people invested a little bit in
•

Savings bonds.

•

Blue chip stocks and bonds for those with higher incomes.

•

One of the handful of mutual funds then available were invested in by the truly
adventurous.
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The only other investment that your average post-war worker made was in a house. They bought
one—a 30-year mortgage was common, of course—and they live in it to this very day.
Against this backdrop let us consider the 1970s and beyond. A person has a wide variety of
investments to choose from, and even the most conservative categories include

•

Money markets accounts

•

Mutual funds

•

Treasury notes and bonds

•

Treasury bills

•

Tax-free municipal bonds

•

Tax-free municipal money markets

An elderly client can easily become overwhelmed with so many choices. In addition, traditional
savings accounts have been replaced by
•

Certificates of deposit.

•

Money market accounts.

•

Checking accounts with interest.

These lists do not even begin to address the variety of more aggressive investment options
available today.

Similarly, there are many insurance issues. Once upon a time, there was life insurance, and the
agent came by to personally collect the weekly premium of ten cents or so. And, when you
became ill, the doctor made house calls and would bill you. Today, there is life insurance, of
course, but even life insurance companies no longer sell just pure life insurance. Consider the
so-called variable life policies, or annuities, or second-to-die life insurance. Then throw in the
other types of insurance, Medicare supplements and long-term care insurance. Again, there is
more complexity than an elderly person is used to dealing with.
Even the doctor’s visit is no longer simple. Questions arise, such as
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•

Who pays first, Medicare or Blue Cross?

•

What are the rules of health maintenance organizations (HMOs) or preferred provider
organizations (PPOs)?
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•

How much and for how long will Medicare supplemental insurance pay?

•

What about Medicaid?

•

How do I qualify for Medicaid?

You must recognize that life is a lot more complicated than it was 50 years ago. Today there are
more choices. Mistakes are more costly. Bureaucracies are less forgiving to those who fail to
conform to procedures. Plus, misinformation is rampant.

What These Cultural Considerations Mean to Your Practice
You should realize that apprehensions and desires to “think about it” may hide confusion. It
behooves you to try to assure the elderly client that though there is a lot of information floating
around about finances, planning and taxes, there are only one or two correct courses of action.
Do not lose sight of your client’s fears. By reassuring a client that planning can actually help
them avoid a loss of control and a loss of their assets, you might have a more successful
relationship.

The following examples illustrate how a CPA’s understanding of the client’s state of mind can
help him/her protect the client.
Since estate tax planning usually involves a recommendation that annual gifts be given, it is not
uncommon for the client to express concerns about how the loss of principal will diminish his or
her income. One step is to do a cash flow analysis to determine whether all his or her annual
income is currently being used up. If it is not, then point out that the concern is not real because
there is no threat to the client’s standard of living. You might also explain that the amounts given
as gifts would otherwise be taxed at a later date at rates of 40% or more. Point out to the client
that they might prefer to have children and grandchildren express their thanks now, not at death.
Explain that there is
•

No obligation to give the full $11,000 allowable if the client feels uncomfortable, and

•

No requirement that the money be given each year.

Take it one year at a time and see how comfortable they are. Or, give a little, then a bit more later
on in the year, or next year.
•

If clients are reluctant to obtain long-term care insurance because it is too expensive and
they do not think they will ever need to go into a nursing home, you can
— Prepare projections of the costs of nursing home care or home health care and
compare that to the cost of insurance.
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— Talk to them about how long-term care insurance allows them to have more control
over their care choices in the future.
— Reinforce the idea that planning for a crisis allows them to be more in control of their
finances and keeps them from being dependent on Medicaid and protected from any
changes that could be made to the program in the future.
The goal is to reassure your elderly clients that preparing for a crisis is wise and beneficial to all
parties, while at the same time reassuring them that nobody is trying to rob them of either their
money or their independence.
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Chapter 3

Social Security and Veterans Benefits

Introduction
Although the term social security has become synonymous with retirement benefits, the Social
Security Act, enacted more than 60 years ago (and amended often since), is actually a collection
of many types of insurance programs. These include retirement insurance, survivors insurance,
disability, hospital and medical insurance, black lung benefits, Supplemental Security Income
benefits (the federal equivalent of “welfare”), unemployment insurance, and a host of other
services.

Presidential Action
As we go to press, President Bush has proposed sweeping changes to the Social Security system.
While we cannot predict if, when or how Congress will respond, we present here some highlights
of the President’s plan that you should be aware of as you advise your clients.1

In early 2005, President Bush discussed the importance of Social Security and outlined his plan
to “fix” the Social Security system for future generations of Americans. The President has
stressed his commitment to keeping the promise of Social Security for today’s retirees (and those
nearing retirement) and strengthening Social Security for our children and grandchildren. Some
of the statistics (culled from “fact sheets” and press releases, etc.) that the Administration has
provided in its argument to change the plan from the way it currently operates are:
•

Social Security provides a critical foundation of income for retired and disabled workers.

•

For one-third of Americans over 65, Social Security benefits constitute 90% of their total
income.

•

Hispanics, African-Americans, and unmarried elderly women are even more reliant on
Social Security.

1 For the latest “fact sheets,” and other information on the President’s plan to “modernize” and “reform” Social
Security, see www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/social-security .
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•

The President’s plan is based on the premise that doing nothing to fix our Social Security
system will cost us, as well as our children and grandchildren, an estimated $10.4 trillion,
according to the Social Security Trustees. The longer we wait to take action, the more
difficult and expensive the changes will be.

•

$10.4 trillion is almost twice the combined wages and salaries of every working
American in 2004.

•

In 2018, the government will begin to pay out more in Social Security benefits than it
takes in revenue—and shortfalls then will grow larger with each passing year.

•

By 2042, when workers in their mid-20s begin to retire, the system will be bankrupt—
unless we act now to save it.

•

In 1950, there were 16 workers to support every one beneficiary of Social Security.
Today, there are only 3.3 workers supporting every Social Security beneficiary. By the
time our youngest workers—those just entering the workforce today—turn 65, there will
only be 2 workers supporting each beneficiary. And, under the current system, today’s
30-year-old worker will face a 27% benefit cut when he or she reaches normal retirement
age.

As a result, the President warns that the current system will not be able to afford to pay the
benefits scheduled for our children and grandchildren without enormous payroll tax increases or
huge benefit cuts. The Social Security payroll tax, which was once 2%, is now more than 12%.
Economists calculate that under the current system, the payroll tax would have to rise to more
than 18% if our children and grandchildren are to receive their scheduled benefits.

The President’s Vision for Social Security
The President plans to work with Congress to determine the best elements of the proposals that
have been put forward, according to these principles:
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•

President Bush’s plan will not change benefits for today’s retirees or near-retirees.

•

The President wants to see Social Security permanently strengthened for our children and
grandchildren, without raising payroll taxes.

•

The President favors voluntary personal accounts as part of a comprehensive solution to
give younger workers the option to save some of these payroll taxes. Personal accounts
give younger workers the opportunity to receive higher benefits than the current system
can afford to pay, and provide ownership, choice, and the opportunity for workers to
build a nest egg for their retirement and to pass it on to their spouse or their children.

Social Security and Veterans Benefits

•

Those who do not choose to have a personal account would continue to draw benefits as
Americans have long done from the Social Security program.

•

Personal accounts will provide Americans who choose to participate with an opportunity
to share in the benefits of economic growth by participating in markets through sound
investments. Any proposal will include limitations on the risk of investments permitted in
personal accounts and will include low-risk, low-cost options like broad index funds
similar to those currently available to federal employees.

•

Establishing personal accounts would not add to the total costs that Social Security faces.
The obligation to pay Social Security benefits is already there. While personal accounts
affect the timing of these costs, they do not add to the total amount obligated through
Social Security. In fact, every plan scored by the Social Security Administration (SSA)
that contains personal accounts would reduce the costs of permanently fixing the system.

Here’s how it would work:

•

President Bush’s plan allows you to make a decision to put your money in a different
kind of prudent investment, with the potential for receiving higher pay-outs.

•

For example, a worker who decides against taking a personal account might, in the
future, get $15,000 annually in benefits from the traditional system, reformed to be
permanently sustainable.

•

Another young worker could choose to invest in a personal retirement account. In
exchange for the right to get the account, he gives up benefits from the traditional system.
For example, he might give up one-third of those future government benefits, and be
entitled to receive $10,000 annually from the traditional system.

•

A personal retirement account would belong entirely to the worker. If the account earns a
3% real rate of return—the worker would be right back where he started—at $15,000 of
combined benefits per year.

•

A worker could earn a higher return through his personal account investments. The Social
Security Actuary assumes he will invest in a conservative mix of stocks, corporate bonds,
and government securities that would result in a 4.6% real rate of return. In this case, the
account would be large enough to provide about $7,000 per year of benefits, so he would
have a combined future benefit of $17,000. His combined benefit would be $2,000 per
year higher than had he not chosen the account.

•

A worker’s traditional benefit would be affected by the amount of investment in a
personal account because some of his payroll taxes are flowing into the account, rather
than into the traditional Social Security system. His government benefit would not,
however, be affected by the investment performance of the personal account.
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•

Note that if he puts all of his account into safe government securities, he can expect an
average 3% real rate of return (the break-even rate). In addition, the worker will own all
the funds in the account. Even if the worker were only to break even financially, he
would be better off because of his ownership rights:

— If he were to die before retirement age, he would have an asset to pass on to his
loved ones.
— If he were to divorce, his account would be marital property.

— And if future policymakers were to change government-provided benefits, his
account balance would be immune from those changes.
Personal retirement accounts would be entirely voluntary. At any time, a worker could “opt in”

by making a one-time election to put a portion of his or her payroll taxes into a personal
retirement account.

•

Workers would have the flexibility to choose from several different low-cost, broad
based investment funds and would have the opportunity to adjust investment allocations
periodically, but would not be allowed to move back and forth between personal
retirement accounts and the traditional system. If, after workers choose the account, they
decide they want only the benefits the current system would give them, they can leave
their money invested in government bonds like those the Social Security system invests
in now.

•

Those workers who do not elect to create a personal retirement account would continue to
draw benefits from the traditional Social Security system, reformed to be permanently
sustainable.

The Current Programs
Unless (and until) there is any change in the current system, the two Social Security programs
currently benefiting the elderly are as follows:
•

Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI), also referred to as “Title II
benefits” after the part of the federal law under which they fall, and

•

Hospital insurance benefits (called “Medicare”).

The monthly check sent to retirees is provided by OASDI. Medicare is covered later in Chapter 4,
“Medicare Benefits.”
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Social Security Benefits
Four basic benefits are available under the Title II program:
•

Retirement benefits paid directly to the worker,

•

Benefits paid to the dependents of a worker,

•

Benefits for surviving family members after the death of the worker, and

•

Lump-sum death payments.

Generally, these provisions are found in the federal law at 42 USC §402 et. seq.
The extent of the benefit payable is based on the wage record of the worker and depends
primarily on the number of quarterly periods worked23and the amount contributed in federal
taxes to the system [42 USC §413(a)].

When Benefits Begin
A worker may receive full benefits after age 65 or partial benefits beginning at age 623 [42 USC
§402(a)]. A widow or widower may receive benefits at age 60 [42 USC §402(e)]. Under certain
circumstances a divorced spouse can receive benefits at age 62 and a surviving divorced spouse
at age 60 [42 USC §402(e)].
Generally, when a nonworking spouse—historically the wife—reaches the age where the spouse
is entitled to Social Security benefits, he/she will be entitled to collect 50% of the working
spouse’s amount. Of course, if the spouse also worked, he/she would be entitled to collect a
higher amount as determined by his/her work record [42 USC §402(a)].
If the working spouse dies, the surviving spouse will continue to receive the higher amount, not
the combined amount. Naturally, if the survivor’s own payment is larger than that of the
deceased spouse, the larger amount will continue to be paid.

2 The Social Security System does not evaluate eligibility based on the number of months; it uses a system of
quarters, four quarters to the calendar year.

3 In 1983, the law was changed so that by the year 2027, retirees will have to be 67 before collecting full benefits.
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Effect of Outside Earnings
Prior to passage of the Senior Citizens’ Freedom to Work Act of 2000, Social Security recipients
age 65-69 lost $1 in benefits for every $3 of earnings over a set annual limit. The law repealed
these limits on how much income workers reaching “normal retirement age” (NRA) of 65 or
older could earn while still receiving full Social Security benefits.

There is now no limit on earnings beginning the month an individual attains his or her NRA.
(The chart below shows the applicable NRA by year of birth.)
Ifyou were born in:

1937 and prior
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943-54
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960 and later

Your normal retirement age (NRA) is:

65
65 and 2 months
65 and 4 months
65 and 6 months
65 and 8 months
65 and 10 months
66
66 and 2 months
66 and 4 months
66 and 6 months
66 and 8 months
66 and 10 months
67

Note: Persons bom on January 1 of any year should refer to the normal
retirement age for the previous year.
However, workers who retire before reaching their normal retirement age continue to have limits
imposed on the income they may earn for Social Security purposes.
If you attain your NRA after 2005, your exempt amount in 2005 is $12,000 or ($1,000) per
month. Social Security will withhold $ 1 in benefits for every $2 of earnings in excess of the
$12,000 amount.
If you attain your NRA in 2005, your exempt amount is $31,800, but this higher amount applies
only to earnings during the months before you attained your NRA. Social Security will withhold
$1 in benefits for every $3 of earnings in excess of the $31,800 amount during this time.4

Inexplicably, Social Security recipients age 70 or older may have unlimited earned income
without a reduction in Social Security benefits.

4 For updated information, see the Social Security Administration’s Web site at www.ssa.gov/OACT/COLA/
RTEA.html#determination.
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Planning Tip: Clients who return to work after retiring may be better off delaying receipt of
Social Security retirement benefits. Generally, workers who postpone the receipt of benefits
beyond age 65 will receive a 5% per year increase up to age 70. (The increase is even greater
for those who had planned to retire at age 62 but continue working. The difference between
benefits at age 62 and at age 65 can be 25%.)
Statistically, however, it may pay over the course of one’s life to take Social Security retirement
benefits early. It has been calculated that an individual who elects for early retirement benefits
will be financially better off for the first 15 years following retirement, all other things being
equal (i.e., not factoring in such things as inflation).

Caution: The Social Security Administration (SSA) has “cracked down” on self-employed
individuals and those controlling closely held businesses because these entities are more
susceptible to income-shifting. For instance, if the retired head of a family-owned business, is
still a substantial stockholder in his closely held corporation, lends his expertise to the
children who are now in charge of the day-to-day business affairs, and this expertise
increases the value of the business, what part of that will the SSA consider to be earned by
the retired taxpayer? There is no definitive answer, but following are some factors considered
by the SSA:
•

Hours of service performed by the retiree each month,

•

The nature of those services,

•

How the scope and extent of those services compare before and after retirement (i.e., is
the person really performing the same tasks while retired).

•

The ownership and/or continued control of the business by the retiree, and

•

The skill and participation level of the successors to the business.

The Receipt of Social Security Benefits Amounts
The tax practitioner should be familiar with additional basic SSA rules, some of which will help
clarify changes about to take place in the Social Security System.

Receipt of Benefits
Benefits are payable on the third day of every month. Mailed checks are scheduled to arrive on
this date. Electronic direct deposits are credited to a recipient’s account on the third day of each
month.
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Death of a Beneficiary
Suppose a Social Security recipient dies on June 30. Is the recipient’s estate entitled to an SSA
check payable on July 3? The answer is “no” because Social Security is, in essence, a retroactive
payment. A July benefit covers June, an August benefit covers July, and so on. In order to receive
the benefit, you must have been alive during the entire prior month [42 USC §402(a)]. The July
payment must be returned regardless of whether the death occurred on June 1 or June 30.
Helpful Hint: A client may ask what needs to be physically done in order to return the
benefits check to the government. Advise them as follows: If they have received a paper
check in the mail, send it back to the issuing Social Security office. If the payment has been
made electronically, just leave the money in the account. By the following month, it will
have been electronically debited by the government.

Lump-Sum Death Benefit
When a Social Security recipient dies, a lump-sum death benefit of $255 is payable either to the
surviving spouse or to a qualifying child [42 USC §402(1)]. A qualifying child is one who was
entitled to receive benefits as a result of the wage-earner’s Social Security benefits.

Parental Benefits
A little-known benefit of the Social Security program entitles parents to receive payment as a
result of a deceased child’s work history. To qualify, the parent must either be the natural parent,
or have adopted or become the step-parent of the child before the child turned 16 and must have
been dependent on the child for at least one-half of the parent’s annual support. In addition, the
parent must be at least 62 years old and unmarried since the death of the insured child. In such a
case the parent may be entitled to benefits of at least the amount to which the child would have
been entitled. A parent claiming such benefits must usually apply within two years of the child’s
death [42 USC §402(g)].

Representative Payees
A Social Security recipient may be unable to process the SSA check because of mental or
physical infirmity. In such a case, a representative payee may be appointed. The procedure is
simple and informal with no attorneys or even the courts involved. Ordinarily, a relative (or, in
some cases even an unrelated individual or organization) may be appointed to receive the
benefits checks rather than the named beneficiary. The representative payee will then be asked
for an informal accounting of the use of the funds on an annual basis. A client in need of such a
procedure should apply at his/her local Social Security office.
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Veterans Benefits
Like the Social Security Administration, the Department of Veterans Affairs (formerly the
Veterans Administration, but still widely referred to as the VA) also offers veterans many
different benefits, ranging from education and training to medical expense payment and death
benefits.5

Eligibility
Generally, to be eligible for benefits, the claimant must have been in active service and
discharged other than dishonorably. Many of the benefits available require that the claimant be
disabled and that the disability be “service connected,” that is, a result of an injury or illness
sustained or worsened during active duty. [See generally 38 CFR §3.1 et seq.}

Benefits Available
The most common VA benefit is a disability pension for veterans with service-connected
disabilities; if the person died as a result of that disability, even if much later, a death benefit is
payable to the surviving spouse. In some cases, where the veteran was totally disabled after
discharge, a death benefit is payable as well.
The VA provides a pension as well for veterans who served during a period of war and who are
permanently and totally disabled. This pension, however, is given only to those veterans and
their families who meet strict minimum annual income levels.
Many veterans also have VA life insurance policies taken out during their service. They were not
required to pay premiums until leaving the service. These policies, if still in force, will have
some cash value.

The VA also offers certain burial benefits including burial of the veteran and his immediate
family in a national cemetery, a funeral and plot allowance, and a headstone.

VA medical benefits, including hospital, nursing home, or outpatient services, are free if they are
service-connected. Benefits may also be provided in veterans’ facilities on a space-available
basis to veterans with non-service connected illnesses, if they are over 65 and unable to pay for
such care in a regular hospital. Benefits are limited in many cases. For example, nursing home
benefits in non-VA facilities are often limited to three months, after which time the veteran must
find another means of payment. As a practical matter, with most elderly veterans now covered by
Medicare in the event of an illness, the VA medical benefits are not as valuable as in the past.

5 See the Department of Veterans Affairs Web site at www.va.gov.
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Planning Tip: Advise your clients of the many potential Veterans benefits and suggest that
they contact their local VA office for more information and to apply for any benefits. VA
benefits are among the most overlooked assets of a client.6

6 The Social Security Administration Web site includes the public version of the Program Operations Manual
System (POMS). The POMS is a primary source of information used by Social Security employees to process
claims for Social Security benefits. The public version of POMS is identical to the version used by Social Security
employees except that it does not include internal data entry and sensitive content instructions. The POMs can be
accessed at http://policy.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/chapterlist!openview&restricttocategory=14 . Note: The SSA site warns
that the POM, can be hard to understand for those not familiar with the SSA system and language. They suggest you
review the Online Social Security Handbook (see Chapter 25: “Special Veterans Benefits”), which can be accessed
at www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/handbook/ssa-hbk.htm.
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Chapter 4

Medicare Benefits

Introduction
The cornerstone of providing medical benefits for the elderly is Medicare, the federal health
insurance program enacted in 1965 as part of President Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society
legislation. Medicare protects persons over age 65, as well as those who are blind or disabled,
against mounting medical bills.
Although a federal program, the Medicare system is similar to private insurance with
deductibles, limitations, exclusions, and ever-increasing premiums. In fact, the federal
government contracts with private insurance companies called “intermediaries” and “carriers” to
process the claims and make the payments. Intermediaries handle claims submitted by hospitals,
skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies, and hospices. Carriers process claims for
services by doctors and other suppliers.

Medicare, Parts A and B
The Medicare program is divided into two parts:
•

Medicare Part A covers up to 150 days of inpatient hospital care, up to 100 days of
inpatient care in a skilled nursing facility, up to 210 days of hospice care, and varying
intermittent home care services.

•

Medicare Part B covers doctors, clinical laboratory service, outpatient services, and
medical supplies.

The provisions of Medicare are found generally at 42 USC §1395 et seq. and in the Federal
Regulations at 42 CFR §409 et seq.

Part A is mandatory, while Part B is voluntary. For recipients of Social Security checks, Part B
benefits are deducted automatically from the monthly check. Those who do not receive Social
Security can be billed quarterly, in much the same way a private insurer bills for medical
insurance.
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Qualifying for Medicare
Generally, persons age 65 and over are eligible for Medicare Part A (hospital coverage) if they
have accumulated enough work credits to qualify for Social Security or Railroad Retirement
benefits, whether or not they have filed for such benefits. Most adults with more than 10 years of
contributions to the Social Security system through FICA are eligible.

In addition, Medicare Part A is available to adults under the age of 65 who are no longer working
because of a disability, and who have received Social Security or Railroad Retirement disability
benefits for two years. Government employees who are exempt from paying Social Security
withholding tax may also qualify either on retirement or after suffering a disability of more than
29 months.
In all of the above cases, a worker qualifies for Medicare Part A free of charge. Most persons fall
into one of these categories, and those who do not may still be able to buy in to Medicare by
paying a premium [42 USC § 1395i-2(a)].

Medicare Enrollment
A worker who applies for Social Security Retirement benefits, usually shortly before age 65, will
be mailed a Medicare card. If the person continues working and does not want to apply for
retirement benefits, he/she must apply for Medicare separately. There is a seven-month time
frame in which to enroll without a penalty. An application must be filed no earlier than three
months before the worker becomes eligible for Medicare and no later than four months after.
Example 4-1
John is eligible to retire on January 1, 2005.
His enrollment “window” is from October 1, 2004 (three months before) to April 30, 2005 (four
months after).
If an eligible person does not enroll within this time period, there may be a delay of up to 16
months before coverage starts. A premium may be charged for late enrollment.

Hospital Benefits
Medicare pays for all but the first $912 in expenses of the first 60 days of a hospital stay for each
“spell of illness.” Medicare pays all but $228 per day of hospital charges for the 61st through the
90th day of hospitalization. This period is called “renewable days” [42 USC § 1395d and 42 CFR
§409.61(a)]. When these 90 days are used, Medicare allows an additional 60 “lifetime reserve
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days” that, once used, are never available again [42 USC § 1395d and 42 CFR §409.61(c)]. Even
then, Medicare will cover all but $456 per day of charges during this lifetime reserve period.1,2

Definitions
A spell of illness is defined, generally, as a hospitalization that is followed by at least 60 days of
no hospitalization or skilled nursing facility residency [42 USC § 1395d and 42 CFR §409.61(a)].
In other words, if a person is discharged from a hospital and remains out for 60 days or longer,
any new admission begins the Medicare renewable benefits period again. Benefit periods are
discussed below.
Medicare Part A covers the daily cost of a semi-private room in a hospital, technically, an “acute
care facility.” Costs of a private room are covered only if medically necessary (such as in a case
of a contagious disease), or where no semi-private room is available.
Medicare Part A covers the ordinary routine nursing services associated with hospitalization. It
does not, however, extend to private duty nurses, other than those supplied by the hospital.
Part A also covers all other ordinary services furnished in connection with a hospital stay, such
as administered drugs, lab tests, x-rays, and other similar medical supplies and services.
The services of a doctor while a patient is hospitalized are not covered by Part A, but may fall
under Part B.

Items Excluded from Medicare Coverage
Specific items are not covered under Medicare, including routine checkups, personal items while
hospitalized (i.e., telephone or television), custodial care, vaccines, cosmetic surgery, most dental
work, and private duty nurses or home maker services [42 USC §1395y(a) and 42 CFR §411.15].

Benefit Periods
Hospital Benefits
Under the Medicare program payment and coinsurance are determined by “benefit periods.”
Medicare does not pay for unlimited hospital care; the maximum continuous stay that would be
covered is 150 days. However, the system is more complicated than that. As explained above,
1 All figures shown are for 2005 and usually change annually.

2 Updated figures may be obtained online at www.medicare.gov.
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the first 90 of these 150 days are “renewable.” In theory, a patient may have an unlimited
number of 90-day periods paid for so long as there is a break of at least 60 days between
hospitalizations. A 90-day benefit period begins when you enter the hospital. On discharge, if the
patient is not readmitted for 60 days, the 90-day period starts anew.

Example 4-2

Mr. Frank enters the hospital on July 1, 2005, and is discharged on July 31, 2005, having used 30
benefit days. He is readmitted on December 1, 2005.
Because more than 60 days have elapsed since the discharge, Mr. Frank reenters the hospital
under a new benefit period.

Example 4-3
Mrs. Stein enters the hospital on March 1, 2005, and is discharged on March 15, 2005. However,
complications force her to re-enter the hospital on April 1, 2005.
th

Because 60 days have not elapsed, April 1 is considered to be her 16 day of continuous
hospitalization.

Lifetime Reserve Days
The above illustrations are important in calculating how close a patient is to reaching the
maximum lifetime benefits. After the 90th day of hospitalization, the patient has the option, but
not the obligation, of using his/her 60 “lifetime reserve days.” Unlike the 90 days in each benefit
period, these 60 days are not renewable. A patient may use them just once during his/her life, but
they may be broken into several periods.

Example 4-4
Mrs. Stein enters the hospital on January 1, 2005, and is discharged on April 15, 2005. She has
used up her 90 renewable days and 14 of her lifetime reserve days.

If she re-enters the hospital in July of 2005, her renewable days begin all over, because her
hospitalizations have been separated by at least 60 days.
However, if she stays in the hospital another 100 days, she will have used up an additional 10
lifetime reserve days leaving her with only 46 remaining.
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Generally, most people who have been continuously hospitalized for more than 90 days will
elect to use the 60 lifetime reserve days, because there is very little reason not to do so.
Under Medicare rules if you choose not to use your lifetime reserve days, you must notify the
hospital in writing before the 90th day within the initial renewable period of hospitalization.
Otherwise, the reserve days will be automatically subtracted.
Example 4-5
Mrs. Smith is hospitalized on January 1, 2005, and is discharged on February 28 having used 59
benefit period days. If she remains out of the hospital for at least 60 days, then a new admission
would begin a new benefit period.

However, if Mrs. Smith re-enters the hospital on April 30 (only 31 days later) and remains
through May 1, she will have used up her 90-day renewable benefit period and must now elect
whether to use lifetime reserve days. If she remains in the hospital through May 16, she will have
used 15 lifetime reserve days, leaving her 45.
Example 4-6
If Mrs. Smith is discharged on May 16 but must re-enter the hospital on June 1 (60 days not
having elapsed), she begins her stay on June 1 with her 16th lifetime reserve day, and by July 15
these are exhausted as well.

Example 4-7

Mrs. Smith is discharged on July 15, her 150th day of hospitalization. On October 1, (after 60
days have elapsed), she re-enters the hospital. She is entitled to a new 90-day benefit period.
However, should she stay longer than 90 days during the hospitalization or should there be fewer
than 60 days in between this discharge and a new admission, she will have no lifetime reserve
days left and will have to find another way of paying the hospital bill.

As discussed in later chapters, this would be either through private insurance her own financial
resources, or through Medicaid.

Nursing Home Benefits
The 100 days of skilled nursing home coverage work in a similar way. A patient may be entitled
to 100 days of coverage per spell of illness. The first 20 days will be paid for in full by Medicare.
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The patient will be responsible for paying up to $114 per day for the remaining 80 days [42 USC
§1395(a)(2) and 42 CFR §409.61]. These 100 days are renewable, providing there is at least a
60-day break between a discharge from a skilled nursing facility and a new admission into such a
facility (42 CFR §409.62).3, 4

Three Prerequisites
There are, however, certain prerequisites to nursing home coverage:
•

First, the patient must have spent at least three consecutive days in the hospital (not
counting the day of discharge).

•

Second, the nursing home admission must be within 30 days after the hospital discharge
although, as a practical matter, a patient requiring skilled care—the type of care Medicare
pays for—will be in no condition to return home for 30 days. Most often such a patient
will remain in the hospital on “alternate level of care” pending placement into a skilled
nursing facility. Alternate level of care is, in essence, a status that recognizes that the
patient no longer requires hospitalization, but is too ill to be discharged home.

•

Third, the patient must require and receive “skilled” care, as opposed to “custodial” care.
Generally, skilled care is that which can only be performed by or under the supervision of
licensed nursing personnel. In other words, it requires medically trained persons.
Custodial care means that the patient just requires assistance with normal day-to-day
functions such as eating, walking, bathing, etc.

Home Health Care Services
Medicare also pays for covered home health services by a participating home health agency. For
a patient to be eligible for home health services, the required care must include intermittent
skilled nursing care, physical therapy, or speech therapy. Also, the patient must be confined to
home and must be under the care of a physician who determines the need for home health care,
and sets up a home health plan for the patient [42 USC §1395f(a) and 42 CFR §409.42].
Medicare home health services cover only skilled medical treatment. They do not include general
household chores such as preparation of meals, shopping, or other personal needs.

3 All figures shown are for 2005 and usually change annually.

4 Updated figures may be obtained online at www.medicare.gov.
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Hospice Care
A hospice is a facility that cares for the terminally ill. Where a Medicare beneficiary has a life
expectancy of six months or less, the cost of a hospice care will be covered by Medicare.
However, a patient must choose between hospice care and other Medicare hospitalization/
nursing home benefits. Hospice care is limited to a total of 210 days—two separate 90-day
periods plus an additional 30-day period [42 USC §1395x(dd) and 42 CFR §418.200 et seq.].

The reason for this unusual methodology is unknown, except perhaps as a cost-cutting measure.
Apparently, a patient who enrolls for hospice care rather than for normal Medicare coverage and
later decides to leave the hospice during the benefit period, returning to regular Medicare
coverage, loses the remainder of that benefit period. For example, if a patient elects hospice care,
but chooses after 10 days to leave the program, one 90-day period is lost. Rather than have 200
days remaining, such a patient would only have an additional 120 days: one 90-day period and
one 30-day period.

Coverage Out of the Country
Medicare generally does not pay for hospital or medical services outside of the United States
(including its territories). Despite this, however, Medicare will pay for care in a Canadian or
Mexican hospital under very limited circumstances. If you are in the United States when the
emergency occurs and a Canadian or Mexican hospital is closer than a nearest U.S. hospital,
Medicare will pay for emergency services. However, this does not apply if you are on vacation in
those countries.

In addition, if you reside in the United States, but a Canadian or Mexican hospital is closer to
your home than the nearest U.S. hospital, Medicare will pay whether or not an emergency exists.
Finally, if you are in Canada traveling by the “most direct route” to or from Alaska and another
state and an emergency occurs, hospital services rendered within Canada will be covered.

Medicare Part B
Generally, Medicare Part B pays for doctor’s services, whether inpatient or outpatient, special
therapy, certain outpatient services, and certain medical equipment. Doctor’s services include
home, office or hospital/nursing home visits, as well as surgery.
Dentists are included when performing certain surgery. Optometrists are covered for vision care
services (other than glasses). Podiatrists are included although most routine foot care is not. Even
chiropractors are covered, but only for treatment involving manipulation of the spine to correct a
condition called subluxation.
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Other Covered Items
Among other items covered under Part B are as follows:
•

Prescription drugs.

•

Diagnostic x-ray and laboratory tests.

•

Durable medical equipment (such as iron lungs, oxygen tents, hospital beds, walkers,
crutches, wheelchairs, etc.).

•

Artificial devices (other than dental), such as pacemakers.

•

Ambulance services.

•

Braces and artificial legs, arms, and eyes.

•

Physical therapy and occupational therapy and speech therapy.

•

Home health services.

Medicare Part B is funded by a monthly premium usually taken out of the Social Security check
of the recipient. The monthly amount is $78.20 as of January 1, 2005.56,6

In addition to a monthly premium, note that Medicare Part B is subject to a deductible. The
current annual deductible is $110 for “Medicare approved charges.” Only the “approved”
services are excludable in determining the $110 deductible. Even after the deductibles are met,
Medicare pays only 80% of the doctor’s “approved amount” or “reasonable charge” unless the
doctor accepts the “assignment” [See generally 42 USC §1395j-1395w.]

Assignment
By taking on an assignment, a doctor will accept as full payment the Medicare reimbursement
rate. In that case the doctor submits the bill and the Medicare form directly to the Medicare fiscal
intermediary and the intermediary pays the doctor directly.
The obvious advantage is that if a doctor accepts assignment of the Medicare rate, he/she may
only charge the patient the $110 deductible or 20% coinsurance amounts not covered by
Medicare. The patient will not have to pay the excess over the “approved rate.” In essence the
doctor chooses to waive the difference. But, even if a doctor refuses the assignment and bills the
patient directly, the physician is subject to rules governing the amount they can charge Medicare
5 All figures shown are for 2005 and usually change annually.
6 Updated figures may be obtained online at www.medicare.gov.
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patients above the “approved rate.” Medicare determines the doctor’s “maximum allowable
actual charge” for each service, and a doctor may not charge a Medicare patient more than that
amount.

Government remedies for overcharges are beyond the scope of this book. But be aware the
federal law imposes various sanctions for physician “overbilling.”

Understanding the Mechanics of a Hospital Stay and
Appealing Adverse Decisions
Introduction
This segment will provide the practitioner with a brief introduction to the rights of a client when
certain medical coverage benefits are denied.

Although the practitioner might feel more comfortable referring any appeals-related work to an
attorney, you should recognize that this might not be required. Medicaid recognizes that the
patient’s representative need not have a legal degree. Medicaid rules permit anyone to represent
the patient in the application process—family member, friend, social worker, or a degreed
professional. In fact, once someone undertakes to act on behalf of the elderly applicant, that
person is entitled to notice of any action by Medicaid—whether acceptance or rejection of the
application. The reason for this should be clear. By the time individuals are in need of Medicaid,
they may be so physically fragile or mentally impaired that it is unrealistic to believe that they
will be able to handle their own application process.

It has been consistently held by courts that if a representative is not given notice of an adverse
determination concerning a Medicaid appeal (for example, a denial of benefits) that the
applicant’s Constitutional due process rights have been violated.
This section deals primarily with denials of hospital benefits with emphasis upon the federal
Medicare system; Medicaid appeals will be discussed in Chapter 6, “Medicaid Benefits.”
Appealing the denial of Medicaid benefits most often involves issues of money rather than issues
of medical care.

The Hospital Admission and Stay Process
The first thing that you need to know is that in modem medicine a patient’s release from a
hospital is pre-planned from the very moment that person is admitted to the hospital. The reason
has nothing to do with optimism about the patient’s recovery. Instead, it has everything to do
with money.
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For almost as long as there have been hospitals, doctors have been in charge of a patient’s course
of hospital treatment. If a patient felt that he/she was not yet ready to return home, a simple
request to the doctor not to discharge the patient for a few more days often met with the doctor’s
acquiescence. After all, since the patient could always get another doctor, this was the “consumer
friendly” thing to do. Also, since it produced additional revenue for the doctor and the hospital,
which in some private hospitals the admitting doctor had a financial stake, there was simply no
reason to turn the patient down. Since Medicare was expected to foot most of this bill, the feeling
was that no one was being hurt (besides the taxpayers, of course).
However, what might have seemed obvious then—that doctors controlled medical care—is no
longer the case. In the early 1980s, drowning under a tidal wave of Medicare red ink, Congress
enacted new laws to assure that all hospital stays—and particularly their duration—were
absolutely necessary.

Prospective Payment System (PPS) and Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs)
In 1983, Congress adopted a new payment scheme for hospital stays. The scheme was called the
prospective payment system (PPS). PPS was designed to let a hospital know in advance how

much it would be paid for a particular service.

The cornerstone of the prospective payment system was the creation of a system of categorizing
each illness or condition for which hospitalization was required. These are called diagnostic
related groups or DRGs. In essence, DRGs are “rate cards” listing the amount of compensation
that a hospital will receive for each hospital stay. There are nearly 500 different DRGs, so
patients must be categorized accordingly. (Not to worry, this is not your job, but that of the
hospital.)
DRGs, in effect, establish a flat rate for the treatment of a patient for any given hospitalization.
The hospital will be paid this rate—no more and no less. Simply put, if patient “X” is suffering
from illness “Y,” for which the DRG class compensates the hospital for five days of patient stay,
this is what the hospital gets paid for. This is true whether the patient is actually hospitalized for
four, five, or six days or more. Naturally, a profit motive would lead the hospital to want to
discharge the patient after four days and, certainly, to make sure that the patient is there no
longer than five days in this example. But, people are people, and we do not always fit neatly
into one of 500 inflexible categories.

By way of example, consider two methods of preparing a tax return: on an open-ended hourly
basis or as a flat fee service. If you charged an hourly rate, you would have no incentive to work
efficiently and quickly. After a year or two of unexpectedly high bills, your client would either
leave you or insist on being told in advance what the maximum fee would be. If you wanted to
keep the client, you would most likely capitulate and begin charging a flat fee for fixed routine
services. The health care system before PPS was like the hourly rate, and the federal government
was the surprised client. Since Congress has the clout to make its displeasure known in the form
of legislation, the enactment of PPS was its way of establishing a fixed rate card.
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Practitioner Pointer. You should be aware that medical billing has become quite a
specialty. A good medical billing clerk can demand $60,000 a year or more in salary. That is
just for someone who knows the proper way to code various treatments. The billing
specialists in many hospitals know how to work the system to add additional days to a stay.
Although your author cannot state this as a general and inflexible rule, it is safe to say that
there is sufficient “talent” in many hospital business offices to ensure that if a truly ill patient
is running up against the maximum DRG allowable days for illness “Y” that a subsequent
diagnosis will be made (let’s call it “complications”) affording the patient a few extra days.
The reason you need to understand this is, if nothing else, to assure your clients that their
loved one will not be wheeled out to the sidewalk to await transportation furnished by the
family.

Discharge Planning Department
Every hospital has a department that is in charge of “discharge planning.” As stated earlier in this
segment, a patient’s discharge is planned from the very beginning, and these are the people who
do it.

Discharge planning is more than just telling the patient to go home. The most important
requirement of discharge planning is that the appropriate level of continued services is in place.
Discharge Planners are Case Managers. In some hospitals, they have a nursing background. In
other hospitals, social workers do discharge planning. They assess the client’s needs and make
sure they will be met upon discharge. For example, if the patient is to be discharged but requires
the assistance of home health attendants, the discharge planning department will assist the family
in obtaining these services. If the patient needs nursing home care, the discharge planning
department may make the calls to find an available spot.

Discharge planning begins in earnest at about the same time that a hospital group known as the
utilization review committee is conducting its evaluation of the patient’s needs.

Utilization Review Committees (URCs)
A utilization review committee (URC) is an internal hospital committee that determines
whether the hospital’s resources are being properly utilized. The URC reviews each patient to
determine whether, in the URC’s opinion, the patient’s medical care is of such a nature that
Medicare will pay for it. Remember: Medicare pays only for services deemed to be necessary
and not simply because the services have been rendered.

Planning Tip. One day you will likely encounter a client whose family member has been
found by the URC not to need hospital level care and who feels insulted or angry about this
finding, as though the URC is insinuating that the patient is not really sick. You might wish
to assure your client that this is not what the URC determines. URCs, like the peer review
organizations (PROs) discussed in the next section, simply determine whether the patient’s
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illness requires treatment in a hospital, as opposed to treatment in another type of facility,
such as a skilled nursing home, or on an outpatient basis. For instance, if the URC determines
that acute care is not warranted, but that skilled nursing care is, the discharge planning
department will look to place the patient into a skilled nursing facility.

Peer Review Organizations (PROs)
At the same time as the DRG law was enacted, Congress also enacted legislation establishing a
procedure by which peer review organizations (PROs) would review the medical necessity of
hospital stays and, if warranted, could rule that the patient no longer required medical care of an
acute nature. Acute care is the term used to describe medical care that requires hospitalization.
PROs are physician-directed organizations that exist separately from hospitals and are
•

Contracted by the federal government to perform the review process.

•

Impartial in that they are not financially linked to any one medical provider.

•

Regional (one PRO may be responsible for reviewing the admission decisions of a dozen
or more hospitals within its territory).

However, impartiality does not necessarily mean that PROs are not bureaucratic. In marginal
cases, the decision may be made to deny coverage rather than grant it with the hope that the
denied patient will not make any appeal.

If a PRO makes an adverse determination (that is, it finds that the patient did not require acute
care) then Medicare will not pay for that care. However, this decision is appealable. If the appeal
is successful, Medicare will pay, of course.

Upon admission to a hospital, a patient is required by law to be advised of various matters
pertaining to Medicare coverage. The hospital furnishes information about
•

When Medicare pays.

•

When Medicare does not pay.

•

What the PRO and its function is.

•

What the patient’s rights to appeal are.

It is crucial that the hospital give this information to the patient—and very few, if any, neglect to
do so—because the law also says that unless a patient is advised of his/her rights the patient
cannot be charged for a stay not covered by Medicare.
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The Process for Certifying Hospital Need
Now that our “cast of characters” is in place, it is important to have a fuller understanding of
exactly how things work when a patient is admitted to a hospital. Although, admittedly, the
following description is a simplification, it will serve to illustrate the real world application of
the decision-making process.

When a patient is admitted into a hospital, the hospital knows, thanks to the DRG category under
which the patient was admitted, how long the hospital stay is expected to last. Even this is not a
“free ride.” During the time that the patient is in the hospital, both the patient’s physician and the
hospital URC must periodically review the patient’s utilization of hospital services and certify
them as necessary.
If the hospital URC determines that the stay is no longer medically necessary, the patient must be
notified of this decision in writing. At the same time, the hospital must notify the PRO of this
determination. The PRO may agree or disagree with the hospital on whether the stay is no longer
medically necessary. The written notice to the patient will make clear that when the PRO agrees
with the hospital, Medicare will not pay for the stay absent a reversal of the decision on appeal.

Denials are usually rubber-stamped. However, the PRO does have the ability to determine that,
while acute hospital services are not necessary, skilled nursing services are required. In such
cases, the patient will be transferred to a skilled nursing facility (SNF); or if no SNF beds are
available, the PRO may authorize the hospital to keep the patient in a hospital bed with Medicare
paying the hospital at the skilled nursing rate of payment rather than at the acute hospital care
rate.
Practitioner Tip. Important—One of the most common questions asked by families
following a determination that acute care is no longer necessary, but that skilled nursing care
is, is whether the patient will be placed into “any” nursing home. As a legal matter, the
patient must accept the first available nursing home bed. If it is turned down, Medicare will
no longer pay for the hospital bed, and the patient will be billed privately. It has been your
author’s experience that as long as the family cooperates with the hospital to find a suitable
nursing home bed, no patient “dumping” will take place. However, this procedure may not be
universal. As a result, it is important for the reader to know the practice of nursing homes in
his/her region.

The Appeal Process in Hospital Cases
The exact procedure for appealing an adverse decision of a URC is usually contained in the
notice advising that the patient no longer requires acute care and that Medicare is now not
expected to cover the stay. It will list the name and address of the PRO to which an appeal may
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be made as well as the deadline for appealing. The failure to give this information is a violation
of a person’s procedural due process rights, but at this late point in the game (PROs have now
been around for over 15 years) few, if any, URCs foul up the notice requirement.
Generally, the appeal process consists of the following steps:
•

The patient receives notification from the hospital that the stay is not expected to be
covered by Medicare because it is non-acute. This notice itself means nothing unless the
hospital has also notified the PRO of this decision. The notification to the PRO, however,
begins a three-day grace period during which time the hospital cannot bill the patient
privately. Medicare will continue to pay up until the third day following the notification.
At that time, it will cease to pay for the patient’s care.

•

The notification to the PRO and the notice to the patient may be appealed, and here is
where seemingly minor facts become important because they will affect the time and
procedure for appealing.

There are two possible scenarios now. Either the patient’s doctor agrees with the determination
to discharge the patient, or the doctor does not agree. If the doctor does not agree with the
decision, then there will likely be some “complication” listed in the patient’s record, which will
justify the addition of a few more days under a different DRG. However, doctors, like anyone
else working within the framework of a large bureaucracy, which itself is answerable to a large
bureaucracy (the hospital and the Medicare system, respectively), will not ordinarily use up their
reserve of “good will” for just anybody. Since the lifeblood of many a doctor’s practice is
Medicare (and private insurance) reimbursement, and since Medicare may take many months, or
even longer, to review a claim and deny coverage for services rendered because they were not
necessary, and since a doctor cannot ordinarily charge a patient for services that were determined
not to have been necessary, do not assume that a doctor, in this day and age, will fight on behalf
of a patient who could be discharged.

If the doctor does agree that the patient does not require hospital care any longer and the patient
or his/her family disagrees, then a review of the hospital’s decision may be requested of the PRO
either by telephone or in writing by noon of the first business day following receipt of the
notification by the patient that hospitalization is no longer required. This requestfor review is the
first stage in the appeal process. However, it is a mere formality, as PROs are not widely known
to reverse the determination of hospitals not to authorize continued care. On the contrary, they
often disagree with hospitals that try to accommodate patients by keeping them there longer than
is believed necessary.
If the patient is still hospitalized and the appeal is for a continued stay paid for by Medicare, the
PRO must rule on the request for review within three days. If the request is denied, as it most
likely will be, the patient has three additional days to submit a requestfor reconsideration to the
PRO. The request for reconsideration, as the term implies, is a request that the PRO review its
own decision with a view towards changing it. However, the appellant stands very little chance
of having the PRO overturn its own decision made only one to three days earlier. The request for
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reconsideration is very often merely a rubber stamp, but one that is necessary for the patient to
take the appeal to the next level.

Note. The three-day deadline for a request for reconsideration applies only if the patient is
still in the hospital at the time. If not, then you have 60 days. This makes sense because there
is a greater urgency for determining whether Medicare will be expected to foot the bill if the
patient is still in the hospital. This is due to the potential for costs to increase virtually
without limit. Once a person has left the hospital, however, there is no longer the danger of
an open-ended bill.

The PRO is required to render its decision on reconsideration within
•

Three days when the patient remains hospitalized.

•

Ten days when the patient has already been discharged.

If the reconsideration goes against the patient, he/she remains liable for the cost of
hospitalization retroactive to the third day following the initial notice.

However, additional appeal rights exist at this juncture. After the request for reconsideration, the
patient may request an administrative hearing before the Social Security Administration. This is
because the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) (formerly called Health Care
Finance Administration)—the agency charged with administering the Medicare program—is
jurisdictionally under the umbrella of the Social Security Administration. Such a request must be
made within 60 days of the second rejection by the PRO after reconsideration.

Finally, if the administrative hearing is unsuccessful, there is further resort to the federal courts.
As a practical matter, you will wish to retain or advise the hiring of an attorney for the
administrative hearing and for any court action.

Appeal of Skilled Nursing Home Stays
Hospital stay appeals are one of several issues that the eldercare practitioner may have to
participate in. More likely, however, a patient who cannot be treated at home will ultimately end
up in a nursing home, or very often, in a skilled nursingfacility (SNF). SNFs are nursing
facilities that provide certain levels of medical care requiring less treatment than in a hospital but
more care than could be given at home by non-skilled persons. Although the procedure for
appeals in an SNF case is very much like that in a hospital case, the cast of characters is
different.
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When a patient is admitted to a skilled nursing facility, the facility must make a determination as
to whether the medical services required will meet the criteria for payment under Medicare.
Medicare will pay only for skilled care.
When the decision has been made, the nursing facility must provide notice of the decision to the
patient. This determination by the nursing home is exactly that—the opinion of the nursing
home, and not of the Medicare agency. The patient can either accept this determination or insist
the nursing home submit the payment claim to Medicare anyway. In fact, the notice of
noncoverage will most often contain two checkmark boxes:
•

One to request that the claim be submitted to Medicare.

•

One waiving this right.

Since there is no downside to asking the nursing home to submit the claim, you should always do
so. Another more important reason why the claim must be submitted is that this starts the process
of appealing a nursing home coverage denial.
We should pause here to add a new term to the eldercare practitioner’s lexicon: fiscal
intermediary. When the nursing home submits its claim for payment, it does so to the
organization that has been contracted by CMS to act as the processing agent for Medicare claims
within the assigned region or state. This organization is called the fiscal intermediary. The
nursing home submits the claim to the fiscal intermediary, which can either sustain it or overrule
it. As in the case of the URC and PRO, the odds of the fiscal intermediary overturning a nursing
home’s decision that the care to be furnished is not skilled are very slim.

If the fiscal intermediary’s initial determination is unfavorable, the next step is to request a
reconsideration. You have 60 days to do so. Again, as in the case of the PRO, it is not likely for
the intermediary to overrule itself on a recent decision. Upon rejection of the claim after
reconsideration, the patient has recourse to an appeal before the Social Security Administration
and, if unsuccessful there, further appeal is possible into the federal courts.

When Appeals Should Be Considered
If you are handling the patient’s matter as an elder benefits coordinator, you need to consider
whether or not to appeal, and whether or not you should do so yourself. The latter is dealt with
simply. Although the first few steps in the appeal process can likely be handled by your office,
hearings before an administrative law judge of the Social Security Administration are probably
best left to an elder lawyer. Research and preparation for a case seeking to overturn a denial of
benefits will be based largely upon federal statutes and regulations as well as on case law in the
area. The lawyer must have a thorough knowledge of what constitutes acute care in the case of a
hospital appeal, or skilled care in the case of a nursing home appeal. Plus, he/she must be able to
read and interpret medical records, since the patient’s own medical history will form the basis of
the appeal.
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In general, a person representing a patient in the appeals process must have a familiarity with the
illnesses, conditions, medications, and complications likely to be encountered by an elderly
patient. This is imperative because at the administrative hearing the Social Security
Administration will usually employ a consulting physician, paid for by the agency, to testify on
behalf of the fiscal intermediary as to the contents and meaning of the patient’s medical record.
If, as so often happens, the expert is there to testify that the services rendered did not meet the
threshold of Medicare coverage, the patient’s advocate must be able to cross-examine this expert
and make the case that they did meet the threshold. All things being equal, it is best to retain the
services of someone experienced in such matters.
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Chapter 5

Medigap and Long-Term
Care Insurance

Introduction
Many persons without private insurance supplements purchase their own policies. These are
usually referred to generically as Medigap policies because they are used to cover the gap
between what Medicare pays and what the projected cost of the medical care will be.

Until the enactment of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA), the field of
supplemental insurance was not very well policed, and an elderly consumer could easily be taken
advantage of. In fact, there were many abuses in the Medigap insurance industry, including the
wholesale duplication of policies and fear-selling to vulnerable senior citizens.

Minimum Standards
To combat these unethical practices, OBRA imposed certain minimum standards on the
supplemental insurance business, among them that supplemental policies contain certain
minimum coverage, that they be guaranteed renewable and convertible from group policies to
individual ones, and that pre-existing condition limitations be limited to six months.

In addition, to thwart the sale of such policies to unsophisticated and uneducated consumers, the
law provides that the insurer obtain from the buyer an acknowledgment that he/she is not
covered by another policy or, if so, that the new policy will replace the old one, not duplicate it.
The buyer must also be given notice that no Medigap policy is necessary if he/she is covered by
Medicaid, and finally, the insurer must provide the buyer with a comparison sheet for use in
comparing the insurer’s product with other companies. Insurers who fail to comply are subject to
a $25,000 penalty. [See generally 42 USC §1195ss(o).]
Insurers are also prohibited from offering unlimited options that only confuse consumers trying
to comparison shop. The law limits the different number of policies to 10, which all insurers
could offer, and empowered the National Association of Insurance Commissioners to develop
these 10 standard policies ranging from a stripped-down version covering only the Medicare
deductibles, all the way through the “Rolls Royce” version covering almost all medical services,
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including preventative services not covered by Medicare. In addition, Congress directed that all
insurers adopt uniform standards and definitions. Now, for example, what constitutes a skilled
nursing service for one insurer must be a skilled service for all.

With multiple-policy abuses supposedly under control, the question is whether a Medigap policy
is even necessary. Medigap insurance is useful to protect the assets of many insureds. On the one
hand, if a person has only $5,000 in savings, it would be imprudent to pay a large percentage of
monthly income for a Medigap policy since the individual would most likely be covered by
Medicaid for any medical costs. (This is one reason the law prevents the sale of such a policy to
persons already on Medicaid.) On the other hand, a person with substantial assets might consider
a policy that supplements the gaps in Medicare benefits.

Long-Term Care (Nursing Home) Insurance
A recent development is the marketing of insurance policies to cover long-term or nursing home
care. Long-term care (LTC) is anything from extended home care services requiring visiting
nurses or home health aides to permanent placement in a nursing home.

We’re Living Longer—But Not Always Healthier
According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, slightly over 5% of the 65+ population occupy
nursing homes, congregate care, assisted living, and board-and-care homes, and about 4.2% are
in nursing homes at any given time. The rate of nursing home use increases with age to 24.5% of
the oldest. Almost 50% of those 95 and older live in nursing homes.

People are living longer, but long life may not be accompanied by good health. In 1940, a
65-year-old woman could expect to live an additional 14.7 years; by 2000 a 65-year-old woman
could expect to live another 19.5 years, and by 2040 women are expected to live an additional 22
years. Chances increase that as people age they will develop a chronic condition or physical or
cognitive disability for which they will require assistance. For example, almost 38% of people
aged 65 and over are diagnosed with a severe disability, and 47% of those aged 85 and older
have Alzheimer’s disease or another form of dementia.
Approximately 1.6 million people reside in 18,000 nursing homes in the United States with just
under 10% of the residents people aged less than 65 years old and 46.5% aged 85 years and over,
according to the National Center for Health Statistics. Most residents (72%) are women and
three-quarters require assistance with three or more activities of daily living.
More than 1.3 million patients received home health care services from 7,200 agencies in 2000,
with more than half receiving help with at least one activity of daily living. Seven in ten patients
were ages 65 and older, and 65% were women, according to the National Center for Health
Statistics.
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Long-Term Care Costs Continue to Rise
It is estimated that half of those in nursing homes will remain six months or less and the other
half will stay an average of 2.5 years. Very few stay longer than five years. The average daily
cost of a private room in a nursing home in the United States is $70,080 a year, or $192 a day,
according to the 2004 MetLife Market Survey of Nursing Home and Home Care Costs. This is a
more than $4,000 annual increase over the previous survey, when the average daily rate for a
private room in a nursing home was $66,065 a year, or $181 a day, according to MetLife.1
The average length of stay in a nursing home for current residents is 2.4 years, which makes the
average cost of a nursing home stay approximately $168,192.

According to a study conducted by the Health Insurance Association of America (AHIP), more
than eight million Americans age 65 or over will require some form of long-term care. The
number of individuals purchasing long-term care insurance has grown dramatically in recent
years. To date, more than 9 million Americans have purchased long-term care insurance (LTCI)
policies and coverage continues to expand each year. In 2002, 104 companies sold more than
900,000 policies. This was the largest number of policies sold in a single year since 1987, when
the market was first analyzed. And, there doesn’t seem to be any letup in the trend. The latest
AHIP survey, Long-Term Care Insurance in 2002, clearly shows continued strong and steady
growth in the long-term care insurance market. Between 1995 and 2002, the number of long
term care insurance policies grew by at least 10% or 500,000 new policies each year. This
growth was sustained by consistent sales in the individual market and significant increases in the
employer-sponsored market.1
12

Long-Term Care and Medigap
A Medigap policy is different from a long-term care policy. Medicare and most Medigap policies
only cover skilled nursing care. However, many more persons require custodial care than skilled
care or other services, which the average Medigap policy does not cover.

Very much like the case of Medigap policies, LTC policies lacked uniformity for many years. In
1992 the National Association of Insurance Commissioners drafted a Long-Term Care Insurance
Model Act, which has been adopted in nearly every state. Those states that did not enact the
model have passed similar laws, so that today the long-term care insurance industry is wellregulated and consumers are protected against fraud. The question remains, however: Is long
term care insurance worth purchasing, and if so, what should the purchaser look for?

1 See the Met Life Web site at www.metlife.com.
2 See the Health Insurance Association of America’s Web site at www.ahip.org.
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And yet, if you were to try to assist elderly clients by recommending that they look into the
possibility of purchasing such insurance, the most common objection you might hear for your
troubles is that it is “too expensive.” The answer to that should be “compared with what?”
If a senior client has a large asset accumulation that might be at risk in the event of a prolonged
nursing home stay, insurance should be recommended as a method of protecting those assets.

Need for Insurance
To gain a better understanding of why insurance is such a valuable part of a senior client’s
planning, you must be cognizant of several things that are easy to overlook:
1. The purpose of insurance is to protect against some unlikely, but clearly foreseeable
casualty. Most persons realize that the odds against their dying young, leaving a spouse
with young children to raise, are quite small. And yet this does not prevent them from
purchasing life insurance “just in case.” For the cost of a few hundred dollars per year,
their family is protected to the extent of many thousands of dollars in benefits should the
unexpected occur. Similarly, few persons would drop their homeowner’s insurance
policies, even though the odds of needing to make a claim (i.e., for a fire or a tree falling
on your roof) are less than one in 1,200.
2. The need for such insurance is greatly underestimated by the elderly population. When
you consider that the odds of someone who has reached the age of 65 needing, during
their lifetime, to spend some time in a nursing home or convalescing with an aide at
home are not one in 1,200 but nearly one in two, one wonders why seniors are so
unwilling to protect themselves against such a contingency—which borders on a near
certainty—by purchasing insurance.

The answer seems to be that the raw numbers scare many of them. Tell a person that he/she
must pay $1,500 per year for insurance at a time when this might equal one to two months of
Social Security income (the benchmark against which many seniors weigh many costs), and
they will look at you in horror. But such an approach is too narrow. The following approach
works well in explaining, logically, why a senior with assets to protect ought to at least look
into insurance. Example 5-1 illustrates what a typical dialog might be between a Mr. Smith,
age 75 and in good health, and his advisor:
Example 5-1
Advisor: Mr. Smith, I am pleased to report that as of today you are worth about $300,000,

but I’m concerned that should you ever need to be cared for in a nursing home, those
assets will be depleted rather quickly, leaving your wife and children with very little. The
same holds true should Mrs. Smith ever require long-term care.
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Mr. Smith: Don’t worry. That money should last me forever.
Advisor. Mr. Smith, are you aware that the average annual cost of a nursing home is

$60,000? That means that what took you and Mrs. Smith a lifetime to accumulate could
disappear in only five years? Or disappear in two-and-a-half should both of you need care
at the same time! I suggest that you look into purchasing some long-term care insurance.
Mr. Smith: I have heard that long-term care insurance costs about $2,000 per year. That is

way too expensive.
Advisor. Compared with what? Mr. Smith, let us say that you paid $2,000 per year for the

next 10 years before you enter a nursing home. During that period you would have paid a
total of $20,000 in insurance premiums. If the cost of a nursing home ten years from now
is $80,000 per year (not an unlikely scenario given past increases), then you would have
spent in 10 years what the insurance company will pay you back in just about four
months.

And this, essentially, is what should be brought out: that the amount of gross dollars spent is
not the beginning and end of the consideration. The amount to be protected and the
likelihood of the need for services and the type that will be covered by insurance must also
be considered.

Features of Policies
An understanding of the various policy components and features is necessary for both the client
and the advisor. Various factors should be considered in determining whether to purchase a
policy or which policy to purchase.

Benefits Paid
No known long-term care insurance policy provides full coverage for all expenses associated
with long-term care. Most pay a fixed dollar amount per day for a nursing home or home health
care. For instance, a client might purchase a policy paying $50 or $75 or $100 per day. The
amount selected would be determined by the client based on needs and affordability.
For instance, in a region of the country where nursing home care costs $100 per day, a client
might decided to purchase full coverage, or to hedge by purchasing a lesser amount and paying
the remainder out of current income or assets. This decision is oftentimes made in conjunction
with Medicaid considerations (discussed in Chapter 6, “Medicaid Benefits”). See Example 5-2.
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Example 5-2

Daniel lives in a community where the cost of nursing home care is $100 per day ($3,000 per
month). He has income of $1,500 per month.
Were he to go into a nursing home having divested himself of his assets, he would still be
required to use his income ($1,500) before Medicaid would pay the balance of his bill.

Should he divest or should he purchase insurance? And if he does purchase insurance, which
type of policy benefit should he obtain—$50, $75, or $100 per day?
A $50 per day benefit would leave him, on average, $1,500 per month short of paying for his
own care (30 days times $50 per day shortage).

As a result, he would still need to use his full monthly income to pay for his care, making this
insurance policy the minimum amount required to preserve his principal.
However, assuming that he has divested himself of his assets, what is there to protect? Therefore,
this is not the best policy.

At $75 per day, Daniel would be only about $750 per month short of fully paying for his care.
He could do so from his monthly income and still have a surplus. Thus, not only would his assets
be protected, but he would not even need Medicaid.
At $100 per day, the cost of care is fully provided for and Daniel, not needing to spend any of his
monthly income, will be accumulating it. For what reason, we do not know.

Therefore, it would appear that the ideal daily insurance benefit for Daniel is $75 (actually,
slightly less).

Inflation Riders
Some policies do not increase the daily amount paid; others do index benefits for inflation. The
cost of the respective policies should be compared, particularly by younger seniors who may not
anticipate using the benefits for several years.

Deductible/Waiting Period
As is the case with disability or, more commonly, automobile insurance, the higher the
deductible the lower the premium. The greater amount of risk you are willing or able to take, the
greater a deductible you can afford to take and thus the lower a premium you will pay. In the
case of health insurance, the deductible usually refers to the number of days initially excluded
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before coverage begins. Typically, such deductible periods can range from 15 days to 100 days
or even more.

Practice Tip. It is usually wise to select at least a 100-day waiting period. There are two
reasons for this: First, most persons are able to afford 100 days of nursing home payments
from their own savings. Second, even this amount may not have to be paid if Medicare
skilled nursing services applies. As a practical matter, many elderly persons go into a nursing
home directly following a hospital stay. In such a case Medicare can pay for up to 100 days
in the nursing home. By opting for a waiting period of 100 days, your clients will likely be
covered in any event. (Note, however, that Medicare only pays in full for the first 20 days, so
there will be some out-of-pocket expense but, again, most persons who can afford LTC
insurance can also afford to pay the Medicare noncovered amounts from their own savings.)

Type of Coverage
Among the more important aspects to examine in a long-term care policy is the type of care that
it pays for. Will it pay for skilled care, intermediate care, and custodial care or just one type?
Skilled nursing, remember, is the highest level of care and usually refers to treatment by a
registered nurse under a doctor’s orders. Intermediate care is the lower standard, referring
primarily to rehabilitative care, while custodial care is the lowest level of medical care and
usually means that the assistance provided is more in the form of assistance with the activities of
daily living such as eating, clothing, bathing, or taking medication. These are activities that can
be accomplished, strictly speaking, without the assistance of a trained medical person.

Practice Tip. Important—Regardless of the type of treatment covered (obviously the more
types covered, the better the policy, but the more expensive it will be), it is important to
determine whether a pre-existing hospital stay is necessary. For instance, if skilled nursing
services are required at home, will they be paid for by this long-term policy irrespective of
the fact that there has been no hospitalization or will they be covered only after a requisite
(i.e., three-day) hospital stay? Does the same hospitalization requirement apply to the
intermediate or custodial care?

Pre-existing Condition Limitations
A very important factor of any health insurance policy is the pre-existing condition exclusion.
Some policies, for example, will not cover a pre-existing condition that has been treated within
the previous six months or year.

One should also examine the policy exclusions very carefully. For example, Alzheimer’s disease
causes many persons to be institutionalized each year because they can no longer be cared for at
home. However, Alzheimer’s disease alone is not necessarily covered under skilled nursing, as it
often requires more in the way of patient monitoring than medical treatment. As a result, if a
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policy covers only skilled care and the patient has Alzheimer’s, the policy itself may not cover it,
and the money could well have been better spent on a policy that would cover Alzheimer’s.

Eligibility
Most policies are not available to all consumers. There are usually age cutoffs, beyond which a
person is uninsurable. Different companies have different cutoffs, so the client should be advised
that being turned down by one company is not necessarily fatal.
Practice Tip. Important—It is advisable to have your client work with an insurance broker
who represents more than one insurer; one who knows which insurer is likely to accept the
client and which is likely to reject him/her. Even though there is no limit to the number of
companies you can apply to for insurance, it is known in the insurance industry that
companies look more carefully at people who have previously been rejected. The logic is
compelling: What is it about this person that made the other company turn down an
otherwise perfectly good premium stream? A skillful agent or broker will know where to
place your client to increase the probability of acceptance the first time.

Renewability
Similarly, the policy should be examined for renewability. Can the company cancel this policy at
any time or does the buyer have a guarantee that it will be renewable? If a policy is not
guaranteed renewable, you should be cautious, since a high incident of loss by the company may
prompt it to cancel the policy at a time when the patient might be uninsurable or simply too old
to obtain a new policy.3

Coverage
It is possible to purchase insurance for nursing home care only, or for home care only, or a
combination of the two. The client should assess the risk and decide accordingly. Consider the
following example.

3 You should note that insurance policies are state-regulated and that some states are more protective of consumers
than others. You should be familiar with your own state’s regulations. See the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC) Web site for links to State Insurance Departments at www.naic.org/state_contacts/
sid_websites.htm.
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Example 5-3
Mary lives in her daughter’s home. Her daughter, Claire, has vowed never to commit her mother
to a nursing home.

Mary’s other daughter, Beth, has promised the same in the event that Claire dies or loses her
sanity, whichever comes first.
In such a case the family may wish to consider home care coverage only.
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Medicaid Benefits

Introduction
Because of the similarities in name between Medicaid and Medicare, many persons tend to
confuse the two. You should be clear about the distinction, however. Very simply, Medicare is
the federal medical benefits plan that is part of the Social Security program. It is equivalent to an
insurance program in that it covers all participants, rich or poor. (Medicare coverage and
exclusions were covered in Chapter 4, “Medicare Benefits.”) Medicaid, on the other hand, is a
combined federal/state entitlement program administered on the state level.1
Medicaid pays for medical assistance for certain individuals and families with low incomes and
resources. This program became law in 1965 and is jointly funded by the federal and state
governments (including the District of Columbia and the Territories) to assist states in providing
medical long-term care assistance to people who meet certain eligibility criteria. Medicaid is the
largest source of funding for medical and health-related services for people with limited income.

You must meet certain income and asset eligibility tests in order to qualify for Medicaid.
Generally speaking, the administering agency evaluates two factors in determining an applicant’s
eligibility for Medicaid:
•

Resources (your level of assets), and

•

Income (the amount of money you receive each month).

The program has very specific income cap points, and the applicant must meet both the resource
and income eligibility levels. Standards for determining the eligibility of couples (husband and
wife) also depend on whether they are living together or apart. Finally, eligibility requirements
may vary slightly from state to state.

1 See a listing of state Medicaid programs available at The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), a
federal agency within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, found at the following link:
www.cms.hhs.gov/medicaid/statemap.asp .
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Coverage
In many respects, coverage under Medicaid exceeds even that of Medicare. While not all states
cover all medical needs, among the items that may be paid for by Medicaid are the following:
•

Hospital services

•

Nursing home care (both skilled and custodial)

•

Physician’s services

•

Home health care services

•

Private duty nursing

•

Dental care

•

Physical therapy

•

Prescription drugs

•

Prosthetic devices, dentures, and eyeglasses

Eligibility
Any person who is at or below the established poverty level and has extensive medical costs
qualifies for Medicaid. What that poverty level is depends on such factors as the state in which a
person lives and the marital status of the recipient. A single individual, for example, is generally
permitted to own less than a couple, but a couple does not necessarily get to keep twice the
amount that two individuals could keep. In addition, as you will see shortly, in the case of a
couple where one of the spouses is institutionalized, the spouse remaining at home may be
financially better off than if he/she were to live together with the ill spouse.
Although the Medicaid program finds its roots in federal law and you might expect that
nationwide standards apply, this is not so. Every state has the ability to set its own poverty levels,
as long as they do not fall below the federal minimum. The differences, however, are negligible.
The difference in eligibility standards between the lowest state poverty level and the highest state
amount is no more than $2,000, so for purposes of illustration, this chapter will refer to the
minimum amounts except where stated.
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Resource and Income Eligibility
The first factor in determining eligibility is whether an applicant exceeds the resource limitation.
Resources, simply put, are assets owned by the applicant. These may include bank accounts,

stocks and bonds, real estate, automobiles and other personal property, insurance policies, and
retirement accounts such as IRAs or Keogh plans. Not all assets are counted in determining
eligibility, however. As will be explained later, the Medicaid law differentiates between those
assets that are “exempt” and those that are “nonexempt.” If an asset is “exempt,” the Medicaid
applicant or, in many cases, a spouse or another individual is permitted to keep it.

Assuming that an applicant has no more than the maximum allowable amount of resources, the
next factor to be evaluated is how much monthly income he/she receives. The importance of this
figure will vary depending on the state in which the applicant lives. Some states permit a
Medicaid recipient with excess income to spend it and still qualify for Medicaid; others impose
strict cutoffs and deny Medicaid coverage to persons whose monthly income exceeds the stateestablished poverty level.

If the applicant is single, divorced, or widowed, the maximum allowable resource level as of
January 1, 2005, was $2,000.2 In addition to this amount, an applicant would be permitted to
establish a separate burial fund in the amount of $1,500 either with cash or with a life insurance
policy leaving a cash value of $1,500 or less.

In addition to the resources mentioned above, as of January 1, 2005, an applicant is permitted to
keep monthly income not exceeding $579 per month.3 Income includes wages, Social Security
payments, interest and dividends, rental income, and just about any other type of receipts
reportable on an income tax return whether or not they would be taxable. Depending on the state
of residence, however, if the amount of the monthly income exceeds allowable limits, there may
be a problem in obtaining Medicaid benefits.
If applicants are married, the maximum allowable resource and income level depends on whether
they are living together or are separated because one of them is institutionalized. The resource
and income limitations of a couple are discussed shortly.4

2 Remember that this is the federal minimum amount. Some states permit a higher maximum. New York, for
example, allows a single applicant to keep $3,950. You can determine whether your state uses the minimum amount
or some higher amount simply by calling your local social services agency.

3 Again, this is the federal minimum amount and can be higher depending on the state in which you live.
4 The following Web sites provide screening tools to help you see if you may be eligible for a variety of
governmental programs: www.govbenefits.gov and www.benefitscheckup.org .
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Spend-Down Versus Income-Cap States
The federal law permits states to choose between strict cutoff amounts and a program known as
“spend-down.” In a state that elects to cap income, if an applicant has income in excess of the
cap, he/she is disqualified from receiving Medicaid. Such states are often referred to—not
surprisingly—as “income cap” states.5
If a state follows the income-cap methodology, it does not mean that no benefits are available in
that state, but simply that the applicant must apply for some poverty program administered
exclusively by the state—welfare, in most cases.6 The greatest disadvantage of most state
programs is that their eligibility rules, particularly with regard to the transfer of assets in order to
achieve eligibility, are likely to be far more stringent than the federally mandated Medicaid
standards. (Transfer of assets is discussed later.)

Single Individual Living at Home
In 2005, a single individual living at home could keep $579 of monthly income. In the more
liberal “spend-down” states, excess income does not automatically disqualify an applicant from
receiving Medicaid. Any income exceeding $579 per month, for example, need only be “spent
down” on medical bills before eligibility is achieved.
Example 6-1

Joe has monthly income of $879 and at-home nursing care costs of $1,200 per month. Strictly
speaking, he has not met the income eligibility test because he has an income “excess” of $300
($879 income minus $579 he is allowed to keep).

He is still entitled to Medicaid, however, because the cost of his nursing care is $1,200 per
month—$900 more than his excess. In this case Joe will be required to pay the first $300 (his
excess) and Medicaid will pay the rest.

5 Currently, the states that impose caps, and whose specific restrictions should be familiar to practitioners in those
states are as follows: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, and
Wyoming.
6 In 1993, as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA), Congress carved out an exception to the
cutoff problem. This will be discussed later, since the exception involves the creation of a trust to receive the excess
monthly income.
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Example 6-2
Using the same monthly expenses ($1,200), Joe’s monthly income in this scenario is $2,000.
Under this set of facts, he will not be eligible for Medicaid. His excess income is $1,421 ($2,000
income minus $579 he is allowed to keep), but his monthly medical bills are only $1,200.

Even after paying these bills, he will still have an excess of $221, so there is nothing for
Medicaid to cover. If, however, his medical bills were $2,500 rather than $1,200, he would spend
the $1,421 excess and Medicaid would pay the remaining $1,079.
Example 6-3
Using the same facts as in Example 6-2, except in this scenario Joe lives in a state that does not
apply the “spend-down” rules. He cannot qualify for Medicaid because his monthly income
exceeds the allowable level ($579).

Joe may still be entitled to some form of state welfare benefits, but not Medicaid.
One of the most commonly asked questions is what happens if household expenses are more than
the allowable income amounts. Can the applicant somehow keep more? The answer,
unfortunately, is no. If a Medicaid recipient cannot pay all of his/her household expenses with
the monthly allowance, he/she may still qualify for some form of state supplemental payment
such as welfare but, again, the rules of eligibility and transfer of assets are often much more
stringent in programs funded solely by the state.

Single Individual in Nursing Home
If the Medicaid applicant is in a nursing home, generally all of his/her income (except for a
spending allowance ranging from $30 to $60 per month, depending upon the state) will go
towards the cost of the nursing home, regardless of whether or not it exceeds $579.
Interestingly, while an individual requiring Medicaid to pay for medical bills outside of an
institution has a low income cap point ($579), in income cap states he/she is allowed to have
three times that amount and still qualify for Medicaid benefits if institutionalized. Thus, because
the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) level is currently $579 per month, the 2005 cap level is
three times this, or $1,737 per month. A person with $1,736 qualifies for nursing home
Medicaid. A person with $1,738 does not.
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Example 6-4

Sam, who lives in an income cap state, has an income of $1,000 per month from his Social
Security and pension. He does not require institutionalization but does need care at home.
Unfortunately, because his income exceeds $579, he does not qualify for Medicaid.

Example 6-5
Using the same facts as in Example 6-4, in this scenario Sam now requires institutionalization.
Because his income is below the $1,737 level, he may receive Medicaid.

Remember, however, that he will only be permitted to keep between $30 and $60 of monthly
income to pay for personal incidental expenses in the nursing home.
These examples apply only to income cap states. Remember that in spend-down states, excess
income provides no barrier when it comes to receiving Medicaid benefits, as long as medical
bills exceed income.

Eligibility of Husbands and Wives
As a result of the eligibility rules established by the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of
1988 (MCCA), the amount a husband and wife may retain depends on whether they are living
together, or are “separated” because one of them is institutionalized. Separation does not mean
living apart, because they cannot get along; it applies only to medical institutionalization.

Prior to the enactment of MCCA, if one spouse had to be institutionalized in a nursing home, the
other spouse might have had to spend the remainder of his/her lifetime living at the brink of
poverty. The couple’s entire life savings would normally be depleted to pay the nursing home
care of the ill spouse.
In 1988 Congress revised the Medicaid law as it applied to spouses so that the institutionalization
of one spouse would no longer result in the near-bankruptcy of the other. Whereas under the old
law, the spouse remaining in the community might be allowed to keep only $2,000, MCCA
required states to permit a community spouse to keep a minimum of $12,000 and a maximum of
$60,000. In addition, the monthly income limitation was raised to a minimum of $815 and a
maximum of $1,500 from the $400 or so previously allowed.
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MCCA also indexed these figures for inflation so that in 2005 they are as follows:
Minimum community spouse resource allowance:
Maximum community spouse resource allowance:

$19,020.00
$95,100.00

Minimum community spouse monthly income level:
Maximum community spouse monthly income level:

$ 1,561.25
$ 2,377.50

Spouses Continuing to Live at Home Together
Among the shortcomings of MCCA, however, was that while Congress did permit one spouse to
keep more where the other was institutionalized, it neglected to revise the asset rules in cases
where a husband and wife continued to reside together.

In other words, they did not consider the fact that some spouses would prefer to continue to care
for an ill spouse at home rather than placing him/her into a nursing home. As a result, the old
rules, which allowed a couple living together to keep only $3,000 of resources and less than
$1,000 of monthly income, remain the law where a couple continues to reside at home together.
The result is a rather bizarre scenario in which financial survival may make it necessary to place
an ill spouse in a nursing home even though, emotionally, there is no desire to do so.

Example 6-6
Bob and Jean live in a state that provides that a community spouse may keep $95,100 plus
$2,377.50 per month of income.
However, in the case where both spouses reside at home, the state permits them to keep only
$7,000 of resources and $750 of their monthly income.

The couple has $75,000 in the bank and a combined monthly income of $2,000.

Bob is ill but, strictly speaking, Jean can care for him at home if she can just get Medicaid to pay
for nursing care and medication.

If she puts Bob into a nursing home she can keep everything; if she keeps him home, she must
spend most of the couple’s life savings and $1,250 per month from their income. This is a
tremendously difficult decision for Jean—one for which there is no right answer.
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Where spouses do continue to reside together, their eligibility is determined first by examining
their resources and then their income. Whether excess income will disqualify the couple
depends, again, on whether they live in a strict cutoff state or in a spend-down state.
Example 6-7
John and Mary have $30,000 in savings. They live in a “spend-down” state in which the
maximum resources for a couple living together are $7,000 and the income level is $750 per
month.
John is ill and requires nursing care at home. The monthly cost of these services is about $1,000.

Unfortunately, he is ineligible for Medicaid because the maximum resources the couple may
have are $7,000.

Example 6-8
John and Mary have spent $25,000 of their resources. All they have left is $5,000, clearly within
the $7,000 limit. They have met the resource eligibility test. Now we examine their monthly
income.

They live on Social Security and a small pension totaling $550 per month. Because this amount
is below the $750 income allowance, they are eligible for Medicaid. Medicaid will pay the
nurses.
Example 6-9

Assume the same scenario as in Example 6-8, except that the couple has monthly income of
$1,500. In this case they have an “excess” income of $750 ($1,500 income minus $750 they are
allowed to keep).
Strictly speaking, they have not met the income eligibility test. They are still entitled to
Medicaid, however, because the nursing cost is $1,000 per month—$250 more than their
“excess.”

In this case John and Mary will be required to pay the first $750 (their excess) and Medicaid will
pick up the rest.
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Example 6-10

Assume the same resources as in Example 6-8 ($5,000), but the monthly income is $2,000.
Under this set of facts, the couple will not be eligible for Medicaid.

Their excess income is $1,250 ($2,000 income minus $750 they are allowed to keep), but their
monthly medical bills are only $1,000. Even after paying these bills, the couple will still have an
excess of $250, so there is nothing for Medicaid to cover.
If, however, the couple’s medical bills were $1,500 rather than $1,000, they would spend their
$1,250 excess and Medicaid would pay the remaining $250.

Example 6-11
John and Mary live in an income-cap state.
If their income is $550, as in Example 6-8, John will be eligible for nursing care.

However, if their income exceeds $1,500 they will not be eligible for Medicaid because the cap
is $1,500.
Note. The technique for avoiding this harsh result is called “spousal refusal,” discussed later in
this chapter.

One Spouse Institutionalized—the “Snapshot” Approach
Where one spouse is institutionalized, the MCCA rules are unclear. Under one portion of the law
a “snapshot” of the nonexempt assets of both spouses is taken as of the date of admission to the
institution.7 The community spouse is permitted to keep one-half of the total, with the minimum
currently being $19,020 and the maximum being $95,100, depending on the level established by
his/her state.
If the community spouse has less than he/she is permitted to have, the institutionalized spouse is
permitted to transfer an amount to the community spouse that would bring him/her up to the
allowable level. If the community spouse has too much, he/she must spend it on the medical care
of the institutionalized spouse.

7 The term “institutionalization” applies not only to someone who is actually in an institution, but also to someone
who is expected to remain for a period of at least 30 days. So, for example, a person who suffers a severe stroke and
is hospitalized and expected to remain in the hospital for at least 30 days might be classified as “institutionalized”
while another person who is hospitalized for an operation, but is expected to be discharged for a few weeks might
not be.
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Example 6-12
Mark and Mindy live in a state that permits the community spouse to have $95,100. Mark has
$60,000 in his name and Mindy has $40,000. Mark is institutionalized.

He is permitted to transfer $10,000 from his funds to Mindy so that they each have $50,000.
Some states permit the community spouse to have the maximum, not merely one-half of the
combined totals.

Example 6-13

Assume the same facts as in Example 6-12, except that Mark is now permitted to transfer
$55,100 so that Mindy has the maximum $95,100 permitted.
The law also permits the transfer of the institutionalized spouse’s income to bring the community
spouse up to the allowable income level. In other words, if the community spouse does not have
enough of his/her own income, an amount will be allocated from the income of the
institutionalized spouse.

Example 6-14

Billy Joe and Bobbie Sue are a married couple. Billy’s income is $1,300 per month from his
pension and Social Security, and Bobbie’s is $500.

If Billy is institutionalized—assuming the couple lives in a state that permits the minimum
community spouse income allowance ($1,561.25)—Bobbie would receive an additional
$1,061.25 from Billy’s money.
Only the balance, less Billy’s $30 to $60 monthly allowance depending upon the state, will have
to be turned over to the nursing home.

Under the “snapshot” provision of the law, the community spouse must spend any excess
resources (those above $19,020 to $95,100) on the institutional care of the ill spouse before that
partner will qualify for Medicaid. If the community spouse feels that this division will be
insufficient to provide for his/her needs, the remedy is to request a hearing before the
Department of Social Services or to seek a Family Court order increasing the support. Most often
this would occur where the transferred assets, when considered along with the couple’s income,
will not bring the community spouse up to the allowable income level.
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Example 6-15
Gil and Gilda live in a state that permits the maximum amount—$95,100 of resources and
$2,377.50 of monthly income. Gil is about to enter a nursing home.

Their state’s “snapshot” provision requires that the community spouse only be given half of the
combined assets of the couple.
Thus, if Gil has assets of $60,000 and Gilda has $40,000, Gil would be permitted to transfer only
$10,000 to Gilda to raise her assets to $50,000.

In addition, Gil’s monthly income is $600 and Gilda’s is $400.
Of Gil’s income, $540—his $600 less the monthly allowable amount of $60—would go to Gilda.
Even after this is done, however, Gilda’s monthly income is only $940.

Add to that perhaps $400 per month from the interest generated by her $50,000 share and she has
$1,340 per month—still short of the $2,377.50 she would be permitted to keep.
Gilda might choose to request a hearing or to commence a court case in an attempt to convince
the hearing examiner or judge that she should be allowed to keep all of Gil’s assets rather than
spending them on his care.
The rationale is that Gil’s $50,000 will produce an additional $400 of monthly income for Gilda,
thus bringing her up to $1,740—not quite the $2,377.50 she is permitted, but all that is possible
in this case. She could possibly convince the decision-maker that this is a fair thing to do.

Important Note: Every state has its own procedures and body of law regarding the allowance
of additional amounts to the community spouse. It is crucialfor you to know what your state’s
welfare department or court system has seen fit to approve.

Unlimited Transfer Scenario
While the snapshot approach is one available solution, another is made possible by a different
section of the very same MCCA statute. This section provides that between spouses an unlimited
amount of money can be transferred without affecting the eligibility of the institutionalized
spouse. This inconsistency allows an institutional spouse with any resources to transfer all those
assets to the community spouse, regardless of whether they will raise the community spouse’s
assets above $95,100. But if the community spouse has in excess of $95,100 as a result of
receiving it from the other spouse, does it not imply that he/she may keep in excess of this
amount if it was his/her money in the first place? After all, what would be the use of such a
provision if excess moneys had to be spent anyway?
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Normally, any logical-minded person would assume that the congressional intent was clearly to
limit the community spouse’s share to $95,100 and that all conflicting language was merely an
error. However, one additional provision in the statute provides the community spouse with the
necessary fire power to keep all the transferred money as well as all of his/her own assets.

Spousal Refusal
Before discussing the allowances of that provision, however, there is a general rule of spousal
support, as well as a bit of Medicaid history to review.
In most (if not all) states, certain relatives are charged with the responsibility of supporting other
relatives. The most common of such obligations is that of spouses to support each other and
parents to support their minor children. In some states, for purposes other than Medicaid, this
support responsibility may extend even further up the generational ladder—for example,
grandparents may be statutorily responsible to support grandchildren.
The federal Medicaid statute, however, limits support obligations to spouses for each other and
parents for minor children (the latter being of no importance to our planning). Over the years,
however, federal regulations and court cases narrowed this liability considerably so that by 1988,
when MCCA was enacted, if one spouse merely refused to contribute towards the care and
support of the other, Medicaid had to be given nonetheless. States were given the right to sue the
noncontributing spouse to compel him/her to support the ill spouse, but short of such a lawsuit,
the ill spouse could not be denied Medicaid benefits because the well spouse declined to pay his/
her share. This spousal refusal was given the name “deeming” because money withheld could
not be “deemed available.”

Deeming
MCCA in essence codified the whole body of law on deeming. Currently the law provides that if
a community spouse refuses to make assets available, the institutionalized spouse can still
receive Medicaid provided that he/she assigns to the state his/her right to sue the community
spouse for support. The law goes further to say that if the institutionalized spouse lacks the
physical or mental capacity to sign such an assignment of support, one will not be required and
Medicaid will be awarded nevertheless.

Thus, under current law it is possible for the institutionalized spouse to transfer all assets to the
community spouse, who then refuses to make either the newly acquired or previously owned
assets available for support. Because the transfer is to the spouse, the institutionalized individual
is entitled to and should immediately be eligible for Medicaid.8

Elder law planners refer to this procedure as “spousal refusal.”
8 Caution must be stressed at this point. Rules vary tremendously from state to state. Spousal refusals of the type just
described are not recognized in all states, so alternatives may have to be explored. For instance, in states with a
history of generosity by the Family Courts, a better planning technique might be to request a court to set aside more
resources for the community spouse. It is crucial for the practitioner to be very aware of his/her own state’s rules on
spousal liability.
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Divorce as an Option
A commonly asked question is whether all of the above problems cannot be solved by a divorce.
Fortunately, it is not necessary to divorce one’s spouse in order to protect assets. In fact, it is
quite possible that a divorce would be detrimental to your planning. The common misconception
is that the sick spouse can transfer everything to the well spouse, who will then be able to keep it
in a divorce settlement.
However, many states have enacted laws that prevent an allocation of marital property in such a
way that will likely cause one spouse to become a public charge. It is very likely that the court
will order a reallocation of the spousal assets in a more “equitable” fashion. In other words, it is
just as likely that the judge in charge of the case will direct that the spousal assets be split
equally. If such is the result, then you have achieved nothing that could not have been achieved
more easily by having the ill spouse transfer assets to the well spouse and having the well spouse
refuse to use them on the institutionalized ill spouse.

In addition, a couple divorcing may affect pension rights and Social Security rights of the spouse
who may not have worked.

Determining Availability of Property
Although Medicaid is a poverty program, certain property is not counted in determining
eligibility. Appropriately enough, these are called “exempt” resources.
If an asset is “exempt,” it means that Medicaid will allow an applicant to keep it (or, as will be
discussed later, to dispose of it). If it is “nonexempt,” it must be spent before Medicaid will grant
an award.

Exempt Property
A property is “exempt” and, therefore, cannot be counted towards evaluating Medicaid eligibility
if and only if some law declares that it is exempt. Exemptions are purely statutory—that is, they
are products of legislative discretion. Only what is specifically exempted by the legislature may
be called an exempt property.
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Some examples of exempt assets might be the following, depending on your state of residence:9
•

Cash equivalent assets of $2,000 (individual), $3,000 (couple), or the community spouse
resource allowance ($19,020 to $95,100).

•

Burial fund of $1,500 for each person.

•

One automobile, if it is medically necessary for the household (subject to maximum
values in some states).

•

Clothing, furnishings, food, cooking utensils, tools.

•

Seeing eye-dog, pacemaker, false teeth.

•

Wedding band, family bible.

•

House, if it is a “homestead.”

Burial Fund
Medicaid permits each applicant to retain $1,500 as a burial fund, usually in a separate bank
account, which may not be touched except on the Medicaid recipient’s death. Any interest earned
on the $1,500 burial fund is also exempt. In other words, it does not matter that the interest
credited to the account will raise the balance above $1,500. Medicaid will not count this interest
as an asset.

If the applicant has life insurance with a face value of $1,500 or less, this can be considered the
burial fund as long as the cash value does not exceed the allowable burial amount.

Real Estate—Homestead
For many persons the most valuable asset they own is their home. Some people also own second
homes for vacation or investment purposes, or even vacant land. But only one type of real estate
is exempt—the house in which the applicant lives. And even then, a house is exempt only if it
can be called a homestead.
A homestead is defined by state statute and might include a one-, two- or three-family home or a
cooperative apartment or condominium. In some cases it may include a storefront (i.e.,
“taxpayer”), or a mobile home.
9 As has been said before, you should also be familiar with any additional exemptions permitted by your own state.
For instance, New York permits a Medicaid applicant to prepay certain funeral costs above and beyond the $1,500
amount permitted by the federal law.
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A house is a homestead if it is the primary residence of any of the following:
•

The Medicaid applicant

•

His/her spouse

•

His/her minor children

•

His/her disabled adult children

As long as any one of the above resides in the house, it is exempt and cannot be considered in
evaluating eligibility regardless of its value. Medicaid cannot force an applicant to sell it, nor can
they put a lien on it.

In addition, there are two other cases where the house may be exempt for transfer purposes. The
house may be transferred without triggering a disqualification period if it is transferred to either
of the following:
•

The applicant’s brother or sister if he/she has lived in the house for at least one year and
has an equity interest in the house.

•

The applicant’s non-disabled adult child, who has lived in the house for at least two years
in order to avoid the institutionalizing of the parent. (Note. The statute does not to apply
to grandchildren.)

It is important to understand how a house qualifies for the homestead exemption and, more
importantly, how that exemption can be lost—for it can be lost if proper planning is not
undertaken. If ever the house becomes unoccupied by anyone in the four homestead categories
listed above, or if it is not transferred to someone qualifying under the two additional categories
just described, it will lose its exemption and may have to be sold to pay for medical costs.
Example 6-16

Bill and Betty, a married couple, jointly own a single family house. Bill is in a nursing home.
Betty is living in their house.
The house cannot be counted as an asset because it is a homestead. As long as Betty continues to
live there, it remains exempt.
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Example 6-17
Bill is in the nursing home, and Betty is in the hospital. Now the situation becomes a bit more
sticky.
Whether the house remains a homestead will depend on whether Betty will be going home or
into a nursing home herself.
If the discharge plan is to a nursing home, the house has lost its exemption because now the
nursing home—and not the house—will become Betty’s permanent residence.

Of course, this assumes the nursing home stay is permanent. If the nursing home, too, is only
temporary, the house remains exempt.

Example 6-18

Bill and Betty are both in a nursing home, but their two adult children live in the house.
The house is not an exempt asset (which may be transferred to the children) unless one or both of
the children is disabled or unless one or both of the children have been living in it for at least two
years in order to keep their parents out of an institution as long as possible.

Nonexempt Assets
Once you have determined which assets are exempt, you must next determine the ownership of
nonexempt assets.

Cash Assets
The first type of asset to evaluate is cash or its equivalents. These include savings and checking
accounts, certificates of deposit, money market funds, stocks, bonds, annuities, and other assets
easily converted to cash. Remember that a community spouse may keep between $19,020 and
$95,100 (or more utilizing the spousal refusal technique). Where there is no spouse, however, it
is important to determine who owns the money in a particular account.

Bank Accounts
Generally, bank accounts fall into four categories: sole ownership, joint accounts, “in trust for”
accounts, and custodial accounts.
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Sole Account. A sole account is recorded in a single name. Only the named person has access to
make deposits or withdrawals. If only the Medicaid applicant’s name appears on an account, the
entire amount may be counted to determine Medicaid eligibility.

Joint Accounts. Frequently, a person will have a joint account with one or more other persons.
Most often, a husband and a wife have joint accounts and, in a lesser frequency after the death of
one spouse, the survivor may create a joint tenancy with one or more of his/her children.

The question becomes “who owns the money in a joint account?” At one time the answer
depended on state law. In some states the presumption was that the joint tenants own the money
equally regardless of who actually made the deposit. In other states a joint account was presumed
to exist simply for the convenience of the money’s true owner, and the person seeking to claim
the interest in the money had to prove that a gift was intended.
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA ‘93) changed this situation, making it
clear that the entire amount on deposit in a joint account is presumed to belong to the Medicaid
applicant. If this is not the case, then satisfactory proof should be submitted to rebut this
presumption.
Note. It is not unheard of for an adult child to have income-producing assets in the name of
an elderly parent. There are many potential reasons for this: because the parent is in a lower
income tax bracket, because the child fears the loss of that asset by reason of some personal
or business liability risk, or even the desire to conceal ownership from a spouse. In any event,
if a client advises you that money in his/her name really belongs to someone else (or,
conversely, your client says assets have been “parked” in a parent’s name, protective
measures may need to be taken. Among those measures might be the creation of a trust.)

In Trust for Accounts. The third basic type of account is one whereby the title reads “John
Smith in trust for Mary Jones” or a similar designation utilizing the letters “ITF” or “i/t/f.” This
is called an “in trust for” account or a “Totten Trust.” The first-named person is considered to be
the owner of an “in trust for” account, so the entire amount is counted in determining his/her
Medicaid eligibility.

Example 6-19

Ted has a bank account designated as follows: Ted Smith in trust for Dick Jones.
During Ted’s life, Dick has no ownership rights. It is Ted’s money.
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Example 6-20

The account reads, Ted Smith and/or Harriet Smith in trust for Dick Jones.
There is a combination joint-account/in trust for account. Rules for both types of accounts apply.

Ted and Harriet are presumed to own one-half each. Dick has no claim to the money until both
Ted and Harriet have died.

Custodial Accounts. The final type of account is a custodial account for a minor child. Many
parents and grandparents have created accounts for infants or minors using the minor’s Social
Security number. Because the child may be too young to control the money, the adult puts
his/her name on the account, but this does not change the ownership of the funds. The money
belongs to the kids. Thus, a bank account that reads something like the following, is not the
Medicaid applicant’s money and cannot be counted.
•

Sidney Small and Jane Small as Custodians for Bill Small.

•

Sidney and Jane Small for Bill Small under UGMA.

The Uniform Gifts to Minors Act (UGMA) stands for, the title of the statute authorizing such
custodial bank accounts.
Note. An account with Sidney’s name and Social Security number that Sidney morally feels
belongs to Bill (i.e., he has been accumulating money in the account for years) is not an
UGMA account and may be counted as the applicant’s funds.

In addition, the fact that a custodial account is not considered to be the applicant’s does not mean
that the applicant can open one on the eve of entering a nursing home then transfer all of his/her
money into it. The funding of custodial accounts is subject to the same rules as any transfer—a
waiting period is applied between the transfer of money and the payment of Medicaid benefits.
(The waiting periods are discussed later.)

Life Insurance
Medicaid counts as a nonexempt resource the cash value of life insurance owned by the
applicant. Cash value is the amount you could redeem the policy for today. Face value is the
amount payable on death. If the face value of a life insurance policy is $1,500 or less, it can be
used as the burial fund, which, as discussed previously, is exempt. Even if the cash value does
exceed $1,500, the excess may be counted towards the general allowance amount of $2,000.
There is no requirement that this $2,000 be in any particular form. While usually it is in the form
of a bank deposit, there is no prohibition of having it in life insurance.
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Example 6-21

Fred has an insurance policy with a face value of $1,500 and a cash value of $500.

He may keep the policy as his burial fund. He does not need to cash it in.
Example 6-22

Fred’s $1,500 face value policy has a cash value of $2,000 and a death benefit of $3,000
(including paid-up additions to the policy).
One alternative is to cash it in. He may keep $1,500 in his burial fund and the other $500 will be
counted towards the $2,000 of resources he may keep or, if he already has set aside $2,000, he
must spend the excess $500.

Another alternative, however, is for Fred to borrow $1,500 against the policy for his burial fund
rather than cashing it in. This way, there will still be $1,500 of benefit payable upon death
($3,000 death benefit less $1,500 loan).
Example 6-23
Fred’s life insurance has a face value of $10,000 and a cash value of $5,000.

He must cash it in or borrow against it because the cash value of the policy exceeds all allowable
resource levels—$2,000 plus $1,500.
The mere existence of some form of life insurance does not in and of itself mean that it can be
counted. Whether life insurance constitutes a resource or not will depend on several factors
including the amount and the type of insurance as well as who the owner is.

Three Components
An insurance policy has three components:
•

Owner,

•

Beneficiary, and

•

Insured.
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In most cases the owner and the insured are the same person and the beneficiary is the person
who will receive the proceeds on death. This is not always the case, however. Particularly where
the owner has received competent estate tax planning advice, he/she may have been advised at
some point to transfer ownership to the other spouse. Where someone other than the Medicaid
applicant is the owner of an insurance policy, the policy cannot be counted in evaluating the
insured’s eligibility.
In addition, life insurance may have a cash value or no cash value. Usually, whole life insurance,
universal life insurance and other similar types offer a guaranteed cash value that can be
borrowed against or, if the policy is terminated, will result in a refund of those moneys.
However, there is another type of insurance—term insurance—that does not have a cash value.
Most group insurance policies are term insurance. Because such policies are worth absolutely
nothing until the death of the insured, they cannot be counted in determining Medicaid
eligibility.
There is no requirement that policies be cashed in for Medicaid purposes. It may sometimes be
more advantageous to borrow the loan value of the policy and to keep the death benefit in force.

Example 6-24

Frank has an insurance policy with a face value of $50,000. Its cash surrender value is $2,000
and he can borrow $1,800 of that.

It would pay to borrow and spend the $1,800, count the remaining $200 towards his resource
exemption and, upon death, the beneficiary would receive $50,000 minus $1,800 plus interest.

IRA/Keogh
One might think that any law that allows you to shelter money from taxes would allow you to
shelter that money, period. Unfortunately, this is not the case. What may be true for tax law is
not necessarily true for Medicaid purposes. An IRA or a Keogh account is a countable asset and
must be withdrawn and spent. There is one exception. The pension funds of a community spouse
are not considered a countable asset in determining the eligibility of an institutionalized spouse.

Medicaid Liens
A common misconception is that Medicaid has an immediate lien against the assets of a
recipient.
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In certain circumstances Medicaid does get a lien, but the situations are very specific and very
narrow. In the case of spouses, Medicaid may place a lien against the estate of the second spouse
to die. Before the death of both spouses there is no lien.
In the case of a single applicant who needs institutionalization and who owns a home, Medicaid
is entitled to a lien against the proceeds from the sale of the home. This makes sense, since it is
not always immediately possible to sell real estate. When the real estate is subsequently sold,
Medicaid will get its money back. Note, however, that the statute contains a provision that the
lien will dissolve if the Medicaid recipient returns home. In other words, the mere fact that a
person went into a nursing home does not in and of itself impose a lien on real property. If the
institutionalization was for a short period of rehabilitation and the person comes home, there is
no lien.
The fact that there is no immediate lien does not, however, mean that there should be no
advanced planning. Quite to the contrary; it is expected that the area of liens will be a hotly
debated and enforced area over the next few years. Proper advanced planning is needed in order
to avoid the devastating results of a lien. Among the steps that can be taken are: the transfer of
assets into a trust, or the transfer of property with a retained life estate. (These and other methods
of protecting assets while avoiding potential liens are discussed later.)

Residency Requirements
Although states may impose domicile requirements for the purpose of voting or many other
purposes (i.e., being considered a resident for low tuition rates or for public assistance), there is
no strict residency requirement for Medicaid purposes. A person is presumed to be a domiciliary
of the state in which he/she declares an intent to live. Where a person is not competent, federal
regulations say that he/she is domiciled in the state where he/she last had the mental competence
to declare residency. However, where there is a question or conflict among the states, the federal
law requires that a person is deemed to be a domiciliary of the state in which he/she is physically
located. This was not always true, and it caused many problems for persons who took their
parents back to their home state. A change in the federal law now mandates that the states have
to battle it out; the patient is not left waiting in need of medical services during this period of
time.

Example 6-25

For 50 years John and Mary have been New York residents.
After retiring, they move to Florida. They are in Florida for six months when John gets sick.

John is a Florida resident.
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Example 6-26
John and Mary have lived in Florida for the past 20 years.
John gets sick, and the couple decides to move back to New York to be closer to their children.

Once in New York, they are considered to be residents of that state, since they have decided to
move there.

Medicaid Appeals
In an earlier chapter, we already discussed denials of hospital benefits with emphasis upon the
federal Medicare system. We will now briefly discuss Medicaid appeals. Appealing the denial of
Medicaid benefits most often involves issues of money rather than issues of medical care. More
to the point, Medicaid denials usually result from the transfer of assets for less than fair market
value or for no legal consideration at all (for example, as a gift).
Just as federal law outlines a procedure for appealing adverse determinations involving hospitals
and nursing homes, it also provides the framework for appealing denials of Medicaid benefits.
Federal law requires that every state formulate a procedure affording state residents an
administrative review of any denial of benefits. The initial step in this process is known as a fair
hearing. The fair hearing process varies from state to state in many ways, including the
•

Method and deadline for requesting such a hearing.

•

Manner in which it is conducted.

•

Patient’s rights before and after such a hearing.

This is because, unlike the Medicare program, which is administered by one federal agency,
Medicaid is administered by a series of 50 separate state agencies each picking and choosing
from among a basket of rules established within the larger framework of Title XIX of the Social
Security Act.

Although, again, variations are sure to exist because of differences in state procedure, the basic
Medicaid appeal procedure might go something like this:
1. Medicaid benefits are denied. A written notice is sent to the applicant stating the reason
for the denial.
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2. The applicant has a certain period of time to request a fair hearing. This can be as little as

10 days in some cases.

3. The hearing is usually held before an impartial hearing officer; sometimes this hearing
officer is employed by the state agency charged with administering the Medicaid
program, but he/she cannot have been a person charged with making the initial decision.
(In this respect, it is unlike the peer review organization (PRO) or fiscal intermediary
under Medicare, at least in theory.) Both the Medicaid agency and the appellant present
their sides of the case. The strict rules governing the admissibility of evidence in a
courtroom do not apply to such fair hearings, and hearings can be quite informal, at least
as far as the presentation is concerned.
4. The state agency in charge of Medicaid will then render its decision. If it is favorable to
the appellant, then the local agency in charge of administering the Medicaid program will
either be directed to grant benefits or to reconsider the application without reference to
the error that it made, which has now been overturned on appeal.
5. If the decision is not favorable, there is usually a further appeal right, or rights, similar to
those in Medicare cases. The difference is that, while Medicare appeals lead to the federal
court system, appeals in Medicaid cases are usually handled on the state court level
because the agency against which judicial relief is being sought is the state Medicaid
agency rather than the Social Security Administration.
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Wills and Trusts: A Primer

Introduction
When clients consider their estate plans, it is not unusual for them to rely upon the assistance of
two professionals, their lawyers and accountants. Ironically, many clients actually begin the
process with their accountants. One might think this is odd since it is a lawyer who prepares
wills, but it makes sense once you recognize that many people do not even contemplate estate
planning until their accountant tells them that they’re “rich” enough to worry about protecting
their estates. Therein lies the first of many interesting misconceptions about estate planning—
that it is only for the wealthy (“wealth” being defined in the context of taxation only.)1

Other common misconceptions, which often come up in discussion with clients, are that without
a Last Will and Testament
•

Your estate “goes through probate.”

•

You pay more in estate taxes.

•

The state gets a portion (or all) of your estate.

•

The state—at least—has a say in who gets your estate.

In addition, many people believe that a will is not necessary when their estate does not exceed
$1,000,000 (the most commonly heard current figure; this changed, of course, to $1,500,000 in
2004, but if history is any guide, you should expect clients to quote the old figure for some time
to come.).
Misconceptions abound in the area of trusts as well. People believe that trusts
•

Are only for the wealthy.

•

Protect assets against creditors (without recognizing that some do and some do not).

1 As we go to press, Congress is considering repealing the estate tax. If that occurs, it will obviously have a
significant effect on estate planning as we know it today. [Sen 420; HR8]
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•

Are better than wills at saving estate taxes.

•

Are expensive.

Here we will provide a broad outline of many basic estate planning tools that you will come into
contact with when dealing with elderly clients.

The Role of the CPA
Because CPAs do not ordinarily prepare wills, you might believe that they have no role in
helping the client plan. This is not true. In fact, it is precisely because many people trust their
accountants with the facts and figures of their financial health more quickly than they trust
attorneys with the same information that the accountant’s role can be very important. As an
attorney, this author can speak from experience. When asked about their finances, some clients
hesitate to tell the truth for fear that the attorney will raise his/her fee accordingly; whereas, they
believe that the more information they give an accountant to work with, the better the tax savings
will be. In any event, among the things that a CPA should examine in advising a client who is
making an estate plan are the following items.

Information About Assets
Information about assets is crucial for several reasons, including the ability to advise on estate
tax planning, gift tax planning, as well as medical cost planning (for example, whether assets
should be transferred to avoid their loss in case of catastrophic illness). Amounts and how title is
held is also important.

Having complete information may assist you in addressing some issues beyond the basic “should
I have a will?” query:
•

Large estates may require you to consider sophisticated tax planning techniques such as
credit shelter trusts, limited partnerships, qualified personal residence trusts, and the like.

•

Large holdings and a greater cash flow than is required to pay bills may lead you to
suggest that gifts be made in order to reduce the potential for estate tax.

•

Large illiquid holdings such as residential real estate might lead you to study whether the
property should be transferred currently rather than by will. This is particularly true if the
client is concerned about future medical costs such as a nursing home, because a highvalue home may trigger a very long waiting period for Medicaid eligibility.

Assets held jointly will pass to the joint tenant, not under the will. You would be
surprised how many people do not realize this, and simply assume that all assets will be
distributed according to the will.
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•

The same is true of assets with beneficiary designations—life insurance, annuities, and
retirement accounts primarily. The client’s intention with regard to these assets should be
determined clearly.

It is not difficult to determine a client’s net worth; this will likely be based in part upon your
experience with their tax returns and in part by simply asking them.

Information on Family
In addition to financial information, you might be privy to certain details about the family
background through your tax preparation or even from polite conversation. Among the factors
you may discover, which would assist you in helping an elderly client plan, are whether the
client
•

Is married or widowed.

•

Is married for the first or a subsequent time.

•

Has any children and, if so, whether they are the product of different marriages.

•

Has any issues regarding children in the family business and their succession to the
control of that business.

•

Has any special financial concerns, such as
— Educating grandchildren.

— Taking care of an ill or disabled child or grandchild.
— Helping out a child who is going through a divorce.

The possibilities are limitless.

Last Will and Testament
A will is perhaps the most well-known means of disposing of property at death. Every state has
its own rules for the making of a valid will, but at the very least, they involve a written document
that is
•

Signed by the person making it (called the testator or, if female, the testatrix), and

•

Witnessed by at least two disinterested witnesses (those who do not stand to inherit under
the will.)
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The person nominated by the testator to wind down the affairs of the decedent is called the
executor or, if female, the executrix.
When a person with a will dies, he/she is said to die testate. This means, simply, that the will
governs the disposition of that person’s property.

The “alternative” to dying testate is dying intestate. A person dying intestate has no Last Will
and Testament. In this case, the laws of the state where the person was domiciled govern who
gets what. One of the most common fears that some people have is that the state’s distribution
scheme will include, either partially or wholly, an unsavory assortment of characters. It is not
unheard of for people to believe that if you die without a will the state gets either a large portion
or even all of your assets. Your author has heard one client’s belief that a lawyer will be
appointed to dispose of the estate as he/she sees fit. One of the most common misconceptions of
all is that if you die intestate, your heirs must “go through probate.” The concept of probate is
one of the most misunderstood.
“Probate,” is from the Latin word, meaning “to prove.” It is the process by which the executor
sets out to prove that those neatly stapled pieces of paper purporting to be the decedent’s Last
Will and Testament are, in fact, a true expression of
•

How the decedent wanted his/her assets disposed of.

•

Who he/she wanted to leave in charge of doing so.

•

Who served as witnesses.

Witnesses normally help prove the will by either testifying in court as to the mental competence
of the decedent to make a will or, in some jurisdictions, simply by signing an affidavit to this
effect.

A person who dies intestate, on the other hand, has his/her estate handled in very much the same
manner. The difference is in the nomenclature. While the estate of someone who dies testate
goes through probate, the estate of someone who dies without a will goes through a process
known as administration. Rather than appointing an executor or executrix, the court appoints an
administrator or administratrix.
The heirs entitled to the decedent’s property are determined by state statute in the administration
process; whereas, they are determined by the will in probate. For most people, the two are not
very different except in cases where the surviving relatives are of distant kinship.

Although the rules of intestate distribution vary from state to state, they generally follow a
logical pattern of blood or marriage. A typical state’s plan might provide as follows depending
on whether the decedent is survived by
1. A spouse and children, then either

a. The spouse gets everything, or

b. The spouse gets a percentage and the balance goes to the children.
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2. Children only, then everything goes to

a. The children, or
b. The children’s children (the decedent’s grandchildren) if the child/children are dead.
3. Parents, but no spouse, children or grandchildren, then everything goes to the decedent’s
parents.

4. Brothers and sisters, but no living parents, then the property goes to brothers and sisters.
5. Other relatives, but no brothers and sisters, then property goes to

a. Aunts and uncles, or if none

b. Grandparents, or if none
c. Cousins.
Note: In those states in which community property laws exist (i.e., Arizona, California,
Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin), intestate
succession is also governed by those statutes. This generally impacts intestate distribution, if
at all, at the highest family levels—property distributions between spouses and children or, if
there are no children, between spouses and the decedent’s parent(s).
At some point, usually around the third or fourth cousin level, most states say that the degree of
kinship is too far removed and, rather than making the administrator locate and pay these
“laughing heirs” (called this because of the belief that upon receiving an inheritance from a
relative so far removed in the bloodline, such heirs would laugh all the way to the bank), the
decedent’s property should just be turned over to the state. (I call this the “laughing politicians.”)

This does bring up a very important point for the practitioner to be aware of. Many
circumstances, not only those involving the elderly, occur in which a person should be
encouraged to make a will or some alternate estate plan. Generally, whenever a client wishes to
make a bequest to someone who will not inherit by operation of the intestacy laws, a will or
other estate plan is necessary. It is true that, while will preparation is the job of an attorney, it
does not hurt to have a professional, such as yourself, spot potential problem areas.

Some examples of problem situations are outlined below. In each of the following cases, a will
(or one of the other dispositive plans discussed later) should be stressed because without them
the named people may not inherit.
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Unknown Relations or Missing Heirs
One of the single greatest problems encountered in the settlement of an estate of an elderly
person, particularly one who has no spouse, children, grandchildren, or siblings, is locating the
natural heirs. One might assume that this is not required if the testator draws up a will.
Unfortunately, most states require that the distributees of the estate be given notice of the
probate proceeding and an opportunity to challenge the will if they believe they are entitled to do
so. A distributee is the term for the person who would inherit in the absence of a will, in other
words, through intestacy. Having a list of the family members is crucial in such a case. Estates
have been held up for years while searches for missing or unknown relatives are conducted.

In the case where some, or all, of the distributees are unknown and other people (or organizations
such as charities) are the subject of the testator’s largesse, it might be beneficial for the elderly
client to make arrangements for the transfer of property through one of the alternate means
discussed below. This avoids the delays of probate that result from not knowing where
distributees are located.
Planning Tip. If you consider the historical periods through which today’s elderly have lived,
you will get some understanding as to who may require extra care in planning. Some groups of
people who have proven to have problems are—
•

Holocaust survivors whose relatives may be presumed to have died during World War II.
Some survivors never married or remarried, and determining their surviving relatives
may be a huge problem.

•

Families in rural areas may not have lived in places where vital statistics (births, deaths,
etc.) were recorded in a central location at or near the beginning to middle decades of the
century. Sometimes the only records were kept in the local church, which may no longer
exist. Records may also be incomplete because births did not take place in hospitals. Such
clients, too, call for a greater degree of care.

•

Immigrants from various countries where, again, records may be sparse or nonexistent. It
is very important when a client has no spouse or downward lineal heirs (children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren) or siblings, to make an inquiry as to family
background and to recommend an alternative to probate.

Homosexual Heirs and Live-in Lovers
There are a growing number of nontraditional “family” unions today, but “same-sex marriages”
and live-in relationships are not yet widely recognized, certainly not in the legal inheritance
context. As a result, an estate plan other than intestacy is required when dealing with homosexual
relationships or heterosexual live-in companions. Although you will probably not encounter this
situation frequently, you should be aware of the legal ramifications on the estate.
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In the case of heterosexual couples, the question often arises: “What about common law
marriage?” You would be surprised how many people misunderstand this concept. Living
together for long periods of time, even decades, does not necessarily constitute a common law
marriage. One of the most important prerequisites is that your state must recognize the concept
of common law marriages. Not all do. In fact, only about a dozen states authorize it, and only
about half the states honor a common law marriage if it was recognized in one of those other
dozen states. This is a very tricky subject, and inheritance rights in such a union are best handled
through a method other than intestacy.
Massachusetts was the first state to have legalized gay marriages. California, Hawaii, New
Jersey, and Vermont provide certain privileges to same-sex couples, which fall short of those
enjoyed by married couples. These privileges are granted for civil unions. Several states have
legislation pending to allow gay marriages. The status of gay marriages is changing.

Favored Non-Distributee Relatives
It is not uncommon for a relative other than a direct lineal descendant of an elderly person to take
care of that person. Many times it is a niece, nephew, cousin, or grandchild who will actually
take care of the aged family member. Unfortunately, elderly clients may be completely ignorant
of the fact that a closer relative’s inattention does not mean that he/she is barred from inheriting
through intestacy even if another relative of more distant bloodline is more worthy of the
inheritance. One of the areas where the accounting professional can do the most good is in
recognizing and stressing this to the elderly client. I can think of no greater injustice than to have
a distant-by-affinity but close-by-blood relative inherit before a niece, nephew, or grandchild
who has taken on the burden of caring for the elderly family member. Yet, through assumption
and omission, this is not a rare occurrence.

Testamentary Substitutes or Non-Probate Assets
As necessary as wills might be, there are other ways of making sure that the intended heirs
inherit property. These are generally given the name “will substitutes” or “testamentary
substitutes” because the methods achieve the intended purpose without subjecting the estate to
probate or administration. Among the most common testamentary substitutes are—
•

Joint accounts (also known as “joint tenancy with right of survivorship” or “JTWROS”
accounts).

•

Accounts held “in trust for” someone else. (Totten Trusts)

•

“Pay on death” (POD) accounts (U.S. savings bonds, for example).

•

Living trusts.
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•

Life insurance policies.

•

Annuity contracts.

•

Retirement accounts (for example, IRAs).

Each of the above types of assets is an arrangement, which provides for disposition of the asset,
notwithstanding a contrary direction in the will.

Example 7-1
Wilhelm has three children, Xavier, Yolanda, and Zoltan. His Last Will and Testament leaves his
property in equal shares to his children. At the time of his death, his assets were as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Bank account
Bank account
Bank account
Real estate

$10,000
$25,000
$15,000
$90,000

5.
6.
7.
8.

Life insurance
Savings Bonds
Savings Bonds
IRA

$50,000
$10,000
$20,000
$60,000

in Wilhelm’s name alone.
in the names of Wilhelm and Zoltan as joint tenants.
in Wilhelm’s name “in trust for” Yolanda.
in the name of Wilhelm and his late wife, Victoria, as
joint tenants with rights of survivorship.
beneficiaries are Yolanda and Xavier.
in Wilhelm’s name alone.
in Wilhelm’s name, “POD” to Zoltan.
beneficiary is Victoria, contingent beneficiaries are
Yolanda and Xavier.

Who gets what?
To answer this question, you must first differentiate between the testamentary assets (those
which will pass under Wilhelm’s will) and the testamentary substitutes.
•

Items 1 and 6—Accounts in Wilhelm’s name alone will pass according to his will. Thus,

items 1 and 6 will be divided into three equal shares in accordance with the will.
•

Items 2 and 4—Joint tenancy property will go to the surviving joint tenant in most states.

However, in some states, like Texas, unless a joint account contains survivorship
language, it does not pass to the joint tenant. Thus, item 2 will go to Zoltan. But, what
will happen to item 4? Is not that, too, a joint tenancy property? Absolutely. However, the
survivor is Wilhelm, which means that at the time of his death, this property’s title, not
being further changed, is no different than property in Wilhelm’s name alone. Therefore,
to items 1 and 6 we add item 4. Items 1,6, and 4 will all pass to heirs through Wilhelm’s
will.
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•

Items 3 and 7—“In trust for” property and “pay on death” (POD) property do not pass

through the will but, instead, are inherited upon death directly by the named survivor.
Item 3 goes to Yolanda, therefore, and item 7 goes to Zoltan.
•

Items 5 and 8—When there is a contractual arrangement such as a life insurance policy or

retirement account, which names a specific death beneficiary, the beneficiary inherits the
subject of the contract directly rather than through the will. Therefore, the insurance
policy (item 5) will be paid directly to Yolanda and Xavier in equal shares. The IRA
(item 8) should ordinarily be paid to Victoria but, since she has predeceased Wilhelm, the
contingency clause kicks in and the IRA funds will be paid to Yolanda and Xavier as
well.
Summary Table

Item #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Method of
Distribution
Will
Joint Tenancy
POD
Will
Contract
Will
POD
Contract
Totals:

Xavier

Yolanda

Zoltan

$ 3,300
—
—
$29,700
$25,000
$ 3,300
—
$30,000

$

3,300
—
15,000
29,700
25,000
3,300
—
30,000

$ 3,300
$25,000
—
$29,700
—
$ 3,300
$20,000
—

$91,300

$106,300

$81,300

$
$
$
$
$

If we view the above estate distribution example in the context of any of the problem areas
discussed in the section immediately above, we can see the benefit of testamentary substitutes.

In addition, suppose that
•

An elderly client left all of her assets, consisting only of her bank accounts, as
“JTWROS” to the niece who was looking after her. Would the client’s surviving brother
and sister inherit by intestacy? No.

•

An elderly woman whose family tree had long since become impossible to recreate
named her long-time companion as beneficiary of her life insurance policy and made her
bank accounts “in trust for” this friend. If those were her only assets, would we have to
bother finding her relatives in connection with a probate proceeding? No.

It should be clear by now how valuable testamentary substitutes are. They may have drawbacks,
however. Suppose that
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•

The niece of the client mentioned above had financial problems and creditors were out to
locate her assets. The creation of the JTWROS account in such a case might, under your
state’s laws, subject the elderly client’s assets to the reach of creditors if joint tenancy
confers an immediate ownership interest. Or,

•

The elderly client with the life insurance policy and the “in trust for” funds became
mentally incapacitated. The companion would have no access to those assets at that time
because “in trust for” funds are only accessible by the named second party after the death
of the owner. Gaining access to this account would require either a power of attorney or a
guardianship appointment.

There is, however, a testamentary substitute, which provides both probate avoidance and access
in the event of mental incapacity—a living trust.

Practitioner Note. Important—Clients often labor under the misconception that because
testamentary substitutes do not pass through the probate estate, they are not counted in
determining the taxable estate. In fact, one of the most common reasons that clients give for
not undertaking estate tax planning is that they do not need to because “everything is joint.”
You should stress the error of this position. I find that the following line usually brings
clients back to reality: “Do you really think that the government would make it that easy to
avoid paying taxes?” Believe me, it gets the point across!

Living Trusts
During the past decade or so, one testamentary substitute, which has grown in popularity, is the
living or inter vivos trust. Because of such a recent increase in use, many people believe that they
are a fairly new phenomenon. In truth, trusts have been around for hundreds of years, but they
have been used mostly by the wealthy. Only in recent years, as people have grown more
financially savvy, have the alternatives to probate become more prominent in financial planning
literature.

Trust Basics
In very general terms, a trust is an agreement whereby a Trustee, holds and manages the
property of another person, known as the Grantor or Settlor. The property is held for the benefit
of yet a third party called the Beneficiary. Upon the death of the beneficiary, the balance in the
trust is paid to a fourth party, the Remainderman.
As you will see shortly, some of these parties may actually be the same person.

Most people have some familiarity with basic trusts if they have set up custodial accounts in a
savings bank (typically under the “Uniform Gifts to Minors Act”) for children or grandchildren.
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Once established, the money in these accounts belongs to the child or grandchild, although it is
usually managed by the person depositing the funds. Interestingly, for many people, their
exposure to trusts is not with a trust at all but with “in trust for” accounts. Such trusts, also
known as “Totten Trusts” after the legal case which authorized them, are not really trusts at all,
but are more along the line of a future transfer of funds.

How a Trust Works
Under the trust agreement, the settlor gives money or property to the trustee with a specific set of
directions on how to hold, use, and invest that money or property. The trustee may be given
discretion in managing the property, but this does not mean that he or she can act recklessly or
against the wishes of the settlor.
The settlor can be a trustee, a beneficiary, and even a remainderman (although for our purposes,
estate distribution, this will never be the case.) The only restriction to the parties to a trust is that
the settlor cannot be the sole trustee and sole beneficiary. That would be like holding money for
yourself and pretending that it is not yours.

In creating a trust the settlor determines, at the very least,
•

How long the trust will last—duration.

•

What the nature and extent of property placed in trust is.

•

Who is to receive the income and/or principal from the trust.

•

Who is to receive the principal upon termination of the trust.

•

When exactly the trust will terminate.

•

Who the trustee is.

•

What the trustee’s powers should be.

A trust can be considered to be a separate individual. It may have its own taxpayer identification
number2, pay taxes in its own bracket, and otherwise be subject to all the rules governing mortal
men. One thing that you must be absolutely clear about, however, is that a trust such as those
referred to in this section is not one which is set up in a bank using the heading “in trust for.”

2 Unless it is a “grantor trust” with the grantor as trustee.
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There are generally two types of trusts3, revocable and irrevocable. As the words imply, a
revocable trust can be changed, or even terminated, upon the occurrence of an event. The event
is usually the settlor changing his/her mind. Conversely, an irrevocable trust is one in which the
settlor gives up his/her right to revoke forever. Generally, a trust is irrevocable unless the settlor
specifically reserves the right to revoke it.

The question then becomes: “Given a choice between giving up control forever and reserving the
possibility of changing your mind, why would anyone ever create an irrevocable trust?” The
answer is, quite simply, that under certain circumstances if a client has the right to revoke the
trust he/she will be made to revoke it.
Revocable trusts are used primarily for the management of assets and not for their protection.
Irrevocable trusts afford much better protection because if the settlor does not have the right to
the principal, usually, his/her creditors will not either.
Strictly speaking, while in an irrevocable trust the settlor has given up control over his/her assets,
this does not mean that control has been given up for all purposes. For example, a person who
has transferred property into a trust gives up legal ownership. Legally, he/she will not be able to
renew bank certificates of deposit or sell stocks because they no longer legally belong to the
settlor. However, most trustees are trustworthy children and will listen to the wishes of a parent.
Also, if the settlor has reserved the right to replace the trustee and the trustee does not comply
with his/her wishes, the settlor simply fires the trustee and chooses someone more “trustworthy.”

Why Are Trusts Useful?
Years ago, people created trusts in order to gain tax benefits. Today, however, most of the
income tax benefits have been eliminated. Many trusts are, therefore, created for the purposes of
one or more of the following:
•

Managing the settlor’s assets when he/she cannot do so

•

Assuring a lifetime income for the settlor, settlor’s spouse, or some other person

•

Providing for estate distribution without the need for probate with its inherent costs and
potential delays

•

Protecting assets, in some cases, against the high cost of medical care or creditors

3 Actually, they may also be categorized several ways. For example, trusts may be inter vivos (living) or
testamentary. An inter vivos trust is one which is created and comes into effect during the lifetime of the creator. A
testamentary trust is one which is found in a will and only comes into being after the death of the testator. The
testamentary substitute, naturally, is the inter vivos trust and all references here are to that type, since this segment is
devoted to wills (testaments) and testamentary substitutes.
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In planning for an elderly client, all but the last of these may play some role. The reason the last
one is usually exempt is mostly due to the fact that most elderly clients will not have debt or
sloppy financial affairs that may require protection from creditors.

Management of Trust Assets
Although a power of attorney is a good thing to have, it is not as versatile as a living trust.
Settlors who place assets into a trust assure their continued, uninterrupted management
throughout their lifetimes, whether they are mentally competent or not. Even if the settlor is a
trustee, there are alternate trustees named and waiting to take over the management of the trust in
the event of the settlor’s mental incapacity. In the context of planning for an elderly client, such
continuity of management is very important.

Lifetime Income Stream
One might ask what the difference is between income earned by assets in a trust versus the same
assets outside of a trust. There is none. However, with an irrevocable trust, the assets producing
this income can, under the right circumstances, (discussed below) be assured of being there to
generate the income stream.

Example 7-2
Dan, age 87, is married to Dana, age 85. The couple has $100,000 in a bank account. The interest
income generated by this account is $5,000 per year. If Dan needs to be placed into a nursing
home, the entire $100,000 may need to be spent on his care. If Dan lives long enough, Dana
could end up with no income and few assets.

Example 7-3
Don, age 87, is married to Donna, age 85. The couple has $100,000 in an irrevocable trust
account. Under the terms of the trust, Don and Donna are entitled to the income generated each
year, but the principal may not be touched. When the survivor dies, the trust provides for the
payment of the remaining principal to their children. The interest income generated by this
account is $5,000 per year.
If Don needs to be placed into a nursing home, he may have to spend the $5,000 the couple
receives each year on the cost of his nursing home care. Under the right circumstances, however,
after a required waiting period, Medicaid will pay the remainder of his nursing home bill. When
Don dies, Donna will continue to receive the income, and when both pass away, their children
will receive the balance of the principal which, in theory at least, will still be $100,000.
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Providing for Estate Distribution Without
the Need for Probate
Think of a living trust as you would a corporation—an artificial entity with perpetual life and
replaceable officers. Just as a corporation itself does not go through any process of dissolution
and reformation after the death of a stockholder, officer or director, neither does a trust have to
go through any transformation upon the death of the settlor or trustee. Because it is a
testamentary substitute, a trust avoids the probate process.

Practitioner Note. Very Important—Probate avoidance with a living trust assumes that all of
the deceased settlor’s assets have been placed into the trust. The mere existence of a piece of
paper called a trust does nothing to avoid probate. It is the physical transfer of title to assets
into the trust that accomplishes the job. The role of the accountant in this context is about as
important as it gets. When preparing the annual income tax return for a client with a living
trust, you will undoubtedly notice that at least some of the assets have been retitled in the
name of the trust. So, for instance, your clients, John and Mary Doe, may come in with some
1099 forms listing the “Doe Family Living Trust” (or whatever name they’ve given it) as the
owner of the account. If you see this, check the other 1099s carefully. Don’t just look at
Social Security numbers because living trusts are almost always IRC §671 et. seq. “grantor
trusts”, which use one or the other of the settlors’ Social Security numbers. If you do notice
that some accounts are in the name of the trust and some are still in the name of the clients
individually, this should raise a red flag. Talk to the clients about this. There may be a good
reason. For instance, settlors often keep one account in their own names for the deposit of
checks made payable to them personally and for the payment of routine monthly bills.
However, if you see many accounts still in the names of your clients rather than in the name
of the trust, you would be doing your clients a tremendous service by following up on this or
having them follow up with their attorney.

Example of Death Distributions
Clients, who conceptualize estate distribution as being accomplished by a Last Will and
Testament only, often ask how it is accomplished in a trust. In actuality, it is accomplished very
much the same way as it is in a will. For instance, a will may outline certain bequests then leave
the rest of the estate to the remainder beneficiaries.

A typical set of will clauses might look as follows:
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THIRD:

I bequeath to each of my surviving grandchildren, the sum of $1,000.

FOURTH:

All the rest, residue and remainder of my estate, I give, devise, and
bequeath to my four children, James, Eric, Jessica, and Amanda, in equal
shares.
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The same distribution in a trust might look as follows:
Distribution upon Death of Settlor:
The sum of $1,000 shall be paid to each of the Settlor’s then-surviving grandchildren;

The rest, residue and remainder of the trust principal, plus any accumulated but unpaid
income, shall be paid to the Settlor’s four children, James, Eric, Jessica, and Amanda, in
equal shares.
Does it look the same? That is because it is the same. The only difference is that under a will, the
executor is bound by court order to act in accordance with the final wishes of the decedent;
whereas, in the case of a trust, the trustee is bound by contract (the trust) and by the laws
governing fiduciary duties to do the same. Plus, whereas an executor may have to wait weeks or
months for his/her appointment as executor, the trustee waits for no one. The authority for action
exists in the document itself and not in the order of any court. In addition, probate matters are
public record. However, neither the trust agreement nor the trustees’ actions are a matter of
public record.

Trusts and Medical Cost Planning
As the above example of Don and Donna demonstrates, in many cases an irrevocable trust is an
excellent planning technique for people concerned with the growing cost of medical care for
themselves or loved ones. It can provide a perpetual pool of funds for the payment of bills
ranging from medical costs to home maintenance. However, in order to be effective, it must not
run afoul of the “Medicaid Qualifying Trust” statute.

Practitioner Note. Important—In order for a trust to even have a chance of being an
effective tool for protecting assets against the cost of medical care, it must, at a minimum, be
irrevocable and provide for no invasion of principal. If it were revocable, the settlor would be
made to revoke it, recover all of his or her principal, and spend it on nursing home care. If the
principal were invadable, the settlor would be required, as part of his/her Medicaid
application process, to invade the principal entirely. Either of these two scenarios defeats the
purpose of having a trust to protect the principal.

Medicaid Qualifying Trusts
Federal law makes certain discretionary trusts subject to reach by Medicaid. A “discretionary”
trust is one in which certain discretionary powers are granted to the trustee, to pay or not to pay
income and/or principal at the trustee’s discretion. The law says that to the extent that the trustee
has discretionary power to pay or not to pay income or principal (whether or not he or she has
the obligation to do so), then for the purpose of Medicaid eligibility, it will be presumed that the
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discretion is exercised to its fullest in favor of payment. As a result, the resources placed into
such a trust will be deemed to be available for use in paying the Medicaid applicant’s medical
costs.

Example 7-4

The Turner Trust provides that the trustee has the discretion to pay the settlor, Mr. Turner, up to
the full amount of the income earned each year. The trust further directs that any income not paid
shall be accumulated and added to principal. Principal, however, is not to be paid to the settlor. If
the trust generates $20,000 per year in income, this full amount must be used for Turner’s
medical costs notwithstanding that the trustee, in his exercise of discretion, decides to pay Turner
only $5,000. In essence, the accumulation power is nullified by the federal law.
Example 7-5

Same as example 7-4 above, but instead of the trustee having only a discretionary power over the
income, the trust also contains a provision authorizing the trustee to “use principal, if necessary,
in his discretion, for the use of the beneficiary.” The principal of the trust consists of bank
accounts totaling $200,000. In this case, not only is the entire income to be counted as Turner’s
but so is the entire principal. It does not matter that the trustee has no intention of exercising his
“discretion” not to pay Turner. Because the trustee may pay him, the trustee must pay him.

Waiting Period After Trust Established
It is not possible to simply transfer assets into a trust and immediately protect them against the
high cost of nursing home care. There is a waiting period before eligibility can be established. In
the meantime, however, the accountant must realize that the waiting period is calculated by
dividing the amount of the principal contributed to the trust by a certain state-created divisor
number purporting to represent the average monthly cost of a nursing home in the particular
region.

Example 7-6

Fran transfers $100,000 into an irrevocable trust. Her state has divided itself into two Medicaid
regions, North and South. The average monthly cost of a nursing home in the northern part of the
state is $5,000. In the south it is $4,000. Fran lives in the North district. Immediately upon her
transferring $100,000 into her trust, she is disqualified from receiving Medicaid for 20 months
($100,000 $5,000). If she lived in the South region, the waiting period would have been 25
months ($100,000 $4,000).
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Look-Back Period
In addition to being concerned about a waiting period, the accountant needs to know that there is
a period of time preceding an application for Medicaid benefits for which the local Social
Services agency will demand financial records. This is known as the look-back period. Under
federal law, that period is now 36 months in most cases. However, in the case of a trust, that
period is 60 months. This is a very important point because a miscalculation can be very
dangerous. Many people assume that the 36- or 60-month period is the maximum period of
ineligibility for benefits. It is not. It is just an examination period, but the ineligibility period can
be much longer if you miscalculate in submitting a Medicaid application. Example 7-7 illustrates
the look-back period.

Example 7-7

Same as example 7-6 above except that Fran transfers $400,000 into her irrevocable trust. She
waits for a period of 37 months before applying for Medicaid, not realizing that the “look-back”
period for trusts is 60 months. She is asked to document all transfers of assets going back five
years and, believing her transfer into the trust to be protected, does exactly that.
The local Medicaid agency thereafter divides the $400,000 transfer by $5,000 and disqualifies
Fran from receiving Medicaid for 80 months ($400,000 $5,000). Had Fran waited until the 61st
month in which to apply for benefits, she would have been immediately eligible. Instead, by
miscalculating, she has subjected herself to an unnecessary 20 additional months of
disqualification time. Had Fran lived in the southern region, her disqualification would have
been even longer—100 months.

Federal Law Versus State Law
The examples above refer to a federal law for calculating look-back and disqualification periods.
Since federal law requires that states adopt federal law if they wish to receive federal Medicaid
funding, all do. Thus, federal and state law are the same. However, the Feds allow certain
options. As a result, each state’s methodology for determining eligibility is a bit different and
you should, of course, be acquainted with your own state’s laws. You should also consult an
attorney who is knowledgeable in medical matters, such as a certified elder law attorney.

Conclusion
The CPA, as a trusted advisor, can provide valuable guidance to his/her clients about the
financial, tax, and legal ramifications of the use of wills and testamentary substitutes, such as
designated beneficiaries and trusts. Many different types of trusts can be used by individuals for
many purposes. This segment provides only a brief introduction to the concept. Once you have
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convinced your client of the benefits of writing a will or establishing a trust and have explained
the purposes of different types of trusts, it is recommended that you refer them to an attorney
who understands the particulars of trust and estate law in your state. An attorney can draft the
legal documents your client needs so that they will be recognized as legally binding in that state.
If you wish to advise your clients on Medicaid qualifying trusts, you need to gain an expert
understanding of the Medicaid regulations specific to your state, and in some cases to your
region. You will need to monitor Medicaid regulations for any changes issued by the state or
federal government. Many states have laws providing that advising a person on Medicaid is the
practice of law. Therefore, those without law licenses should be careful when giving advice
about Medicaid.
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Chapter 8

Protecting Assets by
Transferring Them

Introduction
A fundamental rule of planning for the protection of assets for an elderly client in the case of
catastrophic illness or long-term care is that those assets must be transferred to someone else. A
corollary is that if assets are transferred, a waiting period may be imposed before Medicaid
eligibility is established.

Transferring Assets
In the late 1980s the elderly became generally more aware of the high cost of nursing homes and
of the need for the protection of assets against long-term illness. To receive Medicaid, more
elderly persons began to divest themselves of their assets. Soon after, Congress reacted and
tightened the laws providing Medicaid coverage.
Before 1988 the law penalized those who had transferred their assets within 24 months of
applying for Medicaid. The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-360)
extended this penalty period to 30 months. The extra six months apparently did little to halt the
transfer process, so in 1993, as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) (P.L.
103-66), Congress raised the bar again, this time to 36 months or, in certain cases involving the
transfer of assets into trusts, to 60 months [42 USC §1396p(c)].
Although many elderly clients are familiar with the 36- or 60-month period, most are ignorant of
its application. Misconceptions run the gamut from the notion that a person cannot apply for
Medicaid for 36 months following the transfer of assets to the belief that all transfers made to
family members within three years of entering a nursing home must be turned over to the home.
An adviser must understand the meaning and application of the transfer rules, and their
application to a client’s unique circumstances.
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36 or 60 Months Is Called the Look-Back Period
A common misconception is that the period1 of 36 (or 60) months is one of Medicaid
ineligibility. This 36-month period is not necessarily one of ineligibility or disqualification. It is
merely what is called a “look-back” period.

When a person applies for Medicaid, the local Social Services agency may “look back” 36
months to see what financial activity has taken place in the applicant’s accounts during that
period. If an uncompensated transfer of assets (i.e., a gift) appears in the record, a calculation
must then be made to determine the length of the period of ineligibility, if at all [42 USC
1396p(c)(a)].
Under OBRA, once the total of the uncompensated transfers made during the look-back period is
calculated, this amount must then be divided by a number representing the average monthly cost
of a nursing home in the region in which the applicant lives.1
2 Simply divide the transferred
amount by this “regional divisor,” to determine the number of months of ineligibility [42 USC
1396p(c)(a)(l)(E)].

Example of “Look-Back ” Period
For example, in January 2001, John transfers $100,000 to his son. In January 2002, he applies for
Medicaid. In John’s state of residence, the average monthly cost of a nursing home is $5,000.
How long will John be ineligible for Medicaid to pay for nursing home care should he need to
enter such a facility in the near future? And how is this calculated?

The first consideration is this: when John applies for Medicaid in January 2002, will his
$100,000 transfer show up on the radar? Yes it will, because the January 2001 transfer is well
within the 36-month look-back period. Therefore, when his local Medicaid agency asks him to
produce financial records for the past three years (January 1999 through January 2002), his
January 2001 transfer will appear.
The next question is this: is John ineligible to receive Medicaid for three years? And, if so, for
three years from what date: January 2001 (when he transferred the money) or January 2002
(when he applied for Medicaid)? For the answer, refer to the regional divisor.
In our example John’s state regional divisor is $5,000. By dividing his $100,000 transfer by
$5,000, we see that his ineligibility period is 20 months—not 36 or 60 months. This is calculated
from the time of transfer, not from the time of his application for benefits. More precisely, the
ineligibility period is calculated beginning the month following the month of transfer, so that if
1 Rather than repeatedly referring to this look-back period as a 36- or 60-month period, only 36 months will be used
except where the 60-month period is specifically discussed.
2 The reader should know that some states define regions to be geographic fractions of their state while others might
have one figure for the entire state. You should be familiar with your own state’s rules.
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John made a gift of $100,000 in January 2001, he would be ineligible to receive Medicaid
benefits for 20 months beginning in February 2001 and ending in September 2002 [42 USC
1396p(c)(a)(l)(D)]. In October 2002, John will be eligible for Medicaid benefits. It is irrelevant
that 36 months have not passed since his initial transfer.
The 36-month look-back period is not as troublesome as it may appear. In the above example it
is irrelevant whether Medicaid looks back 36 months or 36 years as long as in either case the
ineligibility period is the same 20 months.

Example 8-1
John transfers $100,000 to a family member in January 2001, and applies for Medicaid in
November 2002.

In this case the same 20-month ineligibility period applies. But, just as in the last example, the
period of ineligibility expires in October 2002.

Therefore, when John applies for benefits in November 2002, he will be immediately eligible
even though 36 months have not elapsed since the date of transfer.
That the 36-month “look-back” does not constitute a disqualification period of the same length
does not mean that one can apply for Medicaid arbitrarily. There is a terrible trap built into the
law for those who are too complacent: while the ineligibility period is not a minimum of 36
months, neither is it capped at a maximum of 36 months.

Example 8-2
John, rather than transferring $100,000 in January 2001, transfers $400,000. He applies for
Medicaid in January 2002. Naturally, this amount will be discovered during the look-back
examination of his financial records.

But now, rather than a 20-month waiting period, we have an 80-month waiting period! John is
ineligible to receive benefits for six years and eight months!
The point is clear: One must carefully consider the amount of the transfer before applying for

benefits. In the case above there was a simple solution for cutting down the 80-month period to
36 months. John just had to wait until the 37th month before applying.
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Example 8-3
John transfers $400,000 in January 2001, but waits until February 2004 to apply for Medicaid.
When asked whether he has transferred assets within the 36 months before making the
application, he answers honestly that he has not.

Since the look-back period has ended in January 2004, he is immediately eligible for Medicaid
benefits. There is no need to wait an additional five years and six months.
What would have happened if John, having first applied in January 2002 and been rejected,
reapplied in February 2004? Does the second application, outside the 36-month period, cure the
mistake of the first? The answer is no. The disqualification period is measured from the first
application for benefits and cannot be cured except in one way: the entire amount transferred
without consideration must be recouped and spent on John’s medical bills.

Clearly, timing is everything.

Transfer Rules Apply Only to Institutionalization
A transfer of assets does not necessarily disqualify an applicant from receiving all Medicaid
benefits. Currently, only three types of services are not covered during the disqualification
period:
•

Nursing home services.

•

Alternate level of care in hospital while awaiting nursing home placement.

•

Community-based waivered services. [42 USC 1396p(c)(a)(l)(C)(i)].

The first type is clear—a nursing home. The second means an extended hospital stay while
awaiting placement into a nursing home; in other words, where the patient is too sick to return
home but where there will be a delay in obtaining placement into a nursing home. The third
category, a rarity, applies to home-care services that rise to the level of nursing home care.
Services other than those listed above are covered despite any transfer of assets by the Medicaid
applicant. For instance, hospital bills, doctors, medication, home health aides, and similar items
are all covered regardless of any asset transfer. Literally, an individual transferring assets may
immediately receive at-home services such as nursing care; only if the applicant needs a nursing
home will services be denied for some period.
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Example 8-4
Dan transfers his entire life savings of $60,000 to a third party while he is still living at home. He
needs some care that can be provided by a home health aide, but he does not yet need nursing
home care.

Assuming his state’s average monthly nursing home cost is $5,000, his transfer makes him
ineligible for nursing home Medicaid benefits for 12 months. If he remains at home for the full
12 months, after that time he is eligible for nursing home care as well. Meanwhile, Medicaid
may furnish home services.

Example 8-5
Assume the same facts as above, except that Dan enters a nursing home after only five months.

He will be ineligible to receive Medicaid benefits for seven more months.
Note that in Example 8-5, there was both a period of eligibility and a period of ineligibility. The
reason is that when Dan applied for Medicaid, he was immediately disqualified from receiving
nursing home benefits. Because he did not remain at home long enough to outlast the
disqualification period, he was penalized.

Could anything have been done to prevent Dan from incurring a period of ineligibility under
Example 8-5? Probably not. Unfortunately, the Medicaid law places applicants in a position
where they must, literally, guess the date of their institutionalization. A virtual impossibility
except in cases where such placement is imminent, saving assets becomes difficult unless one
starts well in advance. Regrettably, this is something that many seniors are either unwilling to do
or unmindful of doing early.
If they do not plan early on, elderly clients may face a situation known as “limbo.” In other
words, the time may come when they realize that they should have planned sooner. What can be
done when placement into a nursing home is imminent?

The “Rule of Halves”
The tendency of those faced with a catastrophic illness is to immediately transfer their assets in
order to become eligible for Medicaid. As stated in this book, this gambit will not work. An
interesting planning technique for someone who has not planned properly and who requires
institutionalization is to transfer only one-half of the assets. By spending the other one half, the
period of ineligibility can be halved.
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Example 8-6

Fred has $120,000 in liquid assets and income of $1,000 per month. He is about to go into a
nursing home.
The regional formula in his state provides that for every $4,000 given, one month of nursing
home ineligibility results. The cost of the nursing home is $5,000 a month.
If Fred gives away $120,000, he will be denied Medicaid benefits for 30 months, during which
time the total amount transferred would need to be used for the payment of his medical bills.
However, if Fred gives only $60,000 away, the denial is only 15 months. During these 15
months, he uses the remaining $60,000 plus his $1,000 of monthly income to pay the nursing
home bill.

At the end of 15 months, he is eligible for Medicaid because he has only transferred $60,000.
Thus, $60,000 has been saved. Had he acted otherwise, $120,000 would have been lost.

A corollary to the “rule of halves” might be called the “Rule of Half and Half Again.” Under this
method, if even a client’s short-term survival is questionable, the advice might be to transfer one
half of the assets then, after the initial waiting period, one half again, and then wait more time,
and transfer one half again.
Example 8-7

Use the same facts same as in Example 8-6. Although you anticipate that Fred might enter a
nursing home shortly after the transfer of $60,000, he remains healthy and home-bound.
At the end of 15 months, his initial transfer of $60,000 is uncountable, but he still has $60,000 in
the bank.

Do you transfer the remaining amount now?

Analysis
If you did transfer the entire $60,000, then you have the potential for another 15-month waiting
period. What if Fred needs institutionalization during that period? It is better to transfer “half
again,” or another $30,000. This would result in a waiting period of around seven or eight
months before Fred would become eligible. If Fred requires institutionalization during this time,
his remaining $30,000 could be used for his care.
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And if he remains at home for eight months? Then you transfer another $15,000, which results in
an ineligibility period of less than four months. As you can see, by regularly taking only one half,
you are always in a position of minimizing the risk to the remaining one half of the assets.

Caution
This technique works well if the client has the equivalent of 36 months or less of assets to protect
and 36 months or less to wait following a transfer, and nursing home placement appears to be
imminent within the three years following the transfer, as illustrated in the above examples.
However, the same may not hold true for a person in relatively good health with more than 36
months worth of assets. For instance, if an 80-year-old client in good health has $500,000 of
assets, why advise the transfer of only $250,000? Assuming that they live in a state whose
regional divisor is $5,000 per month, the transfer of this $250,000 would, mathematically, result
in a waiting period of 50 months ($250,000 $5,000). But, as you are now aware, the maximum
waiting period would be 36 months. The problem here is that after the initial 36-month waiting
period, this application of the rule of halves results in the client still owning $250,000, which
remains at risk.

Should that 80-year-old client become ill at the age of 83, the initial planning, while it would
have protected $250,000, will have done nothing to protect the remaining $250,000. On the other
hand, had the entire $500,000 been transferred initially, the entire amount would have now, after
the passage of 36 months, been protected. (Take heart, though: do not forget that you can still use
the rule of halves to protect about $125,000 of the remaining $250,000. But, would it not have
been nice to have saved the entire amount?)

Curing the Transfer of Too Much Money or Property
What happens if a person gives away too much in the way of resources believing that he/she
would be able to outlast the look-back and waiting period, but this does not, in fact, turn out to be
the case? You already know with some mathematical certainty how long the person will be
ineligible to receive benefits. Can you, with the benefit of hindsight, change this period for a
person whose institutionalization has come up before it was expected? In other words, can you
retroactively recalculate your transfer to comply with the rule of halves?

Example 8-8
Todd transfers $160,000 in January 2003. The regional divisor in his state is $4,000 (meaning
that for every $4,000 transferred, one month of ineligibility will result).

Clearly, his transfer will result in a waiting period of 40 months unless he applies for benefits in
month 37 or after, in which case the look-back period of 36 months will not disclose the transfer.

Todd becomes ill in January 2004 and requires institutionalization. What now?
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Analysis
Before OBRA ‘93, the law, as written, gave Todd two choices: wait out the waiting period (30
months before OBRA, 36 months after) or return and spend all of the transferred amounts. There
was no allowance made for a partial return. Therefore, in the previous example, if Todd became
ill in January 2002 and had already transferred his assets, there would be no way to retroactively
create a “rule of halves” effect by transferring back some amount.
Example 8-9

In January 2004, Todd’s attorney calculates that if he had transferred only $80,000, he would be
ineligible for benefits for 20 months.
Since Todd has remained outside the nursing home for about a year after the transfer (January
2003 through January 2004), he will need to pay for only eight more months.

Analysis
Under pre-OBRA rules, unfortunately, Todd would have to return all money transferred during
the look-back period. He could not simply return enough to help him pay privately for the
remaining eight months.

Since that time, the Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA), which administers the
Medicaid program on the federal level, has issued a “transmittal” (this is a step or so below a
“regulation”) stating that when only part of a transfer is returned, the penalty period can be
modified (Transmittal No. 64). However, the fact that there is an HCFA Transmittal in effect
does not always mean that it is being complied with on the local agency level, so it is best to
know your own state’s (or local agency’s) rules for return of transferred amounts.

Practitioner’s Note: Important—If the rule of halves is used properly, there should be very
little need for returning assets, because you should have been able to calculate, within a
month or so, the exact period of ineligibility.

Undue Hardship Regulations Governing Transfers
Under federal law, states are required to develop “hardship” regulations so that in the appropriate
circumstances, asset transfers, even within the look-back period, might be forgiven [42 USC
1396p(c)(2)(C)]. For instance, if an elderly and frail woman had her assets taken by a trusted
child who had since refused to use those assets for the support of the parent, would the denial of
Medicaid benefits to the mother not impose any “undue hardship”? After all, how is this frail,
elderly woman supposed to recover her assets? Hire a lawyer? Or hope she lives long enough to
testify in court against her child? This scenario, at least in theory, is what the hardship
regulations were intended to address.
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The practitioner should know that there exists (in theory at least) a procedure for addressing
those unusual cases when it is truly unfair to impose a penalty period on the Medicaid applicant
for the transfer of assets. The Health Care Finance Administration has taken the position that
hardship exists when the application of the transfer of asset provisions would deprive the
applicant of medical care such that the person’s health or life would be endangered (HCFA
Transmittal No. 64).

As a practical matter, local Social Services agencies are usually unsympathetic to any situation
involving the transfer of assets from an elderly family member to his/her children. So, for
example, the bare claim that the parent gave money to the child, believing that the child would
take care of him/her; followed by the child’s refusal to do so, does not qualify as undue hardship.
One might envision cases where, for instance, a housekeeper with access to bank accounts forged
an elderly patient’s signature on checks and made large withdrawals, but the burden of proof
would fall squarely on the Medicaid applicant. And, the local agency would insist on seeing the
police report of theft.

Transfer of Specific Assets
Once we have identified the maximum amount that may be transferred, the procedure for
accomplishing these transfers must be considered.
Bank accounts and money market funds pose no problem. The owner of the account can simply
withdraw and transfer or spend the money.

Certificates of deposit pose a bit more of a problem. If they are cashed in before maturity, a
penalty may be incurred. The question often arises: can a client wait until the CDs mature? The
answer depends on the circumstances.
If the applicant has enough money to pay the bills until the CD matures and is not at risk of being
placed in a nursing home for quite some time, there is no problem. If not, then the CD should, of
course, be transferred. Many persons are concerned about incurring a penalty for early
withdrawal. This should be the least of their worries. Do not lose sight of the fact that there is a
36-month clock ticking. The sooner assets are transferred, the sooner Medicaid eligibility may be
established. Besides, for each month you wait, the loss of Medicaid benefits may represent much
more than the penalty for early withdrawal.
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Example 8-10
Martha has a $40,000 CD that matures in April—three months from now. Her state provides that
for every $4,000 she transfers, she must wait one month before receiving Medicaid nursing home
benefits.

Martha, however, is in failing health. If the CD is cashed in, she will incur a penalty of $500,
something she wishes to avoid.

Should this CD be cashed in early? Absolutely.

Were Martha to cash it in and transfer the money now, she would be eligible for Medicaid in 10
months at the latest—around October. The cost to her would be the $500 penalty.
However, were Martha to wait three months and then transfer the money, she might have saved
$500 but she would have lost three months of waiting.

She must still wait 10 months from the date of transfer that, with the three wasted months, brings
her total waiting period to 13 months—sometime around the following January.
Helpful Tip. Many banks will not invoke the penalty provision if the name on the CD is
changed, but the money is not withdrawn. Thus, it may be possible to transfer the ownership
to a child, keep the money in the bank until maturity—or even later, since the transfer has
occurred on the date the title of the account was changed—and avoid the penalty altogether.

Real Estate
As previously stated, only one dwelling—the primary residence—can be considered as an
exempt homestead [42 USC §1382b(a)]. All other property—income-producing, vacation home,
or vacant land—must be disposed of. Generally, this means sold or transferred.

Given sufficient time, property can be transferred by deed to the recipients. This will usually
require the assistance of an attorney. Of course, the same 36-month waiting period applies to the
transfer of nonexempt real estate as it does to liquid assets.
Sometimes, however, a person will require institutionalization almost immediately, and there
will not be sufficient cash to pay for the nursing home stay while they are waiting out the
ineligibility period on the transfer of real estate. In such a case, it may be necessary to sell the
property.
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Sales
Medicaid recognizes, however, that selling property is not a quick process. Most often they will
ask to see proof that the property was listed for sale with a broker. However, unless the Medicaid
caseworker makes a dreadful error—and this has been known to happen—the ownership of such
illiquid assets should not result in the denial of the Medicaid application [42 USC §1382b(b)(2)].
Federal law requires that an evaluation be made whether an asset is liquid or illiquid and to
consider illiquid assets as not being resources. So, for example, when an applicant owns real
property but, despite reasonable efforts has failed to sell it, the mere continued ownership should
not disqualify the owner from receiving Medicaid. At worst, the agency may request an
“Assignment of Proceeds.” This is a legal document by which the applicant promises that
immediately upon the sale of the property, the proceeds from its sale will be used to reimburse
Medicaid for money it has spent to date.

Under the above scenario, once an applicant’s illiquid assets are sold and the agency reimbursed,
if there is any excess, the applicant will be removed from the Medicaid rolls until the remainder
of the cash generated from the sale is disposed of or spent. Where assets include such illiquid
real estate, it is often in a client’s best interest to have it sold quickly so that as much as possible
can be protected. It is possible, given the right circumstances, and given sufficient value, for
them to protect some portion of such real estate.
Example 8-11

Ted’s assets consist of $50,000 in cash and a vacation house worth an equal amount. He wants to
give everything to his son.
Assuming that he lives in a state with a transfer formula that denies Medicaid nursing home
benefits for one month for each $5,000 transferred, he could transfer all of his assets—the cash
as well as the house—and be eligible for Medicaid nursing home benefits in 20 months.

Example 8-12
Using the previous facts, except that Ted requires nursing home care almost immediately; Ted
should transfer the real estate to his son and use the cash for his nursing home care. The transfer
will disqualify him from receiving benefits for 10 months—not 20—during which time he will
use his cash to pay for the cost of his care.
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Example 8-13

Ted owns a vacation home worth $100,000 and requires immediate nursing home placement.
If he gives this property to his son, he would be denied benefits for 20 months. During this time,
however, he has no way of paying for his care (unless his son has the cash to do so).

The recommended course of action in such a case would be for Ted to apply for Medicaid,
claiming that the property is illiquid, sign an assignment of proceeds, and attempt to sell the
property.

Assuming (1) that it is sold quickly—and there is great incentive to do so—and (2) that the
proceeds of $100,000 become available four months later, and that during this four-month period
Medicaid paid the nursing home bill, this should be the result:
•

Ted pays back $20,000 to Medicaid. He now has $80,000 left. Medicaid discontinues his
coverage because he has excess resources of $80,000.

•

Ted transfers $40,000 to his son under the “rule of halves.” He is ineligible for Medicaid
for eight months as a result.

•

During these eight months, he uses the remaining $40,000 to pay for his care.

•

At the end of this time, he should be eligible for Medicaid once again. The net result is a
savings of $40,000.

Life Insurance
Life insurance was covered previously in reference to its use as a burial fund. Many older
persons have policies with a face amount of only $1,000 or so. That may have been a lot of
money years ago but today that is no longer the case. Many persons have updated their insurance
throughout the years and have accumulated quite a bit of it. In addition, those policies may have
built up a large cash value.

Changing the beneficiary on a policy is not a transfer of an asset because you have transferred no
asset of value. The value vests only on the death of the insured person. The same is not true,
however, if the actual ownership is transferred. For example, if a policy with a cash value of
$10,000 is transferred to a son or daughter, a gift has been made that would fall under the
36-month rule.
One additional point should be addressed regarding life insurance. Oftentimes one spouse will
have a policy naming the other as beneficiary on the death of the first. Where the beneficiary is
the institutionalized person, however, this is a bad idea. Should the insured die, the
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institutionalized person will receive insurance proceeds, which will then have to be used up on
his/her care. It is better to name another person—a child or children, most often.

IRA/Keogh
As described previously, an IRA or a Keogh account is a countable asset. An applicant will have
to withdraw this money and, of course, pay income taxes on it. But for whatever it is worth,
assuming that the money is spent on medical bills, there is a corresponding deduction if the
applicant and/or the spouse itemizes the tax return—a small consolation.

The accountant’s role takes on importance in advising a client whether to withdraw the IRA
fully, transfer it, and wait out the 36-month period for eligibility, or to keep the IRA intact,
drawing it out over a period of years to pay household expenses and medical bills. Two examples
will serve to illustrate the possibilities:

Example 8-14
A fairly healthy client desires to plan well in advance of the 36-month period.

His largest asset is a rollover IRA containing $300,000. If all $300,000 were transferred
immediately, not only might there be a substantial income tax, but most likely a gift tax as well.
If the client is in good physical shape, it might be advisable in this instance to have the money
transferred over a period of time.

Example 8-15

Assume the same facts, except that the client is currently ill and entering a nursing home: With
the cost of a nursing home more than $50,000 per year, it might be advantageous to have the
individual withdraw most of the money currently, transfer it as a gift, and retain an amount
necessary to pay for a nursing facility for the 36-month period before Medicaid eligibility.
If the gift and income tax is less than the cost of the nursing home, an overall savings might be
produced with this strategy. (Note. The cost of the nursing home might also qualify for a medical
expense deduction for income tax purposes.)
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Special Rules for Spousal Transfers
One provision of the federal law permits an unlimited amount of resources to be transferred
between spouses without affecting Medicaid eligibility [42 USC 1396p(c)(2)(B)]. The way the
law was initially written, if one spouse transferred assets to the other while the first was already
in a nursing home, the community spouse could then retransfer the property without incurring a
penalty. If, however, the transfer occurred while both spouses were living at home, then if a
spouse entered a nursing home, and the second spouse tried to re-convey the property to children
at that time, there would be a penalty period of up to 36 months, during which Medicaid would
be unavailable.
You would think that Congress would legislate for exactly the opposite—after all, why permit
someone who is in a nursing home and clearly in need of expensive medical care to transfer
assets that could then be re-transferred without causing Medicaid ineligibility?
Congress apparently realized its mistake and in 1990 amended the law to provide that while one
spouse could still transfer an unlimited amount to the other, should the former be admitted to a
nursing home and the latter retransfer the assets within 36 months, Medicaid ineligibility would
result (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, P.L. 101-508). While this makes more
sense, it also makes it more difficult to plan for asset transfer.

If the main concern is providing for the spouse remaining in the community, no real problem
exists. The unlimited transfer, combined with the refusal of the community spouse to then
contribute any of those resources towards the care of the institutionalized spouse, will in most
cases insulate that money.3
However, if the ultimate plan involves a transfer of the money to the children or others, this new
law has made it more difficult to do so.

There are various strategies available, however, and their use will depend primarily on the
relative health of the couple.

Transfer Assets and Wait 36 Months
Suppose one member of a couple is extremely ill and the other is in relatively good health. The
strategy of transferring the ill spouse’s assets to the well spouse may be the best strategy. The
well spouse simply keeps them, refuses to contribute any of them, and the ill spouse may then
receive Medicaid. The hope here is that the well spouse survives the ill spouse.
If both spouses are ill, however—even though the money might be protected on the
institutionalization of the first spouse to require it—this protected money might have to be used
should the second spouse also require institutionalization.
3 Recall, again, that the local Medicaid agency does have the right to sue the community spouse for support, and that
the local Medicaid agency might not recognize the “spousal refusal.”
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One possible option is to transfer all of the money to a non-spouse and pay privately for up to 36
months on the institutionalization of the first spouse.

Example 8-16

Bill and Sandy are husband and wife. They have $300,000 in cash in joint accounts. The actual
cost of a nursing home in their community is $3,500 per month and their state’s published
“average regional cost” figure is $3,000.
If Bill requires institutionalization and Sandy is in fairly good health, the assets can be
transferred to her.
As an alternative, the couple can transfer the entire amount to their children. This would cause
ineligibility for institutional Medicaid for a period of 36 months.

Bill and Sandy pay privately for that 36-month period, at the end of which Bill receives
Medicaid and, should Sandy fall ill after that time period, the money will not be counted in
determining her eligibility.
Of course, Sandy may also keep the community spouse resource allowance—up to $95,100 in
2005—without affecting Bill’s eligibility.
Of course, this scenario assumes that no advanced planning has been done and that you are now
planning in desperation. Remember that if assets are transferred while the spouses are both at
home and not in need of Medicaid to pay for institutionalization, the 36-month period begins
from the time of transfer [42 USC 1396p(c)(a)(l)(D)].

Example 8-17
Bill and Sandy are both ill. Although Bill requires immediate institutionalization, the family
fears that Sandy will require a nursing home in the not-too-distant future.
If Bill is institutionalized immediately after the transfer of assets, the family will have to pay
privately for 36 months. If Sandy is institutionalized 12 months later, they will have to pay
privately for her care for 18 months.

As a result, the total cost will be $210,000 of their $300,000 (36 months x $3,500 for Bill and 24
months x $3,500 for Sandy) less the monthly income of each spouse. At least some amount can
be saved, though.
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The logical question here is—Why is the previous scenario better than having Bill transfer
everything to Sandy and then having Sandy transfer everything to the children when she requires
institutionalization? Will not Bill get Medicaid immediately? Will not Sandy’s ineligibility be
limited to only 36 months? Why pay for 60 months (Bill and Sandy) when the alternative is only
24 (Sandy)?

Unfortunately, the statute is written in such a way so that both Bill and Sandy are disqualified
from eligibility should either of them transfer assets. Bill would be disqualified from receiving
Medicaid benefits for 36 or more months if he transferred his money directly to his children. He
would also be disqualified if he transferred the money to Sandy and she then transferred it to the
children. Under the statute both would be disqualified if Sandy transferred it to the children at a
time when she was entering a nursing home [42 USC 1396p(c)(a)(3)(E)(i)].
Example 8-18

Bill enters the nursing home and gives everything to Sandy. Sandy requires nursing home
placement at some point in the future—some four years later.
When Sandy transfers the money to the couple’s children, not only does she become ineligible to
receive Medicaid for 36 months, but Bill becomes ineligible as well.
As a result, both Sandy and Bill are ineligible for 36 months each, during which time the amount
spent will be $252,000 of their $300,000.
As you can see, this statute leaves much to guesswork. You literally have to see the future in
order to determine who will require institutional care and when.4

If you are attempting to achieve the maximum savings, however, the advantages of early
planning should be abundantly clear.

Right of Election Will
If the planning recommendations in this section are followed and assets will be transferred over
to the well spouse who is remaining in the community, the well spouse should have a will—a
very special will, in fact.

The wills of most elderly persons read something like this: “Everything to my spouse and, should
he/she not survive me, everything to my children.” Think about what would happen to the assets
of the community spouse if he/she had such a will. Were the community spouse to die first, all of
the assets would go to the institutionalized spouse. The very property that we were trying to

4 Again, local rules should be consulted. Some Medicaid agencies have established rules or regulations that result in
only one of the spouses being penalized.
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protect will now be inherited by the very person from whom we seek to keep it.
Ideally, the remedy for such a dilemma would be to cut the spouse out of the will entirely.

Unfortunately, in most states you cannot simply cut a spouse out of a will. Some minimum
amount must be bequeathed to the survivor or the survivor will have the right to “elect” to
receive this minimum share notwithstanding any contrary arrangement. But in many states a
person can leave a spouse only one-third of his/her holdings or possibly less in some cases. If
assets are to be transferred to a well community spouse, that spouse should certainly consider
preparing a will to protect the assets for the children.
As part of any plan, therefore, it may be wise to advise the client to prepare a will leaving the ill
spouse the minimum amount possible—whether that amount is one-third, one-half, or nothing at
all. Every state’s rules differ, so it is imperative to seek legal advice.

Transfer of Exempt Resources
The transfer rules previously discussed apply only to nonexempt resources. If an asset is
exempt,5 it may be given away without any waiting period whatsoever. Remember that the
various categories of exempt assets, discussed previously, include a burial fund, homestead, an
automobile, limited cash equivalents, and household necessities.

Example 8-19
Barney lives in a state that permits him to have no more than $3,000 of liquid assets plus a
$1,500 burial reserve. Barney has $6,500.
After setting up his burial fund, he has $5,000 left. He gives the remainder to his son.
While the transfer of $3,000 is exempt, the balance of $2,000 is not. It results in one month of
Medicaid ineligibility.

Note. You cannot give the $1,500 away; it must be set up as a segregated account.
Example 8-20

Barney sets up his burial fund, transfers $3,000 to his son, and spends the remaining $2,000 on a
vacation.
There is no ineligibility period imposed because Barney did not give the remaining nonexempt funds
away. He merely spent them before applying for Medicaid—a perfectly legitimate thing to do.

5 Remember that special rules apply to a homestead—it can only be given away to a certain class of persons without
resulting in a waiting period.
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Spending Versus Transferring
One very important fact is often overlooked—spending one’s money is not the same as giving it
away. The technical language of the Medicaid transfer statute says that a person will be denied
Medicaid for an “uncompensated transfer” or a “transfer without consideration.” Consideration is
the legal term for “value.” In other words, did the person giving the money receive any legal
value for it?
Normally, when a person gives a gift, there is no consideration or value. However, where a
person spends his/her money—it does not matter on what—there is legal consideration, and such
an expenditure cannot serve as grounds for a denial of Medicaid benefits.

Too often older persons, particularly those facing mounting medical bills, believe that they
cannot spend their money on anything other than those medical bills. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
Strictly speaking, prior to Medicaid application, the resources of an applicant can be spent on
anything. Quite literally, an elderly applicant faced with the prospect of losing $20,000 by virtue
of medical bills would be better off to take that same amount of money and spend it on, say, a
new roof on the house or a trip to visit family. Such expenditures are certainly permissible. The
key, however, is that the money must be used by the applicant on himself/herself. The applicant
cannot make gifts of recently purchased property to others (unless it is exempt property). If a gift
cannot be given in cash, neither can it be given “in kind.” Similarly, if the applicant purchases
items that would not be considered exempt—jewelry, for example—they must be resold.

The use of the money may also be for the financial benefit of the child—if at the same time it
benefits the parent. One of the clearest examples is where a child decides to take an ill parent in
to live with him/her, although there really is not enough room in the house. Could they use the
parent’s money to expand the house?

Although, theoretically, by building an extension or by finishing a basement or other room, the
value of the house is increased, if the legitimate purpose of the improvement was to provide a
home for the parent, then the parent is getting legal consideration. Remember again that the only
thing prohibited by the law is a “transfer without consideration.” The fact that the parent will be
moving into the home and that the child will be caring for them means that they are getting
something for their money.
What if the parent planned to move in, but became too ill before the addition was completed, and
had to be institutionalized? Would this change the nature of the expenditure? It should not. As
long as the child undertook the improvements in good faith to provide a home for the parent, the
fact that things did not work out should be of no relevance. If the local Medicaid agency does not
see it this way, a hearing may be requested to rebut the presumption that construction was
undertaken for the purpose of depleting the parents’ resources.
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The $11,000 Annual Gift Tax Exclusion
A frequent question is whether a gift of $11,000 or less counts as a transfer for Medicaid
purposes. This figure comes from the widely known law that permits such an annual amount to
be given without incurring gift tax liability.

Regrettably, not all laws are compatible with others. The $11,000 amount that a person is
allowed to give away each year is considered a gift tax law. Specifically, it does not authorize the
giving of $11,000. It merely says that if a gift of $11,000 or less is given in any calendar year, no
immediate gift tax is due. Were we concerned only with tax law, the answer would be as follows:
yes, you can give away $11,000 and incur no tax liability. However, for Medicaid purposes, the
same $11,000 will be viewed as a transfer for the purposes of qualifying for Medicaid, and the
applicant would be denied benefits in accordance with the state’s transfer formula. There are
exceptions, however.

Transfers With Retained Interests
In some cases parents will be hesitant to transfer assets outright to their children. There may be
good reasons—concern about divorce, mismanagement, bad credit, or simply the unwillingness
to give up total control over assets that took a lifetime to accumulate.

There are two basic ways that a client can transfer assets while at the same time maintaining
some control over them. In the case of real estate, property can be transferred with a retained
“life estate.” In the case of other assets, they might be placed into a trust with the income payable
to the transferor for life.

Life Estates
Simply put, a life estate is the transfer of property with the owner reserving the right to live there
for the remainder of his/her life. Many persons, concerned that if they transfer their homes, they
can be kicked out, may find this alternative appealing.

From a legal standpoint, when someone transfers a piece of property reserving a life estate, both
the recipient and the transferring person maintain an ownership interest in the house. Exactly
what the respective interest is depends on the age and life expectancy of the person giving the
property and reserving the life estate. For gift tax purposes, the IRS publishes texts indicating the
fractional interest. [See Reg. 20.2031-7 and IRS Publications 1457-59.] The important point,
however, is that the property has multiple owners.
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Example 8-21

Jane gives her house to her daughter Jean, reserving a life estate. Jane is 85 years old.
Assuming for the sake of argument that the life estate of an 85-year-old is worth 25% of the
property, Jane owns 25% of the house and Jean owns 75% of the house.

Note. This figure is only important at this point for purposes of determining any gift tax that
might be due.
Despite the fact that it might appear from the previous example that Jane owns only 25% of the
interest, her rights are much stronger. The holder of the life estate, in essence, holds the veto
power over its sale during lifetime. Suppose in this example that Jean wanted to sell the house
but her mother did not. As a practical matter, it cannot be sold because, if the mother refuses to
relinquish her life estate, she cannot be forced to do so.

This does not mean that the house cannot be sold during the mother’s lifetime, merely that the
mother can prevent such a sale. If both Joan and Jean agreed that the house would be sold, there
is absolutely nothing preventing its sale as long as both enter into the contract and both sign the
deed of conveyance.

Two Advantages
The two major financial advantages of reserving a life estate—other than the protection of the
owner from eviction—are as follows:
•

First, on the owner’s death, the person who received the remainder of the house inherits it
with a “stepped-up basis” [IRC §1014]. The section on estate tax considerations explains
this in more depth.

•

Second, the reservation of a life estate may help to defeat the lien that might otherwise be
placed against the estate by virtue of probate law [42 USC 1396p(b)]. Where the owner
reserves only a life estate, this life estate, by definition, terminates upon his/her death
leaving nothing to be inherited.

Because the heirs of the life estate holder have no legal interest in the property at death, and
because any Medicaid lien normally attaches to the assets remaining in the estate, there is
nothing to which the lien may be attached to.

Caution: Federal law permits states to include in the definition of an estate those interests
not normally considered by general principles of probate law to be estate assets [42 USC
1396p(b)(4)]. These include joint tenancies, trusts, and life estates. Therefore, state law must
be consulted with regard to the applicability of the lien rule.
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You should note, however, that the stepped-up tax benefits only occur if the house is held until
death. If the house is sold before death, there will be no step-up in basis, but the life tenant may
have some income tax benefits to exclude some or all of the potential gain on the property.
One final note regarding a life estate. The owner of such a life estate is entitled to all of the rents
and profits from the property and is responsible for all of the expenses attributable to the life
estate. What this means, simply, is that if your parent stops living in the house and goes into a
nursing home, and if the house is rented, then the net rents will be counted as income in
establishing Medicaid eligibility.
Example 8-22
Mary transfers her house to her daughter, Betty. She reserves a life estate.
Several months later Mary enters a nursing home, and Betty decides to rent the house.

A lease is signed for $700 per month, but after paying taxes and other expenses of running the
house, the profit is only $400 per month.
This $400 belongs to Mary and must be used toward payment of her nursing home bill.

You may wonder whether it pays to keep the house and rent it, or to sell it should Mary be
placed into a nursing home. The answer here will depend on the value of the house as well as the
amount for which it was purchased. For example, if the house was bought for $10,000 and is
now worth $250,000, it would be folly to sell it since, on the sale, not only would income tax be
due on that portion of the capital gain not attributable to the life estate holder’s interest, but some
portion of the value of the house would have to be spent on Mary’s nursing home care. On the
other hand, were the house rental property, the only amount payable to the nursing home would
be $400 per month (the net income) and, on Mary’s death, Betty would receive the house with a
step-up in basis (saving her $40,000 in taxes) in addition to (most likely) not being forced to use
any of the principal on her mother’s medical bills.

Finally, you must recognize that a transfer of property, even with a reserved life estate,
constitutes a transfer that may cause some period of disqualification if the donor is
institutionalized before the expiration of the waiting period. This, of course, is not true if the
house is considered a homestead, where a spouse continues to reside. But if it is not, then the
standard Medicaid transfer rules apply.
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Rebutting the Presumption
Whether or not a transferred amount will be counted in determining Medicaid eligibility, and
whether or not it must be returned or spent on the donor’s medical care will depend on the facts.

The Medicaid transfer rules merely create a “presumption” that any property transferred within
36 months of the application date was done for the purpose of qualifying for benefits. Simply
put, a presumption is the legal term for the person who must prove an assumed fact to be false.
We must begin with the understanding that it is the Medicaid applicant’s burden to prove his/her
eligibility for benefits; Medicaid does not have to prove that the applicant does not qualify. The
law creates a presumption that if property was given away, it was given in contemplation of
receiving benefits. This may seem unfair, but in reality, so many persons faced with growing
medical bills panic and transfer assets that this presumption is not far from the truth.

There are, however, many cases where persons innocently transfer assets and then apply for
Medicaid before their time, not realizing that what they have done will result in a denial of
benefits. Some are in the position to retrieve those assets, but many persons are not. For example,
what if a parent gave $20,000 to a child for a down payment on a house? How would they get
this money back? Would the children be required to give Medicaid a mortgage on their houses?
The answer is probably not—if you can prove that the transfer took place for a purpose other
than to qualify for benefits.
There are many cases where this is true. The most common are a long-standing pattern of gift
giving, or a one-time gift for a specific purpose. See examples 8-23 through 8-26.

Example 8-23

John has three grandchildren. Every year at Christmas for the past 10 years he has given each of
them $500. One year John becomes ill and applies for Medicaid.
In reviewing his financial records, the Medicaid case worker discovers transfers of $1,500 this
year and $1,500 the year before (not to mention all of the previous years, which cannot be
counted under the look-back rules).
In such a case, however, the applicant should be prepared to prove that the gift was not for the
purpose of qualifying, but was part of a long-standing pattern of gift-giving.
In light of these facts, it cannot be claimed that John knew that he would need medical
assistance; the gifts were obviously given as part of a long-standing pattern of Christmas gift
giving to three grandchildren in an amount that would not necessarily be deemed exorbitant.
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Example 8-24
John has $30,000. Four days before going into a nursing home he gives $25,000 to his only
child. The child claims that it was a gift. Result: denial of Medicaid benefits.

In this case it would be very difficult to rebut the presumption simply because there is no pre
existing pattern of gift-giving.
In addition, the gift of $25,000 of a $30,000 life saving is an exorbitant amount that, when
viewed in light of the nursing home entry four days later, makes it very clear why the gift was
given.
Example 8-25

Sally’s life savings consists of $50,000 in cash, not a huge sum for a 65-year-old retiree, but her
Social Security and pension more than pay for her monthly expenses.
She has one daughter and one granddaughter. Her only granddaughter is about to get married and
Sally—quite the proud grandmother—gives her a wedding gift of $5,000. Sadly, one month
later, Sally suffers a stroke and must be placed in a nursing home.
After spending the remainder of her life savings on the home, Sally applies for Medicaid, but is
turned down because of this transfer.

Clearly, she should prevail on an appeal because of the nature of the occasion—her
granddaughter’s wedding—and because she was in good health when she gave it, and because
she kept an adequate sum beyond the gift.

Example 8-26
Nelson’s oldest son would like to purchase a house, but with the cost of real estate these days, he
cannot come up with the down-payment. Nelson agrees to give it to him.

Not wishing to appear to favor one child over another, Nelson gives a similar amount in cash to
his daughter. In total, Nelson gives away $40,000.
Two months later he suffers a sudden stroke and, unable to return home, is institutionalized.
Assuming that the transfer formula in his state would deny him benefits for 10 months, Nelson
might ordinarily have to wait an additional eight months.
However, he does not have enough money to do so. Must his children give back the money? His
daughter may be able to, but his son’s share has been spent.
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Nelson may request a hearing at which time he will show the reason for his gift—it had nothing
to do with Medicaid; it was merely his attempt to help his son and not slight his daughter. His
appeal should be successful.

There are many instances where Medicaid planning has nothing to do with gift-giving. If the
applicant is denied benefits because of the presumption that assets were transferred for the
purpose of qualifying, he or she has an absolute right to a hearing to rebut this presumption.
Many local agencies will consider the explanation without the need to resort to a hearing and, if
convinced, will grant the benefits. Others will insist that a hearing be held.

Summary
•

If non-exempt assets are transferred by a Medicaid applicant within 36 months of
applying for benefits, a period of ineligibility may result.

•

This period is calculated by dividing the amount of the transferred assets by the state’s
published “average monthly cost” of a nursing home.

•

A disqualifying transfer precludes an applicant from obtaining nursing home benefits,
alternate level of care hospital benefits, and community-based waivered services. It does
not preclude a person from receiving home nursing care, medication, doctor’s visits, or
hospital coverage.

•

If timely planning is undertaken, then even a client with extensive assets may protect
them fully after 36 months of waiting. If planning is not timely, one half or so might still
be protected by using the “rule of halves” methodology.

•

Special rules apply to spouses. A community spouse is currently entitled to keep a
minimum of $19,020 to $95,100 of resources (depending on the state of residence) in
addition to exempt assets such as the couple’s home. In addition, the community spouse’s
monthly income allowance may be as high as $2,377.50.

•

If more resources are needed, a state fair hearing may be requested or a court case
commenced for the purpose of requesting additional monies.

•

Some states permit spouses to transfer an unlimited amount of resources between the ill
spouse and the well spouse, which, when combined with a refusal by the well spouse to
use those funds, may result in the eligibility of the ill spouse for Medicaid despite the
resource limitations just given.
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•

While a transfer between spouses will not result in a denial of Medicaid benefits, a
transfer to anyone other than the spouse will.

•

If the community spouse has received transferred funds, estate planning, and particularly
a “right of election” will, should be considered.

•

There is no prohibition on spending money before applying for Medicaid benefits as long
as the applicant received adequate legal consideration for the money.

•

From a tax perspective, as well as for the peace of mind of the donor and the avoidance
of any Medicaid liens on death, property may be transferred subject to a retained life
estate.

Case Study 8-1: Mary and Bob
Facts
•

Mary, age 75, is married to Bob, age 87. Bob recently suffered a stroke and is currently in
the hospital awaiting placement into a nursing facility. If he does go into a nursing home,
it will most likely be a skilled nursing facility costing $6,000 per month.

•

The couple jointly owns a home worth $200,000.

•

Bob owns a stock portfolio valued at roughly $300,000. The dividends from this portfolio
amount to $8,400 per year.

•

The couple has some jointly owned CDs valued at about $50,000 and a small savings
account with $10,000. Their checkbook balance is negligible, but Social Security
payments are deposited directly into it. Bob receives $700 per month and Mary receives
$550 per month.

•

The couple has mirror image wills—wife leaves everything to husband, husband leaves
everything to wife, and when they die, they leave everything to their three children.

•

Mary is scared, naturally. Sitting on the park bench these past few months she has heard
all the horror stories about how women go to the poor house if their husbands enter a
nursing home. She thinks she cannot transfer money until after her husband has been in a
nursing home for at least 30 months. For this reason she wants to bring him home where
home nursing care will cost only $3,000 per month.
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•

For purposes of this example, ignore the tax consequences of any transactions. These will
be covered in a later section. Also, ignore the monthly income requirements. Concentrate
strictly on the couple’s resources.

Question 1. Assuming that Bob and Mary live in a state that recognizes an unlimited spousal
transfer and subsequent refusal to support, what are the options for (and how might you go
about) obtaining Medicaid coverage if
(a.) Bob came back home?
(b.) Bob went into a nursing home?
Answer 1. (a.) If Bob came back home, Mary and Bob could give their liquid assets away to
their children. Because a transfer does not disqualify Bob from obtaining Medicaid benefits
for home care, the transfer of the cash and stocks would not affect Medicaid eligibility at this
point. However, if Bob needed to be institutionalized within the disqualification period,
Medicaid would not pay for nursing home benefits.

Similarly, the house could be transferred to the children. If the couple felt uncomfortable giving
away their assets, a trust could be created (more on this in the next chapter) and the house could
be deeded subject to a life estate reserved for Bob and Mary.
Answer 1 (b.) If Bob entered a nursing home, he could give everything to Mary. Mary would
then refuse to contribute anything towards his care and Medicaid would be granted. It would
also be advisable in this case to have Mary revamp her estate plan so that if she were to die
before Bob, all of the transferred assets did not go back to him, as would be the case if the
current will were in force.

Question 2. Now taking into account the couple’s resources and monthly income, what could
you do if the couple lived in a “snapshot” state that permitted Mary to keep only $95,100
(plus $2,377.50 of monthly income) if Bob were institutionalized and $7,500 (plus $750 of
monthly income) if he came home? For purposes of answering this question, assume that
their state disqualifies an applicant from receiving Medicaid to the extent of one month for
each $5,000 transferred.
Answer 2. If Bob were institutionalized, several scenarios are possible. First, add up their liquid
resources. The stocks, CDs, and cash amount to $360,000. Mary would be permitted to keep
a minimum of $95,100 unless she undertook proper planning.

First, Mary might attempt, through a fair hearing or court proceeding, to convince the
appropriate authority that she requires an additional amount. For instance, assuming that she
keeps her monthly income of $550 and receives $640 of Bob’s monthly income (his $700 less
the $60 nursing home allowance), her total monthly income of $1,190 is $1,187.50 short of the
$2,377.50 she would be permitted to have were it available. She might argue that to generate that
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$1,187.50, she requires at least $270,000, not merely the $95,100 permitted by the statute. This
figure assumes that $270,000, generating a 5% return (generous these days), gives her $13,500 of
extra income per year, or $1,125 per month, almost enough to cover the $1,187.50 difference.
However, assuming that the proper authorities buy this argument, this scenario would still
require the expenditure of about $90,000—the amount in excess of what she seeks to have
allocated to her ($360,000 of total countable assets less the $270,000 she seeks to keep).

Naturally, the lower the income yield, the more principal is required.
The house is not counted because it is a homestead. It can remain in the couple’s name, or it can
be transferred to Mary. It might be advisable to transfer it to Mary who, again, would change her
will to provide Bob with the statutory minimum amount.

If Bob were to come home, the couple could transfer all but $7,500 (their allowable resources)
either to their children or into a trust. If they wanted to, the house could also be transferred,
subject to a life estate if appropriate. With the assets transferred to their children, there would no
longer be any interest or dividends. This would leave Bob and Mary with monthly income of
$1,250. Assuming they are permitted to keep $750 of this, their “spend-down” would be $500
per month. If Bob’s medical bills were $3,000 per month, Medicaid would pay the balance of
$2,500.

Question 3. What would the result be if the couple lived in an income-cap state that provided
that spousal monthly income (for home care) could not exceed $750?
Answer 3. Because the couple’s “untransferable” income (for example, Social Security) exceeds
the $750 threshold, they will not be entitled to Medicaid. They may qualify for some state
program to cover medical expenses, but the transfer rules might be more restrictive than
those of Medicaid. Local law must be consulted in such a case.
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Using Trusts to Protect Assets

Introduction
The previous chapter discussed the transfer of assets for, among other reasons, becoming eligible
for Medicaid. To protect one’s assets, they often must be transferred. But one unanswered
question is what protection does the donor have if the recipient dies or divorces, or just behaves
badly? Often, the answer is no protection. For clients fearful of this possibility, a trust, rather
than an outright transfer of assets, may be the answer.

Trusts
Generally, a trust is an agreement under which one person, called a trustee, holds the property of
another person, known as the grantor or settlor, and agrees to manage it for the benefit of a third
party called the beneficiary. On the death of the beneficiary, the balance in the trust is paid to a
fourth party, the remainderman. As you will see shortly, some of these parties may be the same
person.
Most persons are familiar with basic trusts if they have set up custodial accounts in a savings
bank for children or grandchildren, typically under the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act (UGMA).
Once established, the money in these accounts belongs to the offspring, although it is usually
managed by the depositor of the funds.

Trust Basics
Under the trust agreement, the settlor gives assets to the trustee with specific directions on how
to hold, use, and invest the money or property. The trustee may be given certain discretion in
managing the property as long as the trustee is not reckless and does not act against the wishes of
the settlor.
The settlor can be a trustee, a beneficiary, and can even be a remainderman (although for our
purposes this is inadvisable). The only restriction to the parties to a trust is that the settlor cannot
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be the sole trustee and sole beneficiary. That would be like holding money for yourself and
pretending that it is not yours.

In creating a trust, the settlor would determine, at the very least, its duration, the nature and
extent of the property placed in trust, who is to receive the income and/or principal from the
trust, who is to receive the principal on termination, when the trust will terminate, who the
trustee is, and what his/her powers should be.
A trust can actually be treated as a separate individual. It has its own taxpayer identification
number,1 it may pay taxes in its own bracket, and it is otherwise subject to all the rules governing
individuals. One thing that you must be absolutely clear about, however, is that a trust (as
described here) is not one that is set up in a bank using the heading “in trust for.” As previously
noted, during the depositor’s life, the money in an “i/t/f ’ account belongs entirely to the
depositor and is counted in determining Medicaid eligibility.

Why Is a Trust Useful?
Years ago, trusts were created for tax benefits. Today, however, most income tax benefits have
been largely eliminated. The main purposes of creating a trust today, therefore, are as follows:
•

Managing the settlor’s assets when he/she cannot do so.

•

Assuring a lifetime income for the settlor.

•

Providing for estate distribution without the need for formal estate administration and
related expenses.

The overriding financial reason, however, is to preserve the assets contributed to the trust. Trusts,
like corporations, have their own identity and, with the proper planning, can be isolated from
liability. If the trustee dies or goes bankrupt or otherwise suffers some financial setback, the trust
assets are not at risk since the trustee is merely an officer of the trust and not an owner of the
property.12

Benefits of Trust Safety
A trust in which a settlor retains an income interest affords a greater degree of protection than an
outright gift to donees. A money judgment against the settlor applies equally to the settlor’s
children (assuming they are the most likely recipients of an outright gift). The children may be
subject to judgments or have creditors. They may be facing bankruptcy because of a bad business
1 Unless it is a grantor trust with the grantor as trustee.
2 This applies to the trustee as trustee. Rules may vary from state to state as to the creditor’s right to assets where a
trustee is also a beneficiary of the trust.
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decision or may have problems with the IRS. They may be having marital problems or are likely
to go on a personal spending binge if given all this money. All of these circumstances can result
in the loss of the settlor’s principal in the case of an outright gift.

The creation of a trust eliminates many of these problems. True, a trustee must still be appointed
to manage the funds, but, unlike the case of a gift to children, a trustee is merely an employee of
the trust. The settlor can always replace the trustee if the trust so provides. The trustee can even
be an outsider, such as a bank or trust company that will be held to a strict standard of care.

Revocable Versus Irrevocable Trusts
There are generally two types of trusts,3 revocable and irrevocable. A revocable trust can be
changed or even terminated on the occurrence of an event, usually when the settlor changes
his/her mind. Conversely, an irrevocable trust is one that the settlor gives up forever the right to
revoke. Generally, a trust is irrevocable unless the settlor specifically reserves the right to revoke
it.

The question then becomes: Given a choice between giving up controlforever and reserving the
possibility of changing your mind, why would anyone ever create an irrevocable trust? The
answer is, quite simply, that under certain circumstances if you have the right to revoke the trust,
you will be made to revoke it.

Revocable trusts are used primarily for the management of assets and for probate avoidance; they
are not at all helpful with asset protection. Irrevocable trusts afford much better protection
because if the settlor does not have the right to the principal, usually his creditors will not either.
In an irrevocable trust, while, strictly speaking, the settlor has given up control over his/her
assets, this does not mean that control has been given up for all purposes. For example, a person
who has transferred property into a trust gives up legal ownership. Legally, he/she will not be
able to renew CDs or sell stocks because they no longer legally belong to the settlor. However,
as a practical matter, most trustees are trustworthy children and will listen to the wishes of a
parent. Also, if the settlor has reserved the right to replace the trustee and the trustee does not
comply with his/her wishes, the settlor simply fires him/her and finds someone more trustworthy.
Control, however, cannot be so easily dismissed. Most elderly persons are hesitant to give up
complete control over assets garnered over an entire lifetime, so a compromise must be struck.

The long and the short of revocable and irrevocable trusts is simply this: revocable trusts are
useless in protecting assets. Irrevocable trusts, presuming that the settlor gives up the right to
draw from the principal, will protect it after the transfer waiting period.

3 Actually, they may be categorized two other ways, as inter vivos or testamentary. An inter vivos trust is one that is
created and comes into effect during the lifetime of the creator. A testamentary trust is one that is found in a will and
only comes into being after the death of a testator.
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The 60-Month Look-Back Period
One of the more confusing provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
(OBRA ‘93) [P.L. 103-66], was the expansion of the 36-month look-back period (discussed in
chapter 8, “Protecting Assets by Transferring Them”) to a 60-month look-back period in the case
of transfer “from” a trust. This “from” language, which appeared in the statute, was puzzling
because if a person were to create an irrevocable trust in the hope of protecting assets, he/she
would surrender irrevocably the right to remove assets “from” the trust. Practitioners believed
that the word “from” was actually intended by Congress to mean “to” and, generally, this is the
way it is perceived today [42 USC §1396p(d)].

Very simply, there is a 60-month look-back period if a client has created an irrevocable trust. All
transfers made within that period are counted in determining Medicaid eligibility. (A look-back
period is meaningless in the case of a revocable trust, because assets in a revocable trust are
deemed to be available for the use of the Medicaid applicant and so are not considered to have
been transferred for purposes of starting the 36-month or 60-month look-back clock.)
Does the 60-month look-back period mean that you have to plan five years before going into a
nursing home rather than a mere three years before? Not necessarily. Remember that a look-back
period is merely a period during which financial information must be made available. It does not
necessarily mean that the waiting period is extended.
Example 9-1

Tina creates an irrevocable trust with her entire life savings, $100,000, on January 1, 2001. Her
state’s regional formula states that for every $5,000 transferred, one month of Medicaid
eligibility is lost.
Tina subsequently applies for Medicaid in February of 2004. Under the 36-month look-back that
would have resulted if she had given her holding to her children directly, there would be no
problem, because she has applied for Medicaid in the 37th month following the transfer. In fact,
she would not even have to disclose the transfer.

However, because she transferred her assets to a trust, the look-back from February 2004 will
extend back to February 1999, and, of course, the $100,000 transfer in January 2001 will be
discovered. Now what?

The local Medicaid agency will divide the $100,000 transferred by the $5,000 regional formula
and will penalize Tina for 20 months from the date of transfer.
As a result, she is not eligible to receive Medicaid from February 2001 through around
September 2003.

So what? Tina’s ineligibility period has long since expired.
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Analysis
As you can see, the expanded look-back period can be a meaningless exercise. But, then again, it
might be a problem for someone with a tremendous amount of money. So, for instance, if Tina
transferred $400,000 and applied in Month 37, this money would have been safe. However, the
same $400,000 transferred into a trust would have resulted in an ineligibility period of 80 months
if she could not outlast the look-back period of 60 months. This is a considerable difference.

And what can be done in such a case? Unfortunately, this will depend on various often
uncontrolled factors. For example, the “rule of halves” could be used as follows: first, transfer
$200,000 and then, after three years (even if it is into a trust) transfer more. But this would
depend on the health of the settlor. If Tina required nursing home care within a year, a gift that is
not a trust would probably be the best strategy. But, then again, how can one foresee whether
Tina will require nursing home care within a year, or two, or three?
Practitioner Tip: Irrevocable trusts are of maximum benefit to those involved in long-term
planning. A healthy 70-year-old client might benefit tremendously, while a frail 85-year-old
probably would not. In addition, for the healthy young elderly (up to about 70 or 75), a sound
strategy would be the purchase of a long-term care (LTC) insurance policy. If a client
purchases an LTC policy with a payout of five years (i.e., one that will pay nursing home
benefits for five years of institutionalization), your client could actually begin planning as
late as upon admission to the nursing home.
Example 9-2

Abe has an LTC policy that pays $100 for every day he is in a nursing home. The coverage
period is five years.
The cost of the home is $120 per day, but Abe’s monthly income easily covers the excess.

Analysis
At the time Abe is placed into the nursing home he has done no Medicaid divestiture planning. Is
it too late to begin now? No. Abe may still create a trust because, by the time he must apply for
Medicaid in five years’ time when his private benefits run out, the look-back period on trusts will
have expired.

One might ask: Why should Abe create a trust at this point (with a 60-month look-back period),
when he couldjust as easily transfer assets to his children outright and the look-back period
would be only 36 months? What is the benefit to Abe? Although Abe might not benefit

personally, there are tax and other considerations.
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First: What if Abe’s holdings were primarily highly appreciated stocks? A gift of appreciated

stocks would give his children a carryover basis [see Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §1015] and a
potentially enormous income tax liability at some later point. A transfer in trust would, in most
circumstances, be included in Abe’s estate under IRC §2036 and his kids would get a stepped-up
basis under IRC §1014.
Second: What if one or more of the potential child-recipients was not in the position to receive

those assets at this point. Impediments to consider run the gamut, from potential problems with
the IRS, business partners, or spouses to the desire not to show more assets during a time when
his own children might otherwise qualify for government grants and loans for college.

But perhaps there is a slight (albeit nonpecuniary) benefit to Abe. Maybe Abe does not want to
part with control just yet. Maybe he fears that unless he maintains the threat of cutting his kids
out of his will, they will abandon him. To many elderly persons, loss of control of an asset, even
at the risk of the losing the asset itself, is a strong force.

Medicaid Qualifying Trusts
Assuming that a client sees the benefits of creating an irrevocable trust, care must be taken not
run afoul of the Medicaid Qualifying Trust (MQT) statute [42 USC §1396a(k)(2), incorporated
into the law under OBRA ‘93 at 42 USC §1396p(d)].
A 1986 federal law made “Medicaid qualifying” discretionary trusts subject to reach by
Medicaid. Before that time, a person could create an irrevocable trust in which the trustee was
given discretion to use (or not use) income and/or principal for the benefit of the trust creator
(elderly parent). As long as the parent remained healthy, the trustee (most often a child) would
continue to use the income and principal for the benefit of the parent. But when the parent was
institutionalized, the trustee would exercise his/her “discretion” not to use those funds. Under
then-existing law, if the trustee refused to make the income or principal available for the use of
the elderly parent, Medicaid benefits had to be granted.

Current law now provides that if there are any circumstances under which payment from the trust
could be made to or for the benefit of the applicant, the portion of the principal or income that
could be made available will be counted in determining Medicaid eligibility [42 USC
§ 1396p(d)(3)(B)]. Simply put, the law means that to the extent that the trustee has the power to
pay or not to pay income or principal (whether or not he has the obligation to do so), then for the
purpose of Medicaid eligibility it will be presumed that the discretion is exercised to its fullest in
favor of payment.
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Example 9-3
Mac creates a trust with the following provision: “The trustee shall pay all income to the benefit
of the settlor (Mac) each year.”

Because the trustee “shall” (must) pay all income, all income will be counted as an available
asset for Medicaid purposes.
Example 9-4
The trust contains the following provision: “The trustee may but shall not be required to use so
much of the income as he deems necessary for the support of the settlor.”
This is the classic discretionary trust. The trustee “may” use the income. Under the Medicaid
Qualifying Trust rules, the trustee must use the entire income for Mac.

Example 9-5
“The trustee may invade the principal of this trust for the benefit of the settlor if, in the trustee’s
sole and exclusive discretion, such invasion is required for the well-being of the settlor.”
The entire principal of this trust is in jeopardy.

Example 9-6
The trustee may pay up to $10,000 in any calendar year for the use of the settlor if (a) the settlor
demands it and (b) if the trustee, in his sole and exclusive discretion, deems such payment to be
for the well-being of the settlor.”

Every year $10,000 must be paid because (a) the settlor has the right to demand it and will be
made to do so as part of his Medicaid eligibility and (b) the trustee has “discretion” to pay it.

Rules of the Statute
The rules for counting the maximum available amount apply whether the trust was created by the
applicant or spouse, and even if it was created by a “person, including any court or
administrative body, acting at the direction or on the request of the individual or the individual’s
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spouse” [42 USC §1396p(d)(2)(A)]. What this means is that the availability of trust funds, even
from an irrevocable trust, is not limited by the “nominal” (figurehead) creator of the trust, as long
as the trustee has discretion to use the assets for the Medicaid applicant. But what if someone
other than the applicant, spouse, or someone “acting at the direction or upon the request” of the
settlor chooses to create a trust?
It is still theoretically possible to have a third-party trust created (usually by the children) that
would not run afoul of the rules. Theoretical, but not necessarily practical. One would have to
transfer all assets to one’s children, who would then independently and not as part of some “step
transaction” create their own trust.

Will all trusts created by a settlor automatically result in a disqualification? No. The statute
speaks only of trusts created “other than by will” [42 USC §1396p(d)(2)(A)]. The law deals with
trusts created during one’s lifetime for the express purpose of sheltering assets while still
providing the settlor with the benefit of the income and/or principal. There is no such concern
after the death of a settlor so that if a trust is created by will, the discretionary powers contained
therein do not violate the statute.
Example 9-7
Jack and Jill are 89 and 88, respectively. Jack, while climbing a hill with his wife to fetch some
water, fell down and broke his hip. After a brief hospitalization, he found himself in the nursing
home.

Jill, who came tumbling down after Jack, was not so fortunate. She was killed in the water
fetching accident.

Jill’s last will and testament creates a trust wherein Jack is to receive income and/or principal, at
the sole and exclusive discretion of their son, Red, who is the trustee.
Because this trust was created under Jill’s will, rather than during her lifetime, these limitations
do not run afoul of the MQT law.
What if a settlor had no intention of creating a trust for the purpose of obtaining Medicaid. For
instance, what if someone established a trust for their own benefit (as well as their family’s) in
1964, before there even was a Medicaid statute? Would that change the rules? Unfortunately,
not. The MQT law applies regardless of whether the trust is irrevocable or is established for a
purpose other than to enable the grantor to qualify for Medicaid [42 USC §1396p(d)(2)(C)].
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Trusts in Income-Cap States: Miller Versus Ibarra
Recall from earlier discussion that in income-cap states, excess income will disqualify a person
from receiving Medicaid altogether. Be careful in evaluating whether a trust is a proper vehicle
in your state because furnishing a guaranteed additional income may actually disqualify a person
from receiving Medicaid. In such a case, a trust may be the most inappropriate thing, and an
outright transfer may be the only way to secure Medicaid benefits.

Example 9-8

Joe lives in a state in which the income cut-off for the receipt of nursing home benefits under
Medicaid is $1,500 per month.

Joe’s Social Security and pension total $1,000 per month. His assets produce income and
dividends of an additional $550 per month.
Were all of those income-producing assets to be placed into a trust with all of the income
payable to Joe, his monthly income would be over $1,500 per month and he would not receive
Medicaid. In this case, a trust may be inappropriate.
As an alternative, if Joe feels that he wants additional income, only so much property as would
produce an income of less than $500 per month should be placed into the trust.

In other words, some, but not all of his resources would be placed into the trust and the trustee
would have to be careful that they did not produce more than $500 a month of income. The
balance of the assets might have to be transferred.

Analysis
The above scenario presumes that the Medicaid applicant’s income may be pushed over the edge
by a combination of Social Security and other income. As you know, in an “income-cap” state, if
you have even one dollar more of monthly income than you are supposed to, and cannot dispose
of it because it is, for instance, fixed Social Security or SSI income, you are ineligible for
Medicaid. In that case, why even bother to create a trust?

In 1990 a very creative attorney convinced a court in Colorado to establish a trust into which
would flow income—not assets—of a person receiving SSI. Under the terms of the trust, the
court ordered the settlor’s income to be paid directly to the trustee and approved of a plan
whereby the trustee could pay out no more than $20 less than the income cutoff amount each
month. As a result, the beneficiary of this trust did not have income in excess of the cutoff
and... presto, chango.. .was eligible to receive Medicaid.
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Legal smoke and mirrors? You bet. But brilliant nonetheless. Such trusts are known as “Miller
Trusts” after the name of the case: Miller vs. Ibarra (746 F. Supp 19).
Now for the best part: Congress codified Miller vs. Ibarra as part of OBRA ‘93 [42 USC

§1396p(d)(4)(B)]. The law now expressly permits the creation of a trust to hold Social Security,
pension, and other income and to pay out less than the whole, with the result being that Medicaid
is available to persons whose income exceeds the cap.
One note: The trust must provide that any amounts remaining in it will, after the death of the
settlor, be paid back to the state. Certainly a bargain.

Trigger Trusts and Shifting Interest Trusts
What if a trust is created whereby income or principal is available for the settlor so long as
he/she did not need governmental benefits, but that, once the settlor applied for Medicaid, could
no longer pay income or principal to that settlor? Hence the perfect plan: give the trustee total
discretion until the Medicaid application is filed and then cut off all discretionary powers so that
the asset is no longer available. With no discretionary powers remaining at the time of
application, would not the OBRA ‘93 provisions be defeated?

Or what if the trust provided that the settlor would receive income until entering a nursing home,
at which time the income would shift to a different person? Again, no discretionary powers
would remain, so what would happen?

In either case, the scheme would not work. These trusts are called trigger or shifting trusts,
because the entry into a nursing home or the application for Medicaid (or whatever other
contingency is contrived) will trigger a change in the availability of the income or principal, or
shift the interests to another person.

Under OBRA ‘93, any action that has as its result the diminution or elimination of a benefit will
cause the waiting period to begin at the time that it is triggered [42 USC §1396p(d)(3)(B)].
Example 9-9
Algernon created a trust in 1995 that provides his trustee with discretion to pay him income and
principal, but also provides for the termination of such payments on his entry into a nursing
home.

The trust was initially funded with $300,000 but, thanks to a strong stock market, its fair market
value is currently $400,000.
When Algernon is institutionalized in January 2005, his trustee immediately ceases all payments
and applies for Medicaid.
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Under OBRA ‘93, Algernon is deemed to have transferred $400,000 in January 2005, not
$300,000 in 1995. This is because it was in January 2005 that the trust assets and income first
became unavailable to Algernon.
Note. At least one state, New York, has even enacted its own legislation, making trigger trusts
void as against public policy [see New York Estate, Powers and Trusts Law (E.P.T.L.),
§7-3.1(c)].

Planning the Beneficiaries of the Trust
Just as in a will, a settlor may designate the trust beneficiaries upon his/her death. He/she may
even direct that the trust not be terminated, but that the money be held in a continued trust.
Usually this is done in the case of a minor or disabled child, or an imprudent beneficiary likely to
squander the inheritance.
If properly drafted, the trust may also give the creator the right to change beneficiaries, but it
must be carefully prepared so that the grantor does not have the right to name himself or his
estate or his creditors or the creditors of his estate as such a beneficiary. Unless such limitations
are put into the trust, there is a possibility that Medicaid will want to be named as a beneficiary
to recoup its money after the death of the grantor.

This unique provision is called a “special power of appointment.” This power also yields a
tremendous tax benefit, both to the settlor and to the remaindermen of the trust. By including a
power of appointment, the gift into the trust is made incomplete (Treas. Reg. §25.2702 et seq.),
and so no immediate gift tax is due. In addition, because the gift is incomplete, it is later included
in the settlor’s estate with the resulting step-up in basis to the date-of-death value.
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Chapter 10

Asset Protection Planning
Versus
Traditional Estate Planning

Introduction
Although this book focuses on planning for the preservation of assets in the event of a
catastrophic illness, such planning must also be considered in connection with traditional estate
planning. In some cases, particularly those involving a tremendous amount of appreciated
property (i.e., real estate or stocks), estate tax considerations may even overshadow Medicaid
considerations. In that case, it is crucial to combine estate planning with medical planning and,
literally, to crunch the numbers to see which form of planning is more advantageous.1

Many mistakenly believe that any will is better than no will in protecting assets from the reach of
the state on the death of the testator.

Reciprocal Spousal Wills
Most elderly persons have what might properly be called a simple will. This is usually one that
leaves the surviving spouse all the property on the death of the first spouse and on the second
death, the children share the property equally. In conjunction with financial planning for medical
catastrophes, no single estate plan could be more detrimental to the client. In fact, in some cases
it is better to have no will than a will leaving all assets to a spouse. If the infirm spouse is in a
1 A note about such number-crunching, however. At this point we must assume that benefits under Medicaid are
substantially similar to those that could be purchased privately. For instance, in New York, most nursing homes
accept Medicaid in addition to private pay. The level of care will be substantially similar regardless of the source of
payment. However, in other states, private nursing homes—those that do not accept Medicaid—might be superior to
their public fund-accepting counterparts. The money decisions should always take a back seat to the decisions
affecting the care and comfort of the senior. Furthermore, the decision might be academic if your state does not
provide the benefits you are seeking to secure through divestiture. For example, why divest a person of assets to
qualify for home care benefits if none are available in your state? You must know the availability of specific
services in your state.
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nursing home and the healthier spouse dies first, the former will inherit and consequently lose
everything because of the high cost of medical bills. The reason it may be better in such a case to
have no will is because state intestacy2 laws may distribute the property among the surviving
spouse and the children. It is certainly preferable to have the children inherit some rather than
none of the estate.

Simply cutting the other spouse out of the will is no solution. In most states spouses have a
vested right to the property of a deceased spouse and, if the deceased spouse had attempted to
disinherit the survivor, the survivor would have what is commonly called a right of election.
This is the right to elect to take a share of the deceased spouse’s estate despite attempts to
disinherit.
Even if you assume that in the normal case the ill spouse would not wish do so—of course, it
would be a waste of the money—or that the ill spouse is mentally incompetent to do so, there is
no guarantee that the local Social Services Department will not seek a court-appointed guardian
to represent the ill or incompetent spouse and to elect against the will of the deceased well
spouse on behalf of the institutionalized one.
If there is enough time to plan in advance of a serious illness, it might be possible to have the ill
spouse execute a waiver of this right of election. This document specifically waives a right to
elect against the will of a predeceasing spouse and is valid for estate purposes.3 However, this
renunciation, if executed after the death of the well spouse while the ill spouse is on Medicaid, is
treated as a refusal to accept a vested interest and, as such, a transfer of property. The result will
likely be some period of Medicaid ineligibility.

Balancing Tax Factors With Medicaid Factors
The preparation of an estate plan must always be viewed in connection with the tax
ramifications. In the case of a larger estate, Medicaid considerations are usually subordinate to
tax planning.

2 Intestacy, as explained earlier, is the legal term for dying without a will.

3 The same should hold true for Medicaid purposes if the waiver is executed at a time when the spouses are well.
The transfer is only of a contingent interest—in other words, the person who waives an elective share must survive
the other spouse. Otherwise, all that has been transferred is a possibility of receiving something. Because Medicaid
law distinguished between those assets that are “actually available” and those that are “potentially available,” this
waiver should fall within the latter category and not be counted.
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Example 10-1
Tammy, age 87, is married to Jim, age 92. Jim has recently suffered a stroke and requires nursing
home care.
Jim’s doctor advises Tammy that Jim has a life expectancy of less than two years. Then again, if
his health suddenly deteriorates, he might die within two months.

The couple jointly owns a house worth $600,000 with a basis of $100,000. Jim owns stock
valued at $1,000,000 with a basis of $50,000. The couple also has a joint bank account
containing about $300,000. The annual cost of keeping Jim in a nursing home will likely be
$50,000.
The couple’s annual income from all sources (Social Security, pension, and interest and
dividends) is also $50,000 per year.

Tammy wonders whether it would be best to transfer the assets to the children or to do nothing.

She has heard that in a worst case scenario, Jim would qualify for Medicaid after 36 months.

Analysis
Is it necessarily advisable to have Jim qualify for Medicaid? In this case, the answer may be no.

In a state that recognizes an unlimited transfer to a spouse and the right of the spouse to
subsequently refuse to contribute any of the assets, the temptation may be to transfer all assets to
Tammy. Or, considering that the house is exempt and that only the remaining $1,300,000 of
assets is subject to being expended, one might make a transfer to the children. But these
alternatives ignore the broader ramifications.
Coupling Jim’s advanced age with the couple’s $1,900,000 in assets, there is a potential for a
large estate tax bill. If all assets are transferred to Tammy, Jim will lose his credit equivalent
amount of $1,500,000 for federal estate tax purposes. Thus, when Tammy dies, there may be an
unnecessary estate tax liability. Normally, it would be wise to have Jim transfer his assets to the
children to take advantage of the estate tax credit. But here, consider what would happen on the
children’s sale of the assets: There would be no step-up in basis and the children would have to
pay income tax on the full gain.
Considering that it might take about four years to spend the same amount on a nursing home as
Tammy’s heirs would surely pay the IRS because of the wasted estate tax credit, and the chances
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that Jim will not survive for that period, one should focus on the estate tax issues, especially
considering that the couple’s annual income is so great.4

Estate Planning in Perspective
A common misunderstanding is the relationship between a will and the transfer of property.
Persons are usually wary about transferring assets during their lifetime because of bequests left
in their wills. This ignores the obvious point that a will transfers property owned at the time of
death. Remember that if a person has disposed of all assets before death, there will be nothing
left to distribute. As a practical matter, a will is often meaningless in medical financial planning,
because if there are assets to be passed upon death, it assumes that the person is not on Medicaid.
Conversely, if the person is on Medicaid, it means that there are no assets left to be distributed.

Testamentary Substitutes
Often it is advisable to have testamentary substitutes, i.e., a way of passing title to property
automatically upon death without resorting to probate. Four common methods, which have been
discussed previously, are as follows:
1. The transfer of real estate with a retained life estate.

2. The creation of joint accounts.
3. The creation of “in trust for” accounts (Totten trusts).

4. Inter vivos (living) trusts.
Another common misconception is that property cannot be given away contrary to the terms of a
will. Again, a will only governs assets remaining at death. A gift during a lifetime supersedes the
same gift given in a will. The property need not be returned after death just because the will
states the property was left to another. Note, however, that if a series of gifts is so contrary to the
indication in a will, there may be some question whether the person giving the gift had the
mental capacity at the time the gift was allegedly made.

4 One would come to the conclusion along the following lines: If everything is transferred to Tammy and she dies
when the exemption equivalent is $1,500,000, then, clearly, she will have a taxable estate amount of $400,000. If we
assume that the estate tax rate is 50%, the estate tax would be $200,000. If the cost of the nursing home is $50,000
per year, the payment of the estate tax would take four years to recoup. On the other hand, if Jim paid privately for
the rest of his life (two years in our example), then the $100,000 payment to the nursing home would be half the
estate tax that would be payable to the government. Of course this is mere mathematics. These considerations work
best in those cases where the health of the potential nursing home resident is abundantly clear.
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Example 10-2
Jane’s will leaves her engagement ring to her granddaughter, Sally. Soon after, Jane becomes
angry at Sally and instead gives her ring to her granddaughter, Betsy.

After Jane’s death, Betsy refuses Sally’s demand to surrender the ring. Betsy may retain the ring
because it was a completed gift and, although the will states otherwise, Jane no longer owned it
at the time of her death.

There might be a different result if Betsy had applied undue pressure on her grandmother at the
time of the gift.

Estate Planning for the Recipient of a Gift
The potential drawbacks of an outright transfer to children were discussed previously and one
method of protection, through the use of irrevocable trusts, was covered previously. This chapter
has focused on estate planning for a healthy spouse who chooses to keep money in his/her own
name. But what if the assets are transferred to children? It is crucial that the receiving child have
an estate plan to protect the parent in the event that the child dies first.

Whether a child who receives a gift is single or married, a will is unnecessary if a parent makes
an outright gift. There are many dangers to the parent’s money without such planning.
Although laws vary from state to state, generally, if an unmarried child dies,5 the surviving
parent or parents inherit the child’s property. The unfortunate consequence might be having
money returned to a parent who is institutionalized at the time that prudent planning dictates that
the parent be divested of assets. This rule applies not only to the money given by the parent to
the child, it applies as well to any assets that the child may have accumulated before his/her
death.

Example 10-3
Joseph and Josephine have two children, Joe, Jr., and Josie, neither of whom are married. In
connection with medical planning, they have transferred their assets equally to their two
children. Unfortunately, Josie predeceases her parents without leaving a will.

All of her money is returned to them under the laws of intestacy. This includes not only the
money that they have given her, but her own savings and (most likely) her life insurance as well.

5 This assumes that the child never had any children of his/her own.
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In many states a child who is married but has no children, and who dies intestate, may have
his/her assets divided between the spouse and the parents. This scenario might lead to two
problems:
•

First, one-half of the assets transferred from the parent to the child may end up in the
hands of the spouse-in-law while the remainder, again, may end up in the possession of
the parent who is institutionalized and on Medicaid.

•

Second, a more tragic scenario is possible. If the child who received the gift and his/her
spouse are both involved in an accident, for example, with the child being killed
immediately and the in-law surviving but only for a short time, one-half of the assets may
wind up in the hands of the spouse-in-law’s relatives who may feel no obligation to use
these moneys for the support of the original gift-giving parent.

Example 10-4
Joseph and Josephine have one child, Josie. Josie has recently married John.
Joseph and Josephine have transferred all of their assets to Josie because they trust her and John
with these assets. Josie has placed all of these assets in a joint account with John.

Tragically, on their way home one night, Josie and John are involved in an automobile accident.
Josie is killed immediately and John is rushed to intensive care. John dies six days later.
Because the assets were held jointly by Josie and John, upon Josie’s death, they all belonged to
John. When John died all of these assets were transferred to his parents.

In the case where the child receiving the money has a spouse and children, typically intestacy
laws provide that the parents get nothing. In such a case, the assets might be split between the
surviving in-law and the children. Even if the in-law feels a moral obligation to use his/her share
towards the support of the gift-giver, the same may not be possible where the deceased child is
survived by minor children. Normally a guardian is appointed by the Probate Court to protect the
assets of minor children. This guardian might be prevented by court order from returning the
minor grandchildren’s money to the gift-giver.
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Example 10-5
Assume the same facts as in Example 10-4, except that Josie and John had two children, Jerry
and Jasmine, both of whom are minors.

On the death of the parents, all of this money is placed under the control of a guardian for the
benefit of the two grandchildren and Joseph and Josephine were left without any funds or any
possibility of retrieving them short of a very convincing presentation in court as to the intent in
giving their money to their daughter.
While the consequences of such events might be horrible, the solutions are relatively simple.

Analysis
The first step is for any child receiving money from a parent to prepare a will protecting the
gifted property in the event that the child predeceases the parent. Perhaps the best technique is
for the child to include in his/her will a trust for the benefit of the parent. This trust should
provide that the parent continue to receive income for the remainder of his or her life. In
addition, the trustee (who can be either the surviving in-law, siblings, or another trusted
individual) might also be given the discretion to invade the principal of the trust if the parent
requires any money.
Special language should be included in the will preventing the trustee from invading the trust for
purposes of paying the parent’s nursing home expense if this expense would be covered by
Medicaid or Medicare. The child’s will could further provide that on the death of the parents,
his/her spouse, children, or siblings receive the balance in the trust fund. In many respects such a
trust is similar to the elective share trust set up by one spouse for another. The primary difference
here is that there is much more flexibility because, legally, there is generally no obligation for a
child to support a parent or even to include a parent in a will.

Preparation of such a will is only the first step, however. It is imperative to make sure that if
assets are transferred to a child they are held in that child’s name. If the recipient child creates a
joint account with his/her spouse, the trust provisions of a will may be useless. Remember that a
joint account is a testamentary substitute and will pass ownership to the surviving joint tenant
regardless of any provisions contained in a will.

Finally, it may be advisable to have the gift recipient-child’s spouse execute a renunciation of
any rights or interest in this particular gift. State rules must be consulted as to the permissibility
of such a specific renunciation.
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Estate Planning and Other Family Members
One additional scenario must also be considered—possible bequests by other family members to
an ill client. There are occasions when the siblings of an ill or institutionalized individual, long
since widowed and perhaps without any children, have accumulated substantial assets of their
own and have a will leaving some portion to your client. Or, just as likely, such an elderly sibling
may have no will at all in which case the laws of his or her state may distribute some or all of the
property to the ill client.

While it is probably more difficult to discuss with such siblings what their own estate plans are,
this should be suggested to the client’s family. Otherwise, should the brother or sister predecease
your client who is at that time in a nursing home, any bequest left to him or her may ultimately
end up paying for some of the cost of the nursing home.
Example 10-6

Calvin and Colleen are a husband and wife. Calvin has two elderly sisters, both of whom are
widowed and neither of whom ever had children.
One sister, Cathy, has a will leaving everything to Calvin. The other sister, Caroline, has no will
at all.

Calvin suddenly becomes ill and must be institutionalized. He is receiving Medicaid to pay for
the cost of this care.
Should Cathy die, under the terms of her will Calvin will receive all of her assets, at which time
he will be ineligible to receive Medicaid.
Should Caroline die, Calvin will receive some portion, probably one-half,6 and will, again, be
ineligible for Medicaid.

Asset Protection Versus Estate Planning
Among the fundamental lessons taught in any “Introduction to Biology” course is that one of the
strongest instincts possessed by any species is the instinct to survive. For many elderly people
and their families who are faced with the possibility of nursing home care, that survival instinct
takes on the form of financial preservation.

The first thing that your clients may be inclined to do, when confronted with the possibility of a
catastrophic illness, is to protect assets. Often, the way they do so is by transferring assets from

6 With the other one-half going to Cathy, assuming that she has not, herself, predeceased.
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the older generation to the younger one. Not taking into consideration any Medicaid penalty
period, which might result from such a transfer, most of the time this is the correct thing to do.
However, there are cases in which this would be a mistake. Their CPA, as a trusted advisor, will
be in the best position to help identify these cases.

Loss of Estate Tax Credit Shelter Benefits
The Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act (EGTRRA) of 2001 increased the
amount of a person’s assets that can pass free of estate tax effective January 1, 2002 ($1,000,000
beginning in 2002 and rising to $3,500,000 in 2009). In doing so, it made it less likely that a
transfer from one middle-class spouse to the other would result in an estate tax upon the death of
the second to die. As such, much of the concern about balancing asset protection planning
against traditional estate planning takes on less significance. Nevertheless, practitioners must still
be familiar with the issue of how the tax law interrelates with the Medicaid laws. There are two
reasons for this. The first is that Congress seems unable—at least in the past decade or two—to
enact a law and stick with it for any prolonged period of time. The last current law is scheduled
to “sunset” on December 31, 2010. But with another presidential contest and a number of
Congressional races between now and 2011—and with the margin of political majority so
close—anyone want to bet on the future? The second reason is that there may still be some
cases—certainly during the next few years as the law phases in—where this will come up.

As we’ve said before, it may be a mistake to simply transfer assets, in the case of a husband and
wife whose combined estates are sufficiently large to warrant concerns about estate tax planning.
The client’s immediate instinct might be to give away everything in order to “protect” it, but
doing so in such cases is a recipe for disaster.

The reader will need to know a few things before tackling such a situation. A more thorough
discussion is beyond the scope of this book, but for now, the basic information, which you must
consider, follows.
Just as there is an unlimited amount of property that may pass from one spouse to another
without triggering a gift or estate tax payment, so, too, is there the ability to transfer an unlimited
amount of funds from an ill spouse about to enter a nursing home to a well spouse remaining in
the community. This results from an inconsistency in the federal Medicaid statute, which
prevents the local Medicaid agency from penalizing one spouse for a transfer of assets to another
spouse. In other words, there is an exception to the rule that penalizes a Medicaid applicant for
transferring assets, as long as those assets are transferred to a spouse. In such a scenario, the
general strategy is that the ill spouse transfers everything to the well spouse. The well spouse
simply keeps it and refuses to use any for the payment of the ill spouse’s medical bills.

Given this possibility, what is the downside in having one spouse transfer all assets to his/her
spouse? It seems, in fact, negligent not to do so.
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The mistake here would be in not taking into consideration the possible loss of estate tax
benefits. Examine the following example.

Example 10-7

Flora, age 80, is married to Fred, age 85. Fred has recently suffered a stroke and is in extremely
bad health. He requires nursing home care. His doctor believes that Fred probably can last as
long as two more years. Then again, if his health takes a turn for the worse—not an unlikely
scenario—he might not last two months. Of course, says the doctor, these things are impossible
to predict.

The couple jointly owns a house worth $600,000. The basis is $100,000. Fred owns stock valued
at roughly $1,200,000 with a basis of $50,000. The couple also has about $200,000 of cash in a
joint account. The annual cost of keeping Fred in a nursing home will likely be $60,000. The
couple’s annual income from all sources (Social Security, pension, interest and dividends) is also
$60,000 per year.

If Flora dies in 2002 only $1,000,000 will be exempt from estate taxation. The $400,000
excesses would likely be taxed at a rate of over 40%, resulting in an estate tax of about $160,000.
(This assumes, of course, no changes in the tax code and no appreciation or depreciation in the
value of the assets under discussion.)
She has heard that, in a worst-case scenario, Fred would qualify for Medicaid after 36 months.

Analysis
Is it necessarily advisable to have Fred qualify for Medicaid? In this case, the answer may be
“No.”
Say that Fred does transfer everything to Flora. Counting the house, Fred’s stocks and the bank
account, Flora would have an estate of about $2,000,000 after the transfers.
If Flora dies in 2004 only $1,500,000 will be exempt from estate taxation. The $500,000 excess
would likely be taxed at a rate of over 40%, resulting in an estate tax of about $200,000. (This
assumes, of course, no changes in the tax code and no appreciation or depreciation in the value
of the assets under discussion.)

Now, compare that with the cost of a nursing home for the two years that Fred is expected to
live. Even if he paid privately, the cost, at $60,000 per year, would be less than the estate tax
resulting from the transfer to Flora.
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The gap widens a bit when you learn that for many nursing home residents the first 100 days of
nursing home care may be partially paid for by Medicare. This further reduces the out-of-pocket
cost to Fred by approximately $15,000 (calculated, roughly, by subtracting from the $60,000
annual cost the cost of approximately three months that would be paid for by Medicare: about
$15,000 in our case.) Thus, Fred’s cost for two years in a nursing home might be $105,000 while
the estate tax resulting from an inter-spousal transfer might be $200,000.
Practitioner Tip. You might wish to consider that the average nursing home stay is roughly
two years. It is safe to assume that, in most cases, by the time a person needs to be placed
into a nursing home, his/her health has deteriorated to the point where a long life span is not
expected. Naturally, because this is only an average, there are obviously some people who
stay longer. One type of nursing home resident who is an exception to this rule is a resident
suffering from an organic mental condition such as Alzheimer’s or senile dementia. They are
physically all right but mentally in need of constant supervision.
Two lessons should be taken from this:
•

First, if your client requires institutionalized care because of a mental condition rather
than a physical one, you should plan for a longer institutionalization.

•

Second, that leaves everyone else with a much shorter average period than two years, so
plan the tax aspects accordingly.

Loss of Step-Up in Basis
Note. This section of the book applies through December 31, 2010. Beginning in 2011—again,
assuming that the law is not changed before then—the basis rules are scheduled to change under
EGTRRA of 2001. As the practitioner may know, however, it will still be possible under
EGTRRA to increase the basis on $1.3 million dollars, plus an additional $3 million where there
is a surviving spouse, so the impact on the middle class people needing nursing home care may
be minimal.

A related problem is the loss of the step-up in basis for assets transferred by gift rather than
inherited from an estate. Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §1015 provides, generally, that the basis
of property acquired by gift is the same as it was in the hands of the donor. IRC §1014 gives
inherited property a step-up in basis to the date of death value. To understand the balance
between asset protection planning and tax consequences in the case of an elderly, ill client,
consider the following.
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Example 10-8

Karl is widowed. He has one daughter, Carla, whom he expects to inherit everything. Karl is 92
years old and has recently been hospitalized with pneumonia. The prognosis does not look very
good, and he may be hospitalized for a week or so more. However, if he makes it, he will be
returning home as soon as Carla is able to hire a home health care attendant.
Before discussing Karl’s assets, there is one additional piece of Medicaid-related information
that the reader needs to know. Despite the fact that there may be a period of Medicaid benefit
disqualification for nursing home care resulting from Karl’s transfer of assets, there is no such
disqualification period resulting from a Medicaid application seeking only home care benefits.
Yes, it is true. The law actually provides for no penalty period to any Medicaid applicant who
has transferred assets as long as that applicant is not specifically seeking nursing home benefits.
For purposes of this example, just take it as fact that a person may transfer assets one day and
receive home care benefits paid for by Medicaid the next day, regardless of the amount
transferred. The question for consideration in this example is not whether Karl can transfer his
assets, but whether Karl should transfer his assets. Now let us consider his assets.

Karl’s assets consist of AT&T stock that he bought for $5,000. Today, his holdings consist not
only of AT&T but of all those Baby Bells and other spin-offs. His initial investment has grown
to $605,000. Other than that and his Social Security and pension income of $25,000 per year,
Karl has no other assets. Carla approaches her attorney for advice about transferring this stock to
herself. The attorney thinks that it is a good idea—after all, it will result in Medicaid paying for
Karl’s home nursing care. Luckily for Carla, before doing anything, she asks for your opinion as
well.
While it may seem like a good idea to transfer assets in order to get Medicaid benefits
immediately, first consider the loss of the step-up in basis upon Karl’s death. There is an
unrealized capital gain of $600,000. Even at 15%, that’s going to be a hit of $90,000 to Carla
when she sells the stock. So the first question to ask Carla is: “Do you expect to spend more than
that on home care for your father?” Considering the pneumonia, Karl’s age, and the fact that he
has $25,000 of annual income to help offset the cost of medical care, it is highly unlikely that he
will spend $90,000 of his $605,000 in stock holdings on medical care during his lifetime. If he
does not transfer his stock to Carla and she inherits it upon his death, her new basis will be
$605,000. The savings is the amount that would have been paid in capital gains tax. Plus, there
will be no federal estate tax because Karl’s holdings are less than the applicable exclusion
amount.
Naturally, the argument may be made that nobody can predict the future and perhaps Karl will
require nursing home care eventually. True, but planning for an elderly client is not an exact
science. Some projections and assumptions will have to be made in order to develop a plan.
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The Second Marriage Dilemma
Although one of the most amazing hallmarks of elderly clients is the longevity of their marriages
(30 or 40 years or more in this day and age of 50% divorce), there will be some clients who cross
your path who are in second or subsequent marriages. Regardless of whether this results from
divorce or from the death of a previous spouse, in such a client’s case a key consideration is the
children from the first marriage. While strategies involving second marriages are something that
an elder lawyer might consider in planning for a client, the accounting professional should also
be aware of the importance of such a factor.

Any review you do of the tax consequences considered in Example 10-7 above—Flora and
Fred’s potential loss of estate tax benefits—should also take into consideration whether the
client’s plans for his or her heirs might be upset by your recommendation.
Example 10-9
Barney and Betty are each 75. This is the second marriage for both. Barney has two children
from a prior marriage. Betty has one child from a prior marriage. Barney’s assets consist of
savings and stocks worth about $400,000. Betty’s assets are about $200,000. A prenuptial
agreement was entered into by the couple prior to their marriage 10 years ago. As is typical in
such agreements, their prenuptials provide that each spouse waives rights in the property and
estate of the other, but it does not preclude either spouse from making lifetime gifts to the other.

Analysis
You are well-versed in the Medicaid rules so you know that an unlimited transfer can take place
between spouses. Your client, Betty, contemplating such a transfer, has asked you for your
opinion as to the tax consequences of such a transaction. What do you tell her?

Undoubtedly, you have quickly determined that Betty and Barney do not have any estate tax
concerns because the sum total of their assets does not equal even one taxable estate. However, if
this is the extent of your answer, you have missed an opportunity to point out a potential
landmine—what happens when Barney’s children seek their inheritance upon his death?
You might wish to point out this potential problem to Betty and Barney. There may be
something their attorney could do. The options are based on the relationship between Betty and
Barney’s families. For instance, the lawyer might prepare
•

A trust to protect Betty while also assuring the kids of their inheritance.
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•

A contract between Betty and Barney outlining Betty’s right to use of this money during
her lifetime and its ultimate disposition upon her death.

All of the possibilities cannot be discussed here, but you would be doing the client a tremendous
favor—and possibly heading off some painful and expensive litigation at a later date—by
pointing out that the Medicaid asset protection planning in this case should be considered in light
of the estate planning goals.

Conclusion
•

Medical/financial considerations cannot be made in a vacuum. They must be considered
in light of the client’s overall health and resources.

•

Reciprocal wills between a husband and wife may cause an unintended result—if the well
spouse dies first, the ill institutionalized spouse may inherit more than is necessary. It
may be more advantageous to have no will than to have a reciprocal will.

•

Consider a will leaving the ill spouse only the minimum statutory amount.

•

Children of the ill client and recipients of their gifts should review their own estate plans
to assure that assets do not find their way back to the divesting parent.

•

If possible, the wills of siblings and others through whom the ill client might potentially
inherit should be reviewed and modified if necessary.
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Chapter 11

Income Tax Issues
Affecting the Elderly

Introduction
In many respects the income tax return of an elderly person is no different than that of other tax
filers. The differences are slight: less earned income, more dividends and interest, fewer itemized
deductions. But there are a few issues that the practitioner must know when dealing with an
elderly client.

Who Must File, Generally
A commonly asked question is whether an elderly retired client must file a tax return. Generally,
because the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) provides seniors with additional exemptions, many
persons over the age of 65 may assume that they are not required to file. True, the levels
requiring filing are higher, but there is, of course, no blanket exemption from filing once the
taxpayer turns 65. Whether you have to file a tax return depends, in part, on your filing status,
age, and gross income. For the 2004 tax year the following income levels apply:1
•

Single, 65 or older, and your gross income was at least $9,150.

•

Married, filing a joint return, one spouse is 65 or older, and your gross income was at
least $16,850.

•

Married, filing a joint return, both you and your spouse were 65 or older, and your gross
income was at least $17,800.

•

Married, filing a separate return, and your gross income was at least $3,100, regardless of
your age.

1 These figures change from year to year. See, generally, IRC §6012.
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•

Head of household, 65 or older, and your gross income was at least $11,450.

•

Qualifying widow or widower with a dependent child, you were under 65, and your gross
income was at least $12,800.

•

Qualifying widow or widower with a dependent child, you were 65 or older, and your
gross income was at least $13,750.

Filing in the Event of a Recently Deceased Spouse
If a spouse dies during the year, what type of return must the survivor file? Does the filing status
on the final day of the year govern, as it does if a couple has divorced during the year (in which
they may not file jointly). Or may a surviving spouse file a joint tax return for the year of death?
The answer is that a person whose spouse died during the year is considered married for the
whole year for filing status purposes. Provided that the survivor has not remarried by year’s end,
therefore, he/she may file a joint return with the deceased spouse for the taxable year of the death
[Treas. Reg. §1.6013-3].
If the surviving spouse remarries before the end of the tax year, a joint return may be filed with
the new spouse, and, in that case, the deceased spouse’s filing status is “married filing
separately” for that year [Treas. Reg. §1.6013-1].
Practice Point. A common question in the case of a deceased taxpayer is the identity of the
person with the authority to sign the return. The joint return requires two signatures, the
survivor and a representative of the decedent. If the probate court has appointed a personal
representative (executor or administrator) before the due date of the return, that individual
must sign the joint return on behalf of the deceased taxpayer. If a personal representative has
not been appointed, the surviving spouse may sign the return for the decedent. Note, if a
personal representative is appointed after the joint return has already been filed, he/she has
one year (measured from the tax return due date) to file a separate return for the decedent, in
effect canceling the joint return.
For the year following the taxpayer’s death, the surviving spouse, unless remarried, will
normally file as a single taxpayer. However, for the two years following the death, the widow or
widower may be entitled to file as Qualifying Widow(er) with Dependent Child.2 The advantage
of this is that the qualifying widow(er) is entitled to use the same tax rates as a married couple
filing a joint return.

2 Generally, a person qualifies for this category if there is a dependent child living at home. As this is usually not the
case in elder law matters, it will not be covered in this work, but the practitioner should consult Publication 501,
Exemptions, Standard Deduction, and Filing Information for all questions of filing status.
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Inclusion of Social Security
Since 1983 Social Security benefits and equivalent tier 1 railroad retirement benefits have been
partially taxable. Currently, up to 85% of benefits may be included in determining a taxpayer’s
taxable income. The formula can be quite cumbersome, but, thankfully, the IRS provides
worksheets for determining the amount to be included. It will not be analyzed here, except that in
some instances, noted below, some planning opportunities exist to lower the amount of the
client’s income subject to inclusion in determining the taxable amount [IRC §86].

Computation
Generally, to determine the starting point for computing the portion of benefits includable in
gross income, one must calculate the taxpayer’s total gross income and compare it to a base
amount.

Begin by combining the following:
•

All of the taxpayer’s gross income including all tax-exempt interest, plus

•

One-half of the Social Security benefits received during the year (Form SSA-1099, Box
5). You must use the gross amount received, not the amount received after the Medicare
Part B premium has been deducted.

This sum is then reduced according to the filing status of the taxpayer. From the above total,
deduct one of these base amounts:

•

$32,000 for taxpayers filing a joint return.

•

$25,000 for taxpayers filing as single individuals or heads of household.

•

$25,000 for married taxpayers filing separately if they lived apart for the entire tax year.

•

Nothing for married taxpayers filing separately if they lived together during any part of
the tax year.

If, after subtracting the base amount, the balance is greater than zero, some portion of the Social
Security benefits are taxable.

If the combined sum of one-half of the taxpayer’s Social Security benefits and other income is
more than $34,000 ($44,000 for marrieds filing jointly), or if they are married but filing separate
returns and lived with a spouse at any time during the tax year, up to 85% of the Social Security
benefits may be taxed. Otherwise, only 50% might be taxed.
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Planning Pointer. Tax-free earnings, such as interest on municipal bonds, are counted in
determining the amount of benefits subject to taxation. However, there are a few methods of
sheltering income, such as the purchase of single-premium annuities that defer income until
withdrawals begin. One may also purchase stocks and/or mutual funds that pay little or no
dividends.

Medical Deductions
Taxpayers may, of course, deduct medical expenses actually paid (and not reimbursed by
insurance or other sources) on their own behalf or on behalf of their spouses or dependents [IRC
§213]. Deductions are taken on Schedule A.
Although the calculation of medical deductions for an elderly taxpayer is no different from that
of other taxpayers, the benefit is usually greater given higher medical expenses and lower annual
income.

Key Points
Some key points to understand are as follows:
•

A taxpayer may deduct only the amount of medical and dental bills over 7.50% of
adjusted gross income [IRC §213(a)].

•

If a couple files a separate tax return, each may deduct only what he or she actually paid.
The IRS considers payments made from a joint account as being made one-half by each
spouse, with the burden of proof on the taxpayer to prove otherwise.

•

A married couple should consider filing separate returns if one spouse has more income,
and the other spouse more medical expenses, than the other.

Example 11-1

Joe’s income was $90,000 last year while his wife Mary’s was only $10,000. However, Mary
had $7,000 of medical bills.
Considering that the couple may only deduct medical expenses over $7,500 (7.50% of AGI),
Mary should consider filing a separate return.

Since 7.50% of her income is $750, she would be able to deduct $6,250 of medical bills when
otherwise the couple could deduct nothing.
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Planning Pointer. In determining whether to file separate returns for a married couple,
remember that only one-half of the amount of bills paid from a joint account may be
deductible on each return. If possible, recommend that the medical bills of a very ill spouse
be paid from his/her own separate account.
Additional Planning Pointer. Under some circumstances, you might advise a married
couple to create a separate account for the ill spouse. As for the source of the money,
remember that one spouse may make an unlimited gift of money or property to the other
spouse. There is no rule on how this gifted money might be spent or that it may not be spent
on medical bills.
Community Property States. Note that rules in a community property state are slightly different.
Medical expenses paid out of community property are divided equally in such a case. Medical
bills paid from separate property may be deducted by the spouse paying them.

•

A taxpayer may also deduct medical bills incurred by a spouse as well as by dependents
[Treas. Reg. §1.213-1]. A three-part test determines whether the person is a dependent for
purposes of the medical expense deduction:

— The person must have lived with the taxpayer for the entire year as a member of the
household or with a relative;
— The person was a U.S. citizen or resident or a resident of Mexico or Canada for part
of the year; and
— The taxpayer provided over half of that person’s total support for the calendar year.
A taxpayer may deduct the medical bills of a dependent even if that person cannot be claimed as
an exemption on the taxpayer’s return [IRC §152 defines dependents; see also IRC §213 and
Treas. Reg. §1.213-1].

Medical Expenses of Decedents
Special deductibility rules apply when a taxpayer dies during the tax year. The surviving spouse
or personal representative of the decedent may elect to treat the payment of certain medical
expenses by the estate as having been paid by the decedent at the time services were provided.
These expenses must have been paid within one year of the date of the decedent’s death (note
that the IRS says that they must be paid within that one-year period beginning with the day after
the date of death) [Treas. Reg. §1.213-1(d)].

The advantage is that in many cases a deduction taken on an estate tax return (where the top
marginal tax bracket is 55%) might be worth more than that taken on an income tax return (top
marginal rate about 40%).
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Example 11-2

Mark’s estate was worth $1,200,000 at his death in 2003. His adjusted gross income for the year
was $50,000 and his effective income tax bracket is 28%. Mark incurred $20,000 of medical
expenses before his death.
Because the estate tax exemption equivalent in 2003 was $1,000,000, his estate will have to pay
a federal estate tax on the excess $200,000 at the rate of about 40%.
By deducting his medical expense from his gross estate, his heirs might save about $8,000 in
estate taxes ($20,000 times 40% tax savings).

Had Mark’s personal representative chosen instead to deduct this amount on his final income tax
return then, all other things being equal, this deduction would only have been worth about
$3,733.
(This amount is calculated as follows: 7.50% of his $50,000 AGI = $6,667. Only the amount in
excess of this—$13,333—would be deductible. In the 28% bracket, the tax saving is $3,733.)
There is a different result if no estate tax is due.

Example 11-3
Assume the previous scenario, except that Mark’s estate is $1,000,000 and there is no federal
estate tax due.

In such a case even a $3,733 benefit is preferable to the alternative, which is zero.
An amended return can be filed if a taxpayer later discovers it would have been more
advantageous to deduct the medical bills on the decedent’s return, provided the taxpayer paid the
bills during that one-year period.

What May Be Deducted
The list of items that may be deducted is available from various sources, including the IRS. [For
instance, see IRS Publication 502: Medical and Dental Expenses. Also see IRC §213.]
Generally, a taxpayer may deduct the costs of medical care, the costs of transportation to receive
medical care, the premiums for health insurance policies, and the cost of medication, and other
medical-related expenses.
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However, a few areas bear closer examination, which often arises in the case of an ill, elderly
client.

Household Help
Many elderly persons require assistance at home. Pure household chores are not deductible,
however. This is so even if the patient’s doctor recommends them.

Example 11-4

Connie’s doctor believes that she should not be doing housework because at the age of 98,
Connie, suffering from advanced osteoporosis, might fall and break a bone.
Despite the doctor’s recommendation that her family hire a housekeeper, this cost is not a
deductible medical expense.
Example 11-5

Connie needs a special diet rich in calcium, but she cannot prepare her own food because it
requires her to stand in the kitchen for 30 minutes or more—something that she cannot do.

The cost of the aide to prepare this food is not deductible either.

Deduction of Capital Home Improvements
Tax preparation lore is full of stories of persons deducting the cost of an indoor swimming pool
because their doctor prescribes “hydro-therapy” for their aching backs. The IRS frowns on such
overreaching.

In the case of the elderly, it is likely that questions about deductibility will arise as a result of the
installation of equipment that no one would want in their home but for their frailties.
The general rule with regard to the deductibility of capital expenditures is that you may deduct as
a medical expense any capital expenditures for equipment installed in the home if its main
purpose is medical care.
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The following have been permitted as deductions:
3

•

Elevating lifts (but, surprisingly, not the installation of elevators).

•

The addition of railings or support bars in the bathroom or elsewhere.

•

The modification of hallways and doorways to accommodate a wheelchair.

•

Any other modification, such as lowering counters or moving electrical outlets.

In calculating the deductible portion of the capital expenditure, the cost of improvements is
reduced by the increase in the value of the property.
Example 11-6
Because Ned is wheelchair-bound, he must have an asphalt path laid across his gravel and dirt
front yard. Without it, he cannot gain access to his house. The cost of this work is $5,000 and
after it is done an appraisal of Ned’s house shows that its fair market value has been increased by
$3,000. Only $2,000 is deductible as a medical expense. The other $3,000, presumably, will be
recouped on the sale of the home.

Deduction for Nursing Homes and Home Nursing Services
One area in which there had, up until recently, been much disagreement among practitioners was
the deductibility of medical expenses for long-term care, whether provided in the home or in a
nursing facility. Certain services, such as those provided by registered nurses or licensed
practical nurses, were clearly deductible whether provided in a nursing home or at home. Less
certain were those services, and particularly nursing home services, that were custodial in nature.
Custodial services are those that assisted the patient with what are known as the activities of
daily living such as feeding, dressing, toilet rituals, moving about, or bathing. Custodial services
are normally provided either by a personal care attendant (PCA) in a private home or in a
custodial care nursing facility.
Uncertainty arose from the lack of concrete guidelines. Thus, many tax practitioners advised
clients to deduct the entire cost of a nursing facility, meals and room charges included, while
others warned that the supposed “non-medical” nature of long-term care made nursing homes or
PCAs nondeductible. Some apportioned the costs among medical and non-medical charges
(therapy: yes, meal charges: no) deducting only a part of the cost. And it was often difficult for
the tax professional to draw the line.

3 Interestingly, although the IRS tax preparation guidebook gives the following example of deductibility: “Installing
porch lifts and together forms of lifts but generally not elevators,” on the same page the IRS gives as an example of
a partially deductible expense.. .yes.. .an elevator.
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For instance, while it was generally understood that maid-type services, i.e., general
housekeeping and cleaning, were not deductible, the preparation of meals, for instance, might
pose a more difficult problem. The preparation of general meals was a maid-type service, but
what about the preparation of special meals that might be deductible themselves? And what if the
services are not performed by a nurse but by, say, a family member paid for these services? In
one case, Estate ofDodge v. Commissioner, [20 T.C.M. 1811 (1961)], the court upheld a
deduction for nonprofessional nursing services provided by the taxpayer’s daughter, but the IRS
did not give this holding broad application.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
In 1996 the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, commonly referred to
as HIPAA,4 established rules governing the deductibility of the costs of long-term care. Most of
these rules were effective beginning in 1997. In addition, HIPAA established rules as to the
deductibility of long-term care insurance premiums as well as to the excludability of the receipt
of insurance proceeds from gross income [IRC §162(1)].

Chronically III
HIPAA amended the tax code to make clear the allowance as deductible medical expenses of the
costs of long-term care for a “chronically ill individual.” Deductible expenses include those
necessary for diagnostic, preventive, therapeutic, treating, mitigating, rehabilitative, and
maintenance or personal care services.

A chronically ill individual is one with either a severe functional or a severe cognitive
impairment. A person is deemed to have a functional impairment when he or she needs
substantial assistance in performing two or more of six specified “activities of daily living” and
this impairment has existed for at least 90 days.

4 This is also referred to by many people as the Kassebaum-Kennedy bill. HIPAA is perhaps best known as the law
that expands your health care coverage if you have lost your job, or if you move from one job to another. HIPAA
also protects you and your family if you have: preexisting medical conditions, and/or problems getting health
coverage, and you think it is based on past or present health. HIPAA also:

•
•
•
•

limits how companies can use your preexisting medical conditions to keep you from getting health
insurance coverage;
usually gives you credit for health coverage you have had in the past;
may give you special help with group health coverage when you lose coverage or have a new dependent;
and
generally, guarantees your right to renew your health coverage.

HIPAA does not replace the states’ roles as primary regulators of insurance.
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The six “activities of daily living” are as follows:
•

Eating,

•

Toilet rituals,

•

Mobility (a.k.a., “transferring”),

•

Bathing,

•

Dressing, and

•

Continence.

Cognitive Impairment
An individual is deemed to have a cognitive impairment when he or she requires substantial
supervision to protect the individual’s health or safety. A common ailment is a patient with
Alzheimer’s disease. Although such a patient might be physically healthy, the inability to
perform daily tasks can place the patient or others in physical jeopardy. If such a condition
requires substantial supervision by another person, this cost is deductible. [See generally IRC
§7702B(c).]

Example 11-7

Ronald has Alzheimer’s disease and lives in an apartment in which there is a gas-fueled oven.

The potential danger to himself and others likely qualifies the cost of his personal care attendant
as a deductible medical expense.

Prescribed Plan
The last prerequisite to deductibility is that the patient’s care be provided under a plan prescribed
by a licensed health care practitioner (physician, registered nurse, or licensed social worker). In
reality, this is no problem for patients in nursing homes because their admissions were almost
always under a health care plan.
Practitioner’s Note. Although a discussion of health care regulations is outside the scope of
this book, be aware that the rules of hospital admission, treatment, discharge, and after-care
are detailed and their scope and existence are as well-known to health care providers as the
tax code and rules are familiar to an accountant. So if a person is admitted to a state licensed
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nursing home (and particularly one that accepts either Medicare or Medicaid payments from
some or all of its patients), it is highly likely the admission of the patient was made under a
qualifying plan of care and would be tax-deductible.

There is a caveat for clients receiving care at home, however. Often, a family may hire a PCA to
help a parent continue to live outside a nursing facility. The problem arises when such home care
attendants are hired based on informal medical advice rather than on a formal written health care
plan. This may occur when a family asks the elderly patient’s doctor whether home care is a
good option. A doctor’s almost passive response that it “would not be a bad idea” is not the
strongest evidence of tax deductibility.
Remember to deduct the attendant’s charges as a medical expense, the patient receiving the
home care must be formally certified as chronically ill and the services provided under a formal
plan of care.

Written records of the attendant’s services should be kept and the deductible personal care
services should be distinguished from the nondeductible, maid-type services. Good
recordkeeping is essential under HIPAA because estimates of time might be insufficient. But if
all tests are met, the cost of a PCA is a deductible medical expense. The incidental costs of the
attendant’s hiring are also deductible: the PCA’s withholding taxes, the costs of meals provided
to the aide and, if the services required include having the aide sleep over, lodging costs.

Note that HIPAA prohibits a deduction for services provided to a patient by a spouse or other
relative who is not a licensed professional. The long list also includes descendants, stepchildren,
siblings and step-siblings, ancestors, stepparents, nieces and nephews, uncles and aunts, and
various in-laws. The effect is to overrule cases such as the Estate ofDodge v. Commissioner,
cited above.

Deductibility of Long-Term Care (LTC) Insurance
Before HIPAA, there was great uncertainty about the tax deductibility of long-term care (i.e.,
nursing home) insurance premiums. Simply, it was unclear whether insurance for nursing homes
could be deducted if the benefits ultimately paid out were nondeductible medical expenses (as,
for instance, the payment of a fixed daily amount when the patient was in a nursing home,
without distinguishing whether these amounts were for the medical or the room and board
components of the stay).
HIPAA contains detailed provisions on the tax treatment of long-term care insurance as well as
on the tax treatment of benefits received. The tax practitioner should be familiar with the
following provisions [IRC §7702B]:
•

Beginning in 1997, premiums for long-term care insurance are fully deductible as a
medical expense. They are treated as premium payments for the purchase of insurance.
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•

Benefits of up to $230 daily ($83,950 annually) are excluded from gross income (2004
figure; this may change annually).

•

Both the premium deductibility limitation and benefit exclusion limitation are adjusted
for inflation.

•

There are limits to the deductibility of premiums and exclusion of benefits as income,
however.

Deductibility is based on the insured’s age and the following rules apply:

Maximum Deductibles
If the taxpayer’s age before
the end of tax year is
40 or less
41-50
51-60
61-70
71 and older

then the maximum premium
deductibility is
$ 260
490
980
2,600
$3,250

Although the deductibility premiums benefit older taxpayers, this is misleading if viewed out of
context. Although a 71-year-old person may deduct up to $3,250, the policy will likely cost at
least that much, where for a younger person, e.g., a 51-year-old, the policy may be only $800.
Thus, the percentage of deductibility is fairly consistent. Additionally, most persons do not even
begin to consider long-term care insurance until they are in their mid- to late-sixties. It is rare for
younger persons to purchase their own policies.

Sale of Primary Residence
The established and familiar rules of tax deferral on the sale of a primary residence were gutted
in 1997. Former IRC §121 provided for a once-in-a-lifetime exclusion of up to $125,000 of
profit from the sale of a primary residence by a person over the age of 55. The new tax law
replaces this with a tax break of greater benefit to the entire population, not merely to seniors.
The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 now provides a home-sale capital gain exclusion of $250,000
per person ($500,000 per couple) to replace both the over-55 rule as well as the old deferral of
gain rule, i.e., that if you purchased a new residence of equal or greater value within 24 months
of selling your old one, then the gain on the sale of the primary residence would be postponed
[IRC §1034].
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To qualify for the exclusion, one must have owned and used the house as a principal residence
for at least two of the five years before the sale or exchange. This exclusion may be claimed only
once every two years. However, the exclusion may be available for a portion of the gain if the
taxpayer fails to meet these requirements because of health reasons, job relocation, or other
unforeseen circumstances.

Example 11-8

Theodore has owned the same home for 30 years. For the past year he has been in a nursing
home. During the two years before that, he lived in the home, however. If he must sell it, he is
still entitled to the exemption because, although he has not physically resided in the home for the
past year, his institutionalization is treated as a continued residency in the house.
Of particular importance to seniors here is that the new higher exclusion amount makes it an
easier decision in some cases to sell a property rather than hold it until death when the heirs
would receive a stepped-up basis (discussed later). In the field of elder law, this has always been
a concern regarding the following example:

Example 11-9

Greg and Dharma, both age 75 and in ill health, own a house that they bought in 1945 for
$10,000. Over the years they have made capital improvements totaling another $15,000 so that
their basis is $25,000. The fair market value of their house is now $300,000.
They have been thinking about selling their home since 1996, because they can no longer
maintain it.
If they had sold it for $300,000 in 1996, they would have been entitled to the IRC §121
exemption of $125,000, but would have had to pay a capital gains tax on the excess profit of
$150,000 ($300,000 sales price, less $25,000 basis, less $125,000 IRC §121 exclusion).
Assuming that they would have paid 28% of that profit as capital gains tax, the total tax bite
would have been $42,000. As a result of this, they made the decision to stay put.

Fast-forward to today. The same house sale today would yield no tax. The entire sales price is
less than the $500,000 exemption permitted to a couple.
As you can see, what might have been an important factor at the time has been done away with
by the new tax law. But be very careful: This above example considers only the tax implications.
You may have to factor in the Medicaid consequences as well: for example, should your client
turn an exempt homestead into nonexempt cash assets? It might not be in his/her best interest to
do so.
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Sale of Life Estates
Often an elderly client will transfer his/her residence to a child while retaining a life estate.
Ideally, of course, the parent will remain at home for the remainder of his/her life, at which point
the children will inherit the home. But not everyone can afford to hold on to a home, particularly
if the parents are institutionalized and the home is vacant. If the house is sold under those
circumstances, who, if anyone, is entitled to the capital gains tax exclusion? The IRS has dealt
with this question in two rulings.

In Revenue Ruling 84-43 it was held that the exclusion is available to a life estate holder as long
as that life estate constitutes the totality of the interest held by the life estate holder. Revenue
Ruling 85-45 holds similarly in the case where a house is placed into a trust with a life estate
reserved for the settlor. The facts of either of those rulings should be consulted in the event you
are faced with what appears to be a similar situation. The result may be different depending on
the nature and extent of the “incidents of ownership” retained by the settlor.
Practitioner’s Note. Obviously both of these rulings predate the latest Code changes. But
there does not appear to be any reason to declare them inapplicable to current sales of life
estates.

IRA and Elder Law Tax Planning
We are a nation of conflicting laws and IRAs provide a clear example of why. Congress, in
seeking to encourage savings for retirement, authorized the creation of IRAs and Keoghs.
However, while this money may have been intended by one congressional subcommittee to
provide income for retirement, apparently no one in any of the subcommittees dealing with
Social Security made the connection between the existence of retirement funds and Medicaid
eligibility. As a result, although an IRA may be a vehicle for deferring income taxation, should
an elderly client become ill, the IRA or Keogh itself is not an exempt asset and will have to be
invaded for the purpose of providing income for medical expenses. Current federal law,
however, exempts consideration of the pension funds of a non-applying spouse for the use of the
institutionalized spouse5 [see 42 USC §1396r-5(b)].
The accountant’s role takes on importance in advising a client whether to withdraw the IRA fully
and transfer it, waiting out the 36-month period for eligibility, or whether to keep the IRA intact,
drawing it out over a period of years. Two examples will serve to illustrate the possibilities.

5 It is advisable to check your applicable state law on this one.
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Example 11-10
A fairly healthy client desires to plan well in advance of the 36-month period. His largest asset is
a rollover IRA containing $300,000.

If the entire $300,000 was transferred immediately, not only may there be a substantial income
tax, but most likely a gift tax as well.
If the client is in good physical health, it might be advisable in this instance to have the money
transferred over a period of time.

Example 11-11

Assume the same facts, except that the client is currently ill and entering a nursing home.

With the cost of a nursing home exceeding $50,000 per year, it might be more advantageous to
have the individual withdraw most of the money currently, transfer it as a gift, and to retain an
amount necessary to pay for a nursing facility for the requisite waiting period (up to 36 months)
before gaining Medicaid eligibility.
If the gift and income tax is less than the cost of the nursing home, an overall savings might be
produced with this strategy. This is particularly true where the medical bills are deductible.

Naturally each client’s situation must be evaluated separately because the health, the amount of
the retirement fund, and the availability of income averaging will dictate the results. The point
here, however, is that IRAs cannot be viewed merely in the usual sense of income or estate tax
consequences. It does a client no good to save 28% of income tax if the result is the loss of 100%
of the money in the event of institutionalization.

Planning Tip. If you encounter a client with a large retirement plan, it is strongly urged that
you recommend such client for immediate elder planning, while they are either still healthy
or only in the beginning stages of illness. It may be possible to prepare a protective plan
using long-term care insurance and a plan of asset transfers. But, retirement plans require
early planning!
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Tax Benefits Available to
Children Caring for Their Parents
In relationship to the elderly client’s own income tax return, oftentimes an adult child will ask
whether he/she may claim a dependent exemption for a parent or deduct a parent’s medical bills
if he or she is paying them. Indeed, several tax benefits may be available to children caring for
parents.

Head of Household Status
A single person caring for an elderly parent in his/her household may be entitled to file as head
of household rather than as single. The tax bracket is lower for a head of household. Married
persons, however, cannot apply as head of households; but, then, the tax benefits of filing joint
returns are even better than those for head of household.

The simplest way to determine whether a client qualifies as head of household is to determine
whether he or she may claim an exemption for the parent.

See, generally, IRC §152 and the regulations promulgated thereunder as reference for claiming
exemptions and, therefore, head of household status.

Five Tests
In order for a child to receive an exemption for a parent, you must meet the following five tests:
1. Member ofHousehold Test—The parent must have resided with the child for the entire
year.

2. Citizenship Test—The parent must be a U.S. citizen or resident, or a resident of Canada
or Mexico.

3. Joint Return Test—The parent(s) may not file their own joint tax return for the tax year in
which the exemption is sought.
4. Gross Income Test—The parent must not have earned more than a certain amount during
the tax year. This figure is $3,100 in 2004.

5. Support Test—The child must pay for at least one-half of the household expenses of the
parent during the tax year.
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Household expenses include the costs of operating a home, such as mortgage payments, rents,
property taxes, utilities, insurance, and repair costs, as well as such items as groceries, clothing,
and medical care. Also counted as “support” would be the fair rental value of space occupied by
a parent living in the child’s home.
Many tax preparers believe that to meet the over 50% support test, the child must furnish for the
parent’s support an amount equal to the parent’s earnings plus at least $1.00 more. Interestingly,
however, in determining whether a child has provided more than half of the support of parent,
only monies actually expended by the parent count. As a result, if your clients plan wisely, they
might qualify for the exemption even though the amounts expended on the parents are not 50%+
of the amounts received by the parents during the tax year.

Example 11-12
Ned is a widower. His income consists of $6,000 per year from Social Security and $7,000 per
year from his pension, a total of $13,000.
Ned’s annual expenditures are $10,000. This includes shelter, food, and other needs.

Ned’s daughter, Stacey, believes that she must provide $13,001 to claim her father as a
dependent but, because his own income covers his expenses, she feels that she cannot qualify.

In fact, if Stacey pays $5,001 per year for the support of her father, while Ned pays the other
$4,999, Stacey will qualify for the exemption. It does not matter that her father has the means to
pay his own bills; what matters is that he did not.
What about the case in which more than one child contributes towards the support of a parent,
but no one child contributes more than 50%? Who, if anyone, is entitled to the exemption?

One might suppose that either no one is, or that the child who contributes the most may claim the
exemption. In fact, however, the procedure is very much similar to that when two parents divorce
and agree who will be entitled to the exemption. In such a case, so long as the aggregate
contributed by all children exceeds 50%, the children may agree among themselves who is
entitled to claim the parent as a deduction. One caveat: The child claiming the exemption must
have contributed at least 10% of the support.

Deductibility of a Parent’s Medical Expenses
If you may claim a parent as a dependent, you may also deduct that parent’s medical costs if you
itemize deductions. Such deductions are still subject to the 7.50% floor on medical deductions,
but not dependent on the earnings of the parent. Unlike the personal exemption, the child may
deduct the expenses of a parental dependent even though the parent has more than $3,1006 in
gross income [IRC §213 and Treas. Reg. §1.213].

6 This is the 2004 figure.
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Dependent Care Credit
A child who is entitled to claim the parent as a dependent may also be eligible for the dependent
care credit if he or she paid someone else to care for a disabled dependent so that he/she could go
to work or look for work. [See, generally IRC §21.]

Eligibility Tests
For the child to be eligible for the dependent care credit, you must meet several tests:

•

First, the parent must be incapable (physically or mentally or both) of providing for
his/her own care and, thus, need the full-time attention of a caregiver.

•

Second, the child’s household must be the parent’s principal residence. Normally, the
care might be provided by the caregiver in the child’s home (as, for example, by a home
care attendant). But if the care is provided outside the home (as in an adult day care
facility, for example), the dependent parent must generally spend at least eight hours each
day in the child’s home. Normally, this is not a problem, since the parent spends the night
there. This requirement is intended to prevent a child from claiming the dependent care
credit for a parent who is institutionalized. In fact, the credit is not available against the
costs of full-time institutional care.

The maximum qualifying expenses for the credit are $3,000 for one parent and $6,0007 for two
parents. That latter figure is also the maximum amount of deductible expenses regardless of how
many qualifying dependents the taxpayer has. Therefore, if both the husband’s and wife’s aged
parents are residing with them, the maximum credit is still $6,000. (Although, it should be noted
with tongue firmly in cheek, that they deserve a whole different type of “credit” in such a case!)
In addition, if the taxpayer couple also has minor children for whom dependent care is being
provided (day care, for example), the credit is still $6,000.
The amount of the dependent care credit ranges from 20% and 35% of the creditable expenses,
with the 35% maximum applying to taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes below $15,000. It is
highly likely that most children paying a parent’s qualifying expenses will only be entitled to the
minimum 20% credit, which kicks in for taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of $43,000 or
more.

And let us face it, for most taxpayers it would be difficult to support their own family as well as
a parent or parents on much less. As a result of this limitation, the dependent care credit,
although technically available, may not be the wisest choice. Generally, the credit may be
calculated on Form 2441: Child and Dependent Care Expenses or on Schedule 2 of Form 1040A.

7 These are the 2004 figures.
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Medical Expense Deduction
The tax preparer should explore the possibility of taking the dependent care expenses as a
medical expense deduction, assuming they qualify as such, rather than as a credit. This may seem
like a bad idea since we all know that a credit is worth more to a taxpayer than an itemized
deduction, and certainly more than a deduction subject to a 7.50% floor. But watch what can
happen in the right circumstances:
Example 11-13
Sam and Michelle Walton live together with Sam’s father and mother, affectionately known as
Grandpa and Grandma Walton and Michelle’s mother, affectionately known as Mommy Dearest.
They have a two-year-old son, John Boy.

All three parents require assistance during the daytime while Sam and Michelle are at work.
During that time, John Boy is in daycare.
It costs the Waltons $8,000 per year to care for their parents and $4,000 per year to care for John
Boy.
Assuming that
•

The entire amount spent on their parents would qualify for the medical deduction if the
Waltons itemized their deductions,

•

The 7.50% medical deduction floor has already been met by other expenses, and

•

The Waltons are entitled to a dependant care credit of 20%, and

•

The Waltons are in the 28% income tax bracket.

The Walton’s accountant could prepare their tax returns in one of two fashions:
Plan A: Parents Considered First
Parents’ care cost
Maximum amount of parents’ cost of care applicable
towards credit
Balance permitted as itemized medical deduction
John Boy’s care costs
Amount of John Boy’s cost of care applicable towards credit
(none; it is all used up by parents)

$8,000
6,000
2,000

4,000

0
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Credit received (20% of $6,000 maximum applicable for credit)

Value of medical deduction (28% of remaining $2,000 permitted
as itemized medical deduction)
Total value of credit and itemized deduction

1,200

560
$1.760

Plan B: Child Considered First
John Boy’s care costs
Maximum amount applicable towards credit (20% of $4,000)

$4,000
800

Parents’ care costs
Amount of credit remaining (20% of $2,000)
Balance allowed as itemized medical ($8,000 less $400 credit
applied)

8,000
400

Total credit received for John Boy and parents
($800 + $400)
Value of medical deduction (28% of $7,600)
Total value of credit and itemized deduction

7,600

1,200
2,128
$3,328

Analysis
As you can clearly see using the same facts, but first applying those expenses that would not
qualify for any other deductions (John Boy’s care) we have increased the total tax benefit (credit
and deduction) from $1,760 to $3,328, effectively saving the taxpayer $1,568, more than enough
to pay for the tax return preparation fee and a fruit basket at holiday time.

The dependent care credit is not limited to expenses paid for by children caring for their parents.
It is also available to one spouse who must pay for the care expenses of a disabled spouse.
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Estate, Gift, and Trust Taxation

Introduction
You learned in prior chapters, that assets must be transferred to protect them. These transfers are
treated under the Internal Revenue Code as are any other gifts.

In June 2001, President Bush signed into law the Economic Growth and Tax Relief
Reconciliation Act (EGTRRA) of 2001. Among its provisions is the elimination of the estate tax
by the year 2010. If that sounds good, rest assured that this law, like so many others that comes
out of Washington these days, has more twists and turns than a mountain road. And there is no
guarantee that it will ever be fully implemented. For proof of this scenario, just look at the
current estate tax law, which began raising estate tax levels from $600,000 in 1997, and was
scheduled to completely phase in at $1,000,000 by the year 2006. This law only made it until
2001 before it was changed.
As the saying goes, there is good news and bad news.

First, the good news: Following is a chart of the old and new estate tax exemptions. (The
exemption is the amount that every person can pass tax-free in the listed tax year.) For example,
under the old law a person dying in 2002 could leave $700,000 tax-free to his or her heirs; the
new law raises that amount to $1,000,000. By 2006, the exemption under the new law is
$2,000,000 rather than the $1,000,000 that it would have been under the old law.
Now the bad news: the new law also contains a “sunset” provision, which means that although it
will be fully implemented in the year 2010 (so that there is no estate tax at all that year), the law
is repealed in 2011 and we are back to the current law. (See how the chart below shows
$1,000,000 in both columns during the year 2011?)
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Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Old Law
Top Rate
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%

Exemption
$ 675,000
700,000
700,000
850,000
950,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

New Law
Top Rate
55%
50%
49%
48%
47%
46%
45%
45%
45%
0%
55%

Exemption
$ 675,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,500,000
No Tax
1,000,000

Naturally, the politicians have gone for the quick fix—“repealing” the estate tax and leaving it
for future generations of politicians to deal with the “un-repeal” when the time comes. Candidly,
few tax or estate planning professionals expect this law to ever see the year 2010 in its current
format. So the future remains uncertain and you should advise clients accordingly.

Gift Tax, Generally
Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §2501 imposes a tax on the transfer of property by gift. The tax is
due regardless of whether the gift is made to an individual or to a trust, whether it is tangible or
intangible, real or personal. All transfers without consideration (i.e., no legal value is exchanged)
are counted as gifts. The value of the gift is the fair market value at the time of transfer. If some
consideration is received for the gift, the value of the gift is reduced by the amount of
consideration.
Example 12-1
David gives his $50,000 vacation home to his son, Sol.

The value of the gift is $50,000.
Example 12-2
Assume the same facts as above, except that Sol agrees to assume David’s remaining mortgage
of $20,000.

The value of the gift is $30,000.
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Unified Credit
IRC §2001(c) and §2502(a) provide the rate schedules for the payment of estate and gift taxes.
Up until the enactment of the 2001 changes, the lifetime credit was “unified,” meaning that
whether you transferred the exempt amount by gift or by death, the results were the same.
Effective 2002, the law is no longer uniform: the gift tax is capped at $1,000,000 even though, as
you can see from the chart, the estate tax exemption equivalent rises to $3,500,000.

Annual Gift Exclusion
Effective January 1, 2005, the annual gift tax exemption rose from $10,000 per year to $11,000.
(this increase is the result of an inflation-indexing provision of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.)
Clients often believe that they can give no more than this amount in total each year, or that they
can give such gifts only to family members. Of course, neither of these beliefs are true.

This amount may be gifted per donee, regardless of kinship. Thus, if a client has three children
and seven grandchildren, a gift of $11,000 to each will yield a tax-free reduction in the donor’s
estate of $110,000 per year using only the annual credit. If the donor has a spouse, this amount
may be doubled to $220,000 either through a gift being given by each donor, or by employing
the gift-splitting option discussed below.

Another common, but misplaced, concern is when one spouse has most or even all the assets in
his or her name. You might explain that this is no problem. Using “gift-splitting,” spouses can
double this amount, regardless of whether only one spouse has actually made the gift [IRC
§2513].
Example 12-3

Joe gives his daughter Amy $22,000 in 2005. Joe’s wife Mary gives Amy nothing.

The gift tax return Form 709 provides a line for treating $11,000 of the gift as having been made
by Mary, thus resulting in no use of the lifetime exemption.

Application of Lifetime and Annual Exclusions
A gift in excess of $11,000 is not improper, but merely reduces the lifetime exemption.
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Example 12-4
John has $1,200,000. In 2005 he gives each of his six children $11,000. No tax is due.
If, instead, John gives each of his children $100,000, the first $1,000 to each child is not taxable;
the remaining $89,000 to each child reduces John’s $1,000,000 gift/estate tax exemption by
$534,000 (6 times $89,000). John’s remaining lifetime exemption is now only $466,000.

During the next year, John gives the remaining $600,000 to his children. Again, the first $66,000
($11,000 to each child) is excluded by virtue of the annual exclusion, but the remaining $534,000
does not qualify for the annual exclusion.
Because John only has $466,000 remaining of lifetime exclusion (the rest having been used the
year before), deduct $466,000 from the $534,000 to arrive at a taxable amount of $68,000.
John could have avoided even this by giving $11,000 gifts to each of his children’s spouses and
to his grandchildren.
For example, if each child were married, John could have excluded an additional $66,000 per
year under the annual exclusion (for a total of $132,000) and if each child also had two children
of his own (for a total of 12 children) an additional $132,000 could be given away.

Note. Prior to 2004, when the estate and gift tax credits were still unified, it would have made no
difference, of course, whether the lifetime exemption was used up by gifting or by inheritance.
That has now changed and so under current law, once a client has given $1,000,000 in lifetime
gifts (in excess the $11,000 annual exclusion), it may generally pay to advise the client to pass
on the remaining assets through inheritance.
Of course, all of this must be carefully considered in light of any divestiture planning, because it
clearly does no good to have a client bequeath his or her remaining holdings if those holdings
would end up being spent on nursing home costs long before death.

Medical/Educational Exemption
IRC §2503(e) provides for an unlimited gift deduction for the payment of educational or medical
expenses, regardless of the relationship of the donor to the donee, provided that the payments are
made directly to the educational institution or medical provider. A note of caution, however:
While such payments may be allowable for tax purposes, the same does not necessarily hold true
for Medicaid purposes. Such a gift will likely be deemed to be an asset transfer by the Medicaid
agency.
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Example 12-5

Sam wants to pay for his grandson’s college education. He writes a check for $20,000 payable to
Harvard University and suffers a heart attack on his way back from the mail box.
Although there is no gift tax due, should Sam require institutionalization and seek Medicaid
coverage, this $20,000 gift will trigger the 36-month waiting period and coverage might be
disallowed.

Note, however, that Sam has the right to rebut the transfer-to-qualify presumption. This might be
done by showing that the gift was not in contemplation of receiving Medicaid—he was healthy
before he mailed the check—but was for some exclusive other purpose, paying for his
grandson’s education.

Unlimited Marital Gift Deduction
IRC §2523 provides for an unlimited deduction for gifts made between spouses if several
requirements are met. First, the parties must be legally married at the time of the gift. Second, the
donee must be a U.S. citizen. Third, the gift must not be a terminable interest. In this respect, it is
very much like the unlimited marital deduction applying to estates of married decedents.

The freedom to make unlimited marital gifts is a tremendous bonus in asset protection planning.
This is true because Medicaid rules permitting an unlimited transfer to spouses disqualify a
transferor-spouse from receiving benefits.

Non-U.S. Citizen Spouse
A client, although a lifelong resident of the United States, may not be a U.S. citizen. The
unlimited transfer between spouses is not available to a non-U.S. citizen spouse. A noncitizen
spouse is allowed to receive tax-free $114,000 for 2004 instead of the usual $11,000 [IRC
§2523(i) adjusted by Rev. Proc. 2003-85]. Faced with this scenario, what does one do?
Generally, it is better to transfer the money and pay a tax on it than to spend it all for medical
costs. As onerous as the tax may be, it is not 100%, which medical and nursing home costs can
be.

Planning Point: Always find out as much about your client as possible whether involving
financial, business, or personal issues. Most clients may not think to voluntarily reveal this
information because, having experienced no different treatment in their payment of income,
FICA, property, and other taxes over the years, it will not occur to them that they would be
treated any differently in the estate or gift tax arena.
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Gift of Present Interest Required for Annual Exclusion
The annual gift exclusion is only permitted for a gift of a “present interest.” It is not permitted
for the gift of a future interest [Treas. Reg.§25.2511-2]. A present interest is one in which the
donee has a current unrestricted right to receive the gift. A future interest, generally, is one in
which the donee cannot compel receipt of the gift, unencumbered, until some future time. This is
particularly important in the case of gifts made to a trust.

Example 12-6

Carol creates an irrevocable trust for purposes of protecting her assets in the event that she ever
requires nursing home care. She transfers $100,000 into the trust, which provides that she is to
receive the income for life with the principal to be paid on her death to her four children.
The children do not have a present interest because they are not entitled to anything before their
mother’s death. Because her children have only a future interest, Carol is not entitled to claim an
exemption of $11,000 for any of the gift, let alone for each child. The entire $100,000 is a
taxable gift.
But do not forget that if Carol still has any of her lifetime exclusion ($1,000,000) the $100,000
gift may serve only to reduce the exclusion rather than result in the actual payment of a tax.

Similarly, a mere promise to make a gift in the future is not itself a gift.
Example 12-7

John gives his son James $11,000. James receives the check in hand and deposits it into his bank.
This is a completed gift of a present interest.

Example 12-8

John promises to pay $11,000 towards the education of Jimmy, his grandson, when Jimmy turns
18. Jimmy is currently five years old.
This is not a gift at all, but a promise to make one. A promise to make a gift is not the same as an
actual gift.
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Example 12-9

John places $11,000 into a trust that provides that the income from that money be paid to John
for the rest of his life but, on his death, the principal amount of $11,000 will be payable to his
son, James.
Because James has no right at the present time to withdraw the $11,000, but will receive it on the
death of his father, this constitutes a gift of a future interest.

Complete Versus Incomplete Gifts
Only completed gifts are subject to the gift tax. Generally, this means a gift that, once given, can
no longer be controlled or otherwise affected by the donor. [IRS rules explaining the
completeness of a gift are found at Treas. Reg. §25.2511.2(c).]
There is, of course, no issue of completeness when a spouse transfers assets to another spouse or
a parent to a child without any strings attached. However, in the elder law arena there are many
occasions when strings do remain. For instance, a couple might transfer their home to their
children but reserve a life estate. The string in this case is the right to remain in possession and
ownership for the remainder of their lives. The implication of keeping these strings is that the
purported gift will be counted in the estate of the donor under current code [see IRC §2036 et
seq].

In some cases a person makes a transfer that can be undone. This occurs most often where an
elderly client executes and funds a revocable trust. That the trust is revocable makes transfer of
any asset placed into the trust an incomplete gift. No gift tax is due in such a case, although an
estate tax will be due by virtue of IRC §2038 (Revocable Transfers). Note that a revocable trust
is seldom the proper method of transferring assets to protect them. Most often the trusts
employed are irrevocable trusts.

Irrevocable Trust
Generally, where a trust is made irrevocable, some portion of the transfer is deemed to be a
completed gift. In theory, if the settlor retains any interest in the trust, such as a right to the
income for the remainder of his/her life, this retained interest is not a gift, but the remainder
interest will be.
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Example 12-10
Amy executes an irrevocable trust into which she places $100,000. Amy reserves the right to
receive income from this trust for the remainder of her life with the principal then being paid to
her two children, Bob and Carol, in equal shares.
A gift has been made to the extent of Bob and Carol’s share.

Because the value of the remainder constitutes a completed gift, it is immediately taxable. In
addition, because the remaindermen of most Medicaid Trusts are usually given no right to
receive this property until the death of the settlor-income beneficiary, the transfer to them is
deemed to be a future interest with the result that no annual exclusion is allowed.
Normally, one might expect that, despite the unavailability of an annual exclusion, the gift tax
would be due on the transferred amount only. The value of the life interest is not taxed, only the
remainder interest is. In fact, the remainder and the life interest were once separately valued and
only the remainder was taxed.

Example 12-11

Same facts as Example 12-10, but assume that Amy was 75 years old at the time of the gift.
Using the applicable IRS tables the value of her life estate was .52149, while the value of the
remainder was .47851 (the total making 1.00 or 100% of the value).
Of Amy’s $100,000 transfer, only $52,149 was deemed to be a gift.

Assuming that the remainder beneficiaries had no immediate right to withdraw any of this
amount, there would be no annual exclusion and so the full $52,149 would be taxed or, more
appropriately, assuming no prior gifts, would simply reduce Amy’s lifetime credit exemption
equivalent by that amount.
Then IRC §2702 was enacted, which is not nearly as beneficial. This provision was added in
1990, as part of the Revenue Reconciliation Act, for the purpose of altering the normal valuation
rules for transactions between family members. The ostensible purpose of this law was to
prevent clever ways of reducing the value of a person’s estate by removing from it future
appreciation potential (the so-called Anti-Freeze rules). Although not aimed directly at seniors in
need of protective planning, they are, nevertheless, caught in its web.
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Anti-Freeze Rules
The provisions of the statute are very technical. As applied to elder law, however, it provides as
follows:
A transfer of an interest to a family member is deemed to be a gift of the entire amount
transferred, without regard to any retained interest, unless the transfer is deemed to be
“incomplete” or, in the case of a transferor’s home, it was placed into a qualified personal
residence trust (QPRT). Thus, whereas the transfer of assets into an irrevocable trust was
previously taxed at the remainder value only ($52,149 in the example above), now the entire
$100,000 would be taxed although, small consolation, the annual exemption amount is
permitted (for 2004, this amount was $11,000).

One way to avoiding the immediate imposition of the gift tax—although, remember, ultimately,
estate taxes will be due—is to make the gift “incomplete.” Have the grantor retain certain
incidents of ownership, such as the power to re-vest.
Although the foregoing lists some common methods of making a gift incomplete, the challenge
is to make a gift incomplete for gift tax purposes while making it complete for Medicaid
purposes. For instance, if the donor did keep the power to re-vest the property or to revoke the
transfer, would this protect the assets in the event of a Medicaid application? The answer is a
resounding no. So, while effective in avoiding the immediate payment of the gift tax, these
methods are actually harmful in the overall planning strategy.

Powers of Appointment
An effective way for making a gift incomplete for tax purposes while complete for Medicaid
purposes may be the use of a power of appointment. A power of appointment is the right to
direct the beneficial enjoyment of the property at some later time. This right means that the
ultimate beneficiary of a gift cannot be determined with 100% accuracy until the power of
appointment has lapsed or been used for the final time. Often, because the power is reserved
during the life of the donor, the ultimate beneficiary cannot be determined until the donor’s
death, at which point an estate tax would be due regardless.
Powers of appointment may be “general” or “special.” A general power is one that the owner
holder can exercise it in favor of himself, his creditors, his estate, or the creditors of his estate.
While this can avoid gift taxes, it is useless in the Medicaid planning context because the Social
Services agency can compel that it be exercised in a manner designed to have the money
returned.
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Example 12-12
Carlos has set up an irrevocable trust and has waited the necessary waiting period. His trust gives
him a general power of appointment. He later needs to apply for Medicaid.

The agency may demand, as a condition of eligibility, that Carlos appoint the trust principal to
the agency so that it may recover its payment after Carlos’ death.
A special power of appointment permits the holder to exercise power in favor of anyone other
than the holder, the estate, creditors or the creditors of the estate. Because the holder can only
benefit others, the asset is not counted for purposes of Medicaid eligibility.
The special power of appointment, therefore, when added to the terms of an irrevocable trust or
to the terms of a deed conveying real property to a Medicaid applicant’s family, is the ideal
method of protecting the asset while at the same time postponing the taxation on the transfer of
that asset until the death of the donor.

Other Considerations
Assuming that a gift tax return must be filed, the practitioner should be aware of certain other
things:
•

When to File

— The gift tax return (Form 709) is generally due by April 15 of the year following the
year in which the gift is made. A request for an extension to file the Income Tax
Return (Form 4868) automatically provides an extension to file the gift tax return as
well. Where a donor dies before filing the return, the return is due at the same time
that an estate tax return would be due.
•

Who Must File

— Generally, no gift tax return is due if the gift is $11,000 or under, or if it is to a spouse
who is a U.S. citizen. If the gift exceeds $11,000 per donee, or is to a non-citizen
spouse, or if “gift-splitting” is utilized, a return must be filed. State rules usually
parallel the federal, but it is important to consult the donor’s state laws.
•

Who Is Liable for Payment
— The donor is primarily liable for the payment of the gift tax. If the donor does not pay
it, then the donee is liable (IRC §2502). Because the payment of the tax is the donor’s
liability, for purposes of Medicaid eligibility the payment is not treated as an
uncompensated transfer and, thus, any tax paid will not result in a period of Medicaid
ineligibility above and beyond the ineligibility period resulting from the gift itself.
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Gifts as Income
A common question is whether a donee must report a gift by a donor as income on his/her own
tax return. In other words, if you receive an $11,000 gift, does it increase your taxable income by
$11,000 the same way that an increase in salary of that amount would? The answer is no. The
IRC specifically excludes a gift from the definition of income. However, any interest or
dividends earned from this gift are, of course, taxable [IRC §102(b)].

Example 12-13

Mary receives an $11,000 gift from her mother on July 1, 2004. She did not report this gift as
income on her 2004 tax return.

However, any interest earned by Mary from July 1, 2004, through the end of the year is reported
on Schedule B and a tax is due on this interest only.

Gifts From Trust
Until 1997, if the settlor of a revocable trust directed that a gift be made from trust assets directly
to a donee, and then that settlor died within three years of the gift, the asset would be counted as
part of his/her taxable estate. The strategy recommended by tax and legal professionals in such a
case was to first withdraw the money from the trust and then to gift it. This is no longer
necessary. The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 amended IRC §2035 so that now a transfer from a
revocable trust is treated as though it were made by the settlor directly from assets outside the
trust, and an annual exclusion is available for such a transfer.

The Estate Tax and the Step-Up in Basis
Tax deferral is usually preferable to the immediate payment of a tax, but it is not the only reason
for making an incomplete gift. There are great tax benefits associated with the inheritance of
property, the most important of which is the avoidance of a capital gains tax on the appreciation
of capital assets.

If an asset is includable in the estate under one of the provisions of Chapter 11A of the Internal
Revenue Code (i.e., IRC §2033—Property in which the decedent had an interest; IRC §2035—
Gifts made within three years of death; IRC §2036—Transfers with retained life estates; IRC
§2037—Transfers taking effect on death; or IRC §2038—Revocable transfers), then the
inclusion of that property in the taxable estate of the elderly client will also trigger IRC §1014.
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IRC §1014 provides the beneficiaries of property acquired by the death of another person with a
“step-up” in basis to the date-of-death value.

Example 12-14
John bought real estate in 1949 for $10,000. John continues to hold this property that, at the time
of his death, is worth $250,000.

Assuming that there are no state death taxes, and that the property is all that John owned, his
estate is not subject to federal estate tax.
However, because the property was owned by him at death, it gets a step-up in basis so that the
heirs receive the property with a basis of $250,000.

Assuming that they sold it immediately, upon sale there would be no tax, because, technically,
they have no profit. In reality, his heirs have a $250,000 profit. But under the tax code there is no
profit and, thus, no income tax.

However, an interesting problem is posed by this scenario. As discussed previously, it is risky to
have property in the name of an elderly person, because that property may have to be sold to pay
for medical bills, so the fact that the property is owned at death and would acquire a stepped-up
basis is irrelevant if there is a reasonable expectation that much or all of that money would be
spent on the patient’s care.
Practitioner’s Note. The Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 is
also scheduled to change the existing basis rules. Beginning January 1, 2011—again,
assuming that it is in effect that long—the stepped-up basis method is eliminated and capital
gains will be charged on a carryover basis method. There are some exceptions: the heirs of an
estate can choose $1.3 million dollars of assets to step up in basis. A surviving spouse can
choose up to an additional $3 million. So, for most middle class people, there will not be
much of an impact. And, again, this law only needs to be considered beginning later this
decade—assuming it is still with us at that time.

Reserve Life Estate
Recall that for Medicaid purposes, the reservation of a life estate remedies this problem,
particularly in the case of real property and specifically in the case of exempt real property.
Earlier in the book we discussed the class of exempt persons. It is possible to transfer appreciated
property to such an exempt person while reserving sufficient incidents of ownership to include
that property in the donor’s estate.
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Example 12-15
Max, age 77, has lived in his home for many years. His 45-year-old daughter, Maxine, has lived
with and taken care of him for the past two years. But the time is near when he must enter a
nursing home.

Max transfers his house, which he bought for $25,000 and is now worth $250,000, to his
daughter. This transfer is exempt for Medicaid purposes.
However, if he retains no incidents of ownership, his daughter might incur an income tax
liability on the $225,000 profit upon its sale.

A better solution might be for Max to reserve a life estate in the home. Maxine will continue to
live there until Max’s death (or beyond).
After the sale, she will owe no income tax on the difference between the fair market value on the
date of Max’s death1 and the selling price. (Of course, the transfer is subject to the gift tax laws.)

The above scenario may be less important in light of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, which
raises the capital gains exemption to $250,000 per person so long as that person resides in the
home as a primary residence for at least two years [IRC §121]. In the example above, if Maxine
had not used the home as her primary residence, the step-up in basis would have been very
valuable.

Appreciated Securities
The stepped-up basis is also highly useful in the case of appreciated securities.

Example 12-16

Max owns shares of IBM that he bought for $1,000 and they are currently worth $20,000. If Max
sells the shares, he will have to pay a capital gains tax on the $19,000 profit.
If Max makes a gift to his daughter (ignoring any gift tax due here), there will be income taxes
levied on the $19,000 profit.

However, if Max takes those shares and places them into a trust with the income (dividends in
this case) payable to him for life, and the trust still owns the IBM shares upon his death, they will
be includable for tax purposes in his estate.

1 Or the alternative estate valuation date if she so elects.
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But when Maxine receives them as an inheritance and sells them, her basis for determining
income tax will be $20,000, not $1,000. Assuming that Maxine is in the 28% tax bracket, the
income tax savings are about $5,300.

Note, however, that any profit after the date of death or alternate valuation date is taxable to the
donee.
Example 12-17
Maxine, who just acquired the shares of IBM with a basis of $20,000, sells them during a market
rally for $25,000.

She is taxable on the gain of $5,000.
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Powers of Attorney

Introduction
This chapter discusses the basic principles of, and necessity for, powers of attorney. Normally,
the accountant will not play a role in the preparation of the power of attorney, since he/she might
run afoul of his/her state’s rules governing the unauthorized practice of law.

But, because the document is one of the most important legal documents that a person can
have—it eliminates the expense and delay of having a court appoint a guardian for a mentally
incapacitated person—the accountant should be familiar with the document and should inquire
whether the client has one and, if not, should strongly suggest that one be obtained. In fact, the
AICPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services Task Force recommends that as part of the client
acceptance process you should discuss power of attorney (POA) with your potential client. A
client should identify a responsible family member or other party to act as the attorney-in-fact in
case of incapacity. An appropriate power of attorney should be obtained and the person holding
the power of attorney should be named, if possible, in the engagement letter.

What Is a Power ofAttorney?
A power of attorney is a legal relationship under which one person, the principal, authorizes
another, the agent or the attorney-in-fact, to act on his/her behalf. Under the written agreement,
the principal is bound by the actions of the attorney-in-fact. For example, should the attorney-in-fact
sign a contract for services, the principal must honor it. However, the agent has no personal
liability for acting in his/her capacity as an agent, as long as this relationship is disclosed to third
parties with whom he or she is dealing. In other words, to avoid personal liability, the attorney-in-fact
must disclose that he/she is signing on behalfof the principal.1
Powers of attorney are, generally, private agreements and are not normally recorded or filed in
court or in other government agencies. Some states impose a recording requirement, however,
and others may require recording before an agent conveys or otherwise encumbers real estate.
1 Differences usually exist in the specifics of each power of attorney based upon the jurisdiction in which you live.
This segment is a general discussion only. You will need to confirm the specifics applicable to your jurisdiction with
your attorney or with an Elder Law Attorney in your area.
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Some states require that powers of attorney be notarized; others require that they be witnessed.
Improper execution of a power of attorney may invalidate it. Therefore, understand the
requirements of the controlling state law before proceeding. For example, in New York you
would find it at NY General Obligations Law §5-1502 et seq., and in California you would find
it at California Civil Code §2460 et seq.
Whatever powers the agent possesses during the principal’s lifetime, that authority to act under a
power of attorney ends after the principal’s death. The power may be also revoked at will by the
principal.

Practitioner’s Note. Powers of attorney remain effective only during the lifetime of the
principal. When the principal dies, POAs become void.

What Types of POAs Are There?
Powers of attorney can be categorized according to
•

When they become effective.

•

How long they are effective.

•

What purposes they are effective for.

Springing Power of Attorney
Powers of attorney can be made effective immediately upon being signed by the principal, or
their validity may be postponed until some later event—most often the mental or physical
incapacity of the principal.

The former have no special name—they are known simply as “powers of attorney” or as
“general powers of attorney.”
The latter type are called “springing” powers of attorney because the agent’s authority only
“springs up” upon a certain occurrence.
A power of attorney can be made effective upon the signing of the document, or be triggered
only in the case of mental incapacity of the principal. The latter are called springing powers of
attorney because the agent’s authority only springs up if the principal becomes disabled. A
doctor’s certification of disability is often required in order for the agent to be authorized to act,
although in some cases the principal may designate a non-medical third party to make the
determination as to when it becomes effective.
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A springing power of attorney may appeal to a client in theory to assure no one has access to
his/her assets unless he/she is incompetent. In practice, using the power can actually cause delays
while the agent attempts to prove to a party, e.g., a bank, that the necessary prerequisites have
been met. Thus, a springing power of attorney may actually cause delays—the very circumstance
one is trying to avoid.

Immediate Versus Springing Powers of Attorney
Many people assume—incorrectly—that powers of attorney only take effect upon their
becoming mentally incapacitated. On the contrary, a general “non-springing” power of attorney
form is valid when it has been executed in accordance with your state’s laws. This means that the
agent can use it immediately.
Many clients are concerned about this and wonder whether it would be better to execute only a
springing power of attorney. As a general rule, your author does not recommend springing
powers of attorney because the requirement for proving the principal’s disability can only cause
delays—the very thing you are trying to avoid.

Most people do not realize that findings of mental incapacity or incompetence are legal
determinations, not medical ones. Judges declare people to be incompetent. Doctors do not.

Durable Power of Attorney
Powers of attorney may also be “durable” or “nondurable.” Durable powers of attorney remain
valid even if the principal becomes mentally incapacitated, and they permit the agent to act when
the principal can no longer do so for him or herself. Nondurable powers of attorney, on the other
hand, do not permit an agent to act in the event of the principal’s mental incapacity. Thus, they
become useless just when you need them the most.
Durable powers of attorney are the only types the author would recommend for incapacity
planning for obvious reasons: What good does it do to have a nondurable POA that will become
ineffective upon the principal’s mental incapacity?

Bank-Drafted
When investigating whether a client has executed a power of attorney, you should always make
sure that the power is not merely a bank or brokerage firm form. This is not to say that
institution-issued powers of attorney are inadvisable. Quite to the contrary, many institutions
insist on having their own forms filled out and on file. However, the form is rarely enforceable
beyond that institution.
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It is strongly recommended that you or your clients contact institutions to determine whether
they will honor a general durable power of attorney or whether they require their own form. If
they require that their own forms be kept on file, clients should request those forms, then
complete and return them to the bank or brokerage firm.

Gift-Giving
In advising an elderly client on the need for a power of attorney, you might also recommend that
he/she discuss with his/her attorney the advisability of including in the power a provision
authorizing the agent to make gifts of the principal’s assets and/or the advisability of permitting
the agent to receive gifts from the assets.
There are several important advantages of such a power: First, the agent can make annual gifts
(up to $11,000) on behalf of the principal, thus reducing the taxable estate. Second, in the event
that the principal requires institutionalization, the agent may elect to make gifts to family
members as part of an asset-protection plan.

Do not assume, however, that the power to make gifts is an inherent part of a power of attorney.
There have been Technical Advice Memoranda (TAMs) and court cases that have held that gifts
made under a power of attorney not specifically conferring the right to make gifts would be
included in the taxable estate of the principal.
For instance, see Estate of Casey, 948 F2d 895, reversing 58 TCM 176 (CA 4th Cir.), and TAM
9231003 and TAM 9342003. Generally, an agent who makes gifts to himself is presumed to be
in violation of the fiduciary agency relationship and has performed a prohibited act of self
dealing. Therefore, if such a gift-giving power is contemplated, it should be stated in the
agreement.

Finally, one must be mindful of any limitations placed on the gift-giving power. It might be what
the principal wants, but it might also represent a lack of careful consideration. For instance, the
State of New York’s statutory power of attorney form contains a provision authorizing gifts “not
to exceed $10,000.” While the legislature’s intention might have been to provide its citizens with
the means of protecting the annual gift tax exclusion for such gifts, it ignores the obvious
planning benefits—tax and otherwise—of transferring more than that amount in any given year.

Why Are POAs So Important?
Powers of attorney are the cornerstone of any well-prepared plan for assuring continuity in the
event of a client’s incapacity. In order to understand why they are so important, it is best to
understand what happens if a client does not have one.
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If the client becomes mentally incompetent and has not given someone a durable power of
attorney, his or her family might have to go to court to obtain a guardianship over that person.
The main drawbacks of this procedure are
•

Cost—Clients can expect to pay between $3,000 and $5,000 in legal fees and court costs;

more if there are special problems or concerns.
•

Time—It may take months for the court procedure to be completed. Then, once someone
has been appointed as guardian, he or she must account annually to the court for
expenditures made on the incapacitated person’s behalf.

In most cases, however, a power of attorney avoids this simply because the agent is already
authorized, via the power of attorney, to act on behalf of the principal.
One of the most common mistakes that clients and their families make is simply assuming that
because they have some access to some assets, they have power of attorney. For instance, in the
author’s experience, clients have erroneously affirmed that they had a power of attorney when, in
fact, all they had was a joint account or, in some cases, an “in trust for” account (which affords
no access whatsoever.) In more than a few cases, clients have made the mistake of answering
along the following lines: “Yes, I have power of attorney. I’m named executor in Mom’s will.”
What such respondents fail to recognize is that the executor takes over after death, not while the
person is still alive—despite the fact that the person may be mentally incompetent.
Many people assume, quite incorrectly, that spouses do not need powers of attorney for each
other. Often this notion is the result of years of taking for granted that each, individually, may
access joint bank accounts. What works for bank accounts, however, does not work for all other
assets. For instance, if a husband and wife own real property together, it is often in a form known
as “tenancy by the entirety” which means that neither spouse can sell without the agreement of
the other. In the event of the incapacity of the second spouse, the lack of a power of attorney may
force one spouse to commence a guardianship proceeding in order to obtain permission to sell
the marital home. This can be quite traumatic, not to mention entirely wasteful.

When Should the Principal Give the Completed
Power of Attorney Form to the Agent?
Some people are concerned that a power of attorney in the hands of another will be used against
them. A power of attorney can be a tool or a weapon depending on whose hands you place it in.
If you would not trust a person with a loaded gun, then you have no business making that person
your agent. Make sure your clients understand this.

The question of when to give the agent the power of attorney is a matter of personal preference.
In dealing with the parent-as-principal, child-as-agent situation, many parents will have the
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utmost trust in their children and will give them the form as soon as it is signed. Others will feel
more comfortable if possession only comes into the hands of the child once the parent has
become incapacitated. Either choice is acceptable as long as the agent knows that he/she is the
agent and where to find the completed form when it is necessary.

Advise clients never to keep a power of attorney form in a safe-deposit box or other place (i.e., a
home safe), which is inaccessible to the agent in the event of the client’s mental or physical
incapacity. It defeats the purpose of having a power of attorney if the agent does not have
immediate access to it. As part of your inventory of documents at the inception of an eldercare
services engagement, you should note the existence and location of the power of attorney. You
should obtain a copy for your workpapers.

What Is Covered by the Power of Attorney?
Virtually any activity may be covered under—or excluded from—a power of attorney. This
section should give the eldercare services practitioner some idea of the broad scope possible
under a power of attorney. Some of these roles will be filled by the eldercare services
practitioner through the contractual relationship established by the engagement letter and any
necessary agency agreements that the client has signed on behalf of the eldercare services
practitioner. Among the more common and useful areas of coverage for a POA are the following:

Real Estate Transactions
Regarding any real estate they own, clients should consider giving their agents the ability, among
other things, to
•

Buy, sell, exchange, lease, and sublet property.

•

Acquire or dispose of real estate in any other fashion.

•

Mortgage the property or satisfy an existing mortgage.

•

Manage and conserve the property, including insuring it.

•

Pay or contest tax assessments.

•

Repair, alter, develop, or improve the property.
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Bond, Share, and Commodity Transactions
The client may give the agent the ability to engage in

•

Buying and selling securities (including selling short).

•

Buying or writing options.

•

Pledging securities as collateral for a loan.

Banking Transactions
The agent generally has the same rights as the principal in regard to bank accounts. Agents may
•

Make deposits and withdrawals.

•

Sign checks.

•

Open new accounts (including joint accounts).

•

Close accounts.

•

Lease safe deposit boxes.

•

Access safe deposit boxes.

•

Borrow money on the principal’s behalf.

•

Purchase traveler’s checks.

Business Transactions
The agent may be given the authority to
•

Perform any duty.

•

Discharge any liability.

•

Exercise any right that the principal of a business might do for him/herself.

For example, an agent may
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•

Continue any business arrangement (including entering into any contracts that may be
required for the continuation of the business).

•

Enter into a partnership.

•

Change the format of the business to a corporation.

•

Collect accounts receivable.

•

Pay debts.

•

Deal with employees and agents of the business (including hiring and firing).

•

Sell or terminate the business if doing so is in the principal’s best interest.

Practitioner’s Note. If you have a client—elderly or not—who has a business, you would
be doing that client a tremendous service by reviewing that client’s arrangements for
continuation of the business in the event of mental incapacity. (It would not be a bad idea to
review the death succession planning either.) You might explain to the client that without a
power of attorney a mental incapacity could shut the business down. This is even more
significant if family members rely on the business owner for support.

Insurance Transactions
A power of attorney can give the agent the right to
•

Procure, continue or terminate the principal’s life, accident, health, disability, medical,
long-term care or liability insurance policies.

•

Borrow against policies (where this is possible).

•

Elect the beneficiary.

One thing that should be considered—either as a specific power or as a limitation—is the right of
the agent to change the named insurance beneficiaries. The power to change beneficiaries might
be useful because there may be situations, particularly when a designated beneficiary is
institutionalized, when being named as the beneficiary may be counterproductive.
For example, the most common reason why the principal might authorize someone to change
beneficiaries is catastrophic illness. If one spouse is in a nursing home and the other is likely to
pass away shortly, it will probably do the institutionalized spouse no good to be named as
beneficiary because the proceeds might all go towards paying for the cost of the nursing home.
In such a case, the agent might find it prudent to designate a different beneficiary—a child or
children, perhaps—to receive any insurance benefits.
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In addition, should one of the principal’s life insurance beneficiaries die, it may be important to
be able to change the beneficiary designation so that, upon the principal’s death, the proceeds of
the policy are not paid by the insurance company to the “estate” of the principal. This is
especially true if there are no other assets in the probate estate.
Example 13-1
Jack, a widower, has planned his estate carefully in order to avoid probate. Everything he owns
is either jointly held or “in trust for” one of his heirs. Jack’s life insurance names his wife as the
beneficiary, but she has predeceased him. The policy fails to name a contingent beneficiary. This
results in the insurance policy being paid to his estate and necessitates the probate of Jack’s will.
Had Jack’s agent been able to designate a new beneficiary upon the death of Jack’s wife, the
agent might have designated Jack’s children by name, thus avoiding the problem.

Estate Transactions
A person holding a power of attorney cannot change the Last Will & Testament of his principal.
The reason for this, generally, is that, legally, the level of mental competence required to make a
will is different from that required to enter into an agent-principal relationship. In addition, the
fact that the principal gave a power of attorney to someone would not prevent the principal from
later making a will. In short, one has no effect on the other.
An agent may be given the ability to perform certain functions in connection with the estate of
another person. (Remember: a power of attorney is no good once the principal dies.)

For example, if the principal is institutionalized and receives a “surprise” inheritance—someone
in the family dies without a proper estate plan—the agent might be authorized to execute a
qualified disclaimer renouncing any interest in the inheritance and passing the receipts on to the
principal’s children. Why would the agent do so? For the same reason discussed above regarding
life insurance: Why accept money if doing so would only cause an interruption in Medicaid
benefits? Whereas, by disclaiming the money, it might pass on to others who could best benefit
from it.
Disclaimers are also very useful for minimizing or eliminating estate taxes. If a client is near the
federal estate tax threshold and does not need any more money, then a disclaimer may pass an
inheritance on to the children directly, rather than through the principal’s own estate. This could
save the family thousands of dollars in unnecessary tax payments.
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Claims and Litigation
An agent can be given the right to

•

Represent the principal in any claim or litigation before any court, administrative board
or tribunal.

•

Hire an attorney on behalf of the principal to
— Defend in litigation.
— Prosecute an action on the principal’s behalf.

The classic example of this might be where a principal is badly injured in an automobile accident
and is rendered mentally incapacitated as a result. The agent can hire an attorney to sue rather
than first seeking court authority for a guardianship proceeding.

Retirement Benefit Transactions
The agent may be permitted to
•

Contribute to or withdraw from the principal’s retirement plan (such as an IRA or
company pension plan).

•

Make investment decisions and otherwise manage retirement funds.

•

Change beneficiaries of retirement plans.

The ability to change beneficiaries would be useful for the same reason as for life insurance
policies—there may be situations where it is not advantageous to have an institutionalized person
in a position to receive additional financial benefits.

Personal Relationships and Affairs
Agents can be given as much latitude as the principal would care to give. For instance, New
York’s standard power of attorney contains a heading called “Personal relationships and affairs”,
which permits the agent to do the following:
•

Provide for the support of the principal’s spouse, children and other dependents,
including food, clothing, shelter, education, vacations, automobiles, and other travel
expenses.

•

Provide for medical, dental, surgical, and hospital care for the principal’s dependents.
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•

Open or continue charge accounts for dependents of the principal.

•

Continue payments for club memberships and other such affiliations.

•

Continue charitable contributions.

•

Receive any salary, bonus, or benefits due the principal.

Gift-Giving Power
If desired, the principal may give the agent the power to make gifts, even to the agent.

Most people wonder why they might want their agent to have the power to give gifts. There are
several reasons:
•

First is tax planning. If the principal, who is mentally incapacitated, has a large estate, the
agent can make annual $11,000 gifts, thus reducing the principal’s taxable estate.

•

Second, the ability to direct the assets to family members in the absence of a will could
help to distribute the estate in a more evenhanded manner than would result from a
client’s death intestate.

There are other reasons, but these two are very important.

Caution. When giving a power to give gifts, it is always a good idea to set specific
limitations. Otherwise, what is to stop an agent from “gifting” the principal’s entire estate to
him/herself? As a general rule, you should recommend that the gift-giving power not be
exercisable so long as the principal is mentally fit. In other words, the gift-giving power is
triggered by the mental incapacity of a principal. In addition, and very importantly, you
should recommend a provision that requires the agent to make gifts in accordance with an
existing estate distribution plan, be it a trust or a will. In other words, if the principal has
directed that his/her estate be divided into three equal shares at death, then the agent must
make gifts in equal proportion among the three named beneficiaries.

It is important that the gift-giving power be spelled out clearly. There have been several private
letter rulings and court cases, which have held that gifts made under a power of attorney that did
not specifically confer the right to make gifts, would be included in the taxable estate of the
principal. If it is anticipated that the attorney-in-fact have the authority to gift to him/herself, this
should be specifically included in the power. In the absence of specific notice in the power of
attorney, this act is presumed to be a violation of the fiduciary agency relationship and an act of
self-dealing. Therefore, if such a gift-giving power is contemplated, it should be specifically
included.
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Tax Matters
It is wise to include a provision authorizing an agent to
•

Complete and file any tax returns that are required to be filed.

•

Pay taxes.

•

Receive, on the principal’s behalf, any tax refunds that may be due.

•

Appoint representation for the principal before the IRS or other taxing authority.

(Please note, however, that the IRS and a state or city tax department may require different or
additional forms.)

How Should a Principal Choose His/Her Agent?
The elderly person should carefully consider the person to be named as attorney-in-fact in a
durable power of attorney. A child or other responsible party named as attorney-in-fact in a
durable power of attorney immediately assumes the powers and authority granted therein. If the
attorney-in-fact suddenly incurs financial problems, the temptation to utilize assets of the
principal may be quite tempting. If the principal is still competent, the power of attorney could,
of course, be revoked; but if the principal is no longer competent, the attorney-in-fact would
have the ability to operate at will, even, perhaps, to the detriment of the elderly person or any
heirs.

Therefore, the person designated as attorney-in-fact should be someone who
•

Is trusted implicitly by the elderly person.

•

Is acceptable to other interested parties (family members, heirs).

•

Has the ability to

— Consult with lawyers, accountants and medical personnel.
— Make decisions concerning legal, financial and medical affairs.

If no such person exists, then, perhaps, the eldercare services client should not execute a durable
power of attorney and should simply leave the matter to the courts when he/she becomes unable
to handle his/her own affairs.

In general, the author feels that the eldercare services practitioner should not consent to be an
attorney-in-fact under a durable power of attorney from an eldercare services client. When this
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happens, the eldercare services practitioner ceases to be “independent” and objective. Regardless
of the purity of motives of the CPA, he/she would be opening him/herself to enormous liability.
If the eldercare services client cannot trust any of his or her children, heirs, or close associates in
this matter, the solution may be to not execute such a document and to have the court appoint a
guardian when necessary.
As a part of undertaking the eldercare services engagement, the practitioner should carefully
consider the reputation and abilities of the person designated as attorney-in-fact in a durable
power of attorney. As the engagement progresses and the competency of the eldercare services
client declines, this individual will increasingly become the person whom the practitioner

•

Consults.

•

Provides information.

•

Makes recommendations.

•

Receives decisions from concerning actions to be taken.

You should assess this agent as part of your client acceptance process.

Are Powers of Attorney Recorded Anywhere?
Powers of attorney are, generally, private agreements and are not normally recorded or filed
anywhere. Some states do impose a recording requirement, however, and others, which do not
ordinarily have such a requirement, may require it when the agent conveys or otherwise
encumbers real estate. Some states require that powers of attorney be notarized; others require
that they be witnessed. Improper execution of a power of attorney may invalidate it. Therefore,
the practitioner should consult the appropriate state law regarding powers of attorney to properly
adhere to any signature and recording requirements.

Does an Attorney-In-Fact Bind the Principal by His/Her Actions?
The principal is bound by the actions of the attorney-in-fact. For example, should the agent sign
a contract for services, the principal will be bound to it. Should the agent contract to sell the
principal’s house, the principal is bound by that contract. This assumes, of course, that the agent
was authorized to perform a particular task. If, for example, the principal has not given the agent
the right to sell real estate, or has given the agent the right to do so for one property but not for
another, the limitations may not be exceeded.
As a general rule, assume that the agent is the alter ego of the principal. If the authority is given
by the principal, the principal is bound by any exercise of that authority. The best protection, of
course, is to never give power of attorney to someone who is not completely trustworthy.
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Is an Attorney-In-Fact Personally Liable for the Debts and Obligations of the
Principal?
One of the most common concerns of potential agents is whether they assume any type of
personal liability if they act as power of attorney. There is no personal liability if the attorney-in-fact
is acting in his/her capacity as agent so long as this relationship is disclosed to third parties
with whom he/she is dealing.
In other words, in order to avoid personal liability, the attorney-in-fact must indicate that he/she
is signing on behalf of the principal. To accomplish this, the agent signs as follows:
“(name of the principal) by (name of the agent), as Attorney-in-Fact.”

or
“(name of the principal) by (name of the agent), POA.”

So, for example, if your attorney-in-fact signed a contract as shown above, the principal would
be bound by that contract, but the agent would not incur any personal liability. In order for the
agent to avoid personal liability, the “agency relationship” (i.e., that he or she is signing on
behalf of someone else under a power of attorney) must be disclosed. Make sure that the
designated agent knows this.

Revocation of a Power of Attorney
All powers of attorney may be revoked in writing or, if the principal has never given it to his/her
agent, it may simply be destroyed. In some cases the principal will also need to inform the
people or institutions who—in reliance upon the power of attorney form—are dealing with the
agent, that the POA has been revoked. This last requirement is very important because some
states have laws stating that until a third party knows of the revocation, it is ineffective.

Example 13-2
Sam gives a general, durable POA to his son, Samson. It contains a provision authorizing the
agent to gain access to the principal’s bank accounts. Sam banks at Johnson Savings & Loan
(Johnson), and Samson has provided Johnson with a copy of his POA from Sam. Johnson
permits him to access Sam’s account. One day, Sam gets steamed at Samson and revokes his
POA. Sam advises Samson but neglects to inform Johnson. The next day, Samson goes into
Johnson and withdraws Sam’s money under his authority as POA even though it was revoked the
day before. When Sam sees the withdrawal, he sues Johnson for allowing Samson to access the
account after the revocation. Because Johnson has no notice of the revocation, it will not be
liable to Sam.
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Is a Power of Attorney Drafted in One State Good in Other States?
A power of attorney is, in essence, a contract between the principal and his/her agent. Contracts
executed in one state are generally binding in any other state. As such, a power of attorney valid
in the state in which it was drafted should be valid anywhere in the United States. However,
some states may refuse to honor a power of attorney form drawn in one state in connection with
the sale or transfer of real estate in that other state.
It is strongly urged, if your client has real estate in more than one state, or if he/she spends a
great deal of time in more than one state (as in seasonal residence), to have powers of attorney
drafted in each state in which real estate is situated or in which time is spent.
The reason for this is practicality: a power of attorney is intended to afford the agent quick
ability to gain access to, or made decisions about, the principal’s property, but if the third party
being asked to honor the power of attorney questions its format or doubts its validity, you have
effectively slowed down the process. In addition, although the legal principles of comity and full
faith and credit (whereby one state recognizes, honors and enforces legal agreements or
decisions made in another state) should make a general power of attorney enforceable in all other
states, there may be slight but important differences in the laws, which may affect its usefulness,
particularly in decisions affecting real property.
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Sample Powers of Attorney
The following present some sample Powers of Attorney documents from selected states for your
review:

•

Exhibit 13-1—California Uniform Statutory Form Power of Attorney

•

Exhibit 13-2—Uniform Statutory Form Power of Attorney (California Probate Code
Section 4401 Prob.)

•

Exhibit 13-3—Durable General Power of Attorney (New York Statutory Short Form)

•

Exhibit 13-4—Texas Statutory Durable Power of Attorney

•

Exhibit 13-5—Florida General Durable Power of Attorney
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Exhibit 13-1
California Uniform Statutory Form Power of Attorney
Exhibit 13-1
CALIFORNIA UNIFORM STATUTORY FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY
THE POWERS YOU GRANT BELOW ARE EFFECTIVE
EVEN IF YOU BECOME DISABLED OR INCOMPETENT

CAUTION: A DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL
DOCUMENT. BY SIGNING THE DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY, YOU ARE
AUTHORIZING ANOTHER PERSON TO ACT FOR YOU, THE PRINCIPAL. BEFORE
YOU SIGN THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE
IMPORTANT FACTS: YOUR AGENT (ATTORNEY-IN-FACT) HAS NO DUTY TO ACT
UNLESS YOU AND YOUR AGENT AGREE OTHERWISE IN WRITING. THIS
DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE POWERS TO MANAGE, DISPOSE OF, SELL,
AND CONVEY YOUR REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, AND TO USE YOUR
PROPERTY AS SECURITY IF YOUR AGENT BORROWS MONEY ON YOUR BEHALF.
THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT GIVE YOUR AGENT THE POWER TO ACCEPT OR
RECEIVE ANY OF YOUR PROPERTY, IN TRUST OR OTHERWISE, AS A GIFT, UNLESS
YOU SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZE THE AGENT TO ACCEPT OR RECEIVE A GIFT.
YOUR AGENT WILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE REASONABLE PAYMENT FOR
SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY UNLESS YOU
PROVIDE OTHERWISE IN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY. THE POWERS YOU GIVE
YOUR AGENT WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST FOR YOUR ENTIRE LIFETIME, UNLESS
YOU STATE THAT THE DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL LAST FOR A
SHORTER PERIOD OF TIME OR UNLESS YOU OTHERWISE TERMINATE THE
DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY.
THE POWERS YOU GIVE YOUR AGENT IN THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST EVEN IF YOU CAN NO LONGER MAKE YOUR OWN
DECISIONS RESPECTING THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR PROPERTY. YOU CAN
AMEND OR CHANGE THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY ONLY BY EXECUTING
A NEW DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY OR BY EXECUTING AN AMENDMENT
THROUGH THE SAME FORMALITIES AS AN ORIGINAL. YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO
REVOKE OR TERMINATE THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY AT ANY TIME, SO
LONG AS YOU ARE COMPETENT.

THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY MUST BE DATED AND MUST BE
ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE A NOTARY PUBLIC OR SIGNED BY TWO WITNESSES. IF
IT IS SIGNED BY TWO WITNESSES, THEY MUST WITNESS EITHER (1) THE SIGNING
OF THE POWER OF ATTORNEY OR (2) THE PRINCIPAL’S SIGNING OR
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF HIS OR HER SIGNATURE. A DURABLE POWER OF
ATTORNEY THAT MAY AFFECT REAL PROPERTY SHOULD BE ACKNOWLEDGED
BEFORE A NOTARY PUBLIC SO THAT IT MAY EASILY BE RECORDED.
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YOU SHOULD READ THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY CAREFULLY. WHEN
EFFECTIVE, THIS DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL GIVE YOUR AGENT THE
RIGHT TO DEAL WITH PROPERTY THAT YOU NOW HAVE OR MIGHT ACQUIRE IN
THE FUTURE. THE DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY IS IMPORTANT TO YOU. IF
YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY, OR ANY
PROVISION OF IT, THEN YOU SHOULD OBTAIN THE ASSISTANCE OF AN
ATTORNEY OR OTHER QUALIFIED PERSON.
NOTICE TO PERSON ACCEPTING THE APPOINTMENT AS ATTORNEY-IN-FACT BY
ACTING OR AGREEING TO ACT AS THE AGENT (ATTORNEY-IN-FACT) UNDER THIS
POWER OF ATTORNEY YOU ASSUME THE FIDUCIARY AND OTHER LEGAL
RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN AGENT. THESE RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE:

1. THE LEGAL DUTY TO ACT SOLELY IN THE INTEREST OF THE PRINCIPAL AND
TO AVOID CONFLICTS OF INTEREST.
2. THE LEGAL DUTY TO KEEP THE PRINCIPAL’S PROPERTY SEPARATE AND
DISTINCT FROM ANY OTHER PROPERTY OWNED OR CONTROLLED BY YOU. YOU
MAY NOT TRANSFER THE PRINCIPAL’S PROPERTY TO YOURSELF WITHOUT FULL
AND ADEQUATE CONSIDERATION OR ACCEPT A GIFT OF THE PRINCIPAL’S
PROPERTY UNLESS THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY SPECIFICALLY AUTHORIZES YOU
TO TRANSFER PROPERTY TO YOURSELF OR ACCEPT A GIFT OF THE PRINCIPAL’S
PROPERTY. IF YOU TRANSFER THE PRINCIPAL’S PROPERTY TO YOURSELF
WITHOUT SPECIFIC AUTHORIZATION IN THE POWER OF ATTORNEY, YOU MAY BE
PROSECUTED FOR FRAUD AND/OR EMBEZZLEMENT. IF THE PRINCIPAL IS 65
YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER AT THE TIME THAT THE PROPERTY IS TRANSFERRED
TO YOU WITHOUT AUTHORITY, YOU MAY ALSO BE PROSECUTED FOR ELDER
ABUSE UNDER PENAL CODE SECTION 368. IN ADDITION TO CRIMINAL
PROSECUTION, YOU MAY ALSO BE SUED IN CIVIL COURT. I HAVE READ THE
FOREGOING NOTICE AND I UNDERSTAND THE LEGAL AND FIDUCIARY DUTIES
THAT I ASSUME BY ACTING OR AGREEING TO ACT AS THE AGENT (ATTORNEYIN-FACT) UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY.
DATE:__________________

(SIGNATURE OF AGENT)

(PRINT NAME OF AGENT)
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Exhibit 13-2
Uniform Statutory Form Power of Attorney
(California Probate Code Section 4401 Prob.)
Exhibit 13-2

UNIFORM STATUTORY FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY
(California Probate Code Section 4401 Prob.)

NOTICE: THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND
SWEEPING. THEY ARE EXPLAINED IN THE UNIFORM STATUTORY FORM POWER
OF ATTORNEY ACT (CALIFORNIA PROBATE CODE SECTIONS 4400 Prob. - 4465
Prob.).
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE POWERS, OBTAIN COMPETENT
LEGAL ADVICE. THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT AUTHORIZE ANYONE TO MAKE
MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH-CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOU MAY REVOKE
THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IF YOU LATER WISH TO DO SO.
I,__________________________________________________(your name and address)
appoint_________________________________________________________________
(name and address of the person appointed, or of each person appointed ifyou want to designate
more than one) as my agent (attorney-in-fact) to act for me in any lawful way with respect to the

following initialed subjects:
TO GRANT ALL OF THE FOLLOWING POWERS, INITIAL THE LINE IN FRONT OF (N)
AND IGNORE THE LINES IN FRONT OF THE OTHER POWERS.
TO GRANT ONE OR MORE, BUT FEWER THAN ALL, OF THE FOLLOWING POWERS,
INITIAL THE LINE IN FRONT OF EACH POWER YOU ARE GRANTING.
TO WITHHOLD A POWER, DO NOT INITIAL THE LINE IN FRONT OF IT. YOU MAY
BUT NEED NOT, CROSS OUT EACH POWER WITHHELD.
INITIAL
______(A) Real property transactions.
______(B) Tangible personal property transactions.
______(C) Stock and bond transactions.
______(D) Commodity and option transactions.
______(E) Banking and other financial institution transactions.
______(F) Business operating transactions.
______(G) Insurance and annuity transactions.
______(H) Estate, trust, and other beneficiary transaction.
______(I) Claims and litigation.
______(J) Personal and family maintenance.
______(K) Benefits from social security, Medicare, Medicaid, of other governmental programs,
or civil or military service.
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______(L) Retirement plan transactions.
______(M) Tax matters.
______(N) ALL OF THE POWERS LISTED ABOVE. YOU NEED NOT INITIAL ANY
OTHER LINES IF YOU INITIAL LINE (N).

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
ON THE FOLLOWING LINES YOU MAY GIVE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS LIMITING OR
EXTENDING THE POWERS GRANTED TO YOUR AGENT.

UNLESS YOU DIRECT OTHERWISE ABOVE, THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL IT IS REVOKED.

This power of attorney will continue to be effective even though I become incapacitated.
STRIKE THE PRECEDING SENTENCE IF YOU DO NOT WANT THIS POWER OF
ATTORNEY TO CONTINUE IF YOU BECOME INCAPACITATED. EXERCISE OF
POWER OF ATTORNEY WHERE MORE THAN ONE AGENT DESIGNATED.
If I have designated more than one agent, the agents are to act.

IF YOU APPOINTED MORE THAN ONE AGENT AND YOU WANT EACH AGENT TO
BE ABLE TO ACT ALONE WITHOUT THE OTHER AGENT JOINING, WRITE THE
WORD “SEPARATELY” IN THE BLANK SPACE ABOVE. IF YOU DO NOT INSERT ANY
WORD IN THE BLANK SPACE, OR IF YOU INSERT THE WORD “JOINTLY”, THEN ALL
OF YOUR AGENTS MUST ACT OR SIGN TOGETHER.

I agree that any third party who receives a copy of this document may act under it. Revocation of
the power of attorney is not effective as to a third party until the third party has actual knowledge
of the revocation. I agree to indemnify the third party for any claims that arise against the third
party because of reliance on this power of attorney.
Signed this____day of________________ , 20___ .

(your signature)

(your social security number)
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CERTIFICATE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF________________
On__________________, before me, the undersigned notary public, personally appeared
_ ____________________________________________ , personally known to me (or proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, and
that by his signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person
acted, executed the instrument.

(Signature of Notarial Officer)
Notary Public for the State of California

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF AGENT

BY ACCEPTING OR ACTING UNDER THE APPOINTMENT, THE AGENT ASSUMES
THE FIDUCIARY AND OTHER LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN AGENT.

[Typed or Printed Name of Agent]

[Signature of Agent]
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Exhibit 13-3
Durable General Power of Attorney
New York Statutory Short Form
Exhibit 13-3

DURABLE GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY
NEW YORK STATUTORY SHORT FORM
THE POWERS YOU GRANT BELOW CONTINUE TO BE EFFECTIVE
SHOULD YOU BECOME DISABLED OR INCOMPETENT

(CAUTION: THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DOCUMENT. IT GIVES THE PERSON WHOM
YOU DESIGNATE (YOUR “AGENT”) BROAD POWERS TO HANDLE YOUR PROPERTY
DURING YOUR LIFETIME, WHICH MAY INCLUDE POWERS TO MORTGAGE, SELL,
OR OTHERWISE DISPOSE OF ANY REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY WITHOUT
ADVANCE NOTICE TO YOU OR APPROVAL BY YOU. THESE POWERS WILL
CONTINUE TO EXIST EVEN AFTER YOU BECOME DISABLED OR INCOMPETENT.
THESE POWERS ARE EXPLAINED MORE FULLY IN NEW YORK GENERAL
OBLIGATIONS LAW, ARTICLE 5, TITLE 15, SECTIONS 5-1502A THROUGH 5-1503,
WHICH EXPRESSLY PERMIT THE USE OF ANY OTHER OR DIFFERENT FORM OF
POWER OF ATTORNEY.

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT AUTHORIZE ANYONE TO MAKE MEDICAL OR OTHER
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS. YOU MAY EXECUTE A HEALTH CARE PROXY TO DO
THIS.
IF THERE IS ANYTHING ABOUT THIS FORM THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND,
YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.)

THIS is intended to constitute a DURABLE GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY pursuant to
Article 5, Title 15 of the New York General Obligations Law:
I,_________________________________________________________________
(insert your name and address)
do hereby appoint:

(If 1 person is to be appointed agent, insert the name and address of your agent above)
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(If 2 or more persons are to be appointed agents by you insert their names and addresses above)

my attomey(s)-in-fact TO ACT
(If more than one agent is designated, CHOOSE ONE of the following two choices by putting
your initials in ONE of the blank spaces to the left of your choice:)

() Each agent may SEPARATELY act.
() All agents must act TOGETHER.
(If neither blank space is initialed, the agents will be required to act TOGETHER)

IN MY NAME, PLACE AND STEAD in any way which I myself could do, if I were personally
present, with respect to the following matters as each of them is defined in Title 15 of Article 5
of the New York General Obligations Law to the extent that I am permitted by law to act through
an agent:

(DIRECTIONS: Initial in the blank space to the left of your choice any one or more of the
following lettered subdivisions as to which you WANT to give your agent authority. If the blank
space to the left of any particular lettered subdivision is NOT initialed, NO AUTHORITY WILL
BE GRANTED for matters that are included in that subdivision. Alternatively, the letter
corresponding to each power you wish to grant may be written or typed on the blank line in
subdivision “(Q)”, and you may then put your initials in the blank space to the left of subdivision
“(Q)” in order to grant each of the powers so indicated)
() (A) real estate transactions;
() (B) chattel and goods transactions;
() (C) bond, share and commodity transactions;
() (D) banking transactions;
() (E) business operating transactions;
() (F) insurance transactions;
() (G) estate transactions;
() (H) claims and litigation;
() (I) personal relationships and affairs;
() (J) benefits from military service;
() (K) records, reports and statements;
() (L) retirement benefit transactions;
() (M) making gifts to my spouse, children and more remote descendants, and parents, not to
exceed in the aggregate $10,000 to each of such persons in any year;
() (N) tax matters;
() (O) all other matters;
() (P) full and unqualified authority to my attomey(s)-in-fact to delegate any or all of the
foregoing powers to any person or persons whom my attomey(s)-in-fact shall select;
() (Q) each of the above matters identified by the following letters:
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(Special provisions and limitations may be included in the statutory short form durable power of
attorney only if they conform to the requirements of section 5-1503 of the New York General
Obligations Law.)

This durable Power of Attorney shall not be affected by my subsequent disability or
incompetence.
If every agent named above is unable or unwilling to serve, I appoint

(insert name and address of successor)
to be my agent for all purposes hereunder.

TO INDUCE ANY THIRD PARTY TO ACT HEREUNDER, I HEREBY AGREE THAT ANY
THIRD PARTY RECEIVING A DULY EXECUTED COPY OR FACSIMILE OF THIS
INSTRUMENT MAY ACT HEREUNDER, AND THAT REVOCATION OR TERMINATION
HEREOF SHALL BE INEFFECTIVE AS TO SUCH THIRD PARTY UNLESS AND UNTIL
ACTUAL NOTICE OR KNOWLEDGE OF SUCH REVOCATION OR TERMINATION
SHALL HAVE BEEN RECEIVED BY SUCH THIRD PARTY, AND I FOR MYSELF AND
FOR MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS, LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES AND ASSIGNS, HEREBY
AGREE TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS ANY SUCH THIRD PARTY FROM
AND AGAINST ANY AND ALL CLAIMS THAT MAY ARISE AGAINST SUCH THIRD
PARTY BY REASON OF SUCH THIRD PARTY HAVING RELIED ON THE PROVISIONS
OF THIS INSTRUMENT.

THIS DURABLE GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY MAY BE REVOKED BY ME AT
ANY TIME.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto signed my name this.... day of
_________________________, 20_____ .
(YOU SIGN HERE:) ==>___________________________________
(Signature of Principal)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF__________________

On this____day of__________________ , 20_____ before me the undersigned, personally
appeared,__________________________________, personally known to be or proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his capacity, and that by his
signature on the instrument, the individual, or the person who acted on behalf of the individual,
executed the instrument and that such individual made such appearance before the undersigned
in the City of New York, County of New York, State of New York.

Notary
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Exhibit 13-4
Texas Statutory Durable Power of Attorney
Exhibit 13-4
TEXAS STATUTORY DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
STATUTORY DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY

NOTICE: THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND
SWEEPING. THEY ARE EXPLAINED IN THE DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY ACT,
CHAPTER XII, TEXAS PROBATE CODE. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT
THESE POWERS, OBTAIN COMPETENT LEGAL ADVICE. THIS DOCUMENT DOES
NOT AUTHORIZE ANYONE TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH-CARE
DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOU MAY REVOKE THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IF YOU
LATER WISH TO DO SO.

I, _ ________________________________________________________________ (insert your
name and address), appoint
_________________________________________________________________ (insert the
name and address of the person appointed) as my agent (attorney-in-fact) to act for me in any
lawful way with respect to all of the following powers except for a power that I have crossed out
below.
TO WITHHOLD A POWER, YOU MUST CROSS OUT EACH POWER WITHHELD.

Real property transactions;
Tangible personal property transactions;
Stock and bond transactions;
Commodity and option transactions;
Banking and other financial institution transactions;
Business operating transactions;
Insurance and annuity transactions;
Estate, trust, and other beneficiary transactions;
Claims and litigation;
Personal and family maintenance;
Benefits from social security, Medicare, Medicaid, or other governmental programs or civil or
military service;
Retirement plan transactions;
Tax matters.
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IF NO POWER LISTED ABOVE IS CROSSED OUT, THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BE
CONSTRUED AND INTERPRETED AS A GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY AND MY
AGENT (ATTORNEY IN FACT) SHALL HAVE THE POWER AND AUTHORITY TO
PERFORM OR UNDERTAKE ANY ACTION I COULD PERFORM OR UNDERTAKE IF I
WERE PERSONALLY PRESENT.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Special instructions applicable to gifts (initial in front of the following sentence to have it apply):

I grant my agent (attorney in fact) the power to apply my property to make gifts, except that the
amount of a gift to an individual may not exceed the amount of annual exclusions allowed from
the federal gift tax for the calendar year of the gift.
ON THE FOLLOWING LINES YOU MAY GIVE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS LIMITING OR
EXTENDING THE POWERS GRANTED TO YOUR AGENT.

UNLESS YOU DIRECT OTHERWISE ABOVE, THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL IT IS REVOKED.
CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ALTERNATIVES BY CROSSING OUT THE
ALTERNATIVE NOT CHOSEN:

(A) This power of attorney is not affected by my subsequent disability or incapacity.
(B) This power of attorney becomes effective upon my disability or incapacity.
YOU SHOULD CHOOSE ALTERNATIVE (A) IF THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS TO
BECOME EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE IT IS EXECUTED.

IF NEITHER (A) NOR (B) IS CROSSED OUT, IT WILL BE ASSUMED THAT YOU CHOSE
ALTERNATIVE (A).
If Alternative (B) is chosen and a definition of my disability or incapacity is not contained in this
power of attorney, I shall be considered disabled or incapacitated for purposes of this power of
attorney if a physician certifies in writing at a date later than the date this power of attorney is
executed that, based on the physician’s medical examination of me, I am mentally incapable of
managing my financial affairs. I authorize the physician who examines me for this purpose to
disclose my physical or mental condition to another person for purposes of this power of
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attorney. A third party who accepts this power of attorney is fully protected from any action
taken under this power of attorney that is based on the determination made by a physician of my
disability or incapacity.
I agree that any third party who receives a copy of this document may act under it. Revocation of
the durable power of attorney is not effective as to a third party until the third party receives
actual notice of the revocation. I agree to indemnify the third party for any claims that arise
against the third party because of reliance on this power of attorney.
If any agent named by me dies, becomes legally disabled, resigns, or refuses to act, I name the
following (each to act alone and successively, in the order named) as successor(s) to that agent:
Signed this______day of__________ , 20___

(your signature)
State of Texas
County of______________________
This document was acknowledged before me on_________________________(date)

by_____________________________________•
(name of principal)

(signature of Notarial officer)

(Seal, if any, of notary)___________________________________

(printed name)
My commission expires:_________________________
THE ATTORNEY IN FACT OR AGENT, BY ACCEPTING OR ACTING UNDER THE
APPOINTMENT, ASSUMES THE FIDUCIARY AND OTHER LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES
OF AN AGENT.
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Exhibit 13-5
Florida General Durable Power Of Attorney
Exhibit 13-5

FLORIDA GENERAL DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
THE POWERS YOU GRANT BELOW ARE EFFECTIVE
ONLY IF YOU BECOME DISABLED OR INCOMPETENT

NOTICE: THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND
SWEEPING. THEY ARE EXPLAINED IN THE UNIFORM STATUTORY FORM POWER
OF ATTORNEY ACT. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE POWERS,
OBTAIN COMPETENT LEGAL ADVICE. THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT AUTHORIZE
ANYONE TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH-CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU.
YOU MAY REVOKE THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IF YOU LATER WISH TO DO SO.
I__________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________[insert your name and address] appoint
_____________________________________________[insert the name and address of the
person appointed] as my Agent (attorney-in-fact) to act for me in any lawful way with respect to
the following initialed subjects:
TO GRANT ALL OF THE FOLLOWING POWERS, INITIAL THE LINE IN FRONT OF (N)
AND IGNORE THE LINES IN FRONT OF THE OTHER POWERS.
TO GRANT ONE OR MORE, BUT FEWER THAN ALL, OF THE FOLLOWING POWERS,
INITIAL THE LINE IN FRONT OF EACH POWER YOU ARE GRANTING.
TO WITHHOLD A POWER, DO NOT INITIAL THE LINE IN FRONT OF IT. YOU MAY,
BUT NEED NOT, CROSS OUT EACH POWER WITHHELD.

Note: If you initial Item A or Item B, which follow, a notarized signature will be required
on behalf of the Principal. INITIAL
_______(A) Real property transactions. To lease, sell, mortgage, purchase, exchange, and
acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the lease, sale, purchase, exchange, and
acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any interest in real property whatsoever,
on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to
maintain, repair, tear down, alter, rebuild, improve manage, insure, move, rent, lease, sell,
convey, subject to liens, mortgages, and security deeds, and in any way or manner deal with all
or any part of any interest in real property whatsoever, including specifically, but without
limitation, real property lying and being situated in the State of Florida, under such terms and
conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper and may for all deferred
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payments accept purchase money notes payable to me and secured by mortgages or deeds to
secure debt, and may from time to time collect and cancel any of said notes, mortgages, security
interests, or deeds to secure debt.

_______(B) Tangible personal property transactions. To lease, sell, mortgage, purchase,
exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the lease, sale, purchase, exchange,
and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any personal property whatsoever,
tangible or intangible, or interest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such
covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure,
rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens or mortgages, or to take any other security interests in
said property which are recognized under the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted at that time
under the laws of the State of Florida or any applicable state, or otherwise hypothecate (pledge),
and in any way or manner deal with all or any part of any real or personal property whatsoever,
tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I own at the time of execution or may
thereafter acquire, under such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall
deem proper.
_______(C) Stock and bond transactions. To purchase, sell, exchange, surrender, assign,
redeem, vote at any meeting, or otherwise transfer any and all shares of stock, bonds, or other
securities in any business, association, corporation, partnership, or other legal entity, whether
private or public, now or hereafter belonging to me.
_______(D) Commodity and option transactions. To organize or continue and conduct any
business which term includes, without limitation, any farming, manufacturing, service, mining,
retailing or other type of business operation in any form, whether as a proprietorship, joint
venture, partnership, corporation, trust or other legal entity; operate, buy, sell, expand, contract,
terminate or liquidate any business; direct, control, supervise, manage or participate in the
operation of any business and engage, compensate and discharge business managers, employees,
agents, attorneys, accountants and consultants; and, in general, exercise all powers with respect
to business interests and operations which the principal could if present and under no disability.
_______(E) Banking and other financial institution transactions. To make, receive, sign,
endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver and possess checks, drafts, bills of exchange, letters of
credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts
or deposits in, or certificates of deposit of banks, savings and loans, credit unions, or other
institutions or associations. To pay all sums of money, at any time or times, that may hereafter be
owing by me upon any account, bill of exchange, check, draft, purchase, contract, note, or trade
acceptance made, executed, endorsed, accepted, and delivered by me or for me in my name, by
my Agent. To borrow from time to time such sums of money as my Agent may deem proper and
execute promissory notes, security deeds or agreements, financing statements, or other security
instruments in such form as the lender may request and renew said notes and security
instruments from time to time in whole or in part. To have free access at any time or times to any
safe deposit box or vault to which I might have access.
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_______(F) Business operating transactions. To conduct, engage in, and otherwise transact
the affairs of any and all lawful business ventures of whatever nature or kind that I may now or
hereafter be involved in.
_______(G) Insurance and annuity transactions. To exercise or perform any act, power, duty,
right, or obligation, in regard to any contract of life, accident, health, disability, liability, or other
type of insurance or any combination of insurance; and to procure new or additional contracts of
insurance for me and to designate the beneficiary of same; provided, however, that my Agent
cannot designate himself or herself as beneficiary of any such insurance contracts.
_______(H) Estate, trust, and other beneficiary transactions. To accept, receipt for, exercise,
release, reject, renounce, assign, disclaim, demand, sue for, claim and recover any legacy,
bequest, devise, gift or other property interest or payment due or payable to or for the principal;
assert any interest in and exercise any power over any trust, estate or property subject to
fiduciary control; establish a revocable trust solely for the benefit of the principal that terminates
at the death of the principal and is then distributable to the legal representative of the estate of the
principal; and, in general, exercise all powers with respect to estates and trusts which the
principal could exercise if present and under no disability; provided, however, that the Agent
may not make or change a will and may not revoke or amend a trust revocable or amendable by
the principal or require the trustee of any trust for the benefit of the principal to pay income or
principal to the Agent unless specific authority to that end is given.
_______(I) Claims and litigation. To commence, prosecute, discontinue, or defend all actions
or other legal proceedings touching my property, real or personal, or any part thereof, or
touching any matter in which I or my property, real or personal, may be in any way concerned.
To defend, settle, adjust, make allowances, compound, submit to arbitration, and compromise all
accounts, reckonings, claims, and demands whatsoever that now are, or hereafter shall be,
pending between me and any person, firm, corporation, or other legal entity, in such manner and
in all respects as my Agent shall deem proper.
_______(J) Personal and family maintenance. To hire accountants, attorneys at law,
consultants, clerks, physicians, nurses, agents, servants, workmen, and others and to remove
them, and to appoint others in their place, and to pay and allow the persons so employed such
salaries, wages, or other remunerations, as my Agent shall deem proper.
_______(K) Benefits from Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, or other governmental
programs, or military service. To prepare, sign and file any claim or application for Social
Security, unemployment or military service benefits; sue for, settle or abandon any claims to any
benefit or assistance under any federal, state, local or foreign statute or regulation; control,
deposit to any account, collect, receipt for, and take title to and hold all benefits under any Social
Security, unemployment, military service or other state, federal, local or foreign statute or
regulation; and, in general, exercise all powers with respect to Social Security, unemployment,
military service, and governmental benefits, including but not limited to Medicare and Medicaid,
which the principal could exercise if present and under no disability.
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_______(L) Retirement plan transactions. To contribute to, withdraw from and deposit funds
in any type of retirement plan (which term includes, without limitation, any tax qualified or
nonqualified pension, profit sharing, stock bonus, employee savings and other retirement plan,
individual retirement account, deferred compensation plan and any other type of employee
benefit plan); select and change payment options for the principal under any retirement plan;
make rollover contributions from any retirement plan to other retirement plans or individual
retirement accounts; exercise all investment powers available under any type of self-directed
retirement plan; and, in general, exercise all powers with respect to retirement plans and
retirement plan account balances which the principal could if present and under no disability.
_______(M) Tax matters. To prepare, to make elections, to execute and to file all tax, Social
Security, unemployment insurance, and informational returns required by the laws of the United
States, or of any state or subdivision thereof, or of any foreign government; to prepare, to
execute, and to file all other papers and instruments which the Agent shall think to be desirable
or necessary for safeguarding of me against excess or illegal taxation or against penalties
imposed for claimed violation of any law or other governmental regulation; and to pay, to
compromise, or to contest or to apply for refunds in connection with any taxes or assessments for
which I am or may be liable.
_______(N) ALL OF THE POWERS LISTED ABOVE. YOU NEED NOT INITIAL ANY
OTHER LINES IF YOU INITIAL LINE (N).
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

ON THE FOLLOWING LINES YOU MAY GIVE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS LIMITING OR
EXTENDING THE POWERS GRANTED TO YOUR AGENT.

THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY SHALL BE CONSTRUED AS A GENERAL DURABLE
POWER OF ATTORNEY.
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THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY BECOMES EFFECTIVE ONLY UPON MY DISABILITY
OR INCAPACITY. I shall be considered disabled or incapacitated for purposes of this power of
attorney if a physician certifies in writing at a date later than the date this power of attorney is
executed that, based on the physician’s medical examination of me, I am mentally incapable of
managing my financial affairs. I authorize the physician who examines me for this purpose to
disclose my physical or mental condition to another person for purposes of this power of
attorney. A third party who accepts this power of attorney is fully protected from any action
taken under this power of attorney that is based on the determination made by a physician of my
disability or incapacity.

(YOUR AGENT WILL HAVE AUTHORITY TO EMPLOY OTHER PERSONS AS
NECESSARY TO ENABLE THE AGENT TO PROPERLY EXERCISE THE POWERS
GRANTED IN THIS FORM, BUT YOUR AGENT WILL HAVE TO MAKE ALL
DISCRETIONARY DECISIONS. IF YOU WANT TO GIVE YOUR AGENT THE RIGHT TO
DELEGATE DISCRETIONARY DECISION-MAKING POWERS TO OTHERS, YOU
SHOULD KEEP THE NEXT SENTENCE, OTHERWISE IT SHOULD BE STRICKEN.)
Authority to Delegate. My Agent shall have the right by written instrument to delegate any or
all of the foregoing powers involving discretionary decision-making to any person or persons
whom my Agent may select, but such delegation may be amended or revoked by any agent
(including any successor) named by me who is acting under this power of attorney at the time of
reference.

(YOUR AGENT WILL BE ENTITLED TO REIMBURSEMENT FOR ALL REASONABLE
EXPENSES INCURRED IN ACTING UNDER THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY. STRIKE
OUT THE NEXT SENTENCE IF YOU DO NOT WANT YOUR AGENT TO ALSO BE
ENTITLED TO REASONABLE COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES AS AGENT.)
Right to Compensation. My Agent shall be entitled to reasonable compensation for services
rendered as agent under this power of attorney.

(IF YOU WISH TO NAME SUCCESSOR AGENTS, INSERT THE NAME(S) AND
ADDRESS(ES) OF SUCH SUCCESSOR(S) IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH.)

Successor Agent. If any Agent named by me shall die, become incompetent, resign or refuse to
accept the office of Agent, I name the following (each to act alone and successively, in the order
named) as successor(s) to such Agent:
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Choice of Law. THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL BE GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF
THE STATE OF FLORIDA WITHOUT REGARD FOR CONFLICTS OF LAWS
PRINCIPLES. IT WAS EXECUTED IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA AND IS INTENDED TO
BE VALID IN ALL JURISDICTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND ALL
FOREIGN NATIONS.
I am fully informed as to all the contents of this form and understand the full import of this grant
of powers to my Agent.
I agree that any third party who receives a copy of this document may act under it. Revocation of
the power of attorney is not effective as to a third party until the third party learns of the
revocation. I agree to indemnify the third party for any claims that arise against the third party
because of reliance on this power of attorney.
Signed this______ day of_______________ , 20____

[Your Signature]

[Your Social Security Number]

STATEMENT OF WITNESS
On the date written above, the principal declared to me in my presence that this instrument is his
or her general durable power of attorney and that he or she had willingly signed or directed
another to sign for him or her, and that he or she executed it as his or her free and voluntary act
for the purposes therein expressed.
_______________________________________[Signature of Witness #1]
_______________________________________[Printed or typed name of Witness #1]
_______________________________________[Address of Witness #1, Line 1]
_______________________________________[Address of Witness #1, Line 2]

_______________________________________[Signature of Witness #2]
_______________________________________[Printed or typed name of Witness #2]
_______________________________________[Address of Witness #2, Line 1]
_______________________________________[Address of Witness #2, Line 2]
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A Note About Selecting Witnesses: The agent (attorney-in-fact) may not also serve as a
witness. Each witness must be present at the time that principal signs the Power of Attorney in
front of the notary. Each witness must be a mentally competent adult. Witnesses should ideally
reside close by, so that they will be easily accessible in the event they are one day needed to
affirm this document’s validity.

CERTIFICATE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF________________
This document was acknowledged before me on_______________[Date]
by________________________________________________ [name of principal].

(Signature of Notarial Officer)
Notary Public for the State of Florida
My commission expires:___________________

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF AGENT

BY ACCEPTING OR ACTING UNDER THE APPOINTMENT, THE AGENT ASSUMES
THE FIDUCIARY AND OTHER LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN AGENT.

[Typed or Printed Name of Agent]

[Signature of Agent]
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PREPARATION STATEMENT
This document was prepared by the following individual:

[Typed or Printed Name]

[Signature]
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Chapter 14

Medical Self-Determination:
Living Wills and Health Care Proxies

Introduction
One of the most hotly debated topics of the last decade or so has been the subject of medical selfdetermination. Although most people negotiate the health care system without legal assistance,
many elderly people appreciate the usefulness of having a knowledgeable advocate. A CPA
ElderCare/PrimePlus Services provider can assist clients by making sure that they have the
necessary documents in place to protect their best interests in case of a health care crisis.
Health care decisions are complicated by two factors that are difficult to reconcile:
•

First, the information about treatment choices and outcomes may be uncertain and
difficult to understand.

•

Second, when clients are called upon to make crucial treatment decisions, they may be
less fit to do so than at any other point in their lives.

These problems illustrate the tension inherent in medical decision-making. These decisions are
often life-or-death, suggesting the need for professional guidance. Yet the choices are deeply
subjective and personal, indicating the importance of individual choice and control.

In most cases, the only way to maintain a client’s control and right to choose is to make sure that
your client has prepared any necessary legal documents in advance of a crisis situation. These
documents are collectively referred to as advance directives.

The Right to Die
So much has been written and said about the right to die that it has actually become more
confusing rather than less so. To set the record straight, it is generally recognized that competent
adults may
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•

Determine what can and cannot be done to their bodies.

•

Refuse medical treatment even if it would save their lives.

The problem arises, however, when a person is no longer competent, and there is no clear
indication by that person as to what he/she wishes to be done.
Most of the trouble—in fact most of the family pressure and trauma—occurs as a result of a lack
of clear communication. Very often people will hear of some tragedy that befell a neighbor or
coworker and will declare gratuitously: “Gee, I hope that never happens to me. When my time
comes I just want them to pull the plug.” Later on, if and when the time comes, the family may
try to convince a doctor or a hospital administrator that those words should permit the
termination of life support. The Supreme Court of the United States in its Cruzan decision made
it abundantly clear that words so vague, said in an offhand manner, are not sufficient to truly
indicate the intent of the person. The Court held for the right of the states to set a minimum
standard that must be adhered to. For example, a person whose life is now sought to be
terminated must have expressed in a “clear and convincing” manner the unambiguous desire that
artificial means of life support be withdrawn or withheld. If no such evidence is produced, the
hospital, or even your state, may stop you from terminating life support.

The term “clear and convincing” does not mean, “I hope that never happens to me.” It means a
firm and settled conviction that this is what the speaker wants. It cannot merely be a comment, or
even a series of comments, said in passing or in casual conversation.

Living Wills Versus Health Care Proxies
Despite the generic label of right to die, there are two different and very distinct classifications
of such rights. Recognize that various states may recognize one, or both, or none.

The two basic types of right-to-die documents are a Living Will and a Health Care Proxy or
power-of-attomey.
A living will is a written “advance directive” from a patient to his/her physician (or other
medical provider) expressing the maker’s preferences with regard to treatment and life
sustaining procedures. Typically, the living will advises the medical provider to furnish or
withhold food and water and most often instructs that artificial life support be withheld or
withdrawn in the event of a terminal illness. It is, in its most basic function, a direction to pull the
plug. What most persons fail to realize, however, is that it generally applies only when the
patient is terminally ill and when death is imminent. It indicates the patient’s wishes that life not
be prolonged in such a case.
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Where a living will falls short, however, is that it does not take into consideration any other
medical decision making. Suppose a comatose, but not terminally ill, patient required an
operation that, in reality, would prolong the patient’s life but would do nothing to improve the
quality of it. The next-of-kin produces the living will and asks the doctors not to act. Would that
document be honored? Possibly not. The hospital might elect instead to obtain a court order
authorizing the operation.

The answer to this potential dilemma comes in the form of a health care proxy (discussed later).
The question often arises: Is it necessary to have a separate medical health care proxy/power of
attorney when you have already prepared a general durable power of attorney. The best answer is
yes. In at least one state—New York—the State Attorney General has ruled that a general
durable power of attorney, despite the fact that it allows the attorney-in-fact to handle “all other
matters,” is not sufficiently specific to confer the right to make health care decisions. Other states
have yet to rule on this vital issue. It is advisable, until the law becomes more settled, to follow
the state statute to the letter.

It may also be advisable, if the client spends part of the year in another state, to advise that a
health care proxy or living will be drafted to comply with that state’s own laws. Again, because
the law is not well-settled in all jurisdictions, and because state statutes may vary greatly, err on
the side of safety.

Advance Directives
All states have enacted legislation that permits individuals to leave written instructions (called
living wills) or to appoint some other person(s) to make end-of-life health care decisions in the
event of an individual’s incapacity. Most states, by statute, permit incapacitated patients to
delegate medical decisions to another individual (generally called health care proxy laws or
durable powers of attorney for health care). In states without such statutes, individuals are not
necessarily foreclosed from creating such directives, but their legal significance and
enforceability may be uncertain.

Living Will
A living will is, simply put, a written “advance directive” from a patient to his/her physician (or
other medical provider) expressing the maker’s preferences with regard to treatment and life
sustaining procedures. Typically, they advise the medical provider, in the event of a terminal
illness, to
•

Furnish or withhold nutrition and/or hydration (food and water).

•

Withhold or withdraw artificial life support.
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Some points to keep in mind regarding living wills are that
•

The living will must
— Specify the treatment being disallowed.

— Define under what circumstances such treatment should be terminated.
•

The living will must be signed and dated by the client in the presence of two witnesses.

•

The living will remains in force until specifically revoked. A living will may be revoked
by

— Physical destruction.

— Cancellation.
— Written revocation.
— Verbal revocation (most important).
•

As with Powers of Attorney, it is advisable to execute multiple originals. Copies should
be kept on file by

— You.
— The client’s physician or health care provider.
— The client’s attorney.
— The client’s health care agent, if one has been appointed.
•

It may be advisable, if your client spends part of the year in another state or another
country, to advise that a health care proxy or living will be drafted to comply with that
state or country’s laws. Again, err on the side of safety because
— The law is not well-settled in all jurisdictions.
— State and foreign statutes vary greatly.

Health Care Proxies
A living will does not take into consideration any other medical decision-making. Suppose a
comatose, but not terminally ill, patient required an operation, which would prolong the patient’s
life but would not improve the quality of it. The next-of-kin produces the living will and asks the
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doctors not to do anything. Would that document be honored? Possibly not. The hospital might
elect instead to get a court order authorizing the operation.

The answer to this potential dilemma comes in the form of a health care proxy. This document is,
in effect, a power of attorney for health care decisions. It can be broadly drawn or narrowly
limited. A typical health care proxy might delegate to the attorney-in-fact the right to
•

Consent to medical treatment.

•

Refuse to consent to it.

•

Withdraw consent after it has already been given.

Some points to keep in mind regarding health care proxies are that
•

The principal’s wishes must be expressed in writing, dated, and signed (the principal is
permitted to direct another to sign on his/her behalf).

•

The principal must be a competent adult.

•

The health care proxy must be signed in front of two adult witnesses, neither of whom
may be the person being appointed as the health care agent.

•

The principal may appoint one health care agent and one alternate agent to serve in the
event that the primary agent is unwilling or unable to serve in this capacity.

•

If the principal desires that his/her health care agent have the power to discontinue
artificial nutrition or hydration, the document must reflect that the agent knows the
principal’s wishes in that regard.

•

The health care proxy will remain in force until specifically revoked. A health care proxy
may be revoked by
— Physical destruction.
— Cancellation.

— Written revocation.

— Verbal revocation to the agent or health care provider.
— Later executed directive in conflict.
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•

Health care providers and health care agents who rely in good faith on the enforceability
of a health care proxy that was revoked by the principal will not be held liable for
terminating life-sustaining treatment where they were unaware of the revocation.

•

As with the living will and Powers of Attorney, multiple copies should be executed and
should be in the possession of the same parties who hold copies of the living will.

•

It may be advisable, if the client spends part of the year in another state or country, to
advise that a health care proxy or living will be drafted to comply with that state or
country’s laws. Again, err on the side of safety because
— The law is not well-settled in all jurisdictions.

— State and foreign statutes vary greatly.

Exhibit 14-1
Living Will
Sample Language1
Date

My Decision Regarding Life Sustaining Treatment
I hereby declare the following to be my intent and my desire regarding the receipt of life
sustaining treatment. I make this declaration in order to furnish to all those who might be
concerned, the clear and convincing proof which may be required in order to have my wishes
honored, without interference from any individual, group, or governmental entity.

I have made this Living Will after careful reflection and thought, and after discussion with those
whose opinions I trust, and whom I care about, and who care about me. I am firm and settled in
my conviction to forgo life-sustaining treatment and to exercise my right to medical selfdetermination. I am well aware that I have a right to forgo unwanted medical treatment which I
consider to be futile to me and hurtful to my loved ones.
Therefore, I declare that I have decided to forgo all life-sustaining treatment if I shall sustain
substantial and irreversible loss of mental capacity, and:

a) if my attending physician is of the opinion that I am unable to eat and drink without
medical assistance and it is highly unlikely that I will regain the ability to do so without
medical assistance; or

1 Note that a living will must be executed in accordance with the laws of the state in which you are trying to enforce
it.
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b) if my attending physician is of the opinion that I have an incurable or irreversible
condition which is likely to cause my death within a relatively short time 2
In either case, it is my desire that my agent shall communicate my wishes to any physician,
hospital or other health care provider furnishing care to me, and thereupon all life-sustaining
treatment (including, without limitation, administration of nourishment and liquids intravenously
or by tubes connected to my digestive tract) shall be withheld or withdrawn forthwith, and no
cardiopulmonary resuscitation shall thereafter be administered to me if I shall sustain cardiac or
pulmonary arrest.
In order to insure that this decision is carried into effect even if I am unable to personally
reconfirm or communicate it, I have also decided that all life-sustaining treatment is to be
withheld or withdrawn forthwith upon the declaration of the agent or alternate agent that one or
both of the contingencies specified above has or have taken place.

I fully recognize that when such treatment is withheld or withdrawn, I will surely die of
dehydration and malnutrition within days or weeks. I request only that all available medication
for the relief of pain and for my comfort shall be administered to me even if I am rendered
unconscious and my life is shortened thereby.
I do hereby consent to an order not to resuscitate me (DNR), and I direct that such an order may
be placed in my medical record.

I recognize that there are countless instances other than those described above in which the
compassionate practice of good medicine dictates that life-sustaining treatment be withheld or
withdrawn, and I do not intend that this instrument be construed as an exclusive enumeration of
the circumstances under which I have decided to forgo life-sustaining treatment. To the contrary,
it is my express direction that whenever the compassionate practice of good medicine dictates
that life-sustaining treatment should not be administered; such treatment shall be withheld or
withdrawn from me.
Signature of Declarant
[Declarant’s Name and address]

Signatures of Two Witnesses
[Witnesses’ Names and addresses]
2 The term “an incurable or irreversible condition which is likely to cause my death within a relatively short time” is
a condition which, without the administration of medical procedures which serve only to prolong the process of
dying will, in my attending physician’s opinion, result in my death within a relatively short time. The determination
as to whether my death would occur in a relatively short time is to be made by my attending physician without
considering the possibilities of extending my life with life-sustaining treatment.
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Exhibit 14-2
Health Care Proxy3
Sample Language
Date
1. I execute this document with the intention of appointing another as my agent to make health
care decisions for me in the event I am unable to make decisions for myself.
2. My agent shall make decisions based on my directives, values, and interests, after being fully
informed of the choices available and their likely consequences. My written directives, if
any, shall have the greatest weight. However, my agent may choose differently from what I
have directed if changes in treatment or prognosis leads to a belief I would have made a
different decision.
3. The authority to be held by my agent shall include authority of consent to, refuse, or
withdraw any treatment or diagnostic procedure, and any associated activities, such as
changes of location or treating physician(s).

4. I hereby appoint (name of agent and relationship to principal and address) as my agent for
health care decisions. In the event such person shall be unavailable to serve, I appoint (name,
relationship, address) to serve as my agent for health care decisions. If neither is available to
serve, (first agent) shall have full power to appoint another health care agent for me. If such
power is not exercised, (second agent) shall have full power to appoint another health care
agent for me.
5. The agents here named are persons deemed acceptable to serve, according to the laws of the
state in which this document is executed.

Signature of Principal
Name of Principal

Signatures of two witnesses

3 Note that the Health Care Proxy needs to adhere to the state regulations in which it will be enforced.
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Are These Documents Necessary If There Is Already a General Power of
Attorney?
The question often arises: is it necessary to have a separate medical health care proxy or power
of attorney when you have already prepared a general durable power of attorney? The best
answer is yes. More and more states now make it clear that a power of attorney allowing
property decisions specifically excludes the agent’s authority to make decisions over health care.
For example, in all four of the sample powers of attorney provided, the exclusion of health care
decision-making is clearly stated very early in the document.

Are Health Care Proxies Effective Upon Issuance?
The documents act as springing powers of attorney, and they only become effective upon the
triggering event of the principal’s incapacity. If incapacity is not defined by state statute, then the
health care proxy should define when the principal would be considered incompetent or
incapacitated. This would usually be recommended when the principal’s physician and one other
physician have declared the principal to be incompetent to make medical decisions.

The Patient Self-Determination Act
The Patient Self-Determination Act became effective December 1, 1991 and was intended to
enhance patient control over medical decisions. This Act requires hospitals, nursing homes, and
other health care providers that participate in Medicare and Medicaid to maintain a written policy
on advance directives that must include a statement of
•

The patient’s right to make advance directives.

•

Any limitations the institution places on implementation of directives based on
conscience.

•

The individual’s right to accept or refuse medical treatment.

In addition, there must be policies on implementation of directives.
As a result, most hospitals and nursing facilities are now required to advise patients of their
state’s laws regarding living wills and the termination or withholding of life support. Facilities
are also required to inform a patient in advance as to the facility’s own policy about such
directives—whether they will or will not honor them as a policy. Many facilities also provide the
forms necessary to make such an informed decision.
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Every facility must provide the policy in writing to every resident or patient upon admission and
must receive a written acknowledgment from the individual. The facility must document in the
patient’s medical record whether he/she has executed an advance directive. In addition, the
facility must provide for education of the staff and community regarding advance directives. In
many states, the statement of rights and training materials are provided to the facilities by the
state.
As a result of this Act, many facilities also offer standard forms to patients or residents as part of
the intake process. Despite the fact that many organizations provide health care proxies or living
wills for free, these are usually fill-in-the-blank documents. It would be wise for you, and
possibly an attorney, to review it. It is very important that the language your client has used to
“fill in the blanks” is very specific as to what types of treatment (particularly regarding the
refusal of artificial nutrition and hydration) should be provided or not.
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Guardianships

Introduction
So far this book has discussed the importance of making sure that your clients have properly
executed powers of attorney, living wills and health care proxies. If every client had those
documents in order, this segment on guardianship would not be necessary.

Unfortunately, some of you will be asked to provide CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services to
clients who are already in a crisis situation, and because of the circumstances, they will be unable
to obtain these documents. In those cases, a guardianship may be necessary. This segment
discusses guardianships in general and what they mean for your clients.
Although it is not recommended that CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Service providers act as
guardians for their eldercare clients, they may be asked to provide certain services to a guardian,
or they may have to help their clients through guardianship proceedings. A thorough
consideration of the legal procedures governing the appointment of a guardian is beyond the
scope of this book, but a few key areas applicable to the eldercare services provider are covered
here. Among these issues are

•

Assistance for the proposed guardian in identifying the powers that should be requested
of the court.

•

Preparing the judicial accounting on behalf of the guardian.

The standard for establishing the need for a guardianship varies from state to state. Generally, the
first thing that the appointing court must be satisfied about, is that the person for whom a
guardianship is sought does not have the ability to manage his or her personal needs or financial
affairs. This is not the same as being totally mentally incapacitated, and you should under no
circumstances confuse the two. Guardians are appointed all the time for people who, while
possessed of basic communicative skills, have slowed down sufficiently to be forgetful or even
too physically weak to get to the bank. Courts will appoint a guardian as a last resort because the
appointment of a guardian implies that the person for whom a guardian is appointed will lose his
or her ability to manage his or her own life. And to an elderly person who is not completely
mentally incapacitated, there are probably few things as frightening as having one’s day-to-day
affairs removed from his or her control. It is bad enough that paranoia is a condition in some
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aging people—it is not at all unheard of for the frail elderly to accuse family members of
“stealing” their assets—but now imagine having your control taken from you and not being able
to do anything about it.
Ordinarily, a court hearing the guardianship matter will have to make a determination of the
functional limitations of the proposed ward (the person for whom the guardianship is being
requested), as well as a determination of who is the best person to act as guardian. State statutes
often prioritize the order of the family members to be appointed as guardian. For example, a
spouse might have the first right and the children the next priority right to be appointed guardian.
The fact that children have equal right to be appointed guardian of a parent can lead to some
pretty nasty fights among family members. (This is all the more reason to have a client make a
power of attorney and health care proxy as well as a Will or Living Trust.) Where there are no
close family members, state statutes might provide that some state office or officer be appointed.
For instance, in some states social services officials, public agencies, or not-for-profit
corporations specializing in guardianship may be appointed.1

If you are asked to become a guardian for an elderly person, you should
•

Find out more about what your responsibilities would be.

•

Identify potential liabilities.

•

Contact your insurance agent to make sure you have sufficient coverage.

Basic Terms and Concepts
Generally, a guardianship is a legal relationship authorizing one person to be the decision-maker
for another. This legal relationship is established not by agreement, as in the case of the power of
attorney, but by a court order. The person appointed by a court to handle the personal or business
affairs of an individual who does not have the capacity to do so is called a guardian.

Ordinarily, a guardianship is necessary when and where there is no access to assets, as is the case
where there is no power of attorney. In some instances it will be necessary to seek the
appointment of a guardian solely for the purpose of making health care decisions. There are
some practical reasons for this distinction.
As a general rule, if a person is mentally incapacitated, doctors will consult with the family and
do what they direct. In many cases, if a patient is terminal, the doctor and the hospital will do
1 For more information on (state laws of) Protection of Persons Under Disability and Their Property, see the Cornell
University Law School’s Legal Information Institute—Uniform Probate Law Locator at www.law.comell.edu/
unifornVprobate.html. It contains links to state codes, such as Montana’s at http://data.opi.state.mt.us/bills/
mca_toc/72_5.htm.
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what the family wishes without forcing the family to get a piece of paper from a court. Only if
there is the potential for liability—as when one child wants to terminate a parent’s life support
and another does not—will a hospital send the family into guardianship court in the absence of a
health care proxy (and, quite often, even if there is one).

In the case of financial assets, however, no bank, brokerage firm or other financial institution
will release assets to anyone based upon no more than a blood relationship to an accountholder
who is allegedly mentally or physically incapacitated. In such cases, without a power of attorney,
financial institutions will insist upon a guardianship appointment.
Some states distinguish between the guardian of the
•

Property, a conservator, and of the

•

Person, called a curator or a committee. (The term to have one “committed” means to
have that person declared unable to handle his personal affairs and to have a committee
appointed.)

In other states, the court appoints a plenary guardian who has broad decision-making powers
over both areas. Yet others, like New Jersey, distinguish between a voluntary proceeding
(conservatorship) and an involuntary one (guardianship).
Some locales refer to the person for whom a guardian is appointed as the ward, others as the
incapacitated person. In this work, the terms are used interchangeably.

Naturally, it is important to become acquainted with the terminology used in your state.

State Variations and Reforms
The standard for establishing the need for a guardianship varies from state to state. Many statutes
have undergone reform in recent years. Generally, these reforms require greater specificity in the

•

Allegations of the petition.

•

Proof of incapacity.

•

Order for guardianship powers.

Every state has statutes authorizing emergency intervention to protect vulnerable persons from
abuse, neglect, or self-neglect that poses a danger to their safety or health. The language of the
statutes and their interpretation in case law varies.

In some states a conservatorship can be created without a declaration of incompetency. Instead,
the court must find that the individual is incapable of managing his or her own property or estate,
a conclusion which removes significant personal powers without the loss of civil rights of a
plenary guardianship.
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Determining Competency
The first thing that the appointing court must be satisfied about is that the person for whom a
guardianship is sought does not have the ability to manage his or her personal needs or financial
affairs. This is not the same as being totally mentally incapacitated, and you should under no
circumstances confuse the two. Guardians are appointed all the time for people who, while
possessed of basic communicative skills, have slowed down sufficiently to be forgetful or even
too physically weak to get to the bank.
Courts will appoint a guardian as a last resort, because the appointment of a guardian implies that
individuals for whom guardians are appointed will lose their ability to manage their own life.
Many courts use definitions that focus on specific functional abilities, such as the ability to take
the actions necessary to
•

“Obtain, administer and dispose of’ property, or

•

“Provide health care, food, shelter, clothing, personal hygiene, and other care” of one’s
self.

Upon receipt of a petition of guardianship, the court appoints examiners to report on the
proposed ward’s physical and mental health and well-being. Persons who have a potential
conflict of interest would be prohibited from serving on an examining committee. Generally, but
this varies from state to state, the examination will consist of a—
•

Medical assessment.

•

Mental health assessment.

•

Functional assessment.

The examiners report objective findings to the court. It is not up to the examiners to make
conclusions about the competency or capacity of the potential ward.

Duties of Guardians or Conservators
A court’s responsibility includes providing the guardian with certain enumerated rights and
powers over the property of the incapacitated person. Many courts allow the guardian
tremendous discretion. The powers afforded the guardian can include the power to undertake tax
planning, gift-giving, and, even in some circumstances, planning to protect assets against the cost
of nursing home care.
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In general, a guardian of a person may have any or all of the powers, rights and duties needed to
•

Determine where and with whom the ward will reside.

•

See to the care, comfort, and maintenance of the ward, including any education, training
and services.

•

See to the care of the ward’s personal effects.

•

Consent to medical and professional treatment of the ward.

•

Maintain a lawsuit on behalf of the ward.

•

Receive and apply any money or property of the ward to his or her current needs for
support and care.

•

Report to the court the condition of the ward.

•

Report to the court the condition of any part of the ward’s estate subject to the guardian’s
control.

The conservator, or guardian of property matters, is generally granted the powers, rights, and
duties to

•

Invest funds of the estate.

•

Collect, hold, retain, and dispose of assets.

•

Continue or participate in the operation of a business.

•

Handle banking transactions on behalf of the ward.

•

Make ordinary or extraordinary repairs, alterations, or improvements to real estate.

•

Enter into leases as a lessee or a lessor.

•

Engage in securities transactions on behalf of the ward.

•

Pay expenses or debts of the ward.

•

Settle or contest a claim.

•

Pay taxes owed by the ward or the ward’s estate.
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•

Prosecute or defend suits.

•

Expend funds for the support of dependents of the ward.

In some jurisdictions the conservator’s powers also extend to expenditures for the maintenance,
support, and well-being of the conservatee.

Determination of Powers to Be Granted
Courts have wide latitude in the powers granted to a guardian. In addition to any combination of
the powers, rights and duties outlined above, the courts may grant powers based on the concepts
of—
•

“Best interests”, or

•

“Substituted judgment.”

Traditional guardianship statutes assume or explicitly require that a guardian make decisions in
the best interests of the ward. The best interest standard calls for decisions that promote the
ward’s health, safety, and security, as shown by an assessment of such tangible factors as
physical and financial risks, harm or pain, and benefits.

The doctrine of “substituted judgment,” in contrast, attempts to reach the decision the
incapacitated person would make if he or she were able to choose. As you might well imagine,
this field of substituted judgment is a constantly expanding one. As one court permits one
guardian to undertake certain enumerated rights and powers based upon this concept, another
court will probably be asked at some later time to grant rights and powers greater than those
permitted by the first court. In this way, guardianship powers are continually expanding. Usually,
the two concepts reach the same conclusion, because an individual usually wants, or is presumed
to want, what is in his/her objective best interest. Only when the ward’s preferences depart from
conventional interests in security, health, and life is the application of subjective judgment at
issue.
To be sure, some guardianship powers are going to be more or less automatic, such as the power
to collect the ward’s assets and pay the ward’s debts. From the perspective of substituted
judgment, the possibilities are seemingly limitless. For instance, a court might be asked to make
a provision permitting the guardian to continue to provide support for a person for whom the
ward is no longer legally responsible, because that is what the ward would choose to do.
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Example 15-1
Ted is appointed guardian for his father, Bill, following Bill’s stroke. Ted has a brother, Tom,
age 35, who has been suffering from severe depression for years, so that he has been unable to
hold down a job. Bill has been supporting his son for as long as Ted can remember. Of course,
Bill is under no legal obligation to do so since Tom is long over the age of majority.
Nevertheless, Ted asks the court to permit him to use his father’s money to support Tom. The
court may approve such a request.

In recent years, courts have been asked to permit all sorts of tax, estate, financial, and asset
protection planning as part of a guardian’s duties. The practitioner can assist the client and
his/her family by
•

Recognizing their needs, and

•

Guiding the guardian as to what powers to request.

Sizeable Estate. For instance, your client may have a sizeable estate that would benefit from an
annual gift-giving program of $11,000 per beneficiary. In addition, your client’s beloved college
aged grandchildren might benefit from a donor’s ability to pay their tuition directly to their
educational institution. If your client has a large estate, it might be beneficial to have an amount
even larger than the annual exclusion transferred to his or her identified beneficiaries so that the
interest earned on this sum does not increase the client’s estate even more.

In any of the above cases, the guardian should request, through his/her attorney, that the court
permit the guardian to make such gifts. The role of the accountant could include preparing the
necessary spreadsheet or other proof of tax benefits as substantiation for the requested power.
Perhaps the CPA will be called upon to testify in court as an expert witness as to why such
planning would be useful.
Theoretically, of course, the gifting of assets from your client to others cannot be called “useful”
to your client. However, this should not deter you. Courts freely give guardians the power to do
things, which a normal person, if fully apprised of the facts, would do. A program of gift-giving
or other expenditures, which benefit the client’s family at the expense of the IRS, will likely be
approved.

Business Owner. Another important instance where you can assist your client is when he/she is
a business owner. All sorts of discretionary powers might be sought here, from continuing the
business (as opposed to winding it down, particularly if it is a sole proprietorship) to converting
the type of entity (for instance, from a sole proprietorship to a corporation). In many cases, the
CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services practitioner has served as the accountant for the business,
and, therefore,
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•

Has become familiar with the client’s business.

•

Knows what powers will be helpful to the guardian in maintaining the business at its peak
performance.

Medicaid Planning. Another area of substituted judgment, which usually would not be
important to a CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services client, involves the transfer of assets from the
incapacitated person (IP) to another person as a part of planning for an eventual application for
Medicaid benefits. Courts have approved of transfers of property to spouses in connection with a
technique known as “spousal refusal”2 and also to children or other heirs in order to achieve
eventual Medicaid eligibility. Interestingly, the standard for approving of such transfer planning
has often been: “Would a competent reasonable person, in the position of the IP, undertake
similar planning under the circumstances?”

Many courts reason that an IP, if competent, would not choose to spend rather than preserve
assets, if at all possible. Every state’s decisions are different, of course. Most CPA
ElderCare/PrimePlus Services clients will not be in the position to transfer sufficient assets to
qualify for Medicaid. However, if the client’s family inquires about this possibility, you should
discuss asset transfers as well as what it means to a patient to be dependent on Medicaid.
Renunciations or Disclaimers. Another power, which is often overlooked, is the ability of the
guardian to execute renunciations or disclaimers for estate tax purposes. This is important when
the elderly, incapacitated client may potentially come into an inheritance. It is important for the
accountant to have a very thorough knowledge of the client’s family tree in order to prevent
unforeseen tax problems.

Example 15-2
Sophie is an 88-year-old IP. She has one sister, Rosie, age 89. Neither of the sisters has ever
married. Rosie is mentally alert but in rapidly failing health. Her will leaves everything to
Sophie. Sophie’s will leaves everything to Rosie. Each sister’s estate is approximately
$1,000,000. As can well be imagined, if one sister dies, any inheritance will push the other well
over the level of having a federally taxable estate. Considering the unlikelihood that either sister
will ever have need of the other’s money, one would ordinarily suggest that alternate
arrangements be made. In Rosie’s case, this is not a problem since she apparently has the mental
capacity to make a new will. However, what if she never gets around to it? Or, if she simply does
not understand the complexities of the tax code and is frightened off by the suggestion that her
sister and life-long friend not be her heir? In such a case, having the power to renounce on behalf
of Sophie is important.

2 “Spousal refusal” is a technique whereby one spouse (who is or is about to be institutionalized) transfers assets to
the second spouse (who continues to live in the community), after which the second spouse simply refuses to use
those assets for the medical costs of the first spouse. Under current Medicaid laws, the local Social Services
Department must grant Medicaid benefits following such a refusal, although they might have some later remedy
against the community spouse. The subject is more fully discussed in Chapter 6, “Medicaid Benefits.”
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Guardianship Tax Preparation and Accounting
One of the most important tasks of a guardian, (after the collection of assets and payment of
debts), is the rendering of the annual and, at some point, final accounting. An initial inventory of
the estate should be supplied by the guardian or conservator to the court. Periodic accountings
are required at least annually. The final accounting is due when one of the following events
occurs:
•

The ward dies.

•

The ward’s assets are depleted.

•

The guardian resigns.

•

The appointing court removes the guardian.

When a guardian is appointed, the court retains jurisdiction over that guardian—very often
ordering that a surety bond be posted for security as well—to assure that the money and property
placed into the custody of the guardian are being applied properly to the ward’s needs. By no
means is this to be taken for granted. Funds can be mismanaged or even stolen.
In many cases, a fiduciary will call upon a CPA to assist with the preparation of guardianship
accounting for someone who is not their client. This usually includes the ordinary tax
preparation, which must be undertaken on behalf of the ward each year, and the court’s
accounting.

The tax return is actually a very simple matter. Although, strictly speaking, a guardian is a
fiduciary, a fiduciary income tax return is not required. All income-producing assets are in a
guardianship account using the taxpayer identification number of the ward. As a result, the tax
reporting is identical to that of an individual (or couple). The guardian signs a Form 1040 on
behalf of the incapacitated person and attaches a copy of the appointment as guardian. In the case
of a husband and wife, the guardian can join with the spouse to sign a joint return.
As for the court’s accounting, this is also quite simple to master. A typical annual inventory and
account might look like the one in Exhibit 15-1. The actual accounting is a bit more detailed.
Schedule A usually requests information about the principal at hand from the date of
appointment or the last accounting. Ordinarily, in an initial accounting, securities will be valued
as of the day that the guardian took possession of them. In subsequent years, increases or
decreases to this principal resulting from the sale of assets will be reported on Schedule B.

Income received during the year is recorded on Schedule C. Income is not defined in the same
way as it would be on a tax return. For purposes of a guardianship proceeding, all receipts are
counted whether they are tax-free or not. This includes
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•

Social Security.

•

Pension funds.

•

Rental income, and all other monies received by the guardianship during the year.

Exhibit 15-1
Accounting for Guardianship of John Smith
(Summary of Account)
Schedule A—Principal on hand at date of appointment or last accounting
Schedule B—Changes to principal
Schedule C—Income received
Subtotal

$200,000
750
12,100
$212,850

14,800

Schedule D—Disbursements
Schedule E-l—Balance of cash and securities to be charged to next
year’s account
Schedule E-2—Real estate
Schedule E-3—All other property
Total Estate

98,050
100,000
0
$212,850

A sample of the detailed accounting might look as follows:

Schedule A
Principal on Hand

Real property located at 123 Main St., Anytown, USA
Single family home occupied by ward.
Valued per appraisal at:
Securities (all valuations as of last accounting)
1,000 shares common stock, ABC Co. at $20 per share
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Schedule A (Continued)
Principal on Hand
500 shares common stock, XYZ Co. at $25 per share

32,500

12,500

Both of the above held in guardianship account with Fly-by-Nite
Securities, member NASD
2000 Wall St., Anytown, USA

Bank accounts
Certificate of deposit held in Big Bank
1 Big Bank Drive, Anytown, USA
Savings account, same
Checking account, same

$65,000
2,000
500

67,500

Total

$200,000
Schedule B
Changes to Principal

Increases or decreases to principal on sale or liquidation of stocks or bonds
Net receipts from sale of real estate

Gain from sale of 100 shares of DOA Inc. at $57.50 per share,
Basis $50 per share, sold 5/31/XX

$750

Schedule C
Income Received
Social Security received on account of ward
12 months at $1,000

$12,000

Bank interest
Big Bank savings account

Stock dividends
1,000 shares common stock, ABC Co.
500 shares common stock, XYZ Co.

5

$75
20

95

$12,100
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Schedule D
Amounts Disbursed

Payments made on behalf of ward to
Shady Pastures Nursing Home, Anytown USA
$1,050 per month x 12 months

$12,600

Payment of taxes on ward’s real property
Payment of insurance on ward’s real property
Payment of water and sewer charges, real property

800
600
500

Clothing purchases for ward, aggregating
Tax preparation

200
100

$14,800

$20,000
12,500

$32,500

Schedule E-1
Balance remaining on hand held as follows:

1,000 shares common stock, ABC Co. at $20 per share
500 shares common stock, XYZ Co. at $25 per share

Bank accounts
Certificate of deposit held in Big Bank
1 Big Bank Drive, Anytown, USA
Savings account, same
Checking account, same

$65,000
400
150

65,550
$98,050

TOTAL
Schedule E-2
Real Estate Owned

Real property located at 123 Main St., Anytown, USA
Single family home occupied by ward.
Valued per appraisal at:
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Guardianships

Who Should Be the Guardian?
The best guardian is the person the proposed ward prefers or one whose decisions would reflect
the ward’s values and express wishes. Some state statutes specify a priority among possible
guardians, which usually includes the designee of the ward, the spouse, and adult children. The
court is not required to follow the statutory priority, however, if some other choice is in the best
interests of the ward. Some statutes require that a guardian of the person live near the ward on
the assumption it would otherwise be impossible to carry out the duties of guardianship.

Because a growing number of prospective wards have no one to serve as guardian, a number of
states have established a public guardianship system. The public guardian is an agency or public
official whose primary purpose is the provision of guardianship services. A growing number of
lawyers, non-lawyers, and nonprofit corporations have also entered the business of providing
guardianship services. Many agencies, corporations, and individual professionals can provide
guardianship services.

Today, many states require that a guardian complete training provided by the court. Such
programs vary greatly from brief videotapes on basic reporting requirements to extended group
training sessions that acquaint new guardians with their obligations.

Most jurisdictions require a guardian of the property to post a surety bond equal to a percentage
of the estate. This usually requires the guardian to make a personal guarantee to the bonding
corporation.

Things for the CPA to Consider Before Becoming a Guardian or Other Type
of Fiduciary
If a CPA is asked to act as a fiduciary, he/she should take into account the considerations given
in this section as part of the decision-making process. While these considerations are listed here,
in the segment on guardianships, they apply equally to trusts and estates.

Although not an everyday occurrence (and not recommended, as a rule, for CPA ElderCare/
PrimePlus Services providers), there are indeed times when a CPA will be asked to assume the
role of fiduciary. Clients that have a long-standing relationship with their CPA often believe that
he/she will have the acumen to take care of the financial aspects of the client’s affairs—whether
as part of a guardianship, trust or estate. Before undertaking such an appointment, however, it is
strongly urged that the CPA consider the following factors.
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More Stringent Standard
Whether you are the guardian of an incapacitated person, a trustee of a trust, or an executor of an
estate, you are a fiduciary and owe the highest level of trust, loyalty, and fidelity to the person
for whom you are responsible. Courts take this responsibility seriously. Any conflict of interest is
resolved against you. If your actions in any way benefit you, you could be found to have
breached your duties and be charged accordingly.

For example, say that you are engaged in the sale of mutual funds and sell some to your ward. If
you received a commission for the sale of the product, you have engaged in self-dealing and may
be held liable for the return of the commissions. You cannot get around this by purchasing the
mutual funds from someone else in your office because the independence of your judgment
might be questioned.

Greater Scrutiny ofInvestments and Advice
One of the most important things that a fiduciary does is invest the ward’s money. This does not
mean that you are the guarantor of the positive performance of the portfolio, although you are
not excused for negative performance either. The point is simply this: in cases where you
recommend or even sell an investment, which does not perform up to par, your client might be
unhappy with you and, at worst, fire you. That is about as far as it can go. However, if you
mismanage investments as a fiduciary, the court can find you negligent and surcharge you—that
is, it can make you pay back the amount of a loss—even if this loss exceeds the commissions
you have earned.
There have been cases where courts have determined that a particular stock (in those cases,
making up a large percentage of the investment portfolio, so there were issues of a lack of
diversification) should have been sold sooner and assessed damages retroactively to the
particular date when, in its opinion, the stock should have been sold.

Different Investment Duties
A fiduciary is obligated to serve two masters, in a sense: the current beneficiary and the
remaindermen—those individuals or entities entitled to receive what is left after the initial
relationship terminates, most often upon the death of the current beneficiary. The fiduciary must
balance the often competing interests very carefully so that while the current beneficiary’s needs
are taken care of, the initial fund is not depleted (unless such depletion was specifically
contemplated in creating the fiduciary relationship).

In the guardianship context, it is important to have the goals clearly specified: For instance, is the
guardian supposed to use income only for the ward; in which case, do you invest for income? Or
may principal be invaded as well; in which case, do you invest at least partially for growth, in
order to “replenish” the principal?
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In most guardianship situations, because the money under management is that of the ward, and
the ward’s personal best interest is paramount, the use of income vs. principal may be academic.
But what if the ward’s attorney has convinced the court appointing the guardian that the ward
would, if competent, also wish to provide for, say, an adult child who has mental or physical
limitations?
Rest assured that whenever there are potentially competing interests, the fiduciary will be
required to balance those competing interests.

Family Pressures and In-fighting
In many cases, the reason you are asked to serve as a fiduciary is because family members are
warring among themselves. Knowing this, should you place yourself in the middle? In most
cases, the answer will be “no.”

Subject's Resentment
Say you agree to act as the guardian for a person who does not believe, despite the court’s ruling,
that a guardian should have been appointed. Or, take the case where you agree to act as trustee
for an adult child (who is financially imprudent) after the death of the parents. Be advised that in
cases such as these, the ward or beneficiary may make your life miserable.

No Additional Compensation for Difficult Cases
As a fiduciary, you are normally entitled to statutory commissions. You will likely earn them and
then some. Never look at raw numbers alone. What may seem like a lot of money for doing little
more than mailing out income checks may turn into a time-consuming nightmare if problems
arise. There is no additional compensation just because you did not anticipate things such as the
ward becoming ill and needing constant medical attention that you must arrange for, or tenants in
real property under your management failing to pay rent (which could require your appearance in
court for eviction proceedings), or other unforeseen scenarios.

3 In one case in which the author was involved as an attorney, the beneficiary of a trust, resenting the trustee, made it
a point of signing the trustee up for every magazine subscription known to mankind, as well as requesting free
information on every vacation spot and time share on Earth. After a while, this trustee was receiving every single
day the quantity of junk mail that most other people accumulate only over the course of several months. In addition,
the beneficiary also allegedly tried to stab him and even took him to court claiming various breaches of fiduciary
duty. At this writing, the trustee, having had enough, is in the process of resigning.
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Possibly No Other Fees for Services Such as Accounting
If you are an accountant, it is possible that you will be prevented by the court from charging an
additional fee for your services as accountant. This means that you may end up doing a year’s
worth of work for just a bit more money than you would be earning if you merely did the
fiduciary’s tax returns and judicial accountings. Certainly a “time spent vs. commissions earned
analysis should be done before accepting any fiduciary appointment.
A word to the wise: consider all of the above carefully before agreeing to accept a fiduciary
assignment.
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Chapter 16

Planning for Disabled Children

Introduction
So far, we have concerned ourselves with planning strictly for elderly clients, but in some cases
the clients may be concerned with providing for a disabled child after their deaths.

Parents, quite naturally, want to make sure that children who cannot care for themselves, either
physically or financially, are well taken care of after the parents’ deaths. Not all parents facing
this situation seek the advice of a competent estate planner. The “alternative” planning methods
they devise are many, such as
•

Joint accounts.

•

Accounts “in trust for.”

•

Annual gifts of $11,000.

•

Lifetime trusts.

•

Money given to their other children to “hold” for the disabled child.

Unfortunately, most of the estate planning methods employed by such parents—as wellintentioned as they might be—are not advisable. In fact, not only will they not accomplish the
task at hand, but they may be counterproductive.
This section will explore the different types of planning available to a parent whose estate
planning goals include providing for a disabled child. Which method is best depends on a wide
assortment of variables, each of which will be explored here. An attorney will be needed to draft
any legal documents necessary to implement the client’s plan and to provide advice about the
legal issues involved in setting up trusts for the disabled.

The practitioner should be able to spot the issues and help a client develop a plan that provides
both peace of mind for the client and appropriate care for the disabled child.
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Preliminary Planning Considerations
As obvious as it may seem, the most important step in planning for the comfort of a disabled
individual after the parents’ deaths is to define the parents’ objectives.

“I want to make sure that Junior is taken care of.” So says your typical client. Yet, what does this
mean? What are Junior’s needs, and will the client’s assets provide a sufficient pool of funds to
accomplish this goal?
It is not unusual for a client to state the goal without having carefully considered the variables.
For example, many of the things to be considered include the following:
1. What is the extent of the disability? The term disability may mean different things to
different people. The term is broad enough to encompass an emotionally disturbed child
who has suffered a breakdown, for example, and whose parents are concerned that he/she
will be unable to earn a livelihood at a level envisioned by the parents, or it could include
a child who is severely handicapped from birth who will likely require a lifetime of
institutionalization. Each of these extremes requires different considerations.

2. Who are the other heirs? For many families, the disabled child is but one of several
children. An additional consideration is whether to treat all children equally, or whether
to give the disabled child more—or less—than his/her siblings. If the decision is made to
give the disabled child a larger share of the estate, will the other siblings feel “penalized”
for their normality and/or success in life?

3. What is the extent of assets? Obviously, there is greater flexibility when parents have
more assets. In such a case, an appropriate estate plan must also include appropriate tax
planning. In addition, if an estate is not large enough to provide adequate funds for the
care of the disabled child throughout his/her entire lifetime, consideration must be given
to the purchase of life insurance, if possible, to meet this need.
4. What is the nature of assets? For many people, their largest single asset is their home. If,
as is so often the case, the parents wish to provide that this home be maintained after their
own deaths as the home for their child, what effect will this have upon the distribution of
the remainder of the estate, particularly when there are other children? Even if there are
no other children, are the estate’s liquid assets sufficient to maintain the home for the
disabled child?

5. Who will manage the assets? This is more than merely a consideration of who will act as
the executor of the estate. Estates ordinarily terminate after some period of time. At that
point, a trustee may be called upon to take over the management of the disabled child’s
inheritance. Should this trustee be an individual or a professional trustee, such as a bank?
If an individual is being considered—most usually a sibling of the disabled child—will
he/she have the time to manage the property? Will there be any resentment if the disabled
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child receives a larger share? Considering the size of the disabled child’s share of the
estate, is it feasible to select a corporate fiduciary? This question is of particular
importance in the event that assets are illiquid, as in the case of a home that will continue
to be maintained as the residence of the disabled child. Corporate fiduciaries are normally
compensated in proportion to the value of the corpus. Is it wise to pay a corporate
fiduciary for “managing” a house?
6. What is the effect on other benefits? Normally, a disabled individual is entitled to some
form of governmental benefits—for example, Social Security Disability, SSI, Medicaid,
or Medicare. What impact will an inheritance have on such benefits?

7. When should there be lifetime vs. death planning? Is it better for a parent to begin
divesting assets in favor of the disabled child now, while the parent is still alive, or is it
better to postpone any such decision until death at which time a testamentary trust may be
established? Or, should both be done to some extent?

In addition, the plan of action should consider the following:
1. Is the estate plan being preparedfor one parent orfor both? This is an important point
that can easily be missed. Is it better for each parent to provide for a child upon the death
of that parent, or is it better to make financial arrangements that will take effect only after
the death of the second parent? In the overwhelming number of cases, when a husband
and wife undertake to prepare an estate plan, they prefer to leave the entire estate to the
survivor and distribute the assets among their children only upon the death of the
survivor.

In most respects, this is likely to be a sound procedure, and the available inter-spousal
planning techniques should be employed. These include, of course, the use of the
unlimited spousal marital deduction and the use of a Credit Shelter or Qualified
Terminable Interest Property (QTIP) Trust.
In most cases (the possible exception being when the disabled child is the child of only
one of the spouses, i.e., a second marriage situation), it is not necessary to provide for the
disabled child after the death of the first parent. It has been the author’s observation that
the parents of a disabled child will, during their lifetimes, do anything and everything
possible to maintain the appropriate standard of living for that child. Naturally, they act
out of love rather than out of tax or other considerations. As a result, there is normally no
problem when one spouse wishes to provide first for the other spouse and then for the
children—disabled or otherwise.
Obviously, when estate planning is being undertaken only for a surviving spouse, no
spousal planning is necessary. Such a client should be advised, however, that if he/she
remarries consideration ought to be given to a new estate plan to assure the disabled child
of receiving a share of the estate.
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2. What are the specific needs of the child? It cannot be stressed too often that it should not
be some mathematical formula or misguided belief that governs estate planning for a
disabled child. It should be based upon a careful, rational analysis of the needs of the
child.

For instance, let us follow the case of Ethel from young widowhood through senior
citizenship to see how planning might differ. (Although this book concentrates on
planning for the elderly, it helps to know how needs change over time.)

Example 16-1

Ethel is a 40-year-old widow with three children and an estate valued at $300,000. One of her
children is severely disabled and will be unable to function for the remainder of his life. The
disabled child is 12 years old. Ethel’s other children are 14 and 16.
Analysis
Naturally, Ethel wants to provide some comforts for her disabled child in the event of her death;
but because she loves all of her children equally, she does not want to exclude the other two. In
addition, Ethel understands that should she die, Fred, her disabled child, would receive SSI and
Medicaid benefits and probably would reside in a group home where his needs would be taken
care of. She has heard that if she leaves him any money, however, he will have to spend nearly
all of this money prior to achieving eligibility for SSI or Medicaid.
Broadly speaking, Ethel’s options may be summarized as follows:
•

She may leave her $300,000 estate in equal shares: $100,000 to each child.

•

She may leave everything to Fred.

•

She may omit Fred and leave her estate to her two healthy children, Ricky and Lucy.

There is also a fourth option here: the purchase of life insurance. If ever there was a person who
required additional protection upon death, it is Ethel at this stage of her life.
In advising Ethel, we need to examine the needs of the respective children. In our first example,
all three are in their teens. Should Ethel die suddenly, all have needs, not just Fred. Assuming
that Ethel’s will names a guardian to watch over and raise her children in the event of her death,
it would likely be unfair to ask the guardian to pay for the upbringing of Ricky and Lucy while
only providing for Fred. Conversely, splitting this estate between Ricky and Lucy and excluding
Fred altogether may or may not be the correct thing to do at this point.
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Again, we must consider Fred’s needs. If Fred would require institutionalization upon Ethel’s
death, then it is quite likely that SSI and Medicaid would pay for the full cost of his care. If the
institutionalization is expected to last a lifetime, a bequest to Fred might be wasted. However,
Ethel does not want Fred to be deprived of certain luxuries. It might be advisable, therefore, to
set a small sum aside for him for “discretionary” spending.

Therefore, in the above scenario, a mathematical formula would suit no one’s needs. The best
plan might be to set aside some money for Fred’s use, say $50,000 in trust, while dividing the
remainder between Ricky and Lucy. Naturally, because both of the healthy children are minors,
it would be advisable to provide that their shares be held in trust during their minority and
possibly even beyond.
Now, contrast the above scenario with that in which Fred will not require institutionalization. Let
us say that a close relative would agree to care for Fred in his home. The analysis must be
adjusted accordingly. Ricky and Lucy will be of college age shortly and, before long, of working
age. Fred, it seems, can look forward to neither of these possibilities. In such a case, it might be
advisable to set aside more for Fred than for Ricky or Lucy.

Again, the above scenario begs the purchase of life insurance, assuming that Ethel is able to
afford it and is insurable.

Example 16-2

Fast-forward ten years. Ethel is now 50. Her estate is $600,000, and her children are 22, 24, and
26 years old. Both Ricky and Lucy have graduated from college and are beginning to earn a
living. Neither resides with Ethel any longer. Ethel, very wisely, wishes to reconsider her estate
plan.
Analysis

The options remain the same, however. She may distribute her estate equally, all to her healthy
children, or all to Fred. What does she do at this point?
Again, while we might achieve mathematical equality, an evaluation of the needs of each child
would likely yield a different answer. Assuming, again, that upon Ethel’s death, Fred would
require institutionalization—which would be covered by SSI and Medicaid—it still is not
particularly wise to leave him the full $600,000.

Likewise, while she has considered leaving Ricky and Lucy $300,000 each in the hope that they,
as “mature adults”, will care for Fred, you have advised her, quite correctly, that there are risks
associated with such a plan, not the least of which is the lack of assurances that that money will
be available for Fred’s use. For example, Fred would be out of luck if Ricky or Lucy should
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•

Use the money for their own personal needs,

•

Get married and place the money into a spousal joint account, or

•

Have children but neglect to prepare a will (in which case the laws of intestacy of most
states would provide for the inheritance by a spouse and children, not siblings.)

A trust is, again, the most appropriate planning technique here. However, whereas ten years
prior, with the needs of little Ricky and little Lucy to consider as well, this trust left only $50,000
for Fred, Ethel is now in a better position to equalize her estate. Perhaps she wishes to leave
$100,000 in trust for Fred. Or, perhaps this is the appropriate time to do what she really wanted
to do all along—treat her children equally—and leave each $200,000 with Ricky and Lucy
receiving theirs outright and Fred’s share being held in trust.
Then again, a pure mathematical formula (one-third each) may still not maximize the beneficial
use of the money. If Fred is institutionalized, $200,000 may be more than he could ever use; if
not, because the same loving relative agrees to care for him in his home, $200,000 may be
insufficient. All such factors must be carefully weighed.

Example 16-3
Fast-forward another ten years. Ethel is 60. Fred is 32. Ricky is 34, and Lucy is 36. Ethel’s estate
has now climbed to $900,000. We know for certain now that Fred could not function on his own
in the outside world. He would either require institutionalization or the loving care of another
family member. The relative, who was willing to take care of him 20 years ago or even 10 years
ago, is now himself approaching 70. Even if he were still willing to do so, he might be physically
unable to care for Fred. In any event, he would likely not survive Ethel by many years. Both
Ricky and Lucy have families of their own and, quite frankly, Fred would be a burden on either.
This leaves as the likeliest option Fred’s institutionalization in the event of Ethel’s death. But,
how does one distribute the estate?

Analysis
With her assets at $900,000 and with equal affection for her children, notwithstanding the fact
that neither Ricky or Lucy would likely take care of Fred, she considers her options. They, as
always, remain the same: she may divide her estate equally, leave it all in a trust for Fred,
exclude Fred and divide it equally between Ricky and Lucy, or she may do something in
between the extremes. With $900,000, Ethel feels that she has a greater degree of flexibility; and
while this is true, the nonfinancial considerations have not changed.
Should she divide her estate into $300,000 equal shares? Obviously, she may do so, but again,
this does not consider whether Fred, being institutionalized, will require the income from so
much money. If his needs are meager, it might be wise to give a larger portion to Ricky and
Lucy. They may be financially stable and mature enough to use some of their inheritance for
Fred’s benefit should that ever become necessary.
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On the other hand, this is also the time to consider the respective needs of Ricky and Lucy. Lucy
is a successful television actress who earns more in one year than Ethel has in her entire lifetime.
Ricky is a modestly successful musician who is barely eking out a living. This puts a whole new
spin on things, does it not? While Ethel loves her children equally, their needs are not equal. An
estate planner might point out that a bequest to Lucy would be “wasteful” if such is the correct
term. Perhaps more ought to be left to Ricky with some portion placed in trust for Fred.

Let us say that Ricky, rather than barely meeting his expenses, is a successful musician, and
while his income does not approach that of Lucy’s level, he is, nevertheless, quite comfortable.
Let us say that his wife is the potential heiress to a small fortune. Up until now we have
considered distributions to all three children. However with the above scenario, there is another
alternative. Since both Ricky and Lucy are successful, perhaps the entire $900,000 may be
placed in trust for Fred. Ethel, after all, would do anything to prevent Fred from being
institutionalized for the remainder of his life. Perhaps, he would function well in a group home
where he can receive appropriate supervision.
Let us assume that publicly funded group homes are few and far between, but privately funded
ones are available. Even a 5% return on $900,000 (ignoring estate taxes for a moment) would
generate a substantial annual income—$45,000 in this case. This might be sufficient to meet
Ethel’s goals for Fred. Is this a feasible plan? Again, it depends upon Fred’s level of function. If
he is severely disabled, it may simply not work. A disability of less severity, however, may
permit him to reside in a group home with others. $900,000 might even permit his trustee to
•

Purchase a home for Fred (a co-op or a condominium might be perfect).

•

Maintain the home.

•

Provide for the payment of social work and medical professionals to care for him to a
greater extent than he would be cared for in a group home.

It should be readily apparent at this point that there is no single factor that governs estate
planning for a disabled child. In arriving at the optimum estate plan, we must very carefully
weigh each of the following:
•

Age of the child.

•

Age and financial condition of other children.

•

Extent of the assets.

•

Nature and extent of the disability.

Before we discuss the best type of plan for the care of a disabled child, the planner should be
aware of what will not work well.
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Unsuitable Alternative Plans
Earlier in this book you learned about various testamentary substitutes. The question now
becomes: “Are any of them suitable for planning for a disabled adult child?” In truth, most will
not be. Of those discussed in this section, none will achieve the desired goals because they
•

Confer direct ownership upon the disabled beneficiary, or

•

Impose unnecessary risks or legal entanglements.

In Trust For (I/T/F) Accounts
Again, an “in trust for” (I/T/F) account is an arrangement whereby the owner of property (most
commonly a bank account) designates to whom the account shall pass after the death of the
owner. The inscription on such an account will usually read: “John Smith I/T/F [in trust for]
Mary Smith” or “John Smith P/O/D [pay on death] Mary Smith.”
In a normal circumstance—normal being an I/T/F account held for the benefit of a child who
suffers from no disability—such accounts are an acceptable testamentary substitute. However,
estate planning for a disabled child is not the “normal” circumstance. In the above titled bank
account, when John Smith dies, Mary’s interest in the account vests immediately. If the
acquisition of this resource, when added to Mary’s other resources, pushes her over the top of the
eligibility threshold, she will lose her SSI/Medicaid benefits until such time as she either spends
the excess resources, or if not institutionalized, she gives them away.
This may seem like a small concern that is certainly worth the risk in exchange for a smooth and
quick death transfer of assets to Mary. But, is it? If the account is large enough and Mary’s
condition is serious enough, an “in trust for” account can be a serious mistake.
Example 16-4

John Smith’s I/T/F account for his daughter, Mary, contains $100,000 at the time of his death.
During John’s lifetime, he has always cared for his mentally diminished daughter at home.
However, with John’s death, Mary’s siblings, unable or unwilling to care for her in their own
homes, have decided to place her in an institution for the mentally ill. Her $100,000 inheritance
cannot be transferred at this point without the loss of Medicaid eligibility. She can expect to use
much, or all, of that money for her maintenance in the institution thus returning to the Medicaid
roll only after her newly acquired resources have been depleted.
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Adding to the problem, however, is the fact that Mary does not have the mental capacity to
manage her financial affairs. In fact, she has no bank account of her own and no way to open one
once John’s bank has issued her a check for the amount on deposit. It is likely that one of her
siblings will have to seek a judicial appointment as a guardian—a proceeding likely to be more
expensive and time-consuming than a probate proceeding.

Joint Accounts
Again, joint accounts are a very good testamentary substitute—but not necessarily in the case of
a disabled adult child.

The dangers of joint accounts in planning for disability are threefold:
•

First, the same danger exists as in the case of an “in trust for” account—once vested, the
disabled child may be unable to renounce or transfer the resource without affecting
government entitlements.

•

Second, we still have the problem of the management of the funds and the possible need
for the appointment of a guardian. Just as importantly, the disabled child has immediate
access to the account, which raises questions, such as

— What might happen if a child suffering from a psychological or emotional disorder
could get his or her hands on this money?
— What about a child whose disability is the result of an alcohol or drug addiction?
— What if the child is so clinically feebleminded that he or she is highly prone to
manipulation by others?

In all of these cases it is clear that the disabled child might be “motivated” to withdraw
the parents’ funds for “unauthorized” and “improper” use.
•

Finally, current Medicaid law creates the legal presumption that all assets in a joint
account belong to the Medicaid applicant. This can have disastrous results—the
immediate loss of government entitlements even before the death of the parent.

Outright Gifts
One of the most common misconceptions you will encounter is the belief that a gift of $11,000
or less somehow does not count, for anything, ever. It is an amazing mindset. Clients
misunderstand that just because you do not pay tax on a gift this does not mean that it is exempt
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from attachment by creditors or that it cannot be counted as an asset for purposes of establishing
eligibility for governmental benefits. They are wrong, of course.
A gift vests ownership in the disabled recipient immediately. If that gift pushes the recipient over
the Medicaid/SSI threshold, those benefits will, again, be eliminated.

Gifts to Third Parties
Having learned from you that they cannot make a gift of $11,000 to the disabled beneficiary, the
“clever” client may next attempt to circumvent this by making the gift to a third party, usually
another child. The problems with this approach are many.

First, if the parent/donor plans to make a “legitimate” gift of $11,000 to the disabled child’s
sibling, the additional $11,000 may reduce the lifetime gift/estate exemption.
Example 16-5

Joe Jones, a widower, realizes that he cannot give his disabled son Frank $11,000 without
affecting Frank’s Medicaid eligibility. Joe, whose estate is $1,800,000, decides instead to give
this amount to his daughter, Sally. In addition, Joe’s accountant has advised him to give Sally
$11,000 in order to reduce his taxable estate. Thus, Joe gives Sally $22,000. Assuming that Joe
still has his entire lifetime gift/estate tax exemption available, it would be reduced from
$1,500,000 to $1,489,000 as a result of this transfer, defeating the purpose of the annual
exclusion for Frank.

Analysis
But, you say, Sally is “holding” this money for Frank so that she can use it in the future. Doesn’t
Joe qualify for the annual deduction? Of course not. The annual exclusion is available only for a
present interest not for a future interest [IRC §2503(b)].
This may be the least of Joe’s problems, however:

•

What if Sally is married and has a will leaving her entire estate to her husband in the
event she were to predecease him? With the money solely in her name, it would go to her
husband, not to Frank.

•

What if Sally dies but has no will? Depending upon the laws of intestacy in her state,
Sally’s property might go to her husband, to her children or even back to her father
before it will be inherited by Frank.
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•

What if, by some miracle, Frank does stumble into this inheritance because all heirs of
superior right have predeceased? The result is no different than if a joint account or “in
trust for” was created for him—his eligibility for government benefits will probably be
affected.

The untimely death of the third party is not the only consideration, however. Money or property
titled in the name of a third party might, in a worst-case scenario
•

Be attachable in the event of a judgment against the third party.

•

Be subject to consideration in the case of a divorce.

(Note. Most states consider gifts to be the separate property of the donee-spouse. As
such, they are not “divided” in the case of divorce. However, if the separate property of
the donee-spouse is sufficiently large, it may subconsciously, or even not so
subconsciously, affect an award of alimony, child support, or asset division.)
•

Be spent by the donee who, with all good intentions, plans to return the money at a later
date (gambling problems, expensive tastes, etc).

Trusts for Disabled Individuals
Having explored some of the avenues of planning that will yield less than ideal results, we turn
to the preferred method of planning for a disabled child: a trust.
We have, of course, discussed the basics of trusts earlier in this book. That section focused
primarily on living, or inter vivos, trusts. In this chapter, we consider a different type—the
testamentary trust. A testamentary trust is one which is set up so that it begins operation only
after the death of the settlor. “Testamentary” ordinarily refers to a trust set up in a Last Will and
Testament. However, for our purposes such a trust can also be set up in a living trust so long as it
is not funded or intended to be given any effect until after the death of the settlor.

Why a testamentary trust rather than a living one? There are several reasons why inter vivos
trusts for the benefit of a disabled beneficiary are not favored:
•

Funding an inter vivos trust involves an immediate infusion of the settlor’s capital. Most
people are hesitant to irrevocably transfer a large amount of their assets into a trust,
fearing, quite naturally, that they may need these resources as they themselves grow
older.
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•

An irrevocable transfer is a completed gift although not of a present interest. Thus, the
settlor may find himself paying a gift tax for the “privilege” of providing for a child. One
can, of course, give the beneficiary a power to withdraw $11,000 each year, but a
beneficiary on SSI or Medicaid would be required to do so. That money would have to be
used first on his or her care. Therefore, it would be as if the settlor threw that money
away each year.

•

On the other hand, if the trust is not made irrevocable, why bother setting it up in the first
place? The grantor trust rules apply so there is no income tax benefit to the settler [IRC
§671 et. seq.]. The revocability would bring the contents of such a trust within the
settlor’s estate under IRC §2036 et. seq., so there is no estate tax benefit. Plus, if the trust
requires the payment of income to the disabled beneficiary, this income would be
included in evaluating his/her SSI/Medicaid benefits and would serve only to reduce, or
even eliminate, a government benefit already being received.

•

Finally, most parents who care enough about a child to consider the creation of a trust in
the first place would be the type of parents to take care of their disabled child without
one. They likely do not need an inter vivos trust as an incentive.

There are some cases where inter vivos trusts might be beneficial:

1. Wealthy Parents—The most common exception is where the parents are elderly and
wealthy. For instance, they could
a. Fund a trust with an amount equal to the lifetime credit equivalent (ignoring state gift
taxes, if any, for the moment).

b. Provide income to the disabled child for life.
c. Have sufficient income remaining from nontrust sources to live out their days in
comfort.

In such a case, the lifetime gift would serve to shift income to the disabled child, income
that would otherwise be earned by the parents who, unable to spend it all, would see their
growing wealth diminished by estate taxes at some later date.
2. Pooling Trusts—Suppose that several family members are quite wealthy—grandparents
on both sides of the family, for instance—and each wants to leave the disabled child
some money. Whether this is advisable in the first place should be discussed with the
relevant family members. It does little good, after all, to have a “pool” of assets, which in
the aggregate provides so much income or principal that it cannot all benefit the disabled
child. For now, however, let us assume that it is going to happen. Rather than each
relative creating his/her own trust, naming his/her own trustee, and otherwise duplicating
efforts, it may be advisable to set up one inter vivos trust to act as a depository for all
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such bequests. Again, the advisability of this will depend upon the severity of the
disability.
3. Life Insurance Trusts—Such trusts will not benefit the disabled child during the life of
the parent. While their main purpose is estate tax reduction, they can also act like a
pooling trust.

4. Charitable Remainder Trusts (CRT)—If parents have highly appreciated assets, or
perhaps even an IRA that is fully taxable upon withdrawal, they may wish to transfer
those assets to a CRT. The trust can be set up to pay income to the parents and/or the
child for their lifetime while the income tax on sale of the assets or distribution of the
IRA is deferred until paid out to the beneficiaries. See Example 16-6 for a
discussion/consideration of the Medicaid/SSI issue raised there.

Example 16-6
Ted and Tina have an estate valued at $5,000,000 consisting of a house worth $2,000,000 and
income producing resources of $3,000,000. Their 5% annual return on the latter produces
$150,000 per year of income. They also receive Social Security and pensions totaling $50,000
per year. They have one child, Tom, who is disabled.

Despite their best efforts—Ted and Tina constantly travel abroad and otherwise treat themselves
quite nicely—they can only spend $100,000 per year. The result is that each year their net worth
(ignoring increases resulting from capital appreciation), grows by $100,000. ($200,000 annual
income less $100,000 lifestyle).

Analysis
Assuming they have in place a tax-wise estate plan, Ted and Tina will be able to postpone estate
taxation until the death of the survivor, at which point their $2,000,000 “excess” estate
($5,000,000 less two $1,500,000 exemption equivalents as of 2004) will be taxed at roughly
50%. So, for every year that they permit their estates to grow by $100,000, Uncle Sam can
expect to reap an additional $50,000 benefit upon their deaths.
The solution here might be for Ted and Tina each to fund an inter vivos trust for the benefit of
Tom. If this trust contains $2,000,000 it will shift $100,000 per year of income to Tom (5%
return x $2,000,000). This leaves Ted and Tina with only $100,000 of annual income and,
assuming their spending habits remain the same, they now have the equivalent of a “perpetual
income producer.”
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Note. Although the death exemption rises to $1,500,000 in 2004 and even more in future years,
the gift exemption remains at $1,000,000, so don’t make the mistake of confusing the two in
your advice to clients; the maximum beneficial funding in this example is $2,000,000. Any more
would result in an immediate gift tax being due. After the death of the respective parent, the
remaining $500,000 (or whatever higher amount is applicable depending upon the year of death)
may be added.

Of course, having discussed previously the effect that additional income or resources would have
on an SSI/Medicaid recipient, the question then becomes whether it is wise to provide Tom with
$100,000 of annual income currently. The answer, as it does always, depends upon Tom’s
condition. If Tom’s disability is so severe that he has no true “quality of life” but, rather, requires
institutionalization, which is being paid for by governmental benefits (i.e., he is an adult with
severe Downs Syndrome) it would likely be inadvisable for his parents to plan as above. On the
other hand, if Tom’s disability is not so severe and merely prevents him from achieving financial
security through employment (i.e. he suffers from a mild retardation), then, to put it quite
bluntly: who gives a damn about the monthly income of $500 or so that he would receive from
SSI? Isn’t it preferable that his parents care for him (through a trust) to the tune of $100,000
annually rather than watch him eke out an existence on less than one-tenth that amount?

Use of Special Needs or
Supplemental Needs Trusts
In the past few years, the terms “special needs trust “ and “supplemental needs trust” (both
referred to by the initials “SNT”) have entered the estate planning lexicon in relation to planning
for someone who anticipates the need for, or who is already receiving, Medicaid and other asset
based governmental benefits. Although the terms are used interchangeably by some, there is a
slight difference:
•

Special needs trusts are those that ordinarily contain the assets of a disabled beneficiary.
There is special federal legislation authorizing their creation.1

•

Supplemental needs trusts usually contain the assets of a third-party settlor (such as a
parent) placed there for the use of the disabled beneficiary.

Special Needs Trust
Special needs trusts have gained widespread recognition largely through word-of-mouth. It has
been your author’s experience that many clients who want to create such trusts have heard about

1 See 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)4A.
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them from support groups for parents with disabled children such as their own. Because such
trusts protect assets from being counted in determining Medicaid or SSI eligibility, they seem
like a great idea. Also, because they have the seal of approval of the other parents in the support
groups, clients may immediately want to hop on the “SNT train.”

What these parents want, however, is not a Special Needs Trust but, rather, a Supplemental
Needs Trust. A special needs trust is not one that a parent would ordinarily set up for a child
using the parent’s money. As delineated above, it is a trust set up with the child’s money for the
benefit of the child. As you will soon learn, one of the terms of a special needs trust must be that
the state will get back the money it paid for the child’s medical bills after the death of the child.
A bit of history is useful here. Not so long ago any money or property of substance in the hands
of a disabled person would serve merely to disqualify that person from receiving asset-based
governmental benefits such as Medicaid. Where, then, would such a disabled person have gotten
those funds from if he/she were too disabled to earn a living? More likely than not, they were
received from a personal injury lawsuit.

Example 16-7
Joe was severely and permanently injured in an automobile accident. A lawyer was retained to
sue the car owner/driver and ultimately a settlement was reached providing Joe with the policy
limits of the auto insurance policy: $300,000. The owner had no other assets and was, therefore,
judgment-proof. After the payment of legal fees, Joe has $200,000 left. Unfortunately, his injury
has left him permanently paralyzed and in need of medical treatment for the rest of his life.
Unable to work, Joe must live on the income from his settlement and from the $600 per month of
Social Security Disability (SSD) benefits that he will receive. Joe’s total annual income is
expected to be $18,000 per year. His continuing medical expenses, however, are expected to be
$45,000 per year. Medicaid will pay the difference. However, before it will do so, Joe must
deplete his $200,000. Remember: Medicaid is a poverty program; and while Joe’s condition is
worthy of sympathy, there is no legal exemption for personal injury lawsuit proceeds.

Analysis
Now the question: “Who benefited from the lawsuit?” In the pre-Special Needs Trust days, what
good would it have done for Joe to sue? Since Joe would have been entitled to keep no more than
his SSD benefits—which he would have gotten regardless of his lawsuit—and since any lawsuit
proceeds would serve to do no more than disqualify him from receiving Medicaid until he had
depleted those funds, what was the benefit to him?

In 1993, OBRA2 created an exempt type of trust—the Special Needs Trust—to remedy this
“injustice.” It does so by recognizing that a person who is injured ought to have at least some
chance at enjoying life through the use of his/her lawsuit proceeds. The law provides, therefore,
that if certain rules are met, the contents of the SNT will not count in determining Medicaid
eligibility. Simply outlined, a trust is a Special Needs Trust if it meets the following criteria:

2 See 42 U.S.C. §1396p(d)4A.
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•

It was created by the parent, grandparent, legal guardian of the beneficiary, or by a court.

•

It was created for the benefit of a disabled individual who is 65 years or younger at the
time such trust was established.

•

It was funded with the assets of that individual.

•

It has provided that the state receive all amounts remaining in the trust upon the death of
the beneficiary up to the amount of any Medicaid funds paid.

Most likely, it is the first requirement that is the cause of all the confusion. Since it requires that
someone other than the disabled child—a parent, for example—create the trust. Many parents
assume that it also covers situations in which their money is used to fund the trust.
(As an aside, why the legislation does not provide for a trust created by the disabled person is a
mystery. It may be that it presumes the disabled person will be mentally disabled, but the
legislation is not clear.)

The third requirement is clear. However, a Special Needs Trust contemplates being funded with
money belonging to the disabled beneficiary.
The final requirement is very important. The state permits the money in an SNT to be used for
the benefit of the incapacitated person. Most often funds pay for items which would not be paid
for by Medicaid or SSI—the so-called “quality of life” purchases such as vacations, electronic
equipment, etc.,—while preventing a windfall to the disabled person’s heirs. In other words, the
government is agreeing to pay for the expensive medical care while postponing its recovery of
the balance of the money until after the death of the beneficiary. However, between the state and
the beneficiary’s heirs, the state’s lien takes preference.
Caution. A body of case law has been developing in recent years by which courts have been
requiring the repayment to Medicaid of amounts paid by the local agency during the pendency of
the court action resulting in the payment of the funds ultimately placed into the Special Needs
Trust. So, for example, if the ultimate payment (by settlement or otherwise) is $500,000 net of
attorneys’ fees, but Medicaid has paid $200,000 during that time, the Agency may require
repayment of this amount. It is important that local law be considered in this regard.
There is no possibility under the SNT statute of the average elderly parent funding such a trust
with his/her own assets. That is where the other SNT comes in.

Supplemental Needs Trust
The concept of a Supplemental Needs Trust is rooted in case law rather than in statute. Perhaps
one of the earliest cases of the kind was the New York case of Matter ofEscher [94 Misc. 2d
952, 407 NYS2d 106 (1978) aff'd 438 NYS 2d 293], in which the court held that your average
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person, given the choice between having their estate assets pay for the medical care of a
beneficiary and having a governmental entity (Medicaid) do so, would choose to preserve their
own assets.
Although the result and logic are obvious, this case opened the door for people to create trusts for
their loved ones in which the money left in trust would “supplement and not supplant”
government entitlements. Such trusts uniformly contained clauses, which provided that neither
income nor principal could be used to pay for something (i.e., medical care) which, in the
absence of the trust, would be paid for by the government. This is the so-called Supplemental
Needs Trust; and unlike the Special Needs Trust, it may be created by anyone for anyone under
whatever terms and conditions the creator wishes to impose.

The point, therefore, is that if someone refers to a Special Needs Trust in planning for a disabled
child in their own estate plan, they are really referring to a Supplemental Needs Trust.

Tax Aspects of the Special Needs Trust
For the practitioner unfamiliar with the subject, a few points need to be made about the tax
aspects of the Special Needs Trust.

Receipt of Personal Injury Proceeds
The receipts of proceeds from a personal injury award or settlement are not taxable as income
[26 USC §104(a)(2)]. Income (i.e., interest) generated on proceeds is, of course, taxable as
income. There is one exception, however. More and more, structured settlements and periodic
payments are becoming popular among the personal injury bar and among insurers. In addition,
26 USC §104(a)(2) also provides that periodic payments that include investment interest are
exempt from income taxation. Similarly, if such periodic payments are assigned to a grantor
trust, they remain exempt.

The Grantor Trust Rules
A grantor trust, generally, is one under which a person has retained some level of control
sufficient under the IRC to cause that person to be considered the owner. Because a Special
Needs Trust is not set up by the beneficiary, some other power might have to be retained, which
causes grantor trust treatment. A typical “defective” power (one which causes Grantor Trust
treatment) would be allowing the disabled beneficiary the unrestricted right to remove and
replace trustees [26 CFR §1.674(d)-2; see, generally, the regulations under IRC §671 et. seq.].
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Taxation of Interest Income Earned by a Trust
Once the settlement check or periodic payment is placed into the trust, any future interest will
not be exempt from income taxation. The question now becomes: “Is it better to have the income
taxed to the beneficiary or to the trust?” As a general rule, it is better to have income taxed to an
individual rather than at trust tax brackets, which tend to be higher [see 26 USC § 1 (a) through
(e)].

Gift Taxation
Is the creation of an SNT a gift and, if so, by whom? This is a tough question, and one for which
there is, as of yet, no definitive answer. Ordinarily, a gift is taxed when it is “completed”, and a
gift is completed when the donor parts with “dominion and control” by delivery to the donee.
Considering that our settlor (parent, etc.) is not the donor and the beneficiary of the trust is the
donee of his/her own property, what do we do?
The best answer seems to be to treat the trust as a non-gift for one or both of the following
reasons.

•

First, it has been argued that the incapacitated beneficiary retains the power, through a
court proceeding, to make sure that the trust income and corpus is properly applied to
his/her use. As such, this right to compel the use of the proceeds for his/her own use
makes the gift incomplete. After all, if you can use up the entire principal, what and to
whom exactly is the gift?

•

Second, and probably more on target, it has been argued that because the SNT is part of a
larger transaction—the settlement of the personal injury action and the payment of the
proceeds—there is no gift but, instead, merely a highly complicated contractual
relationship between the insurer and the claimant for the payment of personal injury
funds.

Estate Taxation
Clearly, because the disabled individual has retained certain rights in the trust, it will be counted
in his or her estate under IRC §2033 et. seq. In addition, it should be clear that any debt due to
the state as a result of Medicaid funds advanced during the beneficiary’s lifetime are deductions
against the gross estate.
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CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services

Introduction
You may already have many potential clients for CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services within your
existing client base, but you may have not identified them as such. This chapter will discuss how
to
•

Identify opportunities where you can assist your clients, whether they are adult children
or older adults themselves.

•

Identify other professionals in your community with whom you could partner in offering
CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services.

How to Identify the Client in
Need of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services
Elderly Clients
When elderly people visit their accountants, it usually takes two forms:
•

Income tax preparation or planning

•

Estate tax planning

Seldom does an elderly individual consider his/her mortality and plan in advance for the costs of
long-term care or the need for more assistance. Yet, people are living longer and requiring more
assistance with their daily lives. So, while it is nice that you can assist a client with his/her tax
planning needs, it is also important for you to be able to spot the client who needs CPA
ElderCare/PrimePlus Services.
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The simplest way to spot a client in need of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services is during his/her
annual tax return preparation.
Tip-offs that an elderly client may need planning include—

•

1099 forms showing large amounts of income and dividends or capital gains. (Obviously,
a person with $50,000 in annual interest or dividend income has a substantial amount of
capital in liquid form.)

•

Brokerage house statements provide information on the value of a client’s securities
portfolio.

•

A home address may be a tip-off as to the value of real property. (The more upscale the
locale, the more valuable the property is likely to be and the more your client should
consider the risks of its loss.)

•

And, of course, you might rely upon your own senses for clues: have you noticed whether
the client has difficulty walking, hearing, or communicating?

Proper long-term care planning can help to pay for the costs of long-term care and enable the
client to have greater care options.

In some cases a client may have questions that indicate a need for planning. These questions may
be about
•

Estate or gift tax planning, which would lead you to suspect a large estate.

•

Reporting trust income if a client is the beneficiary of a trust.

•

Form 1041 preparation for an existing trust.

In any of these events, the practitioner may note that an elderly client has sufficient assets to
remain in his/her own home with the assistance of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services.
All of this assumes:
•

First, that the elderly person is your client.

•

Second, that he/she has come to you after recognizing his/her own need for the services
of an accounting professional, either for tax preparation or tax minimization.
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Adult Children
It is also good marketing practice to implement a few measures to discover whether there is
anything you can do for the elderly family members of clients who are of working age. Consider
the following scenarios:

•

A business client’s books show payments of certain amounts to elderly family members.
You might inquire as to why this is. Your client might tell you that his mother needs the
medical coverage, and she is being carried on the company’s group policy. This might be
your lead-in to exploring whether the business client and his family have properly
planned for the cost of long-term care and understand CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus
Services.

•

A client has his elderly father listed as an employee so that the senior family member can
draw income from the client’s business, thus paying taxes at a lower bracket. While this
may be advantageous to the junior family member from the point of income taxes, it
could be a problem if the parent has few resources and is close to requiring a nursing
home. Because Medicaid counts all assets and income in determining eligibility under
that program, showing income might serve to make the father ineligible for Medicaid.
Your discovery or consideration of this information might be a tip-off to you to advise
the business owner to undertake appropriate planning for his/her parent.

Practitioner’s Note. This assumes, of course, that the client’s parents are middle class and
may one day require nursing home care. Naturally, estate planning and estate/gift tax
considerations should be factored in.
What if you discover that the business owner is making installment payments to a parent for the
purchase of the business that has been taken over by the child? This may call for some serious
tax and financial protection steps. For instance, if the installment loan is payable over a period of
many years, steps may need to be taken to cancel the debt. Otherwise, if the parent-creditor is
entitled to receive lump-sum payments at a time when they require nursing home care, such
payments may serve only to eliminate or reduce Medicaid eligibility.

Example 17-1

Jack has purchased his father’s business for $500,000 payable in 10 annual installments of
$50,000 each with interest. His father had built up the business and was finally convinced to
retire and “take it easy” at the age of 75. Five years later, Jack’s father suffers a stroke and
requires nursing home care. Assuming that there are still five annual installments of $50,000 due
him, those funds will very likely be used for nursing home care.
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Note. Do not be in a hurry to recommend cancellation of the debt without considering all of the
ramifications: For instance, if the parent was counting on the debt to provide legacies for other
children, then the cancellation of that debt, without more, might inadvertently upset the estate
plan and deprive other heirs of their share of the intended inheritance. In addition, forgiveness of
debt can have tax consequences and might also serve to disqualify the parent from receiving
Medicaid benefits for a period of up to three years following the transfer. Perhaps it might be
more advantageous for the parent-creditor to assign some or all of the child-debtor’s debt to the
other children. Or the parent might “protect” this loan by the purchase of long-term care
insurance, which would cover a stay in a nursing home during the period in which payments are
being made. The situation will dictate the correct course of action; the point being made here is
not to focus solely on the cancellation of the debt.

Your observations need not be limited to business clients. Even your personal tax preparation
clients may give you plenty of leads. What if a client asks you about the deductibility of a
parent’s medical bills or the rules for taking a parent as a dependent on their own tax returns?
Certainly all practitioners have been at the receiving end of questions that did not relate to the
matter at hand but which led you to believe that the client had additional matters of concern.

The most obvious technique available is: simply ask. There is nothing wrong with explaining to
clients that you have a few general questions designed to determine whether there are any
unforeseen gaps in their family’s protection. Who would begrudge you a few questions under
those circumstances? (As an aside, the questions need not be limited to elderly parents. For
members of the “working generation” there are at least as many gaps in their planning for their
own children as there are in planning for their parents. It is amazing how many people with
young children do not have a Last Will and Testament naming a guardian to care for them should
the parent die, nor have they established a trust so that large amounts of money do not fall into
the hands of their children at too young an age.)

The Conflict Between “Traditional” and “Modern”
Estate Planning When Planning for the
Costs of Long-Term Care
Having identified the client in need of planning, the practitioner, whether he/she be a legal or
accounting professional, is now faced with the dilemma of how to advise a client—the
“traditional” way or the “modem” way—when asked to prepare or review an estate plan.
The traditional method of estate planning was the preparation of a will whereby assets were
inherited upon death. With today’s high cost of medical care, however, it is at least as likely as
not that an extended illness (and thanks to modem life-sustaining medical technology almost all
illnesses might be extended) will cause an ill individual to go bankrupt before he/she dies. Even
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if an individual succeeds in remaining at home—in which case the local Social Services
Department cannot force the sale of the home during the lifetime of that Medicaid recipient—a
lien may be placed against the estate after the death of both the recipient and his/her surviving
spouse.
Thus, adequate planning today can no longer include just a will or a tax-wise estate plan but must
also consider such issues as

•

Protecting assets for the clients’ lifetime so that they might continue to provide an
adequate income for the client (and spouse), while at the same time

•

Assuring the passing of principal to the children free of any lien.

Some of the factors to consider in deciding between traditional and modem planning techniques
are covered later in this book.

Positioning Yourself as the Pivotal
Point of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services
Once you have identified the client in need of planning and have determined that asset
divestiture planning is not in the client’s best interest—most likely because the client has too
high an asset base to justify it—you may wish to consider what services you might offer in the
way of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services planning. These services can fall into several
categories, each of which will be discussed in the following sections.

Interestingly, you might have more success offering your services to the children of elderly
clients than you will have offering them to the elderly clients themselves. Much of this has to do
with the issues of control and loss of self. As you have learned, if you take away someone’s
control of their own money, they may believe that you are taking away control of their lives.
Thus, you may find that offering your services to the elderly client may meet with limited
success, or even outright resistance. The same is not necessarily true if your services are
marketed to those who stand to benefit most—usually the family members upon whose shoulders
the burden of caring for an elderly family member would normally fall.
To better understand the need for such services, consider the plight of an average person whose
parents are now approaching the years marked by deteriorating health. If your average elderly
individuals face this dilemma when they are in their 70s or 80s, their children are likely to be in
their 40s and 50s, a time when most will likely have their hands full with work or business and
are busy supporting their own families. Those families are likely to consist of children in their
teen years or in the early college years—not yet self-sufficient and requiring at least as much
attention as their aging parents.
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The expression to describe these individuals that is commonly used today is the “sandwich
generation” because these people’s lives are sandwiched in between the pressures of caring for
their children and the pressures of caring for their elderly parents.
Not everyone in his/her peak years faces this situation, of course. However, it is important to
recognize that opportunities for marketing of CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services exist in cases
where pressures also exist. So, for instance, a household consisting of two working professionals
with very busy schedules and little time for themselves may appreciate that someone offers
services that their parents may require but which they, themselves, simply do not have the time
to perform. Similarly, in today’s mobile world, it is the rare family that has its entire family still
living in the same community where they grew up. Often, they are not even in the same state. In
such a case, it can be of tremendous benefit to have someone near the elderly family member
who can advise, assist or even coordinate all of the things that one needs to be on top of when
family members become elderly.
Marketing Tip. If you plan to market to a target group that includes families of modest
means where one or more family members may shortly require nursing home placement,
then, as a marketing point, it may be helpful to stress that your services might actually cost
the elderly person “nothing.” In cases where Medicaid is expected to eventually pick up the
cost of care, hiring you to do all of the work in effect costs a family nothing. Reason: there is
no law mandating how assets are spent before Medicaid eligibility is achieved (so long as the
payor received value in return). Therefore, the use of money to pay you for services is a
legitimate use of the money, which would otherwise be used on medical costs.
Example 17-2

Joe, an 85-year-old resident of Massachusetts, has assets of $70,000. He is in failing health and it
is assumed that one day he will go into a nursing home. He has two children, one of whom lives
in Florida and the other in California. Both have families and other responsibilities that prevent
them either from bringing their father to live with them or assuming responsibility for his day-today financial affairs. Ignoring for the moment any divestiture planning (i.e., transferring his
money in order to gain Medicaid benefits faster), it would pay for the children to retain your
services to assist with the tasks discussed in this segment.
If their father must ultimately spend his $70,000 before becoming eligible for Medicaid, it does
not matter whether he spends $60,000 on medical bills and $10,000 on accounting and elder
planning services or the full $70,000 on medical bills. In either case, the entire amount will be
spent. Only after spending it will Joe be eligible for Medicaid. If the children took time off from
work to do the same things, the elder planner would ordinarily do for a fee, they would likely be
doing it for free but would lose salary or vacation benefits in the process. So, is it better to
simply let someone else do it?
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The need and the opportunities for your services should be clear. With this in mind, the
following sections examine some of the services that a CPA might offer a client or a client’s
family.

Financial, Tax, and Accounting Services
Financial Services—For the moment, we will not be referring to investment planning but, rather,

to a series of financial management services that you might be able to market to elderly clients or
their families. Again, keep in mind that the services discussed in this section are best marketed to
families of the elderly who are either extremely busy in their professional and personal lives, or
who reside in parts of the country different from their elderly parents; and, therefore, they cannot
stay on top of all the financial goings on. To those people a financial overseer might come as a
blessing.

Among the services you might consider offering are
•

Bill Paying—You might have heard stories of seniors whose forgetfulness resulted in

their utilities being shut off for lack of payment. It truly does happen. Many utilities offer
customers the option of having them notify a third party—usually, but not necessarily, a
child—if there is a danger that a utility will be disconnected for lack of payment. Being
able to offer a service to pay bills for an elderly parent might be of tremendous benefit to
the entire family.
•

Monitoring Investments/Financial Projections—This is different from investing for a

client. Even if you do not act as an investment adviser, it may pay for a client to have you
monitor their investments and advise as to whether those investments might be expected
to generate sufficient return to meet the needs of the client.
•

Tax Projections—Along a similar line, it is important for clients to have some idea of
what their estate tax liability might be and to be guided in making annual and lifetime
gifts.

•

Representative Payee—A person receiving Social Security benefits (whether elderly or

disabled) may sometimes be unable to manage that money, little though it might be. One
way to assure that the funds are used is to request the appointment of a representative
payee. A representative payee will receive the check directly from the government and
will be responsible for its proper use. The government will demand a very informal
annual accounting but, other than this, there are no strict rules.
•

Tax Services—Financially well-to-do seniors need tax preparers like the rest of us. There
is nothing particularly unique about offering such services to elderly seniors—either your
clients need them or they do not. However, from a marketing perspective, letting people
know that you are thoroughly aware of all of the rules relating to the tax issues of the
elderly is a wise move. Thus, you should stress your knowledge of things such as
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— Medical expenses and deductions.

— Sale of real estate.
— Capital gains.
— Gift and estate taxes, etc.
True, many of these things are not unique to the elderly, but that should not stop you
from selling your expertise of these areas to the elderly population.
•

Accounting Services—It is unlikely that the elderly client will require the traditional

accounting services you offer to businesses. However, your services may be
indispensable in two events:
— First, in a guardianship proceeding.
— Second, if Medicaid should ever become necessary.

Unfortunately, by the time the elderly person’s family realizes that they are unable to manage
their financial affairs, frequently those affairs are so disorganized that it is impossible to track
down assets.
Of utmost importance, however, is the ability to track 36 months’ worth of income and
expenditures when applying for Medicaid. It is not unheard of for a person to transfer money
from one account to another, withdrawing some, depositing some on a different day, so that
before long it is impossible to figure out exactly where any given deposit went or where it came
from. It is also not unusual for your client to come into your office with a shopping bag full of
bank statements in no particular order, still in their envelopes. (We all know that nightmare!)
Accounting services of this type are probably best marketed to elder lawyers who are already
handling Medicaid applications as part of their practice, but who do not have the staff to
accomplish a forensic financial examination.

Medical Care Coordinating Services
Americans may be living longer and longer lives, but, sadly, a good quality of life does not
continue endlessly. At some point, there is a switch from the “Golden Years” of travel and
hobbies and other outside interests that one would expect to look forward to in retirement, to an
inability to enjoy the final years because of illness or infirmity. The latter years provide the
accounting professional with the opportunity to offer services to family members to make it
easier for them to continue with their own lives.
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Caring for an ill or elderly person often requires a variety of services offered by a variety of
people. We have already covered some of the services that the accountant can offer. Two other
major categories of services that may be required by the client in addition to direct medical
services—the services of
•

An elder lawyer and/or

•

A geriatric care worker.

Both services are fairly new—a decade or two old at most—and so it is important to recognize
their respective roles.
What elder lawyers and geriatric care managers do, and how they fit in with your services, will
be discussed in the next section.

Investment Services
It has become more commonplace in recent years for accounting professionals to expand their
practices to include investment services—the sale of mutual funds and stocks, for instance.
Opinions vary on whether it is wise to offer such services in addition to the traditional tax and
accounting-related services, and the decision will be made by each practitioner according to
his/her own good judgment.
Naturally, if your investment advice has produced nothing but positive results, there is nothing
you should be concerned about. However, there are some risks that the reader should be aware of
in connection with offering investment services to elderly clients.
•

Suitability—Investment advisers must always consider the suitability of an investment for

the particular investor. This should be obvious. However, it is more important for an
elderly client who will not have the opportunity to recover from a prolonged or severe
financial setback. Remember that this is the generation that thought U.S. savings bonds
were an investment. For most, their overriding concern—and their panic if their goal is
not constantly achieved—is the safety of principal and the generation of income.
Anything that does not do this will quite possibly trigger a panic.
•

Sophistication—True, not all elderly people are limited in investment scope to bonds.

J. Paul Getty, who died in his 80s after all, also owned some shares of oil stock. Gauge
the sophistication of your client. Examine their prior investment dealings, and then err on
the side of safety.
•

Sympathy—An elderly person whose portfolio has substantially decreased in size may

decide to sue you. (Do not underestimate the power of one’s children to force the issue
and to retain the attorney, even if the parent does not wish to do so.)
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Working With Other Professionals
If you offer your services to the elderly or to their families, you will find yourself working with
two other professionals—the elder lawyer and the geriatric care manager. This section will
explain a bit about what they each do and how to choose one.1

Elder Lawyer
An elder lawyer’s job is to deal with the legal issues associated with aging. If ever there was an
oversimplification, it was contained in the last sentence.

The term “elder law” has expanded quite a bit since it was first coined a decade ago. In choosing
an elder lawyer, you must first learn to distinguish between those who
•

Practice elder law, and those who

•

Have taken to calling themselves elder lawyers in an attempt to expand their client base
because their practice has been concentrated in fields related to elderly people—wills and
estates, mostly—for several years.

First and foremost, a true “elder lawyer” should have a thorough knowledge of the laws
governing the preservation and transfer of the assets of clients seeking to avoid loss in the event
of expensive long-term care. In other words, the lawyer must be thoroughly versed in the rules
governing Medicaid eligibility, including those rules as they relate to protecting one’s spouse
from becoming impoverished in the event that the other spouse enters a nursing home.
In addition, they should have useful experience with most of the following issues:
•

Nursing home placement.

•

Continued hospital stays.

•

Medicare claims and appeals.

•

Social Security benefits.

•

Long-term health insurance purchase and coverage.

1 A more detailed discussion of the topic is presented in The Team Approach to Tax, Financial & Estate Planning,
an AICPA publication, available from www.CPA2biz.com or by calling (888) 777-0777.
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•

Disability planning including use of

— Durable powers of attorney
— Living wills.
— Health care proxies.
•

Cases of mental incapacity, including representing clients in court on matters of

— Guardianship.
— Conservatorship.
•

Estate planning, including
— Wills.
— Trusts (specifically knowledge of both revocable and irrevocable living trusts).

•

Probate and estate administration.

•

Estate, gift, and income tax laws related to the elderly. (Although you might be expected
to do most of the tax-related work, a lawyer’s familiarity with the issues is a positive sign
of professional competence.)

The most logical way of choosing an elder law attorney—assuming that you do not already have
a professional relationship with one—is by reputation. Like any professional, those who are
well-respected are not a secret. Even if you do not know one, one of your professional colleagues
has likely had some dealings with one, so ask for recommendations.

Assuming, however, that you have not had experience in dealing with an elder lawyer but wish
to build a relationship from the ground up, probably the first place to begin is by calling one or
more of your local hospital “discharge planning” departments and asking for a list of attorneys
that they refer patients’ families to. The reason these discharge planners have the list is that in the
course of doing their jobs—helping families plan for the continued medical care of a patient who
no longer needs a hospital—they are sure to have had some dealings with elder lawyers.
If you are “cold-calling” an elder lawyer, some of the areas of inquiry might be as follows:

How long has the attorney been in practice?
How much of that time has been spent in this field?

What percentage of his or her practice is devoted to elder law?
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•

What are some of the other related areas in which he/she practices? (Elder law has a wide
reach—it can include things that seem unrelated, such as real estate and personal injury
law—because the elderly, too, have homes to sell and the elderly, too, are injured by the
negligence of others. This may be important if you want to present your client with an
all-inclusive package, but it may also interfere if you have a long-standing referral
arrangement with other professionals.)

•

What is the attorney’s fee structure? Is it a flat-fee or hourly rate? Is there a fee for the
first consultation and, if so, how much is it? (This is important because many people just
assume that an initial consultation with a lawyer will be free. This, undoubtedly, is the
result of all those television advertisements for personal injury firms touting the no
recovery, no-fee arrangement. However, for an elder lawyer’s first session with a client to
be of any use to the client, information must be gathered and specific advice given. It is
quite possible that all of the advice is given at the first meeting; in fact, the first meeting
in some cases might be the only meeting, so if you are recommending an elder law
attorney, you do not want your client to experience the surprise of a fee when one was not
expected.)

Geriatric Care Manager (GCM)
Generally, a geriatric care manager is a person who develops and implements a plan for all
aspects of long-term care to assist an elderly person and, indirectly, the person’s family members
upon whose shoulders this task would otherwise fall.

Most often, a geriatric care manager will have some form of graduate degree—social work and
nursing seem to be the most common—and may be certified or licensed by a professional
organization or by state statute or regulations.

One of the first tasks of the geriatric care manager (GCM) is to conduct an assessment of the
patient’s needs and resources. In most cases, this will involve a visit to the patient’s home and a
meeting with the patient in person, whether at home or in a hospital. The GCM will evaluate
many factors in formulating a plan for the patient’s care. Because your role may be to hire and
supervise the GCM, or even to “sell” the GCM’s recommendations to the family, you should be
familiar with some of the things that will be considered and why they are important in
determining the proper plan.
Among the things that the geriatric care manager will review are the patient’s
•

Physical and Mental Condition—In order to know what type of medical services the

patient will require, you must know the patient’s abilities and limitations. A person who
is frail, but not necessarily ill, might be recommended for home care with the assistance
of home health aides. The GCM will consider whether the aides are required around-the-
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clock or only for limited tasks such as preparing meals and doing some light
housekeeping.
•

Family Support System—Is the elderly client living at home with family members, or are

the children and grandchildren scattered all over the country? Naturally, the GCM will
plan for more home care if the latter is the case.
•

Desires—Many times we lose sight of the fact that just because a person is elderly, or

even ill, this does not mean that they will suffer placement against their will. Few people
look forward to entering nursing homes. In such cases, home care may be the appropriate
plan. However, some elderly people have very strong feelings about who they will let
into their houses, and aides and nurses have been known to suffer a lot of abuse.
Requiring live-in aides can be particularly unsettling to an elderly person. Someone who
is used to living on his/her own might not appreciate a stranger moving in, let alone being
at their mercy.

The GCM’s job is to coordinate all services to ensure the patient’s health and general well-being.
Depending upon the patient’s needs, your hiring or recommendation of such a person may be a
long-term or short-term project. Some patients may require an initial plan, with the GCM acting
as the family “coach” to aid family members in implementing it. Others may require continuous
monitoring and re-evaluation of a patient’s changing needs, or they may require continuous
services. This is particularly true when there are no family members living in the immediate area.

Practitioner’s Note. Important—It is crucial that there is a meeting of the minds as to
exactly what the GCM’s role will be. Remember, you are dealing with a person’s health, and
younger family members may be quite intolerant of anything that makes their elderly loved
one uncomfortable, even if it is not the fault of the caregiver. So, for example, if the family
expects the GCM to constantly monitor the home-bound patient and apprise them of any
changes requiring greater care, they may not calmly tolerate finding out at some later point
that the parent has deteriorated to the point of requiring nursing home placement. Then you,
as the middleman, may suffer their anger. Constant reporting, either by you or by the GCM
that you have recommended, is very important.
Again, as is true of any professional relationship, the best people in the field are well known.
You might have occasion to work with a GCM in one case and be impressed enough to keep
him/her in your business card file. Or, you might get recommendations from hospitals, elder law
attorneys, colleagues or other clients. Today, GCMs are as familiar with marketing as any
professional group, so your search may be aided by their own efforts to increase their business.
If you have not had experience with a GCM, some of the things that you should look for in
choosing one are the following:

•

Does the GCM have experience in all aspects of geriatric care—assisting with placing
people in nursing homes as well as preparing plans for the patient’s care at home?
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•

Is he/she familiar with geriatric medical and legal specialists in the area? If they run in
the same circles as the well-known people in the elder care community, then they might
have the knowledge, or at least the resources, to deal with a multitude of situations.

•

What different services do they offer, and will any conflict with what you plan to do?
Many GCMs now complete Medicaid applications on behalf of patients. If you plan to
make this a part of your business, consider whether there will be any tension between you
and the GCM or you and the family, particularly if the GCM charges less or offers more
services as part of their fee.

•

How do they charge for their services? Will they do everything for a flat fee or on an
hourly fee basis? This is particularly important because you do not want there to be any
surprises for the family you recommended the GCM to. An unexpectedly high fee may
cause the family to discharge, not only the GCM, but you as well.
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401(k) Plans—A 401(k) is a tax-deferred investment and savings plan that acts as a personal
pension fund for employees. It allows employees of corporations and private companies to save
and invest for their own retirement. In a 401(k) the employee authorizes pre-tax payroll
deductions to be invested in mutual funds or other investment options offered by the employer’s
plan. Often, employers match the employee’s contributions. The contributions, the investment
earnings, and any employer match may grow tax-deferred until withdrawal (assumed to be
retirement), at which time they are taxed as ordinary income. Like IRAs, assets in a 401(k) can
be withdrawn without penalty after age 59% and must start no later than April 1 of the year
following the date that one turns age 70% and be taken annually subject to minimum distribution
requirements.
403(b) Plans—A 403(b) is a tax-deferred investment and savings program for employees of
certain tax-exempt employers. It allows employees of hospitals, educational institutions, and
other nonprofit organizations to save and invest for their own retirement. Depending on the
program, an employee authorizes pre-tax payroll deductions to be invested in a tax-sheltered
annuity (TSA) or in a custodial account made up of mutual funds offered by the employer. Both
contributions and the investment earnings may grow tax-deferred until withdrawal (assumed to
be retirement), at which time they are taxed as ordinary income. Like IRAs, assets in a 403(b)
can be withdrawn without penalty after age 59% and must start no later than April 1 of the year
following the date that one turns age 70% and be taken annually subject to minimum distribution
requirements.

Abuse-Physical and Emotional—Physical and emotional abuse includes neglect, abandonment,
beating, restraint, deprivation of food or water, sexual abuse, humiliation, intimidation, insults,
threats, and harassment. Abuse may be domestic, institutional, or self-neglect.
ADL—The term “activities of daily living,” or ADLs, refers to the basic tasks of everyday life,
such as eating, bathing, dressing, toileting, and transferring. When people are unable to perform
these activities, they need help in order to cope, either from other human beings or mechanical
devices or both. Although persons of all ages may have problems performing the ADLs,
prevalence rates are much higher for the elderly than for the nonelderly. Within the elderly
population, ADL prevalence rates rise steeply with advancing age and are especially high for
persons aged 85 and over. Measurement of the activities of daily living is critical because they
have been found to be significant predictors of admission to a nursing home; use of paid home
care; use of hospital services; use of physician services; trigger of insurance coverage; and
mortality.
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Alzheimer’s Disease—Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of dementia in
older people. AD affects the parts of the brain that control thought, memory, and language. It is a
slow disease that starts with mild memory problems and leads to severe brain damage. People
with AD lose their abilities at different rates. AD can last from 3 to 20 years or more after the
onset of symptoms. It is not yet clear what causes AD and there is no known cure. The
behavioral problems in AD are not something the person can control. They result from the brain
damage that worsens over time.
AD begins slowly. At first, the only symptom may be memory problems. People with AD may
have trouble remembering recent events, activities, or the names of familiar people or things.
They may ask the same question over and over again. Simple math problems may become hard
to solve. Such difficulties begin to interfere with jobs or other activities. As the disease gets
worse, people with AD may
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forget something that just happened even though they can remember events from many
years ago.
Become disoriented and get lost in once familiar places.
Become passive and lose their initiative.
Forget how to do simple tasks, like brushing their teeth or combing their hair.
Not be able to think clearly.
Have trouble talking, understanding, reading, and writing.
Stop bathing regularly or eating regular meals.
Have sudden, unpredictable mood changes.
Become suspicious and paranoid about other people’s intentions and behavior.
Become confused, anxious or aggressive. Some may become violent or angry, while
others may be docile or helpless.
Wander away from home
Eventually, persons with AD need total care.

Assisted Living Facility—Assisted living is a combination of housing and health care services
for individuals needing assistance with some of the activities of daily living (e.g., eating,
walking, bathing, etc.). Assisted living is a general term for living arrangements in which some
services are available to residents (e.g., meals, cleaning, and medication reminders), but residents
still live independently within the assisted living complex.

Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC)—A continuing care retirement community
is usually a gate secured campus offering independent living, assisted living and nursing home
care. It usually provides a written contract between the resident and the community, which offers
a continuum of housing, services and health care services, commonly all on one campus. CCRC
residents enjoy an independent lifestyle with the knowledge that if they become sick or frail,
their needs will continue to be met. In general, residents are expected to move into the
community while they are still independent and able to take care of themselves.
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There are generally three “phases” of living for CCRC residents:

•

The first is independent living in a small home on the grounds. The home might be a
patio home, a condominium, a cottage, a ranch home, or even an apartment in a high-rise
building. In many CCRCs there is a choice between renting an apartment or buying a
home. Residents of these facilities are normally in fairly good health and lead quite
independent lives, coming and going as they please.

•

The second phase of a CCRC is an assisted living facility. Residents receive some help
with daily living and dressing, for example. Depending on the facility, the resident may
just have a room and bath or an apartment with a small kitchen. In any event, there is
always a dining room where the resident(s) may take meals if they so choose.

•

The third phase of a CCRC is a nursing home, which offers 24-hour skilled care. Each
CCRC is different, with its own appearance, rules and regulations, health care coverage,
and cost. Some will only allow an individual to move in during the independent living
phase.

Death Benefits—Money and/or in-kind benefits paid to the survivors of the deceased (also
called survivor benefits). These benefits are usually provided to eligible survivors of the
deceased upon receipt of proof of death, such as a copy of the death certificate. Amounts may be
paid in one lump sum, as in life insurance policies and the Social Security lump-sum burial
expense payment, or they may be paid over time, as in Social Security survivor benefits.
Dementia—Dementia refers to a group of symptoms that are caused by changes in brain
function. Signs of dementia include changes in memory, personality, and behavior. Dementia
makes it hard for a person to carry out normal daily activities. A person with dementia may ask
the same questions repeatedly and get lost in familiar places. He or she may be unable to follow
directions; be disoriented about time, people, and places; and neglect personal safety, hygiene,
and nutrition. Older people with dementia were once called senile, and it was thought that
becoming senile was just part of getting old. But dementia is not a normal part of aging. It is
important to find out the cause of a person’s dementia. Some causes of dementia can be treated
and reversed. Others are due to irreversible changes in the brain and cannot be cured.

Funeral Rule—This rule requires funeral homes to give consumers accurate, itemized price
information and various other disclosures about funeral goods and services. The Federal Trade
Commission’s Funeral Rule applies to pre-need and at-need funeral arrangements.The key to the
FTC Funeral Rule is the “General Price List.” The General Price List should be printed or
typewritten, and must contain the following identifying information:
•

•
•

The name, address, and telephone number of the funeral provider’s place of business,
including (where relevant) the address and telephone number for each branch;
The caption: “General Price List;” and
The effective date of the price list
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The following three disclosures must appear on the Statement. They should be set out, word-forword, exactly as the Rule prescribes. They are (1) Legal Requirements, (2) Embalming; and (3)
Cash Advance Items.
The Funeral Rule prohibits specific misrepresentations in six areas: Embalming, Casket for
Direct Cremation, Outer Burial Container, Legal and Cemetery Requirements, Preservative and
Protective Value Claims and Cash Advance Items.
Geriatric Care Manager [GCM]—Generally, a geriatric care manager is a person who
develops and implements a plan for all aspects of long-term care to assist an elderly person and,
indirectly, the person’s family members upon whose shoulders this task would otherwise fall.
Although not required, a geriatric care manager will have some form of graduate degree, social
work and nursing seem to be the most common, and may be (although not required) certified or

licensed by a professional organization or by state statute or regulations.

Guardianship—The legal relationship between a ward and a guardian—wards are usually
persons who have been declared incompetent by the courts to make particular decisions on their
own behalf. Court appointed guardians act as surrogate decision-makers for the ward.
Home Care—Services provided in the home to promote, maintain, and restore health or to
minimize the effects of illness and disability. Home care can be for short-term purposes, such as
rehabilitative care after a hospital discharge or care for the terminally ill or for long-term
purposes, such as assistance with activities of daily living for persons with chronic disabilities.
Home Health Benefits—If an individual is homebound and requires skilled services on an
intermittent basis, Medicare will cover up to 35 hours per week of home health aide and skillednursing services. Skilled-nursing services include the administration of medication, IV therapy,
tube feedings, catheter changes, and wound care. Intermittent usually means less than five days
per week, but certain people may receive services seven days per week.

Hospice Care—A hospice is a public agency or private organization that is primarily engaged in
providing pain relief, symptom management, and supportive services to terminally ill
individuals. Hospice care includes both home and inpatient care. Under the Medicare hospice
benefit, Medicare covers costs of daily care and permits a hospice to provide appropriate
custodial care, including homemaker services and counseling.
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs)—An IRA is a tax-deferred investment and savings
account that acts as a personal retirement fund for people with employment income. In a
traditional IRA contributions may be deductible or nondeductible, and the earnings may grow
tax-deferred until withdrawal (assumed to be retirement), at which time they are taxed as
ordinary income. IRAs are designed for individuals with earned income or married couples in
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which only one of the spouses has earned income and the couple files a joint return. (See Roth
IRA.)

Inter Vivos or Living Trust—In this type of trust generally established as a revocable trust, the
maker places his/her assets into the trust and is the trustee of the trust. A successor trustee may
manage those assets if the maker of the trust becomes incapacitated and will distribute the assets
of the trust when the maker dies. The successor trustee is the fiduciary, and has a legal duty to
follow the terms of the trust as set out by the maker. This type of trust may allow the maker to
avoid probate at death and conservatorship in the event of incapacity.
Keogh Plans—A Keogh is a tax-deferred retirement plan designed to help self-employed
workers or individuals who earn self-employed income establish a retirement savings program.
There are two different types of Keogh’s, profit-sharing or money purchase plan. Under Keogh
regulations the money purchase plan contribution is mandatory and the same percentage
contribution is made each year, whether there are profits or not. The profit-sharing contribution
may change each year, and individuals may contribute to both types of plans in the same year.
The most attractive feature of Keogh plans is the high maximum contribution (currently up to
$40,000) and it will now be indexed for inflation. The self-employed person makes
contributions, and these along with investment earnings grow tax-deferred until withdrawal
(assumed to be retirement), at which time they are taxed as ordinary income.

Last Will and Testament—A will is perhaps the most well-known means of disposing of
property at death. Every state has its own rules for the making of a valid will, but at the very
least, they involve a written document that is
1. Signed by the person making it (called the testator or, if female, the testatrix), and
2. Witnessed by at least two disinterested witnesses (those who do not stand to inherit under
the will.)

The person nominated by the testator to wind down the affairs of the decedent is called the
executor or, if female, the executrix. When a person with a will dies, he/she is said to die
testate. This means, simply, that the will governs the disposition of that person’s property. The
“alternative” to dying testate is dying intestate. A person dying intestate has no Last Will and
Testament.

Living Wills—A living will is a directive to physicians allowing an individual to express his or
her desire not to be kept alive by extraordinary means in the event he or she is determined to be
in a terminal condition. This document directs the physician to give or withhold life sustaining
medical care. The principal should state in the living will the conditions under which treatments
should be continued or discontinued and what types of life sustaining efforts should be made.
Long-Term Care Insurance—Long-term care insurance covers an individual for many of the
costs of home health care, the costs of community-based care (such as assisted living) and, the
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costs of nursing home care. It rarely covers the costs of medical care—doctors or hospitals. This
coverage works in conjunction with Medicare and/or private health insurance. A long-term care
insurance policy is a contract between an individual and an insurance company. In exchange for
the payment of premiums, the insurance company provides for the payment of a daily benefit to
cover the costs of long-term care.
Lump-Sum Death Benefit—When a Social Security recipient dies, a lump-sum death benefit is
payable either to the surviving spouse or to a qualifying child [see 42 USC §402(1)]. A
qualifying child is one who was entitled to receive benefits as a result of the wage-earner’s
Social Security benefits.

Medicaid—Medicaid is a medical assistance program intended for those who have no other
means to pay for necessary health care services. Entitlement is based on need alone and no
premium payments are required. Medicaid is primarily administered by the states with a federal
contribution that ranges between 50% and 80% of the funds paid out by the state for Medicaid
services. Although specific regulations governing Medicaid vary from state to state, each state
must comply with strict requirements in the Medicaid statute regarding eligible services,
eligibility of participants, estate recovery, and other matters.
Medicaid for Long-Term Care—Medicaid may be used to supplement Medicare for what is
sometimes referred to as “community Medicaid benefits.” Community benefits are traditional
medical services delivered by physicians, hospitals, and other health care providers outside of
nursing homes.

Medicare—Medicare is a federal health insurance program for people aged 65 and older, those
with certain disabilities, some under 65, and people of any age who suffer from permanent
kidney failure. It is intended to provide basic insurance protection against health care costs, not
to cover all medical expenses nor long-term care. An eligible individual may choose to get
benefits under Medicare through the traditional fee-for-service system (sometimes called
Medicare) or through a managed care program, Medicare+Choice.
The traditional Medicare program has two parts. Part A is Hospital Insurance, and Part B is
Supplementary Medical Insurance. Part A pays some of the costs of hospitalization, very limited
nursing home care, and some home health services. Part B primarily covers doctors’ fees, most
outpatient and certain related services. Part A is free to qualifying participants. A monthly
premium ($78.20 per month in 2005) is charged for Medicare Part B coverage.
Medicare Advantage—As a result of legislation passed in 1997, beneficiaries could (starting in
1999) opt out of the “traditional” Medicare program in favor of a private managed care plan or
private fee-for-service plans. Medicare had been experimenting with managed care, specifically
HMOs, for some time prior to the adoption of this legislation and a large number of Medicare
beneficiaries have had coverage through HMOs for a number of years. To be eligible for
Medicare managed care plans an individual must
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•
•
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Have both Part A (Hospital Insurance) and Part B (Medical Insurance) coverage,
Not have end-stage renal (kidney) disease (unless they were already in a managed care
plan prior to the enactment of the legislation), and
Live in the service area of a Medicare managed care plan.

Medicare Benefit Period—Deductible and co-payment amounts for Medicare Part A are
determined per benefit period. A benefit period begins when a participant enters the hospital and
continues until after the patient has been out of the hospital or skilled nursing care for 60 days.
After that time, a new benefit period begins. Consequently, there may be several “benefit
periods” in a year under Medicare Part A.

Co-payments and deductibles under Medicare Part B are computed on an annual basis without
regard to the “benefit period” provided in Medicare Part A.
Medicare Claims Processors—Medicare claims processors are known as “fiscal
intermediaries” and “carriers.” Medicare intermediaries process hospital insurance (Part A)
claims for institutional services, including inpatient hospital claims, skilled-nursing facilities,
home health agencies, and hospice services. They also process hospital outpatient claims payable
under supplementary medical insurance (Part B). Examples of fiscal intermediaries are the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association and commercial insurance companies.

Medicare Supplemental Insurance (Medigap)—Traditional Medicare coverage does not pay
all medical expenses. There are deductibles, coinsurance amounts, nonallowable charges, and
noncovered services. If an individual is covered through the traditional Medicare program,
additional health insurance is needed to fill the gaps in coverage. Many retired persons and/or
their spouses have protection that is provided by their former employer. Others purchase
supplementary insurance policies, referred to as Medigap insurance.

Pension Plans—This is a traditional retirement plan offered by some employers that pays a set
amount each year during retirement. Also called a defined-benefit plan, company pensions
guarantee a specific amount of benefits to employees, calculated using a formula that typically
includes the employee’s final salary, years of service, and a fixed percentage rate.

Powers of Attorney—Simply put, a power of attorney is a document whereby one person
(called the “principal”) authorizes someone else (called the “agent,” or the “attomey-in-fact”) to
act on his/her behalf. A power of attorney may be “general,” granting broad authority to make
decisions concerning investments, tax matters, and property transactions, or it may be “specific,”
granting only limited authority to perform one or more specific duties. Every state has legislation
authorizing the creation and use of powers of attorney. In all cases, the principal must be
competent when the power of attorney is executed.
Note. There are different kinds of powers of attorney—also called advanced directives.
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PrimePlus Services—Now referred to as CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus Services. The CPA
ElderCare Services brand is transitioning to PrimePlus Services to make it easier for clients to
see the connection between traditional services and the more global approach to the services that
older clients need. The new focus on PrimePlus Services leverages existing strengths and
competencies in cash flow planning and budgeting, pre- and post-retirement planning, insurance
reviews and tax planning. The new positioning allows CPAs to broaden their focus to include
pre-retirement age clients, and to benefit from the greater revenue potential of this expanded
market and from the longer term of the potential revenue stream.
Roth IRAs—The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 introduced a new option for IRAs, the Roth IRA.
The Roth IRA offers higher income limits and more relaxed eligibility rules than available with a
traditional IRA. In addition to these differences the Roth IRA turns the traditional IRA formula
on its head. Retirement contributions are not deductible up front, but withdrawals can be made
tax-free after age 591/2.

Skilled-Nursing Facility Benefits—Medicare provides up to 100 days of care in a Medicarecertified skilled-nursing facility (SNF) per benefit period (as defined above) if the individual was
an inpatient in an acute care hospital for at least 3 days during the 30 days immediately prior to
admission to the SNF and it has been determined they are in need of daily skilled services.
Medicare defines “daily” as needing seven days per week of skilled-nursing care and at least five
days per week of skilled therapy. Medicare pays for the first 20 days in a SNF. For days 21
through 100, a co-insurance amount ($114.00 per day in 2005) is due.
Note. The dollar information is subject to change; practitioners should update their references as
changes are issued.

Social Security—Individuals qualify for Social Security retirement benefits as early as age 62 if
they have held a job and paid Social Security taxes for at least 10 years. It provides monthly cash
benefits to retirees and their dependents, to disabled workers and their dependents and to
surviving dependents of deceased workers and retirees.

Statement of Funeral Goods and Services Selected—The Statement of Funeral Goods and
Services Selected (Statement) is an itemized list of the goods and services that the consumer has
selected during the arrangements conference. The Statement allows consumers to evaluate their
selections and to make any desired changes.
Target Market—There are two target markets for this service: older adults and caregivers for
older adults (usually their children). A typical older client for CPA ElderCare/PrimePlus
Services is someone without an adequate local system of support. This may be because a spouse
is deceased or incapacitated, or there are no children living in the area who are capable of, or
willing to, assist the parent. Profiling the caregivers, usually adult children, is a more difficult
matter. Individually, children may not have sufficient resources, but if they pool their resources,
eldercare services may be affordable.
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The target markets described above apply to potential clients for the full range of ongoing CPA
ElderCare/PrimePlus Services. The potential market for clients who would benefit from planning
for the costs of long-term care and evaluation of care options is much greater. Clients at every
income level can benefit from planning for these costs and the earlier a client plans, the greater
choices they will have in the future.

Testamentary Trust—A testamentary trust is created by the maker’s will, funded by the estate,
and administered by a trustee named in the will. Its primary goal is to appoint someone to
manage the assets included in the trust. Incidental to this goal is the saving on estate taxes.
There are several advantages to using a testamentary trust. One is that the maker can determine
how the assets will be paid to the heirs. Sound financial management of the assets may also
allow the assets to grow and produce additional income.
Also, a bypass trust may be structured. In this arrangement the spouse can benefit from the trust
during their lifetime, in which the principal is held in trust for other beneficiaries. Any
remainder, even if it has doubled or tripled in value, produces no new estate taxes because the
value of the trust was set for tax purposes at the time of death.

Trusts—Trusts are an important element in the management of a client’s estate. Trusts are legal
arrangements by which the legal ownership and the beneficial ownership of assets are separated.
Trusts can be divided into two major categories, revocable or irrevocable. Irrevocable trusts
cannot be changed (with very few exceptions) once they are put in place. They can be important
in tax planning for larger estates, sometimes taking the form of insurance or a charitable trust.
Each can take on many forms or variations. Revocable trusts are one of the most common estate
planning tools for individuals. They can be amended and/or changed at any time before the
person making the trust becomes incapacitated or dies. When working with an older client, it is
important to continuously review and update any revocable trusts that may exist in order to
prevent conflicts and misunderstandings as well as to ensure the client’s wishes will be carried
out in the event of incapacitation or death.
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